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ALTERING MICROBIAL POPULATIONS
AND MODIFYING MICROBIOTA

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is a Continuation of U.S. application Ser.
No. 15/478,912 filed Apr. 4, 2017, now U.S. Pat. No.
11,517,582, which is a Continuation-in-Part of U.S. appli-
cation Ser. No. 15/460,962 filed 16 Mar. 2017, now U.S. Pat.
No. 10,582,712, which is a Continuation of U.S. application
Ser. No. 15/160,405 filed May 20, 2016, now U.S. Pat. No.
9,701,964, which is a Continuation Application under 35
U.S.C. § 120 of International Patent Application No. PCT/
EP2016/059803 filed on May 3, 2016, which claims priority
to GB Application Numbers 1507773.8, Filed on May 6,
2015; 1507774.6, Filed on May 6, 2015; 1507775.3, Filed
on May 6, 2015; 1507776.1, Filed on May 6, 2015;
1508461.9, Filed on May 17, 2015; 1509366.9, Filed on
May 31, 2015; 1510891.3, Filed on Jun. 20, 2015;
1518402.1, Filed on Oct. 17, 2015; 1600417.8, Filed on Jan.
10, 2016; and 1600418.6, Filed on Jan. 10, 2016, the
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference in
their entirety.

SUBMISSION OF SEQUENCE LISTING ON
ASCII TEXT FILE

The content of the following submission on ASCII text
file is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety: a
computer readable form (CRF) of the Sequence Listing (file
name: 786212000136SEQLIST.TXT, date recorded: Jan.
13, 2022, size: 58,450 bytes).

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to methods of inhibiting bacterial
population growth, altering the relative ratio of sub-popu-
lations of first and second bacteria in a mixed population of
bacteria, nucleic acid arrays for this purpose and vectors
comprising the arrays. The invention relates to engineered
systems for modifying host cell nucleic acid, components of
such systems and application of these in industry and
medicine. The invention is particularly useful, for example,
for treatment of microbes such as for environmental, food
and beverage use. The invention relates inter alia to methods
of controlling microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC)
or biofouling of a substrate or fluid in an industrial or
domestic system. The invention also relates to treated fluids
and vectors for use in the methods. In embodiments, the
methods use horizontal transfer of arrays. The invention also
provides arrays comprised by mobile genetic elements
(MGEs) for this purpose and vectors comprising these
arrays.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Inhibiting bacterial population growth and altering the
relative ratios of different bacterial species in a mixture finds
application in a wide range of industries and settings, for
example for treatment of waterways, drinking water or in
other environmental settings. Application is also found in
altering bacteria in humans and non-human animals, eg,
livestock, for reducing pathogenic infections or for re-
balancing gut or oral microbiota. Recently, there has been
interest in analysing the relative proportions of gut bacteria

in humans with differing body mass or obesity profiles, or in
investigating possible bacterial influence in disease contexts
such as Crohn’s disease.

Although bacterial innate immune mechanisms against
phage abound, an extensively documented bacterial adaptive
immune system is the CRISPR/Cas system. Engineered
CRISPR/Cas systems have been used for precise modifica-
tion of nucleic acid in various types of prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells, ranging from bacterial to animal and plant
cells (eg, see Jiang W et al (2013)). Prokaryotes, such as
bacteria and archaea, encode adaptive immune systems,
called CRISPR/Cas (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats/CRISPR associated), to provide resis-
tance against mobile invaders, such as viruses (eg, bacte-
riophage) and plasmids. Reference is made to Seed et al
(2013), which explains that bacteriophages (or phages) are
the most abundant biological entities on earth, and are
estimated to outnumber their bacterial prey by tenfold. The
constant threat of phage predation has led to the evolution of
a broad range of bacterial immunity mechanisms that in turn
result in the evolution of diverse phage immune evasion
strategies, leading to a dynamic co-evolutionary arms race.

Host immunity is based on incorporation of invader DNA
sequences in a memory locus (CRISPR array), the formation
of guide RNAs from this locus, and the degradation of
cognate invader DNA (protospacer) situated adjacent a
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). See, for example
WO2010/075424. The host CRISPR array comprises vari-
ous elements: a leader (including a promoter) immediately 5'
of one or more repeat-spacer-repeat units where the repeats
are identical and the spacers differ. By acquiring spacer
sequence from invading virus or plasmid nucleic acid, the
host defence system is able to incorporate new spacers into
the CRISPR array (each spacer flanked by repeats) to act as
a memory to tackle future invasion by the virus or plasmid.
It has been observed that recently-acquired spacers tend to
be inserted into the host array directly after the leader.

Reference is made to Heler et al (2014), which explains
that CRISPR loci and their associated genes (Cas) confer
bacteria and archaea with adaptive immunity against phages
and other invading genetic elements. A fundamental require-
ment of any immune system is the ability to build a memory
of past infections in order to deal more efficiently with
recurrent infections. The adaptive feature of CRISPR-Cas
immune systems relies on their ability to memorize DNA
sequences of invading molecules and integrate them in
between the repetitive sequences of the CRISPR array in the
form of ‘spacers’. The transcription of a spacer generates a
small antisense RNA that is used by RNA-guided Cas
nucleases to cleave the invading nucleic acid in order to
protect the cell from infection. The acquisition of new
spacers allows the CRISPR-Cas immune system to rapidly
adapt against new threats and is therefore termed ‘adapta-
tion’ (ie, vector sequence spacer acquisition).

Seed et al (2013) reported a remarkable turn of events, in
which a phage-encoded CRISPR/Cas system was used to
counteract a phage inhibitory chromosomal island of the
bacterial host. A successful lytic infection by the phage
reportedly was dependent on sequence identity between
CRISPR spacers and the target chromosomal island. In the
absence of such targeting, the phage-encoded CRISPR/Cas
system could acquire new spacers to evolve rapidly and
ensure effective targeting of the chromosomal island to
restore phage replication. Bondy-Denomy et al (2012)
describe the early observed examples of genes that mediate
the inhibition of a CRISPR/Cas system. Five distinct ‘anti-
CRISPR’ genes were found in the genomes of bacterio-
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phages infecting Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Mutation of the
anti-CRISPR gene of a phage rendered it unable to infect
bacteria with a functional CRISPR/Cas system, and the
addition of the same gene to the genome of a CRISPR/Cas-
targeted phage allowed it to evade the CRISPR/Cas system.

Immature RNAs are transcribed from CRISPR arrays and
are subsequently matured to form crRNAs. Some CRISPR/
Cas systems also comprise sequences encoding trans-acti-
vating RNAs (tracrRNAs) that are able to hybridise to
repeats in the immature crRNAs to form pre-crRNAs,
whereby further processing produces mature, or crRNAs.
The architecture of cRNAs varies according to the type
(Type I, II or III) CRISPR/Cas system involved.

CRISPR-associated (cas) genes are often associated with
CRISPR arrays. Extensive comparative genomics have iden-
tified many different cas genes; an initial analysis of 40
bacterial and archaeal genomes suggested that there may be
45 cas gene families, with only two genes, cast and cas2,
universally present. Cas1 and Cas2 are believed to be
essential for new spacer acquisition into arrays, thus are
important in mechanisms of developing resistance to invader
nucleic acid from phage or plasmids. Nunez et al (2015)
reportedly demonstrated the Cas1-Cas2 complex to be the
minimal machinery that catalyses spacer DNA acquisition
and apparently explain the significance of CRISPR repeats
in providing sequence and structural specificity for Cas1-
Cas2-mediated adaptive immunity.

CRISPR/Cas systems also include sequences expressing
nucleases (eg, Cas9) for cutting invader nucleic acid adja-
cent cognate recognition motifs (PAMs) in invader nucleo-
tide sequences. PAM recognition of nucleases is specific to
each type of Cas nuclease. The PAMs in the invader
sequences may lie immediately 3' of a protospacer sequence,
with nucleases typically cutting 3-4 nucleotides upstream of
(5' of) the PAM. The conservation of the PAM sequence
differs between CRISPR-Cas systems and appears to be
evolutionarily linked to cast and the leader sequence. Fin-
eran et al (2014) observed that Invaders can escape type I-E
CRISPR-Cas immunity in Escherichia coli K12 by making
point mutations in a region (the “seed region”) of the
protospacer or its adjacent PAM, but hosts quickly restore
immunity by integrating new spacers in a positive-feedback
process involving acquisition (“priming”). To date, the PAM
has been well characterized in a number of type I and type
II systems and the effect of mutations in the protospacer has
been documented (see references 5, 14, 23, 46, 47 in Fineran
et al (2014)). Fineran et al (2014) concluded that their results
demonstrated the critical role of the PAM and the seed
sequence, in agreement with previous work.

Semenova et al (2011) investigated the role of the seed
sequence and concluded that that in the case of Escherichia
coli subtype CRISPR/Cas system, the requirements for
crRNA matching are strict for the seed region immediately
following the PAM. They observed that mutations in the
seed region abolish CRISPR/Cas mediated immunity by
reducing the binding affinity of the crRNA-guided Cascade
complex to protospacer DNA.

The stages of CRISPR immunity for each of the three
major types of adaptive immunity are as follows:—

(1) Acquisition begins by recognition of invading DNA by
Cas1 and Cas2 and cleavage of a protospacer;

(2) A protospacer sequence is ligated to the direct repeat
adjacent to the leader sequence; and

(3) Single strand extension repairs the CRISPR and
duplicates the direct repeat.

The crRNA processing and interference stages occur
differently in each of the three major types of CRISPR

systems. The primary CRISPR transcript is cleaved by Cas
to produce crRNAs. In type I systems Cas6e/Cas6f cleave at
the junction of ssRNA and dsRNA formed by hairpin loops
in the direct repeat. Type II systems use a trans-activating
(tracr) RNA to form dsRNA, which is cleaved by Cas9 and
RNaseIII. Type III systems use a Cas6 homolog that does not
require hairpin loops in the direct repeat for cleavage. In
type II and type III systems secondary trimming is per-
formed at either the 5' or 3' end to produce mature crRNAs.
Mature crRNAs associate with Cas proteins to form inter-
ference complexes. In type I and type II systems, base-
pairing between the crRNA and the PAM causes degradation
of invading DNA. Type III systems do not require a PAM for
successful degradation and in type III-A systems base-
pairing occurs between the crRNA and mRNA rather than
the DNA, targeted by type III-B systems.

STATEMENTS OF INVENTION

First Configuration of the Invention
The inventors believe that they have demonstrated for the

first time inhibition of population growth of a specific
bacterial strain in a mixed consortium of bacteria that
naturally occur together in microbiota (human, animal or
environmental microbiota) with one or more of the follow-
ing features:—

Population growth inhibition by
targeting wild-type cells;
harnessing of wild-type endogenous Cas nuclease activ-

ity;
targeting essential and antibiotic resistance genes;
wherein the targets are wild-type sequences.
The inventors have demonstrated this in a mixed bacterial

population with the following features:—
targeting bacterial growth inhibition in a mixed popula-

tion of human microbiota (such as gut microbiota)
species;

wherein the population comprises three different species;
comprising selective killing of one of those species and

sparing cells of the other species;
targeting cell growth inhibition in the presence of a

phylogenetically-close other species, which is spared
such inhibition;

targeting cell growth inhibition in a mixed population
comprising target Firmicutes species and non-firmic-
utes species;

targeting cell growth inhibition of a specific Firmicutes
strain whilst sparing a different Firmicutes species in a
mixed population;

targeting cell growth inhibition of a specific gram positive
bacterial strain whilst sparing a different gram positive
bacterial species in a mixed population;

targeting a pathogenic (in humans) bacterial species
whilst sparing a commensul human gut bacterial spe-
cies;

targeting a pathogenic bacterial species whilst sparing a
probiotic human gut bacterial species;

targeting cell growth inhibition in a mixed bacterial
population on a surface;

achieving at least a 10-fold growth inhibition of a specific
bacterial species alone or when mixed with a plurality
of other bacterial species in a consortium; and

achieving at least a 10-fold growth inhibition of two
different strains of a specific bacterial species.

The ability to harness endogenous Cas activity in wild-
type cells is very useful for in situ treatment of host cell
infections in organisms (humans and animals, for example)
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and the environment. Treatment of wild-type (ie, non-
engineered or pre-manipulated) bacterial populations, such
as human, animal or plant microbiota can also be addressed
using the invention. The ability to effect selective growth
inhibition in a mixed population is useful for addressing
bacterial populations, such as human, animal or plant micro-
biota, or for addressing environmental microbiomes. This
feature is also useful for producing medicaments (eg, bac-
terial cell transplants for administration to a human or
animal subject for any treatment or prevention disclosed
herein; or for producing a herbicide or insecticide compo-
sition comprising the product bacterial population of the
invention), wherein the selective killing can be used to
selectively alter the ratio of different bacteria in a mixed
population to produce an altered bacterial population which
is the medicament, herbicide or insecticide; or from which
the medicament, herbicide or insecticide is produced. For
example, the medicament can be intranasally transplanted
into a human or animal recipient to effect such treatment or
prevention.

In the worked Example below, growth inhibition was
addressed in a bacterial population (a gram positive Firmi-
cutes population) on a solid surface. A >10-fold population
growth inhibition was achieved. Targeting was directed to an
antibiotic resistance gene. The invention will be useful in
inhibiting the growth of antibiotic-resistant bacteria,
wherein the target sequence is a sequence of an antibiotic
resistance gene. In an example, co-administration of the
engineered nucleotide sequence with the antibiotic may be
effective. This may provide more complete treatment or
prevention of host cell infection in human or animal subjects
and/or enable the reduction of therapeutically-effective anti-
biotic dose for administration to a human or animal. This is
useful in view of the increasing worry regarding over-
administration of antibiotics and the development of resis-
tance in human and animal populations. The invention also
finds application ex vivo and in vitro for treating an indus-
trial or medical fluid, surface, apparatus or container (eg, for
food, consumer goods, cosmetics, personal healthcare prod-
uct, petroleum or oil production); or for treating a waterway,
water, a beverage, a foodstuff or a cosmetic, wherein the host
cell(s) are comprised by or on the fluid, surface, apparatus,
container, waterway, water, beverage, foodstuff or cosmetic.
The invention finds application also in control of corrosion,
biofilms and biofouling. The first configuration thus pro-
vides the following concepts:—

Use of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for
altering the relative ratio of sub-populations of first and
second bacteria in a mixed population of bacteria, the second
bacteria comprising host cells,
for each host cell the system comprising components
according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) a host cell target sequence and an engineered host
modifying (HM) CRISPR array comprising a spacer
sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a HM-crRNA,
the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that hybridises to the
host cell target sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the
host cell to modify the target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the host CRISPR/Cas system in
the host cell; and

wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas whereby
the host cell is killed or host cell growth is reduced.

A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for the use
of claim 1 for modifying a target nucleotide sequence of a
bacterial host cell, the system comprising components
according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) a host cell target sequence and an engineered host
modifying (HM) CRISPR array comprising a spacer
sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a HM-crRNA,
the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that is capable of
hybridising to the host target sequence to guide said Cas to
the target in the host cell to modify the target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence for
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
can transform the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the host CRISPR/Cas system in
the host cell.

This is exemplified by the worked Examples herein where
we show selective host cell growth inhibition by at least
10-fold in a mixed and non-mixed cell population. The
mixture simulates a combination of species and strains
found in human microbiota.

Use of wild-type endogenous Cas nuclease activity of a
bacterial host cell population to inhibit growth of the popu-
lation, wherein each host cell has an endogenous CRISPR/
Cas system having wild-type Cas nuclease activity, the use
comprising transforming host cells of the population,
wherein each transformed host cell is transformed with an
engineered nucleotide sequence for providing host modify-
ing (HM) cRNA or guide RNA (gRNA) in the host cell, the
HM-cRNA or gRNA comprising a sequence that is capable
of hybridising to a host cell target protospacer sequence for
guiding endogenous Cas to the target, wherein the cRNA or
gRNA is cognate to an endogenous Cas nuclease of the host
cell that has said wild-type nuclease activity and following
transformation of the host cells growth of the population is
inhibited.

Use (optionally the use is according to the use of the
immediately preceding paragraph above) of a host modify-
ing (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for killing or reducing the
growth of bacterial host cells, for each host cell the system
comprising components according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that hybridises to a host cell target sequence to
guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the
target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell;
Wherein the Cas nuclease is endogenous to the host cell; and
wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas whereby
the host cell is killed or host cell growth is reduced.

Thus, the HM-cRNA is capable of hybridising to the host
cell target sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the host
cell to modify the target sequence.
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In an alternative, HM-crRNA and tracrRNA are com-
prised by a single guide RNA (gRNA).

By harnessing endogenous Cas nuclease, embodiments of
the invention use endogenous Cas nuclease activity (ie,
without the need for prior genetic modification of the host
cell to activate or enhance the nuclease activity). Thus, in an
example, the Cas nuclease is encoded by a wild-type gene of
the host cell. In an example, the nuclease is active to achieve
the cell killing or growth inhibition without inactivation of
an endogenous Cas nuclease (or Cas nuclease gene) repres-
sor in the host cell. Thus, the invention can address wild-
type bacterial populations without the need for prior
manipulation to bring about effective Cas-mediated cell
killing or growth reduction. Thus, the population can be
exposed to the cRNA when the population is in its wild-type
environment (such as a waterway or comprised by a human
or animal microbiome).

In an example, the first bacteria are Bacteroidetes (eg,
Bacteroides) cells. In an example, the second bacteria are
Firmicutes cells. The method is, for example, used to alter
the ratios in a gut microbiota population (eg, ex vivo or in
vivo), which is for example for treating or preventing
increased body mass or obesity (eg, wherein the first bacteria
are Firmicutes cells).

The first configuration also provides: A method of altering
the relative ratio of sub-populations of first and second
bacteria in a mixed population of bacteria comprising said
sub-populations, wherein the first bacteria are host cells (eg,
Bacteroidetes cells) infected by a phage and the second
bacteria are not infected by said phage (or not Bacteroidetes
bacteria), the method comprising combining the mixed
population with a plurality of vectors in one or more steps
for introduction of vector nucleic acid into host cells and
allowing bacterial growth in the mixed population, wherein
the relative ratios of said first and second bacteria is altered;
wherein each vector comprises an engineered phage-modi-
fying (PM) CRISPR array for introduction into a phage-
infected host cell for modifying a target nucleotide sequence
of said phage in the cell,
(a) wherein the PM-CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a PM-crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a phage-infected host cell;
and
(b) wherein the PM-crRNA is capable of hybridising to the
phage target sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the infected host cell to modify the target sequence.

In a second configuration, the invention provides:—
A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for modi-

fying a target nucleotide sequence of a host cell (eg, for the
use of the first configuration), the system comprising com-
ponents according to (i) to (iv):

(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;

(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to a host target
sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
for expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid
vector that can transform the host cell, whereby the
HM-crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the
target sequence in the host cell;

wherein optionally component (i) is endogenous to the host
cell.

The second configuration also provides: An engineered
phage-modifying (PM) CRISPR array for use in the method
of the first configuration for modifying the genome of said
phage,
(a) wherein the PM-CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a PM-crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a phage-infected host cell;
and
(b) wherein the PM-crRNA is capable of hybridising to a
phage genome target sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas
nuclease) in the infected host cell to modify the target
sequence.

In an example, the phage is a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacte-
roides) phage, eg, crAssphage.

In an example, the array comprises CRISPR repeats that
are functional with a host cell CRISPR/Cas system. This is
beneficial to increase selectivity of the array for the desired
cell in a bacterial mixture. This also simplifies production of
the array and vectors containing the array of the invention as
it may not be necessary to include bulky nucleotide
sequences encoding one or more Cas proteins (and/or
tracrRNA) required for functioning of the array in the host
cell. In an alternative, the array is provided with a cognate
Cas9-encoding sequence and optionally a cognate
tracrRNA-encoding sequence.

In a third configuration, the invention provides:—
An engineered nucleic acid vector for modifying a bac-

terial host cell comprising an endogenous CRISPR/Cas
system, the vector
(a) comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing a

plurality of different crRNAs (eg, single guide RNAs, ie,
gRNAs) for use in a CRISPR/Cas system or use according
to the invention; and

(b) lacking a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas nuclease,
wherein a first of said crRNAs is capable of hybridising
to a first nucleic acid sequence in said host cell; and a
second of said crRNAs is capable of hybridising to a
second nucleic acid sequence in said host cell, wherein
said second sequence is different from said first sequence;
and

(c) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an antibiotic resistance gene (or RNA thereof);
optionally wherein the genes are different;

(d) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof);

(e) the first sequence is comprised by an essential gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof); or

(f) the first sequence is comprised by a virulence gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof).
The third configuration also provides: A nucleic acid

vector (eg, a plasmid, phage or phagemid) for use in the
method of the invention, the vector comprising a CRISPR
array of the invention.

In a fourth configuration, the invention provides:—
A nucleic acid vector (eg, a plasmid, virus, phage or

phagemid) comprising an engineered CRISPR array for
modifying a target sequence of the genome of a host
bacterial cell (eg, pathogenic bacterial cell, such as
described above) or the genome of a virus (eg, phage) in a
host cell,
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(a) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA (eg, provided as a
gRNA) and a promoter for transcription of the sequence(s)
in the host cell;
(b) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;
(c) wherein the array is comprised by a transposon that is
capable of horizontal transfer between first and second
bacterial cells of different species.

In a fifth configuration, the invention provides:—
An engineered CRISPR nucleic acid vector comprising or

consisting of a mobile genetic element (MGE), wherein the
MGE comprises an origin of transfer (oriT) and a CRISPR
array for modifying a target sequence of the genome of a
host cell (eg, pathogenic bacterial cell) or the genome of a
virus (eg, prophage) in a host cell,
(a) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in the host cell;
(b) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;
(c) wherein the vector is capable of transfer between (i) first
and second nucleic acid positions of a first host cell, wherein
each position is a position on a chromosome or a plasmid
and the target sequence is comprised by the host cell, or (ii)
first and second host cells, wherein the target sequence is
comprised by the first and/or second host cell.

In a sixth configuration, the invention provides:—
A method of controlling microbiologically influenced

corrosion (MIC) or biofouling of a substrate in an industrial
or domestic system, wherein a surface of the substrate is in
contact with a population of first host cells of a first
microbial species that mediates MIC or biofouling of the
substrate, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein
(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more nucleotide
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and
(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of MIC or biofouling of said substrate.

In another embodiment, there is provided:—
A method of controlling microbiologically influenced

corrosion (MIC) or biofouling of a substrate comprised by a
crude oil, gas or petrochemicals recovery, processing, stor-
age or transportation equipment, wherein a surface of the
substrate is in contact with a population of first host cells,
wherein the first host cells are sulphur- or sulphate-reducing
bacteria (SRB), extracellular polymeric substance-produc-
ing bacteria (EPSB), acid-producing bacteria (APB), sul-
phur- or sulphide-oxidizing bacteria (SOB), iron-oxidising
bacteria (IOB), manganese-oxidising bacteria (MOB),
ammonia producing bacteria (AmPB) or acetate producing
bacteria (AcPB) of a first species that mediates MIC or
biofouling of the substrate, wherein the surface and cell

population are in contact with a liquid selected from sea
water, fresh water, a fracking liquid or liquid in a well, the
method comprising
(i) contacting the cell population with vectors by mixing the
liquid with a plurality of vectors that are capable of trans-
forming or transducing first host cells, each vector compris-
ing a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays are introduced
into the host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for tran-
scription of the sequence(s) in a host cell;

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease)
in the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut
the target sequence); the target sequence being a gene
sequence for mediating host cell viability;

(c) wherein each sequence of (a) comprises a sequence
R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the respec-
tive crRNA in a first host cell, wherein R1 is a first
CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second CRISPR repeat, and R1
or R1' is optional; and S1 is a first CRISPR spacer that
comprises or consists of a nucleotide sequence that is
80% or more identical to a target sequence of a said first
host cell and

(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of MIC or biofouling of said substrate.

Other embodiments provide:—
A vector for use in the method, wherein the first cells are

sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) cells, eg, Desulfovibrio or
Desulfotomaculum cells, the vector comprising one or more
CRISPR arrays for targeting the SRB, wherein each array is
as defined in (a)-(c).

In another embodiment, there is provided: A method of
controlling microbial biofouling of a fluid in an industrial or
domestic system, wherein the fluid comprises a population
of first host cells of a first microbial species that mediates
said biofouling, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein
(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more nucleotide
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and
(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of said biofouling. For example, there is provided: A method
of controlling bacterial biofouling in ballast water of a ship
or boat, wherein the water comprises a population of first
host cells of a first microbial species that mediates said
biofouling, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein
(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences for
expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription of
the sequence(s) in a host cell; and
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(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of said biofouling.

Other embodiments provide: Ballast sea water (for
example, a sample of sea water or sea water in a container)
comprising CRISPR arrays, wherein the ballast water is
obtained or obtainable by the method. A ship, boat, sea
container or rig comprising the ballast sea water. A vector for
use in the method, wherein the first cells are Cholera (eg,
vibrio, eg, 01 or 0139), E coli or Enterococci sp cells, the
vector comprising one or more CRISPR arrays for targeting
the cells, wherein each array is as defined in (a) and (b) of
the method.

The invention also provides vectors and CRISPR arrays
suitable for use in this sixth configuration or for other
applications, such as for medical use, or for food or beverage
treatment. To this end, there is provided: A vector compris-
ing a CRISPR array for introduction into a bacterial host
cell, wherein the bacterium is capable of water-borne trans-
mission, wherein
(a) the CRISPR array comprises a sequence for expression
of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription of the sequence
in a said host cell;
(b) the crRNA is capable of hybridising to a host cell target
sequence to guide a Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the target
sequence); the target sequence being a nucleotide sequence
for mediating host cell viability;
(c) wherein the sequence of (a) comprises a sequence
R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the crRNA,
wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and S1 is a first
CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of a nucleotide
sequence that is 80% or more identical to the host cell target
sequence.

Also provided are: A water or food treatment composition
comprising a plurality of such vectors. A medicament for
treatment or prevention of a bacterial infection (eg, a Vibrio
cholerae infection) in a human, the medicament comprising
a plurality of such vectors. The invention also provides
bacterial populations, compositions, foodstuffs and bever-
ages. For example, the foodstuff or beverage is a dairy
product.

In a seventh configuration, the invention provides:—
In a first aspect:—
A method of modifying an expressible gene encoding a

first Cas, the method comprising
(a) combining a guide RNA (gRNA1) with the Cas gene in

the presence of first Cas that is expressed from said gene;
and

(b) allowing gRNA1 to hybridise to a sequence of said Cas
gene (eg, a promoter or a first Cas-encoding DNA
sequence thereof) and to guide first Cas to the gene,
whereby the Cas modifies the Cas gene.
A first nucleic acid vector or combination of vectors, eg,

for use in the method, wherein
(a) the first vector or a vector of said combination comprises

an expressible nucleotide sequence that encodes a guide
RNA (gRNA1, eg, a single gRNA) that is complementary
to a predetermined protospacer sequence (PS1) for guid-
ing a first Cas to modify PS1 at a first site (CS1), wherein

PS1 is adjacent a PAM (P1) that is cognate to the first Cas;
or the expressible sequence encodes a crRNA that forms
gRNA1 with a tracrRNA; and

(b) PS1 and P1 are sequences of an expressible first Cas-
encoding gene and PS1 is capable of being modified at
CS1 by the first Cas.
These aspects of the invention are useful for regulating

Cas activity, eg, in a cell or in vitro. The invention involves
targeting a Cas-encoding gene to restrict Cas activity, which
is advantageous for temporal regulation of Cas. The inven-
tion may also be useful in settings where increased strin-
gency of Cas activity is desirable, eg, to reduce the chances
for off-target Cas cutting in when modifying the genome of
a cell. Applications are, for example, in modifying human,
animal or plant cells where off-target effects should be
minimised or avoided, eg, for gene therapy or gene targeting
of the cell or a tissue or an organism comprising the cell. For
example, very high stringency is required when using Cas
modification to make desired changes in a human cell (eg,
iPS cell) that is to be administered to a patient for gene
therapy or for treating or preventing a disease or condition
in the human. The disclosure provides these applications as
part of the methods and products of the invention.

The invention also addresses the problem of restricted
insert capacity in vectors, particularly in viral vectors.

Thus, an eighth configuration of the invention provides:—
A nucleic acid vector comprising more than 1.4 kb of

exogenous DNA sequence encoding components of a
CRISPR/Cas system, wherein the sequence comprises an
engineered array or engineered sequence (optionally as
described herein) for expressing one or more HM- or
PM-crRNAs or gRNAs in host cells (any cell herein, eg,
human, anial or bacterial or archael host cells), wherein the
array or engineered sequence does not comprise a nucleotide
sequence encoding a Cas nuclease that is cognate to the
cRNA(s) or gRNA(s); optionally wherein at least 2, 3 or 4
cRNAs or gRNAs are encoded by the exogenous DNA.

A nucleic acid vector comprising more than 1.4 kb or
more than 4.2 kb of exogenous DNA sequence, wherein the
exogenous DNA encodes one or more components of a
CRISPR/Cas system and comprises an engineered array or
sequence (eg, any such one described herein) for expressing
one or more HM-crRNAs or gRNAs in host cells, wherein
the exogenous sequence is devoid of a nucleotide sequence
encoding a Cas nuclease that is cognate to the cRNA(s) or
gRNA(s); optionally wherein at least 2 different cRNAs or
gRNAs are encoded by the exogenous DNA.

A ninth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding a Cas nuclease
and host modifying (HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing vector-encoded Cas and HM-crRNAs in
host cells,

wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with vector-encoded
Cas in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid
sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the
engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises
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(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas nuclease to the target sequence in the host
cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.

A tenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein the method reduces host cell population growth by
at least 5, 10-, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000 or 1000000-fold.

An eleventh configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein the method inhibits host cell population growth on
a surface.

A twelfth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein the first species has a 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding
DNA sequence that is at least 80% identical to an 16s
ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA sequence of the host cell
species, wherein the growth of the first bacteria in the mixed
population is not inhibited by said HM-system.

A thirteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
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wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein the mixed population of step (a) comprises a third
bacterial species.

A fourteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein the mixed population of step (a) comprises a further
sub-population of bacterial cells of the same species as the
host cells, wherein the bacterial cells of said further sub-
population do not comprise said target sequence.

A fifteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population;
wherein each host cell comprises a plurality of said target
sequences.

A sixteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells, wherein Cas
expression is induced in host cells, whereby said
expressed Cas and HM-crRNAs are combined in the
host cells;

wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.

A seventeenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
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second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) inducing production of HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein expression of RNA from the engineered
nucleic acid sequence for production of HM-cRNA is induc-
ible in the host cell and the engineered sequence and Cas
form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system, the engineered nucleic
acid sequence comprising

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.

An eighteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first microbiota
species and the second sub-population comprises a host cell
population of a second microbiota species, wherein the
second species is a different species than the first microbiota
species, the method comprising

(a) combining the mixed population of microbiota bacte-
ria with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

(b) expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas nuclease in
a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid sequence
and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered
nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.

A nineteenth configuration of the invention provides:—
A vector that is capable of transforming a bacterial host

cell, wherein the vector is capable of accommodating the
insertion of (i) a S pyogenes Cas9 nucleotide sequence that
is expressible in the host cell and (ii) optionally at least one
HM-crRNA-encoding engineered nucleic acid sequence of
the invention, for use in the method of the invention,
wherein when the vector comprises (i) (and optionally (ii))

the vector is capable of transforming the host cell and
expressing a Cas (and optionally at least one HM-crRNA
(eg, a gRNA).

A twentieth configuration of the invention provides:—
A plurality of bacterial host cells, each comprising a

vector of the invention, wherein vector-encoded Cas (and
optionally said HMcrRNA(s)) is expressed or expressible in
the host cell, wherein the bacterial cell is comprised by a
mixed population of microbiota bacteria, the mixed popu-
lation comprising a first sub-population and a second bac-
terial sub-population wherein the first sub-population com-
prises a first microbiota species and the second sub-
population comprises a host cell population (said plurality of
bacterial host cells) of a second microbiota species, wherein
the second species is a different species than the first
microbiota species.

Herein in any configurations, for example the cRNA(s)
are provided by one or more single guide RNAs (gRNAs),
and in this case “CRISPR array” may refer to one or more
expressible nucleotide sequences that encode said gRNA(s).
Thus, the sequences are capable of being expressed in host
cell(s) for expressing the gRNA(s) inside the cell(s).

The invention is mainly described in terms of bacteria, but
it is also applicable mutatis mutandis to archaea.

Any features on one configuration herein are, in an
example, combined with a different configuration of the
invention for possible inclusion of such combination in one
or more claims herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIG. 1 shows a Xylose inducible system.
FIG. 2 shows a ST1-CRISPR array.
FIG. 3 shows a spot assay on TH-agar of the strains used

in this work. All strains were grown on TH-agar at 37° C. for
20 hours. Serial dilutions of overnight cultures were done in
duplicate for E. coli, L lactis and S. mutans, and triplicate for
both strains of S. thermophilus in order to count individual
colonies.

FIGS. 4A-4C show selective growth of S. thermophilus,
S. mutans, L. lactis and E. coli under different culture
conditions. Tetracycline cannot be used to selectively grown
S. thermophilus LMD-9. However, 3 g l-1 of PEA proved to
selectively grow S. thermophilus LMD-9 while limiting
growth of E. coli. FIG. 4A shows commensal gut bacteria.
FIG. 4B shows relative of target species and FIG. 4C shows
a target species.

FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate construction of two xylose induc-
tion cassettes (FIGS. 5B and 5C are based on the wild type
B. megaterium operon is illustrated in FIG. 5A. (Xie et al.
2013). FIG. 5B: Construction of two xylose induction cas-
settes (middle, right) based on the wild type B. megaterium
operon (left). (Xie et al. 2013).

FIG. 6 demonstrated characterization of the xylose induc-
ible cassette in Streptoccocus thermophilus LMD-9 with the
plasmid pBAV1KT5-XylR-mCherry-Pldha. A clear
response in fluorescence can be observed with increasing
amount of xylose.

FIG. 7 illustrates the design of CRISPR array in
pBAV1KT5-XyR-mCherry-Pldha+XylA. The array contains 2
spacer sequences that target S. thermophilus genes under an
inducible xylose promoter and a tracrRNA under a strong
constitutive promoter P3A.

FIGS. 8A-8B show transformation efficiency of Streptoc-
cocus thermophilus LMD-9 with the plasmid pBAV1KT5-
XylR-CRISPR-Pldh+XylA (FIG. 8A) and with pBAV1KT5-
XylR-CRISPR-PXylA (FIG. 8B).
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FIG. 9 shows a schematic of the xylose-inducible
CRISPR device. Upon induction of xylose the CRISPR
array targeting both polIII and tetA on the S. thermophiles
LMD-9 genome are expressed. Together with the constitu-
tively expressed tracrRNA a complex is formed with Cas9.
This complex will introduce a double stranded break in the
tetA and polIII genes in the S. thermophilus LMD-9 genome
resulting in limited cell viability.

FIGS. 10A-10D show growth inhibition of Streptoccocus
thermophilus DSM 20617(T) with the plasmid pBAV1KT5-
XylR-CRISPR-PXylA (FIGS. 10A and 10C) or
pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-Pldha+XylA (FIGS. 10B and
10D). Not induced (FIGS. 10A and 10B) and induced (FIGS.
10C and 10D). Picture taken after 63H of incubation.
Colony counts in bottom left corner (top row: >1000, >1000,
bottom row: 336, 113).

FIG. 11 shows a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree
of 16S sequences from S. thermophilus, L. lactis and E. coli.

FIGS. 12A-12F shows the selective S thermophilus
growth inhibition in a co-culture of E. coli, L. lactis and S.
thermophiles harboring either the pBAV1KT5-XylR-
CRISPR-PxylA or the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PldhA+
XylA plasmid. No growth difference is observed between E.
coli harboring the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PxylA or the
pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PldhA+XylA plasmid (FIGS.
12B and 12E). However, S. thermophiles (selectively grown
on TH agar supplemented with 2.5 gl-1 PEA, FIGS. 12C and
12F) shows a decrease in transformation efficiency between
the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PxylA (strong) or the
pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PldhA+XylA (weak) plasmid
as we expected. We thus demonstrated a selective growth
inhibition of the target S. thermophilus sub-population in the
mixed population of cells. Colony counts in bottom left
corner (top row: >1000, >1000, 68, bottom row: >1000,
>1000, 32).

FIG. 13 shows regulators controlling the expression of
spCas9 and the self-targeting sgRNA targeting the ribosomal
RNA subunit 16s.

FIG. 14 shows specific targeting of E. coli strain by an
exogenous CRISPR-Cas system. The sgRNA target the
genome of K-12 derived E. coli strains, like E. coli TOP10,
while the other strain tested was unaffected.

FIG. 15 shows spot assay with serial dilutions of indi-
vidual bacterial species used in this study and mixed culture
in TH agar without induction of CRISPR-Cas9 system.

FIG. 16 shows spot assay of the dilution 103 on different
selective media. TH with 2.5 g 1-1 PEA is a selective media
for B. subtilis alone. MacConkey supplemented with malt-
ose is a selective and differential culture medium for bacteria
designed to selectively isolate Gram-negative and enteric
bacilli and differentiate them based on maltose fermentation.
Therefore TOP10 DmalK mutant makes white colonies on
the plates while Nissle makes pink colonies; A is E coli
DmalK, B is E coli Nissile, C is B subtilis, D is L lactis, E
is mixed culture; the images at MacConkey-/B and E appear
pink; the images at MacConkey+/B and E appear pink.

FIG. 17 shows selective growth of the bacteria used in this
study on different media and selective plates.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Inhibiting Microbial Population Growth & Altering Micro-
bial Ratios

The invention relates to methods, uses, systems, arrays,
cRNAs, gRNAs and vectors for inhibiting bacterial popu-
lation growth or altering the relative ratio of sub-populations
of first and second bacteria in a mixed population of bac-

teria, eg, for altering human or animal microbiomes, such as
for the alteration of the proportion of Bacteroidetes (eg,
Bacteroides), Firmicutes and/or gram positive or negative
bacteria in microbiota of a human. See, for example, the first
to third configurations described herein. The invention, for
example, involves modifying one or more target nucleotide
sequences of a host bacterial cell, eg, a Bacteroidetes cell or
Firmicutes cell.

There have been a number of studies pointing out that the
respective levels of the two main intestinal phyla, the
Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes, are linked to obesity, both
in humans and in germfree mice. The authors of the studies
deduce that carbohydrate metabolism is the important factor.
They observe that the microbiota of obese individuals are
more heavily enriched with bacteria of the phylum Firmic-
utes and less with Bacteroidetes, and they surmise that this
bacterial mix may be more efficient at extracting energy
from a given diet than the microbiota of lean individuals
(which have the opposite proportions). In some studies, they
found that the relative abundance of Bacteroidetes increases
as obese individuals lose weight and, further, that when the
microbiota of obese mice are transferred to germfree mice,
these mice gain more fat than a control group that received
microbiota from lean mice. See, eg, Turnbaugh, P. J., R. E.
Ley, M. A. Mahowald, V. Magrini, E. R. Mardis, and J. I.
Gordon. 2006, “An obesity-associated gut microbiome with
increased capacity for energy harvest”, Nature 444:1027-
1131.

Concepts
The invention provides the following concepts involving

a host cell target:—
1. Use of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for
killing or reducing the growth of bacterial host cells, for
each host cell the system comprising components according
to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that hybridises to a host cell target sequence to
guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the
target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell;
wherein the Cas nuclease is endogenous to the host cell; and
wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas whereby
the host cell is killed or host cell growth is reduced.

Concept 1 alternatively provides:
Use of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for

altering the relative ratio of sub-populations of first and
second bacteria in a mixed population of bacteria, the second
bacteria comprising host cells, for each host cell the system
comprising components according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that hybridises to a host cell target sequence to
guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the
target sequence;
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(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell; wherein optionally the Cas nuclease is endogenous to
the host cell; and wherein the target sequence is modified by
the Cas whereby the host cell is killed or host cell growth is
reduced.

Concept 1 also provides: A method of altering the relative
ratio of sub-populations of first and second bacteria in a
mixed population of bacteria, the second bacteria compris-
ing host cells, and the method comprising combining the
mixed population with of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/
Cas system whereby second bacteria host cells are killed or
the growth of said cells is reduced thereby altering said ratio,
wherein for each host cell the system comprises components
according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that hybridises to a host cell target sequence to
guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the
target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell;
wherein optionally the Cas nuclease is endogenous to the
host cell; and
wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas whereby
the host cell is killed or host cell growth is reduced.

Concept 1 also provides:—
Use of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for

altering the relative ratio of sub-populations of first and
second bacteria in a mixed population of bacteria, the second
bacteria comprising a plurality of host cells each comprising
a target protospacer sequence, for each host cell the system
comprising components (ii) and (iii) defined above, the
system further comprising at least one nucleic acid sequence
encoding a Cas nuclease; wherein said component (ii) and
said Cas-encoding sequence are comprised by at least one
nucleic acid vector that transforms the host cell, whereby the
HM-crRNA encoded by (i) guides Cas to the target to
modify the target sequence in the host cell;
wherein the Cas nuclease is endogenous to the host cell; and
wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas whereby
the host cell is killed or host cell growth is reduced.

In an embodiment, the growth of first bacteria is not
inhibited; or the growth inhibition of said host cells is at least
2·, 3·, 4·, 5·, 6·, 7·, 8·, 9·, 10·, 50·, 100· or 1000· the
growth inhibition of the first cells. The growth inhibition can
be calculated as a fold-inhibition or as a percentage inhibi-
tion (as described herein). In another example, inhibition is
measured in a culture sample by a spectrophotometer,
wherein light absorbance (eg, at OD600) is determined at the
start and end of a predetermined crRNA/gRNA treatment
period (see the description of such a period herein when
determining inhibition by fold or percentage). In an
example, the increase in absorbance (comparing the absor-
bance at the beginning of the predetermined period with

absorbance at the end of that period) for the host cell sample
is less than for the control sample (which has not been
exposed to said cRNA or gRNA), eg, the increase for the
former is at least 10, 100, 1000, 10000 or 100000 times
lower than for the latter (eg, determined as OD600). In an
example, the determination of growth inhibition (ie, the end
of the predetermined period) is made at the mid-exponential
growth phase of each sample (eg, 6-7 hours after the start of
the predetermined period).

In an example, the host cells are comprised by a micro-
biota population comprised by an organism or environment
(eg, a waterway microbiota, water microbiota, human or
animal gut microbiota, human or animal oral cavity micro-
biota, human or animal vaginal microbiota, human or animal
skin or hair microbiota or human or animal armpit micro-
biota), the population comprising first bacteria that are
symbiotic or commensal with the organism or environment
and second bacteria comprising said host cells, wherein the
host cells are detrimental (eg, pathogenic) to the organism or
environment. In an embodiment, the population is ex vivo.

The ratio of the first bacteria sub-population to the second
bacteria sub-population is increased.

Concept 1 also provides a use for inhibiting host cell
growth as described further below.
2. A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for modi-
fying a target nucleotide sequence of a host cell (eg, for the
use of concept 1), the system comprising components
according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease;
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to a host target
sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to
modify the target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence for
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
can transform the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell;
wherein optionally component (i) is endogenous to the host
cell.

In an alternative, HM-crRNA and tracrRNA are com-
prised by a single guide RNA (gRNA).

By harnessing endogenous Cas nuclease, embodiments of
the invention use endogenous Cas nuclease activity (ie,
without the need for prior genetic modification of the host
cell to activate or enhance the nuclease activity). Thus, in an
example, the Cas nuclease is encoded by a wild-type gene of
the host cell. In an example, the nuclease is active to achieve
the cell killing or growth reduction without inhibition of an
endogenous Cas nuclease (or Cas nuclease gene) repressor
in the host cell. Thus, the invention can address wild-type
bacterial populations without the need for prior manipula-
tion to make bring about effective Cas-mediated cell killing
or growth reduction. Thus, the population can be exposed to
the cRNA when the population is in its wild-type environ-
ment (such as a waterway or comprised by a human or
animal microbiome).

In an example, the second bacteria are Bacteroidetes (eg,
Bacteroides) cells. In an example, the second bacteria are
Firmicutes cells. The use, system or method is, for example,
used to alter the ratios in a gut microbiota population (eg, ex
vivo or in vivo), which is for example for treating or
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preventing increased body mass or obesity (eg, wherein the
second bacteria are Firmicutes cells).

In an example, the use, method, system, vector, engi-
neered nucleotide sequence, cRNA or gRNA is for thera-
peutically or prophylactically rebalancing microbiota of a
human or non-human animal comprising the mixed popu-
lation, eg for treating or preventing obesity, diabetes IBD, a
GI tract condition or an oral cavity condition.

In an example, the microbiota mentioned herein is micro-
biota of a human or animal microbiome (eg, gut, vaginal,
scalp, armpit, skin bloodstream, throat or oral cavity micro-
biome).

In an example, the microbiota mentioned herein is an
armpit microbiota and the use, method, system, vector,
engineered nucleotide sequence, cRNA or gRNA is for
preventing or reducing body odour of a human.

In an example, the host cell population or mixed popu-
lation is harboured by a beverage or water (eg, a waterway
or drinking water) for human consumption.

In an example, the use, method, system, vector, engi-
neered nucleotide sequence, cRNA or gRNA is for reducing
pathogenic infections or for re-balancing gut or oral micro-
biota eg, for treating or preventing obesity or disease in a
human or animal. For example, the use, method, system,
vector, engineered nucleotide sequence, cRNA or gRNA is
for knocking-down Clostridium dificile bacteria in a gut
microbiota.

In an example, the first bacteria are Bacteroides bacteria
and the second bacteria are Firmicutes or pathogenic bac-
teria, eg, gut bacteria. In an example, the host cells or second
bacteria are Firmicutes cells, eg, selected from Streptococ-
cus (eg, thermophilus and/or pyogenes), Bacillus, Lactoba-
cillus, Listeria, Clostridium, Heliobacterium and Staphylo-
coccus cells. In an example, the mixed population contains
Bacteroides and metronidazole (MTZ)-resistant C dificile
strain 630 sub-populations, wherein the host cells comprise
said C dificile cells.

In an example, the host cell population, mixed population
or system is comprised by a composition (eg, a beverage,
mouthwash or foodstuff) for administration to a human or
non-human animal for populating and rebalancing the gut or
oral microbiota thereof.

In an example, the product of the use or method, or the
system, vector, engineered nucleotide sequence, cRNA or
gRNA is for administration to a human or non-human
animal by mucosal, gut, oral, intranasal, intrarectal, intrav-
aginal, ocular or buccal administration.

In an example of any configuration herein, the mixed
population (prior to combining with the array, gRNA,
crRNA or engineered sequence) is a sample of a microiota
of a human or animal subject, eg, a gut or any other
microbiota disclosed herein or a microbiota of any micro-
biome disclosed herein. In an example, in this instance the
product of the use of the invention is a modified microbiota
population that is useful for an treatment or therapy of a
human or animal subject, as disclosed herein.
3. The system of concept 2, wherein the vector or vectors
lack a Cas (eg, a Cas9) nuclease-encoding sequence.
4. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein each host cell is of a strain or species found in
human microbiota, optionally wherein the host cells are
mixed with cells of a different strain or species, wherein the
different cells are Enterobacteriaceae or bacteria that are
probiotic, commensal or symbiotic with humans (eg, in the
human gut. In an example, the host cell is a Firmicutes, eg,
Streptococcus, cell.

5. The use, method or system of any preceding concept for
the alteration of the proportion of Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacte-
roides) bacteria in a mixed bacterial population (eg, in a
human, such as in human microbiota).
6. The use, method or system of concept 5 for increasing the
relative ratio of Bacteroidetes versus Firmicutes.
7. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein said Cas nuclease is provided by an endogenous
Type II CRISPR/Cas system of the cell.
8. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein component (iii) is endogenous to the host cell.
9. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein the target sequence is comprised by an antibiotic
resistance gene, virulence gene or essential gene of the host
cell.
10. The use, method or system of any preceding concept, the
array being comprised by an antibiotic composition, wherein
the array is in combination with an antibiotic agent.
11. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein alternatively HM-crRNA and tracrRNA are com-
prised by a single guide RNA (gRNA), eg provided by the
vector.
12. The use, method or system of any preceding concept,
wherein the host cell comprises a deoxyribonucleic acid
strand with a free end (HM-DNA) encoding a HM-sequence
of interest and/or wherein the system comprises a sequence
encoding the HM-DNA, wherein the HM-DNA comprises a
sequence or sequences that are homologous respectively to
a sequence or sequences in or flanking the target sequence
for inserting the HM-DNA into the host genome (eg, into a
chromosomal or episomal site).
13. An engineered nucleic acid vector for modifying a
bacterial host cell comprising an endogenous CRISPR/Cas
system, the vector
(a) comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing a
plurality of different crRNAs (eg, gRNAs) for use in a
CRISPR/Cas system, method or use according to any pre-
ceding concept; and
(b) optionally lacking a nucleic acid sequence encoding a
Cas nuclease, wherein a first of said crRNAs is capable of
hybridising to a first nucleic acid sequence in said host cell;
and a second of said crRNAs is capable of hybridising to a
second nucleic acid sequence in said host cell, wherein said
second sequence is different from said first sequence; and
(c) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an antibiotic resistance gene (or RNA thereof);
optionally wherein the genes are different;
(d) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof);
(e) the first sequence is comprised by an essential gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof); or
(f) the first sequence is comprised by a virulence gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof).
14. The vector of concept 13 inside a host cell comprising
one or more Cas that are operable with cRNA (eg, single
guide RNA) encoded by the vector.
15. The use, method, system or vector of any preceding
concept, wherein the HM-CRISPR array comprises multiple
copies of the same spacer.
16. The use, method, system or vector of any preceding
concept, wherein the vector(s) comprises a plurality of
HM-CRISPR arrays.
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17. The use, method, system or vector of any preceding
concept, wherein each vector is a plasmid, cosmid, virus, a
virion, phage, phagemid or prophage.
18. The use, method, system or vector of any preceding
concept, wherein the system or vector comprises two, three
or more of copies of nucleic acid sequences encoding
crRNAs (eg, gRNAs), wherein the copies comprise the same
spacer sequence for targeting a host cell sequence (eg, a
virulence, resistance or essential gene sequence).
19. The use, method, system or vector of concept 18,
wherein the copies are split between two or more vector
CRISPR arrays.
20. A bacterial host cell comprising a system or vector
recited in any preceding concept.
21. The system, vector or cell of any one of concepts 2 to 20
in combination with an antibiotic agent (eg, a beta-lactam
antibiotic).
22. The use, method, system, vector or cell of any preceding
concept, wherein the or each host cell is a Staphylococcus,
Streptococcus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli,
Desulfovibrio or Clostridium host cell. In an example, the or
each host cell is a Firmicutes cell, eg, a Staphylococcus,
Streptococcus, Listeria or Clostridium cell.

In an example, each CRISPR array comprises a sequence
R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the respective
crRNA (eg, comprised by a single guide RNA) in the host
cell, (i) wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and (ii) S1 is a
first CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of a nucleo-
tide sequence that is 95% or more identical to said target
sequence.

In an example, R1 and R1' are at least 95% identical
respectively to the first and second repeat sequences of a
CRISPR array of the second host cell species. In an example,
R1 and R1' are at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%)
identical respectively to the first (5'-most) and second (the
repeat immediately 3' of the first repeat) repeat sequences of
a CRISPR array of said species, eg, of a said host cell of said
species. In an example, R1 and R1' are functional with a
Type II Cas9 nuclease (eg, a S thermophilus, S pyogenes or
S aureus Cas9) to modify the target in a said host cell.

An alternative Concept 1 use of invention provides the
following, as demonstrated by the worked experimental
Example:

The use of wild-type endogenous Cas nuclease activity of
a bacterial host cell population to inhibit growth of the
population, wherein each host cell has an endogenous
CRISPR/Cas system having wild-type Cas nuclease activity,
the use comprising transforming host cells of the population,
wherein each transformed host cell is transformed with an
engineered nucleotide sequence for providing host modify-
ing (HM) cRNA or guide RNA (gRNA) in the host cell, the
HM-cRNA or gRNA comprising a sequence that is capable
of hybridising to a host cell target protospacer sequence for
guiding endogenous Cas to the target, wherein the cRNA or
gRNA is cognate to an endogenous Cas nuclease of the host
cell that has said wild-type nuclease activity and following
transformation of the host cells growth of the population is
inhibited.

In the worked Example below, inhibition was addressed in
a bacterial population (a gram positive Firmicutes) on a solid
surface. A >10-fold inhibition of host cell population growth
was achieved. Targeting was directed to an antibiotic resis-
tance gene and an essential gene. The invention will be
useful in inhibiting the growth of antibiotic-resistant bacte-
ria, wherein the target sequence is a sequence of an antibiotic
resistance gene. In an example, co-administration of the

engineered nucleotide sequence with the antibiotic may be
effective. This may provide more complete treatment or
prevention of host cell infection in human or animal subjects
and/or enable the reduction of therapeutically-effective anti-
biotic dose for administration to a human or animal. This is
useful in view of the increasing worry regarding over-
administration of antibiotics and the development of resis-
tance in human and animal populations.

The demonstration of the invention’s ability to inhibit
host cell growth on a surface is important and desirable in
embodiments where the invention is for treating or prevent-
ing diseases or conditions mediated or caused by microbiota
as disclosed herein in a human or animal subject. Such
microbiota are typically in contact with tissue of the subject
(eg, gut, oral cavity, lung, armpit, ocular, vaginal, anal, ear,
nose or throat tissue) and thus we believe that the demon-
stration of activity to inhibit growth of a microbiota bacterial
species (exemplified by Streptococcus) on a surface supports
this utility.

In an example, wild-type host cell endogenous Cas9 or
cfp1 activity is used. The engineered nucleotide sequence
may not be in combination with an exogenous Cas nuclease-
encoding sequence.

In an example, the host cells are wild-type (eg, non-
engineered) bacterial cells. In another example, the host
cells are engineered (such as to introduce an exogenous
nucleotide sequence chromosomally or to modify an endog-
enous nucleotide sequence, eg, on a chromosome or plasmid
of the host cell), and wherein the host cells comprise an
endogenous CRISPR/Cas system having wild-type Cas
nuclease activity that is operable with the crRNA or gRNA.
In an example, the formation of bacterial colonies of said
host cells is inhibited following said transformation. In an
example, proliferation of host cells is inhibited following
said transformation. In an example, host cells are killed
following said transformation.

By “cognate to” it is intended that the endogenous Cas is
operable with crRNA or gRNA sequence to be guided to the
target in the host cell. The skilled addressee will understand
that such Cas guiding is generally a feature of CRISPR/Cas
activity in bacterial cells, eg, wild-type CRISPR/Cas activity
in bacterial cells having endogenous active wild-type
CRISPR/Cas systems.

By “wild-type” Cas activity it is intended, as will be clear
to the skilled addressee, that the endogenous Cas is not an
engineered Cas or the cell has not been engineered to
de-repress the endogenous Cas activity. This is in contrast to
certain bacteria where Cas nuclease activity is naturally
repressed (ie, there is no wild-type Cas nuclease activity or
none that is useful for the present invention, which on the
contrary is applicable to addressing wild-type host cells in
situ for example where the endogenous Cas activity can be
harnessed to effect cell population growth inhibition).

In an example, inhibition of host cell population growth
is at least 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10-fold compared to the
growth of said host cells not exposed to said engineered
nucleotide sequence. For example, growth inhibition is
indicated by a lower bacterial colony number of a first
sample of host cells (alone or in a mixed bacterial popula-
tion) by at least 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10-fold compared to
the colony number of a second sample of the host cells
(alone or in a mixed bacterial population), wherein the first
cells have been transformed by said engineered nucleotide
sequence but the second sample has not been exposed to said
engineered nucleotide sequence. In an embodiment, the
colony count is determined 12, 24, 36 or 48 hours after the
first sample has been exposed to the engineered sequence. In
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an embodiment, the colonies are grown on solid agar in vitro
(eg, in a petri dish). It will be understood, therefore, that
growth inhibition can be indicated by a reduction (<100%
growth compared to no treatment, ie, control sample growth)
in growth of cells or populations comprising the target
sequence, or can be a complete elimination of such growth.
In an example, growth of the host cell population is reduced
by at least 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 or 95%, ie, over
a predetermined time period (eg, 24 hours or 48 hours
following combination with the cRNA or gRNA in the host
cells), ie, growth of the host cell population is at least such
percent lower than growth of a control host cell population
that has not been exposed to said cRNA or gRNA but
otherwise has been kept in the same conditions for the
duration of said predetermined period. In an example, per-
cent reduction of growth is determined by comparing colony
number in a sample of each population at the end of said
period (eg, at a time of mid-exponential growth phase of the
control sample). For example, after exposing the test popu-
lation to the crRNA or gRNA a time zero, a sample of the
test and control populations is taken and each sample is
plated on an agar plate and incubated under identical con-
ditions for said predetermined period. At the end of the
period, the colony number of each sample is counted and the
percentage difference (ie, test colony number divided by
control colony number and then times by 100, and then the
result is subtracted from 100 to give percentage growth
reduction). The fold difference is calculated by dividing the
control colony number by the test colony number.

Inhibition of population growth can be indicated, there-
fore, by a reduction in proliferation of host cell number in
the population. This may be due to cell killing by the
nuclease and/or by downregulation of host cell proliferation
(division and/or cell growth) by the action of the nuclease on
the target protospacer sequence. In an embodiment of a
treatment or prevention as disclosed herein, host cell burden
of the human or animal subject is reduced, whereby the
disease or condition is treated (eg, reduced or eliminated) or
prevented (ie, the risk of the subject developing the disease
or condition) is reduced or eliminated.

The invention is useful for targeting wild-type bacterial
populations found naturally in the environment (eg, in water
or waterways, cooling or heating equipment), comprised by
beverages and foodstuffs (or equipment for manufacturing,
processing or storing these) or wild-type bacterial popula-
tions comprised by human or animal microbiota. Thus, the
invention finds utility in situations when pre-modification of
host cells to make them receptive to killing or growth
inhibition is not possible or desirable (eg, when treatment in
situ of microbiota in the gut or other locations of a subject
is desired). In another application, the invention finds utility
for producing ex vivo a medicament for administration to a
human or animal subject for treating or preventing a disease
or condition caused or mediated by the host cells, wherein
the medicament comprises a modified mixed bacterial popu-
lation (eg, obtained from faeces or gut microbiota of one or
more human donors) which is the product of the use or
method of the invention, wherein the population comprises
a sub-population of bacteria of a species or strain that is
different to the species or strain of the host cells. The former
sub-population cells do not comprise the target and thus are
not modified by the use or method. Thus, for example, the
method can be used to reduce the proportion of a specific
Firmicutes sub-population and spare Bacteroidetes in the
mixed population, eg, for producing a medicament for
treating or preventing a metabolic or GI condition or disease
disclosed herein. In this way, the invention can provide a

modified bacterial transplant (eg, a modified faecal trans-
plant) medicament for such use or for said treatment or
prevention in a human or animal. For example, the method
can be used to modify one or more microbiota in vitro to
produce a modified collection of bacteria for administration
to a human or animal for medical use (eg, treatment or
prevention of a metabolic condition (such as obesity or
diabetes) or a GI tract condition (eg, any such condition
mentioned herein) or a cancer (eg, a GI tract cancer)) or for
cosmetic or personal hygiene use (eg, for topical use on a
human, eg, for reducing armpit or other body odour by
topical application to an armpit of a human or other relevant
location of a human). In another example, the array, crRNA,
gRNA or engineered nucleotide sequence is administered to
a human or animal and the host cells are harboured by the
human or animal, eg, comprised by a microbiota of the
human or animal (such as a gut microbiota or any other type
of microbiota disclosed herein). In this way, a disease or
condition mediated or caused by the host cells can be treated
or prevented. In an example, the transformation is carried
out in vitro and optionally the array, crRNA, gRNA or
engineered nucleotide sequence is comprised by nucleic acid
that is electroporated into host cells. In an example, the
nucleic acid are RNA (eg, copies of the gRNA). In another
example, the nucleic acid are DNA encoding the crRNA or
gRNA for expression thereof in host cells.

Thus, in an example, the invention provides an engineered
nucleotide sequence for providing host cell modifying (HM)
cRNA or guide RNA (gRNA) in a population of wild-type
bacterial host cells comprised by a microbiota of a human or
animal subject for treating or preventing a disease or con-
dition mediated or caused by host cells of the microbiota of
the subject, the cRNA or gRNA comprising a sequence that
is capable of hybridising to a host cell target protospacer
sequence for guiding Cas to the target, wherein the cRNA or
gRNA is cognate to an endogenous host cell Cas nuclease
that has wild-type nuclease activity, wherein following
transformation of host cells growth of the population is
inhibited and the disease or condition is treated or prevented.

In an example, the engineered nucleotide sequence com-
prises a HM-CRISPR array as defined herein. In an example,
the engineered nucleotide sequence encodes a single guide
RNA. In an example, the engineered nucleotide sequence is
a guide RNA (eg, a singe guide RNA) or crRNA. In an
example, the engineered sequence is comprised by a bacte-
riophage that is capable of infecting the host cells, wherein
the transformation comprises transduction of the host cells
by the bacteriophage. The bacteriophage can be a bacterio-
phage as described herein. In an example, the engineered
nucleotide sequence is comprised by a plasmid (eg, a
conjugative plasmid) that is capable of transforming host
cells. The plasmid can be a plasmid as described herein. In
an example, the engineered nucleotide sequence is com-
prised by a transposon that is capable of transfer into and/or
between host cells. The transposon can be a transposon as
described herein.

Any use or method of the invention can comprise trans-
forming host cells with nucleic acid vectors for producing
cRNA or gRNA in the cells. For example, the vectors or
nucleic acid comprising the engineered nucleotide sequence
are administered orally, intravenously, topically, ocularly,
intranasally, by inhalation, by rectal administration, in the
ear, by vaginal administration or by any other route of
administration disclosed herein or otherwise to a human or
animal comprising the mixed bacterial population (eg, as
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part of microbiota of the human or animal), wherein the
administration transforms the host cells with the vectors or
nucleic acid.

In an example, the host cell population is ex vivo. In an
example, the mixed population is comprised by a human or
animal subject and a host cell infection in the subject is
treated or prevented.

In an example, the first and second bacteria are comprised
by a microbial consortium wherein the bacteria live symbi-
otically. In an example, the consortium is a human or animal
microbiota; in an example the consortium is comprised by a
human or animal (eg, wherein the use, system, engineered
sequence, vector or cell is for treating infection by host cells
of the consortium in the human or animal, eg, wherein the
host cells mediate or cause antibiotic resistance or a delete-
rious disease or condition in the human or animal). The
species (E coli, L lactis and S thermophilus) used in the
worked Example below are strains that co-exist symbioti-
cally in human and animal gut microbiota. The Example also
addresses targeting in a mixed gram positive and gram
negative bacterial population. Additionally, the Example
addresses a population of Firmicutes (S thermophilus) and a
population of Enterobacteriaceae (E coli), both of which are
found in human microbiota. Other examples of Enterobac-
teriaceae are Salmonella, Yersinia pestis, Klebsiella, Shi-
gella, Proteus, Enterobacter, Serratia, and Citrobacter.

In an example, the method, use, engineered nucleotide
sequence, array, crRNA, gRNA, vector or system is for
treating host cell infection in a human gut microbiota
population, optionally the population also comprising first
bacteria that are human commensal gut bacteria and/or
Enterobacteriaceae, eg, wherein the host cells and commen-
sal cells (first and second bacteria) live symbiotically in
human gut microbiota.

In an example the use or system is for the alteration of the
proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bacterial
population comprising Bacteroidetes bacteria and other bac-
teria. For example, for increasing the relative ratio of Bacte-
roidetes versus one, more or all Firmicutes (eg, versus
Streptococcus) in the population. In this case, the host cells
can be Firmicutes cells comprising the target(s). In an
example, the population is a bacterial population of a
microbiota comprised by a human or animal subject and the
method, use, engineered nucleotide sequence, vector or
system is for (i) treating an infection in the subject by said
host cells comprised (eg, comprised by the mixed popula-
tion); (ii) treating or preventing in the subject a condition or
disease mediated by said host cells; (iii) reducing body
odour of the human that is caused or mediated by said host
cells; or (iv) personal hygiene treatment of the human. In an
example, the engineered nucleotide sequence, array, crRNA,
gRNA or vector of the invention is for use in such a system
or use of the invention.

In an example, the condition or disease is a metabolic or
gastrointestinal disease or condition, eg, obesity, IBD, IBS,
Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis. In an example, the
condition or disease is a cancer, eg, a solid tumour or a GI
cancer (eg, stomach cancer), liver cancer or pancreatic
cancer. In an example, the condition is resistance or reduced
responsiveness to an antibiotic (eg, any antibiotic disclosed
herein).

In an example, the cell comprises an endogenous RNase
III that is operable with component (ii) in the production of
said HM-crRNA in the cell. In an alternative, one or more of
the vectors comprises a nucleotide sequence encoding such
a RNase III for expression of the RNase III in the host cell.

In an example, the essential gene (comprising the target)
encodes a DNA polymerase of the cell. This is exemplified
below.

In an example of the use, system, vector or cell, array,
cRNA or gRNA comprises a sequence that is capable of
hybridising to a host cell target protospacer sequence that is
a adjacent a NGG, NAG, NGA, NGC, NGGNG, NNGRRT
or NNAGAAW protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), eg, a
AAAGAAA or TAAGAAA PAM (these sequences are writ-
ten 5' to 3'). In an embodiment, the PAM is immediately
adjacent the 3' end of the protospacer sequence. In an
example, the Cas is a S aureus, S theromophilus or S
pyogenes Cas. In an example, the Cas is Cpf1 and/or the
PAM is TTN or CTA.

In an example the engineered nucleotide sequence,
crRNA, gRNA or array is in combination with an antibiotic
agent, eg, wherein the target is comprised by an antibiotic
resistance gene wherein the antibiotic is said agent. In
embodiment, the host cells are sensitive to the antibiotic. For
example, there may be insufficient sensitivity to use the
antibiotic to eradicate infection of presence of the host cells
(eg, in a human or manufacturing vessel/equipment com-
prising the population), but the antibiotic can dampen down
or reduce host cell sub-population size or growth whilst
further killing or growth inhibition is effected using Cas
modification (eg, target cutting) according to the invention.

The invention provides the use, system, array, crRNA,
gRNA, engineered nucleotide sequence, vector or cell for a
method of antibiotic (first antibiotic) treatment of an infec-
tion of said host cells in a human or animal subject, wherein
an antibiotic resistance gene (for resistance to the first
antibiotic) is Cas-targeted by the system or vector in host
cells, wherein the method comprises administering the sys-
tem, array, crRNA, gRNA, engineered nucleotide sequence,
vector or cell and the antibiotic to the subject. The gene is
downregulated, ie, expression of a protein product encoded
by the gene is reduced or eliminated in the host cell, whereby
antibiotic resistance is downregulated. The infection is
reduced or prevented in the subject. In an example, the
antibiotic is administered simultaneously with the system,
array, crRNA, gRNA, engineered nucleotide sequence, vec-
tor or cell; in another example, the administration is sequen-
tial (eg, the antibiotic before the system, array, crRNA,
gRNA, engineered nucleotide sequence, vector or cell). This
feature of the invention can be useful for enhancing antibi-
otic treatment in the subject, eg, when antibiotic alone is not
fully effective for treating such a host cell infection. The
antibiotic can be any antibiotic disclosed herein, eg, tetra-
cycline.

In an example, each engineered nucleotide sequence or
vector comprises a said CRISPR array or a sequence encod-
ing a said crRNA or gRNA and further comprises an
antibiotic resistance gene (eg, kanamycin resistance),
wherein the HM-crRNA or gRNA does not target the anti-
biotic resistance gene. In an example, the target sequence is
comprised by an antibiotic resistance gene of the host cell,
wherein the antibiotic is different from the first antibiotic
(eg, kanamycin). In this way, the system, engineered
sequence or vector is able to target the host without targeting
itself. By exposing the host cells to the first antibiotic, one
can promote retention of the engineered sequence or vector
therein by positive selection pressure since cells containing
the first antibiotic resistance gene will have a survival
advantage in the presence of the first antibiotic (when host
cells that are not transformed by the engineered sequence or
vectors are not resistant to the first antibiotic). Thus, an
example provides: The use of the invention comprising
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exposing the host cell or mixed population to said antibiotic
(eg, kanamycin) and said engineered sequence or vector(s),
for promoting maintenance of cRNA or gRNA-encoding
sequences in host cells; or the system, engineered sequence,
array or vector of the invention is in combination with said
antibiotic.

In an example the sequence encoding the cRNA or gRNA
or the component (ii) is under a constitutive promoter (eg, a
strong promoter) operable in the host cell species, or an
inducible promoter. In an example component (iii) is under
a constitutive promoter operable in the host cell species, or
an inducible promoter.

In an example, the or each host cell is a gram positive cell.
In another example, the or each host cell is a gram positive
cell.

In an example the method, use, system, engineered
sequence or vector is for treating host cell infection in a
human gut microbiota population, optionally the population
comprising human commensal gut bacteria (ie, gut bacteria
that are commensal with humans).

In an example of the method, use, system, array, crRNA,
gRNA, engineered sequence or vector, the host cells are
comprised by a mixed bacterial population comprised by a
human or animal subject and the method, use, system, array,
crRNA, gRNA, engineered sequence or vector is for (i)
treating an infection in the subject by said host cells com-
prised by the mixed population; (ii) treating or preventing in
the subject a condition or disease mediated by said host
cells; (iii) reducing body odour of the human that is caused
or mediated by said host cells; or (iv) personal hygiene
treatment of the human.

In an example of the method, use, system, array, crRNA,
gRNA, engineered sequence or vector is for in vitro treating
an industrial or medical fluid, solid surface, apparatus or
container (eg, for food, consumer goods, cosmetics, personal
healthcare product, petroleum or oil production); or for
treating a waterway, water, a beverage, a foodstuff or a
cosmetic, wherein the host cell(s) are comprised by or on the
fluid, surface, apparatus, container, waterway, water, bever-
age, foodstuff or cosmetic.

The invention also provides: An ex vivo mixed population
of bacteria obtainable by the use or method of any concept
herein.

In an example, the mixed population or the product of the
use or method is in a container for medical or nutritional use.
For example, the container is a sterilised container, eg, an
inhaler or connected to a syringe or IV needle.

In an example, the product population of the use or
method is useful for administration to a human or animal to
populate a microbiome thereof.

The invention provides: A foodstuff or beverage for
human or non-human animal consumption comprising the
population product of the use or method.

Herein, in an example of any configuration, concept or
aspect, the Bacteroides is a species selected from caccae,
capillosus, cellulosilyticus, coprocola, coprophilus, copro-
suis, distasonis, dorei, eggerthii, faecis, finegoldii, fluxus,
fragalis, intestinalis, melaninogenicus, nordii, oleiciplenus,
oralis, ovatus, pectinophilus, plebeius, stercoris, thetaiotao-
micron, uniformis, vulgatus and xylanisolvens. For example,
the Bacteroides is thetaiotaomicron, eg, wherein the host
cell or mixed population is a gut microbiota population ex
vivo or in vitro. In an example, the host cells, first or second
bacteria sub-population comprises a plurality of different
Bacteroidetes species, or a plurality of Bacteroides species
(eg, comprising B thetaiotaomicron and B fragalis), or
Bacteroides and Prevotella species. Herein, in an example,

the Prevotella is a species selected from bergensis, bivia,
buccae, buccalis, copri, melaninogenica, oris, ruminicola,
tannerae, timonensis and veroralis. In an alternative, the
host cells, first or second bacteria are Firmicutes cells. In an
example, the host cells, first or second sub-population com-
prises or consists of one or more Firmicutes selected from
Anaerotruncus, Acetanaerobacterium, Acetitomaculum,
Acetivibrio, Anaerococcus, Anaerofilum, Anaerosinus,
Anaerostipes, Anaerovorax, Butyrivibrio, Clostridium,
Capracoccus, Dehalobacter, Dialister, Dorea, Enterococ-
cus, Ethanoligenens, Faecalibacterium, Fusobacterium,
Gracilibacter, Guggenheimella, Hespellia, Lachnobacte-
rium, Lachnospira, Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc, Megamo-
nas, Moryella, Mitsuokella, Oribacterium, Oxobacter,
Papillibacter, Proprionispira, Pseudobutyrivibrio, Pseu-
doramibacter, Roseburia, Ruminococcus, Sarcina, Seinon-
ella, Shuttleworthia, Sporobacter, Sporobacterium, Strepto-
coccus, Subdoligranulum, Syntrophococcus,
Thermobacillus, Turibacter and Weisella. In an example, the
host cells, or the first or second sub-population consists of
Clostridium cells (and optionally the other sub-population
consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells). In an
example, the host cells, or the first or second sub-population
consists of Enterococcus cells (and optionally the other
sub-population consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomi-
cron) cells). In an example, the host cells, or the first or
second sub-population consists of Ruminococcus cells (and
optionally the other sub-population consists of Bacteroides
(eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells). In an example, the host cells,
or the first or second sub-population consists of Streptococ-
cus cells (and optionally the other sub-population consists of
Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells). In an example, the
host cells, or the first or second sub-population consists of
Faecalibacterium cells (and optionally the other sub-popu-
lation consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells).
For example, the Faecalibacterium is a Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii (eg, A2-165, L2-6, M21/2 or SL3/3).

In an example, the host cells, or the first or second
sub-population comprises or consists of one or more Firmi-
cutes selected from Anaerotruncus, Acetanaerobacterium,
Acetitomaculum, Acetivibrio, Anaerococcus, Anaerofilum,
Anaerosinus, Anaerostipes, Anaerovorax, Butyrivibrio,
Clostridium, Capracoccus, Dehalobacter, Dialister, Dorea,
Enterococcus, Ethanoligenens, Faecalibacterium, Fusobac-
terium, Gracilibacter, Guggenheimella, Hespellia, Lachno-
bacterium, Lachnospira, Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc,
Megamonas, Moryella, Mitsuokella, Oribacterium, Oxo-
bacter, Papillibacter, Proprionispira, Pseudobutyrivibrio,
Pseudoramibacter, Roseburia, Ruminococcus, Sarcina, Sei-
nonella, Shuttleworthia, Sporobacter, Sporobacterium,
Streptococcus, Subdoligranulum, Syntrophococcus, Ther-
mobacillus, Turibacter and Weisella. In an example, the host
cells, or the first or second sub-population consists of
Clostridium (eg, dificile) cells (and optionally the other
sub-population consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomi-
cron) cells). In an example, the host cells, or the first or
second sub-population consists of Enterococcus cells (and
optionally the other sub-population consists of Bacteroides
(eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells). In an example, the host cells,
or the first or second sub-population consists of Rumino-
coccus cells (and optionally the other sub-population con-
sists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomicron) cells). In an
example, the host cells, or the first or second sub-population
consists of Streptococcus cells (and optionally the other
sub-population consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomi-
cron) and/or Enterobacteriaceae (eg, E coli) cells). In an
example, the host cells, or the first or second sub-population
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consists of Faecalibacterium cells (and optionally the other
sub-population consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomi-
cron) cells). In an example, the host cells, or the first or
second sub-population consists of Streptococcus cells (op-
tionally S thermophilus and/or pyogenes cells) and the other
sub-population consists of Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotaomi-
cron) and/or Enterobacteriaceae (eg, E coli) cells.

The population product of the use or method of the
invention is, in an embodiment, for administration to a
human or non-human animal by mucosal, gut, oral, intra-
nasal, intrarectal, intravaginal, ocular or buccal administra-
tion.

Optionally the host cells, or the first or second sub-
population bacteria are B fragalis bacteria and the popula-
tion is harboured by water.

A suitable beverage comprising an array, system, engi-
neered sequence, vector or gRNA of the invention is, for
example, a probiotic drink, eg, an adapted Yakult (trade-
mark), Actimel (trademark), Kevita (trademark), Activia
(trademark), Jarrow (trademark) or similar drink for human
consumption.
Phage Sequence Targets

In aspects of the invention, the target sequence is a
sequence of a phage that infects a host bacterial cell. Desired
modification of phage genomes, as achieved by the inven-
tion, not only relates to phage killing or knock-down, but
instead can be desired phage gene or regulatory element
activation in the host cell (eg, when the phage expresses a
desired protein or other product that is associated with
increased host cell viability or proliferation). Alternatively,
modification may be inducible phage gene expression regu-
lation, eg, by use of an inducible Cas that is targeted
according to the invention to the phage target site. In an
embodiment, the invention provides for modifying the
phage target site by cutting with a Cas nuclease in the host
cell. This may be useful for various reasons, for example:—
A. to mutate the target site to activate or inactivate it (eg, for
gene knock-down or inactivation of an anti-host gene; or for
killing the host cell when the phage target is integrated in the
host chromosome);
B. to delete the target sequence or a larger sequence com-
prising the target sequence (eg, when the invention is used
with first and second PM-crRNAs that target spaced sites in
the phage genome, wherein cuts in each site result in
deletion of phage nucleic acid between the cuts);
C. to insert a desired PM-DNA sequence into the host cell
genome (eg, by providing one or more PM-crNA-guided
cuts in a host nucleic acid for homologous recombination
insertion of the desired PM-DNA).

The invention provides the following aspects:—
1. A method of altering the relative ratio of sub-popula-

tions of first and second bacteria in a mixed population of
bacteria comprising said sub-populations, wherein the first
bacteria are host cells (eg, Bacteroidetes host cells) (wherein
the first bacteria are optionally infected by a phage and the
second bacteria are not infected by said phage (or not
Bacteroidetes)), the method comprising combining the
mixed population with a plurality of vectors in one or more
steps for introduction of vector nucleic acid (eg, a PM-
containing transposon thereof) into host cells and allowing
bacterial growth in the mixed population, wherein the rela-
tive ratios of said first and second bacteria is altered;
wherein each vector comprises an engineered phage-modi-
fying (PM) CRISPR array for introduction into host cell for
modifying a target nucleotide sequence (eg, of said phage)
in the cell,

(a) wherein the PM-CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a PM-crRNA respectively and a
promoter for transcription of the sequence(s) in a host cell;
and
(b) wherein the PM-crRNA is capable of hybridising to the
target sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host
cell to modify the target sequence.

By targeting phage sequence(s) to inactivate gene(s)
required for phage viability, propagation or infectivity, in
one aspect the invention provides the array with a positive
selective advantage that may promote its uptake and reten-
tion by host cells infected with the phage. When host cells
are killed or growth is reduced, the relative ratio of first to
second bacteria in the population is reduced. The invention
provides such a product population, eg, for use as a medi-
cament for treatment or prevention (reducing the risk) of a
disease or condition in a human or animal subject, wherein
the medicament is administered to the subject. The disease
or condition can be any disease or condition disclosed
herein. In an example, a single guide RNA (gRNA) is
expressed in the host cells to provide the crRNA and each
vector comprises an expressible engineered nucleotide
sequence encoding such a gRNA.

In an example using a PM-array, the target sequence is a
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron sequence. Optionally the tar-
get sequence is not comprised by B fragalis. This is useful,
for example, where the modifying cuts or otherwise renders
the target sequence non-functional, whereby the ratio of B
thetaiotaomicron host cells is increased without targeting B
fragalis, eg, where the mixed population is a gut microbiota
population as described herein. B fragalis is in some settings
associated with abscesses and thus this example reduces the
risk of this, whilst enabling alteration of ratios (increase of
B thetaiotaomicron cell proportion) as per the invention that
is useful for example to re-balance gut microbiota, eg, for
treating or preventing obesity or diabetes or IBD.

The promoter (or a HM- or PM-array) is operable in a host
cell. In an example, the promoter is a viral or phage
promoter, eg, a T7 promoter. In another example, the pro-
moter is a bacterial promoter (eg, a promoter of the host cell
species).

2. The method of aspect 1, wherein the first bacteria are
Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotamicron or fragalis), Alistipes,
Alkaliflexus, Parabacteroides, Tannerella, Xylanibacter and/
or Prevotella bacteria.

3. The method of aspect 1 or 2, wherein the second
bacteria are Firmicutes bacteria (eg, when the first bacteria
are Bacteroidetes or Bacteroides).

4. The method of any preceding aspect, wherein the ratio
of the first bacteria sub-population to the second bacteria
sub-population is increased, ie, is greater after said method
has been carried out than before.

5. The method of aspect 4, wherein the mixed population
is comprised by a composition (eg, a beverage, mouthwash
or foodstuff) for administration to a human or non-human
animal for populating and rebalancing the gut or oral micro-
biota thereof, eg, wherein the mixed population is in vitro,
or in vivo in the human or non-human animal. The method
of aspect 1, 2 or 3, wherein the ratio of the first bacteria
sub-population to the second bacteria sub-population is
decreased, ie, is less after said method has been carried out
than before.

6. The method of aspect 6, wherein the mixed population
is harboured by a beverage or water (eg, a waterway or
drinking water) for human consumption.
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7. The method of any preceding aspect, wherein each
vector is a plasmid, phage (eg, a packaged phage) or
phagemid.

8. The method of aspect 8, wherein each vector is a phage
(eg, a packaged phage) and vector nucleic acid is introduced
into host cells by phage vector nucleic acid transduction into
host cells, ie, by infection of host cells by phage vectors. In
an example, the phage comprises one or more transposons as
described herein.

9. The method of aspect 8, wherein each vector is a
plasmid and vector nucleic acid is introduced into host cells
by transformation or horizontal plasmid transfer from bac-
teria harbouring the vectors. In an example, the plasmid
comprises one or more transposons as described herein. In
an example, the bacteria harbouring the vectors is a non-
Bacteroidetes or non-Bacteroides species.

Additionally or alternatively, the bacteria harbouring the
vectors is a non-Firmicutes species. In an example, the
bacteria harbouring the vectors are bacteria of one or more
species selected from the group consisting of a Lactobacillus
species (eg, acidophilus (eg, La-5, La-14 or NCFM), brevis,
bulgaricus, plantarum, rhammosus, fermentum, caucasicus,
helveticus, lactis, reuteri or casei eg, casei Shirota), a
Bifidobacterium species (eg, bifidum, breve, longum or
infantis), Streptococcus thermophilus and Enterococcus fae-
cium. For example, the bacteria are L acidophilus or lactis
bacteria.

10. An engineered Bacteroidetes phage-modifying (PM)
CRISPR array for use in the method of any preceding aspect
for modifying the genome of said Bacteroidetes phage,

(a) wherein the PM-CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a PM-crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a Bacteroidetes phage-
infected host cell; and

(b) wherein the PM-crRNA is capable of hybridising to a
Bacteroidetes phage genome target sequence to guide Cas
(eg, a Cas nuclease) in the infected host cell to modify the
target sequence.

11. A nucleic acid vector (eg, a plasmid, phage or phag-
emid) for use in the method of any one of aspects 1 to 10,
the vector comprising a PM-CRISPR array of aspect 11.
In a General Embodiment of the Invention, there is Alter-
natively Provided for Aspect 12:—

A nucleic acid vector (eg, a plasmid, virus, phage or
phagemid) comprising an engineered HM-CRISPR array for
modifying a target sequence of the genome of a host
bacterial cell (eg, pathogenic bacterial cell, such as
described above) or the genome of a virus (eg, phage) in a
host cell,
(a) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in the host cell; and
(b) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence.

The promoter is operable in a host cell. In an example, the
promoter is a viral or phage promoter, eg, a T7 promoter. In
another example, the promoter is a bacterial promoter (eg, a
promoter of the host cell species).

In an example, the array is comprised by a transposon
described herein. In an example, the array is comprised by
a carrier bacterium as described herein. In an example, a
plurality of the arrays is provided for targeting one or more
target nucleotide sequences of the phage or host cell,
wherein the plurality of arrays are comprised by bacterial
cells, eg, carrier, first recipient or second recipient cells as
described herein. In an example, the carrier cells are com-

prised by a beverage (eg, a probiotic drink for human
consumption) or foodstuff as described herein. In an
example, the array or carrier bacteria are for administration
to a human or non-human animal for treating or preventing
an infection of the human or animal, eg wherein the host cell
is pathogenic. In an example, the array or carrier bacteria are
for administration to the gut of a human or non-human
animal for treating or preventing obesity, diabetes or IBD of
the human or animal.

12. The array or vector of aspect 11 or 12 wherein the
array or vector is comprised by a bacterial cell, eg, a
probiotic cell for human or non-human animal consumption.

13. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the vectors are comprised by a third bacterial
population (eg, carrier bacteria described herein) that is used
for said combining with the mixed population or is for
combination with the mixed population, whereby vector
nucleic acid is introduced into host cells by transformation
(eg, by horizontal plasmid vector or transposon transfer
from the third bacteria to the first bacteria host cells) or
transduction (eg, by phage vector infection of first bacteria
host cells).

14. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the or each array or vector is comprised by a human
or non-human animal gut commensal or symbiotic bacterial
cell (eg, a carrier bacterial cell as described herein). Thus,
the cell is of a gut bacterial species that is commensal or
symbiotic with the human or non-human animal.

15. The method or vector of any one of aspects 12 to 15,
wherein the or each vector is a plasmid, phage or phagemid
comprising an origin of replication that is operable in a
Firmicutes host cell or in a Bacteroidetes phage-infected
host cell (eg, a Bacteroides cell), and optionally operable in
a commensal or symbiotic bacterial cell as defined in aspect
15. In an example, the origin of replication is oriT or any
other origin of replication described herein.

16. The method or vector of any one of aspects 12 to 16,
wherein the or each vector is a plasmid or phagemid
comprising a sequence (eg, a transposon described herein)
that is capable of horizontal transfer between (1) a human or
non-human animal commensal or symbiotic bacterial cell
that is not a Bacteroides cell and (2) a said phage-infected
cell which is a Bacteroides cell; or between (3) a human or
non-human animal commensal or symbiotic bacterial cell
that is not a Firmicutes cell and (4) a Firmicutes cell
comprising the target sequence.

17. The method or vector of any one of aspects 12 to 17,
wherein the or each vector is a plasmid or phagemid
sequence (eg, a transposon described herein) that is capable
of horizontal transfer between (1) a said phage-infected cell
which is a Bacteroides cell and (2) a bacterial cell that is
suitable for probiotic administration to a human or non-
human animal gut; or between (3) a Firmicutes cell com-
prising the target sequence and (4) a bacterial cell that is
suitable for probiotic administration to a human or non-
human animal gut.

18. The method or vector of any one of aspects 15 to 18,
wherein the commensal, symbiotic or probiotic species is
selected from the group consisting of a Lactobacillus species
(eg, acidophilus (eg, La-5, La-14 or NCFM), brevis, bulga-
ricus, plantarum, rhammosus, fermentum, caucasicus, hel-
veticus, lactis, reuteri or casei eg, casei Shirota), a Bifido-
bacterium species (eg, bifidum, breve, longum or infantis),
Streptococcus thermophilus and Enterococcus faecium.

The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the promoter is operable for transcription of said
sequence(s) in a said phage-infected Bacteroidetes host cell
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and in a commensal, symbiotic or probiotic bacterial cell as
defined in any one of aspects 15 to 19; or in a Firmicutes cell
comprising the target sequence and in a commensal, sym-
biotic or probiotic bacterial cell as defined in any one of
aspects 15 to 19. For example, the promoter is a viral or
bacterial promoter, eg, a T7 promoter. In an example, the
promoter is a host cell promoter, eg, a promoter of a host
CRISPR/Cas array.

19. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
or any use herein, wherein the modifying is (i) cutting of the
target sequence, (ii) downregulating transcription of a gene
comprising the target sequence, (iii) upregulating transcrip-
tion of a gene comprising the target sequence, or (iv) adding,
deleting or substituting a nucleic acid sequence at the target.

20. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the Bacteroidetes phage is a Bacteroides phage
selected from a crAssphage, a GB-124 phage, a GA-17
phage, a HB-13 phage, a H16-10 phage, a B40-8 phage and
B fragalis phage ATCC51477-B1. Reference is made to Nat
Commun. 2014 Jul. 24; 5:4498. doi: 10.1038/ncomms5498,
“A highly abundant bacteriophage discovered in the
unknown sequences of human faecal metagenomes”, Dutilh
B E et al. The crAssphage ~97 kbp genome is six times more
abundant in publicly available metagenomes than all other
known phages together; it comprises up to 90% and 22% of
all reads in virus-like particle (VLP)-derived metagenomes
and total community metagenomes, respectively; and it
totals 1.68% of all human faecal metagenomic sequencing
reads in the public databases. Using a new co-occurrence
profiling approach, Dutilh et al predicted a Bacteroides host
for this phage, consistent with Bacteroides-related protein
homologues and a unique carbohydrate-binding domain
encoded in the phage genome.

21. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
or any use herein, wherein the target sequence is comprised
by a phage gene required for host cell infectivity, the phage
lysogenic or lytic cycle, or phage viability, eg, an essential
gene or coat protein gene.

22. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the target sequence is comprised by a BACON
(Bacteroidetes-associated carbohydrate-binding) domain-
encoding sequence (eg, wherein the host is a Bacteroides
host) or an endolysin-encoding sequence. Reference is made
to FEBS Lett. 2010 Jun. 3; 584(11):2421-6, doi:10.1016/
j.febslet.2010.04.045. Epub 2010 Apr. 21, “Mining metag-
enomic data for novel domains: BACON, a new carbohy-
drate-binding module”, Mello L et al. The presence of the
BACON domain in a phage-structural protein might be
explained by the proposed bacteriophage adherence to
mucus model. According to this model, phage adhere to the
mucin glycoproteins composing the intestinal mucus layer
through capsid-displayed carbohydrate-binding domains
(such as the immunoglobulin-like fold or the BACON
domain), facilitating more frequent interactions with the
bacteria that the phage infects.

25. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
or any use herein, wherein the CRISPR array comprises a
sequence R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the
crRNA in the host cell,
(i) wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and
(ii) S1 is a first CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of
a nucleotide sequence that is 95% or more identical to said
target sequence. For example, the target sequence comprises
a protospacer or is comprised by a protospacer sequence that
is immediately adjacent to a protospacer adjacent motif
(PAM) that is cognate to a Cas when the array of the

invention is in the host cell, wherein the Cas is also cognate
to the crRNA expressed from the array. In an embodiment,
the Cas is endogenous to the cell. In another example, the
Cas is exogenous to the host cell, eg, provided by a vector
of the invention.

26. The method, array or vector of aspect 25, wherein R1
and R1' are at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%)
identical to repeat sequences of a CRISPR array of a cell of
the same species as the host cell.

27. The method, array or vector of aspect 25, wherein R1
and R1' is each at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%)
identical to a repeat sequence of a CRISPR array (eg, a Type
II-C array) of a Bacteroides species selected from thetaiota-
micron and fragalis (eg, Bacteroides fragalis NCTC 9343),
wherein the host cells comprise a CRISPR/Cas system that
is functional with the repeat sequence and are Bacteroides
cells, eg, of said species.

28. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 27, wherein
R1 and R1' are at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%)
identical respectively to the first (5'-most) and second (the
repeat immediately 3' of the first repeat) repeat sequences of
a CRISPR array of said species, eg, of a said host cell of said
species. In an example, the array is a Type II-C array. In an
example, the array or vector further comprises R2-S2-R2',
wherein the spacer S2 is the same or different from the
spacer S1 (eg, for targeting a different target site in the host
cell or phage genome), wherein R2 and R2' are functional in
the host cell and are optionally the same as R1. For example,
each of R1, R1', R2 and R2' is a B fragalis CRISPR repeat.

29. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
(iii) each of R1 and R1' is identical to a repeat sequence of
a CRISPR array (eg, a Type II-C array) of a Bacteroides
species cell, wherein the species is selected from the group
consisting of caccae, capillosus, cellulosilyticus, coprocola,
coprophilus, coprosuis, distasonis, dorei, eggerthii, faecis,
finegoldii, fluxus, fragalis (eg, fragalis NCTC 9343), intes-
tinalis, melaninogenicus, nordii, oleiciplenus, oralis, ovatus,
pectinophilus, plebeius, stercoris, thetaiotaomicron, unifor-
mis, vulgatus and xylanisolvens, and (iv) wherein the host
cell comprises a CRISPR/Cas system that is functional with
the repeat sequence and is a Bacteroides cell of a species
selected from said group (eg, the same species as the
selected species of (iii)).

30. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
R1 and R1' are functional with a CRISPR/Cas system of a
said host Bacteroidetes or Firmicutes cell for modification of
the target sequence. In an example, R1, R1', R2 and R2' are
Type II (eg, Type II-C) CRISPR/Cas system repeats of the
same bacterial species, eg, a Bacteroides, such as thetaiota-
micron or fragalis or Streptococcus, such as thermophilus or
pyogenes.

31. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
R1 and R1' are at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%)
identical to repeat sequences of a CRISPR array (eg, a Type
II-C array) of a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroides or Prevotella)
or Firmicutes (eg, Streptococcus) cell.

32. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
each of R1 and R1' is at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or
100%) identical to a sequence selected from SEQ ID NOs:
1 to 5 of Table 2 and optionally the first bacterial cells are
Bacteroides cells, eg, of a species or strain (eg, the species
or strain listed against the selected sequence) in Table 2.

33. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
each of R1 and R1' is at least 95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or
100%) identical to a sequence selected from SEQ ID NOs:
6 to 11 Table 2 of and optionally the first bacterial cells are
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Prevotella cells, eg, of a species or strain (eg, the species or
strain listed against the selected sequence) in Table 2.

34. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the or each array is in combination with one or more
Cas nuclease(s) that function with the crRNA in a said host
cell to modify the target sequence. For example, the target
sequence comprises a protospacer sequence immediately
adjacent to a Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM), optionally
wherein the PAM is cognate to a Cas nuclease comprised by
the Bacteroidetes host cells. In an example, the Cas is a Type
II-C Cas nuclease.

35. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect,
wherein the or each array is in combination with nucleic acid
sequence(s) encoding one or more Cas nuclease(s) that
function with the crRNA in a said host cell to modify the
target sequence.

36. The method, array, use or vector of aspect 25, wherein
R1 and R1' are functional with a Type II Cas9 nuclease (eg,
a S pyogenes, S thermophilus or S aureus Cas9) to modify
the target in a said host cell, optionally wherein the method,
array or vector is further according to aspect 34 or 35
wherein the Cas is said Cas9.

37. An ex-vivo mixed population of bacteria obtainable
by the method of any one of aspects 1 to 10 or 14 to 36 or
a use herein. For example, the mixed population is in a
container for medical or nutritional use. For example, the
container is a sterilised container.

38. A composition for administration to a human or
non-human animal for therapeutic, prophylactic, cosmetic,
human or non-human animal body mass reduction (eg,
cosmetic reduction) or nutritional use, the composition
comprising the mixed population of aspect 37. In an
example, the composition is for oral, systemic, inhaled,
intrarectal, ocular, buccal or intravaginal administration. In
an example, the composition is for administration to the gut
or oral cavity of a human or non-human animal.

39. A foodstuff or beverage for human or non-human
animal consumption comprising the mixed population of
aspect 37 or the composition of aspect 38.

40. The foodstuff or beverage of aspect 39, which is a
nutritional supplement or a probiotic beverage or foodstuff.

41. An antibiotic composition for treating or preventing a
Bacteroidetes infection in a human or non-human animal or
in drinking water, wherein the composition comprises an
array or vector of any one of aspects 11 to 36, optionally
wherein the modifying is according to aspect 21 (iii) or (iv).

42. A probiotic composition for increasing the proportion
of gut Bacteroidetes (eg, to treat or prevent obesity, diabetes
(eg, Type I) or a GI inflammatory condition) in a human or
non-human animal, wherein the composition comprises an
array or vector of any one of aspects 11 to 36, optionally
wherein the modifying is according to aspect 21 (iii) or (iv).

43. The composition of aspect 38, 41 or 42 for increasing
the relative proportions of gut Bacteroides to Firmicutes in
the human or animal, eg for treating or preventing obesity,
diabetes (eg, Type I diabetes) or a GI condition (eg, Crohn’s
disease, IBD, IBS or ulcerative colitis).

In an alternative, “array” in any configuration of the
invention can instead by an engineered nucleotide sequence
encoding a HM-crRNA or gRNA for expression in a host
cell. The features of any of the aspects herein relating to an
array can, therefore, in the alternative apply mutatis mutan-
dis to such an engineered sequence.
Mobile Genetic Elements & Crispr Systems

44. A nucleic acid vector (eg, a plasmid, virus, phage or
phagemid) comprising an engineered CRISPR array for
modifying a target sequence of the genome of a host

bacterial cell (eg, Firmicutes or pathogenic bacterial cell,
such as described above) or the genome of a virus (eg,
phage) in a host cell,
(a) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA (eg, comprised by a
gRNA) and a promoter for transcription of the sequence(s)
in the host cell;
(b) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;
(c) wherein the array is comprised by a transposon that is
capable of horizontal transfer between first and second
bacterial cells of different species.

Optionally, the Cas nuclease is a wild-type endogenous
Cas nuclease of the host cell.

45. The vector of aspect 44, wherein the array is for
administration to a human or non-human animal; and the
first cell species is non-pathogenic to the human or animal
and the second cell species is pathogenic to the human or
animal, wherein the array is comprised by the first cell.

46. The vector of aspect 45, wherein the first cell species
is a species that is commensal or symbiotic with the human
or animal, eg, a gut microbiota species.

47. The vector of aspect 45 or 46, wherein the first cell
species is selected from the group consisting of a Lactoba-
cillus species (eg, acidophilus (eg, La-5, La-14 or NCFM),
brevis, bulgaricus, plantarum, rhammosus, fermentum, cau-
casicus, helveticus, lactis, reuteri or casei eg, casei Shirota),
a Bifidobacterium species (eg, bifidum, breve, longum or
infantis), Streptococcus thermophilus and Enterococcus fae-
cium.

48. The vector of any one of aspects 44 to 47, wherein the
vector is comprised by a beverage (eg, a probiotic drink) or
foodstuff for human or animal consumption.

49. The vector of any one of aspects 44 to 48, wherein the
vector comprises at least one repeat-spacer-repeat unit for
targeting the target sequence, wherein the repeats are at least
95% (eg, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100%) identical to repeats of a
CRISPR/Cas system of the host cell, whereby the repeats of
the vector are operable in the host cell to guide Cas of the
host system to modify the target nucleotide sequence.

50. The vector of aspect 49, wherein the vector lacks a Cas
(eg, Cas nuclease)-encoding sequence.

Targeting of a nucleotide sequence of the host CRISPR/
Cas system according to the invention is useful for removing
host cell resistance to a vector (eg, invading virus) or
reducing the development or increase of resistance. For
example, the invention thereby provides the advantage of
targeting and knocking down the activity of an endogenous
CRISPR/Cas system so that new vector (eg, phage) spacer
acquisition is inhibited.

A feature of mobilisation is the presence of a cis-acting
region (oriT) that is required for transfer. This region is the
initiation site of DNA processing at which a site- and
strand-specific nick is made in the plasmid to start the
transfer event. The invention provides further embodiments
employing mobile genetic elements (MGEs) as follows:—

1. An engineered CRISPR nucleic acid vector comprising
or consisting of a mobile genetic element (MGE), wherein
the MGE comprises an origin of transfer (oriT) and a
CRISPR array for modifying a target sequence of the
genome of a host cell (eg, pathogenic bacterial cell) or the
genome of a virus (eg, prophage) in a host cell,
(a) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in the host cell;
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(b) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;
(c) wherein the vector is capable of transfer between (i) first
and second nucleic acid positions of a first host cell, wherein
each position is a position on a chromosome or a plasmid
and the target sequence is comprised by the host cell, or (ii)
first and second host cells, wherein the target sequence is
comprised by the first and/or second host cell.

Examples of MGEs are ICEs, transposons, plasmids and
bacteriophage. An origin of transfer (oriT) is a short
sequence (eg, up to 500 bp) that is necessary for transfer of
the DNA that contains it from a bacterial host to recipient
during conjugation. The oriT is cis-acting—it is found on the
same DNA that is being transferred, and it is transferred
along with the DNA. A typical origin of transfer comprises
three functionally defined domains: a nicking domain, a
transfer domain, and a termination domain.

Optionally, the promoter is operable for transcription of
said sequence(s) in the first and second (and optionally the
third) cells.

Optionally the target sequence is comprised by the second
cell. Optionally the target sequence is not comprised by the
second cell.

In an example, the first and second cells are of different
bacterial species (eg, species found in a human microbiome
population, eg, of the gut, armpit, vagina or mouth). In an
example, the first and second cells are ex vivo. In another
example, the first and second cells are comprised by a
human gut, vaginal, armpit or oral microbiome in vivo or ex
vivo.

2. The vector of embodiment 1, wherein the MGE is or
comprises an integrative and conjugative element (ICE).
Alternatively, the MGE is a mobilisable MGE (ie, able to use
factors encoded by genes not carried by the MGE, in order
to be mobilised). The terms “mobilisable” and “conjugative”
in relation to MGEs are readily apparent to the skilled
addressee.

Reference is made to the ICEberg database (db-mml.sjt-
u.edu.cn/ICEberg/), which provides examples of suitable
ICEs for the invention and sources for suitable oriT. In an
example, the ICE is a member of an ICE family comprising
an ICE selected from the group 1 to 28, or the oriT is an oriT
of a member of such a family: 1=SXT/R391; 2=Tn916;
3=Tn4371; 4=CTnDOT/ERL; 5=ICEclc; 6=ICEBs1;
7=ICEHin1056; 8=PAPI-1; 9=ICEM1Sym(R7A);
10=ICESt1; 11=SPI-7; 12=ICE6013; 13=ICEKp1;
14=TnGBS1; 15=Tn5253; 16=ICESa2603; 17=ICEYe1;
18=10270-RD.2; 19=Tn1207.3; 20=Tn1806;
21=ICEA5632; 22=ICEF-I/II; 23=ICEAPG2; 24=ICEM;
25=10270-RD.1; 26=Tn5801; 27=PPI-1; 28=ICEF-III.
Family descriptions are found in the ICEberg database. For
example, the Tn916 family was defined by Roberts et al
(2009) (Trends Microbiol. 2009 June; 17(6):251-8. doi:
10.1016/j.tim.2009.03.002. Epub 2009 May 20; “A modular
master on the move: the Tn916 family of mobile genetic
elements”, Roberts A, Mullany P). Elements belonging to
the Tn916 family are defined by the following criteria: they
must have the general organization shown in Roberts et al,
and they must have a core region (conjugation and regula-
tion module) that is similar in sequence and structure to the
original Tn916 at the DNA level. Exceptions are some
conjugative transposons, such as Tn1549 which have been
previously classified in this family and those with a high
degree of protein similarity as described in corresponding
references.

3. The vector of embodiment 2, wherein the ICE is a
transposon, eg, a conjugative transposon. In an example, the
MGE is a mobilisable transposon that is mobilisable in the
presence of a functional helper element, optionally wherein
the transposon is in combination with a said helper element.

4. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector is a plasmid, optionally wherein the MGE is a
transposon comprised by the plasmid. For example, the
transposon is a conjugative transposon. In an example the
transposon is a mobilisable transposon (eg, mobilisable
using one or more factors encoded by the plasmid, eg, by
genes outside the transposon sequence of the plasmid).
Optionally, the transposon is a Type I transposon. Option-
ally, the transposon is a Type II transposon.

5. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein oriT
is functional in the first and second host cells. This is useful
to promote spread and propogation across bacteria in a
bacterial population, eg, when the first and second cells are
of different species.

6. The vector of embodiment 5 when comprised by the
first cell, wherein the first cell comprises nucleotide
sequences encoding proteins operable to transfer the MGE
to the second cell, wherein the sequences are not comprised
by the MGE. This is useful to avoid using space in the MGE
for such sequences. For example, this enables construction
of a more compact MGE for transfer between cells or
enables inclusion of larger or more CRISPR arrays, eg, to
include a plurality of spacers to target respective sequences
in a host cell or to target different sequences in the first and
second host cells.

7. The vector of embodiment 6, wherein the sequences are
not comprised by the vector. This is useful to avoid using
space in the vector or MGE for such sequences. For
example, this enables construction of a more compact vector
or MGE for transfer between cells or enables inclusion of
larger or more CRISPR arrays, eg, to include a plurality of
spacers to target respective sequences in a host cell or to
target different sequences in the first and second host cells,
and/or to include one or more sequences for encoding Cas
protein(s), eg a Cas9.

8. The vector of embodiment 6 or 7, wherein the
sequences are comprised by a conjugative transposon of the
first cell. This is useful since it enables harnessing of factors
outside the MGE to effect conjugative transposition, for
horizontal transfer of the MGE of the invention between first
and second host cells (eg, of different bacterial species in a
human microbiome).

9. The vector of embodiment 8, wherein the transposon is
operable in trans to transfer the MGE to the second cell. This
is useful since it enables harnessing of factors outside the
MGE to effect conjugative transposition, for horizontal
transfer of the MGE of the invention between first and
second host cells (eg, of different bacterial species in a
human micribiome). For example, the oriT of the MGE of
the invention is the same as an oriT comprised by a
conjugative transposon of the host cell. This is useful to
enable the MGE of the invention to operate with factors
encoded by the host cell for effecting horizontal transfer of
the MGE between the first and second host cells (eg,
bacterial cells of different species, eg, human microbiome
species). This enables the MGE to be more compact or frees
up space for CRISPR arrays and/or Cas gene(s) as discussed
above.

The term “operable in trans” means that the MGE (ICE)
is operable for horizontal transfer using proteins expressed
from host nucleotide sequences outside the vector nucleotide
sequences (eg, proteins expressed by a conjugative transpo-
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son of the host cell) to transfer the MGE (or the entire vector,
such as a plasmid containing the MGE) into the second cell.

10. The vector of any preceding embodiment when com-
prised by the first cell, wherein the oriT of the MGE is the
same as an oriT comprised by an ICE of the first cell,
wherein the ICE is operable in trans to transfer the MGE to
the second cell.

11. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector oriT is an oriT of a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroidales
or Bacteroides) or Prevotella transposon. This useful when
the first and/or second host cell is a Bacteroidetes (eg,
Bacteroidales or Bacteroides) or Prevotella cell respectively.
For example, the first cell is a cell of such a species and the
second cell is a Firmicutes cell, the target sequence being
comprised by the second cell but not the first cell, whereby
the CRISPR array directs Cas in the second cell to cut the
target sequence. In an example, the target sequence is
comprised by an essential gene or antibiotic resistance gene
of the second cell (and for the latter, optionally the vector is
in combination with said antibiotic or administered to a
human or non-human animal in combination with said
antibiotic). Optionally, the transposon is a CTnDot or
CTnERL transposon and the vector is in combination with
tetracycline or administered to a human or non-human
animal in combination with tetracycline.

12. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector oriT is a CTnDot, CTnERL SXT/R391, Tn916 or
Tn4371 family transposon oriT.

13. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
MGE comprises first and second terminal repeat sequences
and the CRISPR array between the repeat sequences.

14. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
MGE leaves behind a transposon copy (1) at the first nucleic
acid position when it has transferred to the second position;
or (2) in the first cell when the it has transferred to the second
cell. This is useful for promoting propogation and mainte-
nance of the MGE in a bacterial population comprising the
host cell(s). In an alternative, the MGE does not leave
behind a transposon copy (i) at the first nucleic acid position
when it has transferred to the second position; or (ii) in the
first cell when the it has transferred to the second cell.

15. The vector of any preceding embodiment when com-
prised by the first and/or second cell (eg, first and second
copies of the vector comprised by the first and second cells).

16. The vector of embodiment 15, wherein the first and
second cells are cells of different species. For example, the
first cell is a Lactobacillus cell (eg, as described herein)
and/or the second cell is a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroides
cell, eg, such a cell described herein) or a Firmicutes cell (eg,
such a cell described herein). In an example, the first cell is
a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroides cell, eg, such a cell
described herein) and the second cell is a Firmicutes cell (eg,
such a cell described herein), eg, for administration to a gut
micribiome of a human for treating or preventing a GI
condition or diabetes; or for treating or preventing obesity.

17. The vector of embodiment 15 or 16, wherein the first
and second cells are bacterial or archaeal cells.

18. The vector of embodiment 16 or 17, wherein the first
cell is non-pathogenic in a human (eg, a commensal or
symbiotic bacterial cell) and optionally the second cell is a
pathogenic cell in a human. In an alternative, the second cell
is a non-pathogenic cell in a human. The term “non-
pathogenic in a human” includes cells, such as certain
bacterial species (eg, Bacteroides species, such as fragalis)
that can reside in microbiomes of the human (eg, the gut,
vaginal, armpit or oral microbiome) without pathogenicity
or substantial pathogenicity, but in other environments of the

human are pathogenic. The skilled person will readily under-
stand that the first cell type can be retained in or on a human
and the second cell type should be reduced in or on the
human. For example, the CRISPR array modifies the
genome of the second cell to kill or reduce cell viability or
growth in or on the human. For example, the target site is
comprised by the second cell and the site is cut by said Cas
nuclease, thereby inactivating or down-regulating a gene
comprising the target site. For example, the gene is an
essential gene or antibiotic resistance gene of the second
cell. In an example, the gene is a virulence gene.

19. The vector of any preceding embodiment, or any use
herein, wherein the second cell (each host cell) is a cell
selected from (i) a Staphylococcus aureus cell, eg, resistant
to an antibiotic selected from methicillin, vancomycin-
resistant and teicoplanin; (ii) a Pseudomonas aeuroginosa
cell, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from cepha-
losporins (eg, ceftazidime), carbapenems (eg, imipenem or
meropenem), fluoroquinolones, aminoglycosides (eg, gen-
tamicin or tobramycin) and colistin; (iii) a Klebsiella (eg,
pneumoniae) cell, eg, resistant to carbapenem; (iv) a Strep-
toccocus (eg, pneumoniae or pyogenes) cell, eg, resistant to
an antibiotic selected from erythromycin, clindamycin, beta-
lactam, macrolide, amoxicillin, azithromycin and penicillin;
(v) a Salmonella (eg, serotype Typhi) cell, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from ceftriaxone, azithromycin and cip-
rofloxacin; (vi) a Shigella cell, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from ciprofloxacin and azithromycin; (vii) a Myco-
bacterium tuberculosis cell, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from Resistance to isoniazid (INH), rifampicin
(RMP), fluoroquinolone, amikacin, kanamycin and capreo-
mycin; (viii) an Enterococcus cell, eg, resistant to vanco-
mycin; (ix) an Enterobacteriaceae cell, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from a cephalosporin and carbapenem;
(x) an E. coli cell, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
trimethoprim, itrofurantoin, cefalexin and amoxicillin; (xi) a
Clostridium (eg, dificile) cell, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from fluoroquinolone antibiotic and carbapenem;
(xii) a Neisseria gonnorrhoea cell, eg, resistant to an anti-
biotic selected from cefixime (eg, an oral cephalosporin),
ceftriaxone (an injectable cephalosporin), azithromycin and
tetracycline; (xiii) an Acinetobacter baumannii cell, eg,
resistant to an antibiotic selected from beta-lactam, mero-
penem and a carbapenem; or (xiv) a Campylobacter cell, eg,
resistant to an antibiotic selected from ciprofloxacin and
azithromycin. Such species can be pathogenic to humans.

20. The vector or use of embodiment 19, wherein the
target site is comprised by an antibiotic resistance gene of
the second cell, wherein the antibiotic is a respective anti-
biotic recited in embodiment 19.

21. The vector of any one of embodiments 15 to 20,
wherein the first cell is a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroidales or
Bacteroides) cell; Lactobacillus (eg, acidophilus (eg, La-5,
La-14 or NCFM), brevis, bulgaricus, plantarum, rhammo-
sus, fermentum, caucasicus, helveticus, lactis, reuteri or
casei eg, casei Shirota); Bifidobacterium (eg, bifidum, breve,
longum or infantis); Streptococcus thermophiles; Enterococ-
cus faecium; Alistipes; Alkaliflexus; Parabacteroides; Tan-
nerella; or Xylanibacter cell.

22. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
first and/or second nucleic acid positions of (i) are com-
prised by a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroidales or Bacteroides)
cell; or the first and/or second host cells of (ii) are Bacte-
roidetes (eg, Bacteroidales or Bacteroides) or Prevotella
cells.

23. The vector of embodiment 22, wherein the first cell is
a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroidales or Bacteroides) cell and
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the second cell is a Firmicutes (eg, Clostridium or Staphy-
lococcus) cell, eg, wherein the vector is for administration to
a gut micribiome of a human for treating or preventing a GI
condition or diabetes; or for treating or preventing obesity.

24. The vector of embodiment 16 or 17 (or any use
herein), wherein the first cell (each first cell) is environmen-
tally-acceptable in an environment (eg, in a water or soil
environment) and optionally the second cell (each host cell)
is not acceptable in the environment. The water environment
will be readily apparent to the skilled person and can, for
example, be a marine or waterway (eg, lake, canal, river or
reservoir) environment. In an example, the water environ-
ment is drinking water intended for human consumption or
sewage water. In an example, the soil environment is soil of
farming land or soil at a mining site (eg, a mineral or metal
mining site).

By “acceptable” and “not acceptable” the skilled person
will readily understand that the first cell type can be retained
in the environment and the second cell type should be
reduced in the environment. For example, the CRISPR array
modifies the genome of the second cell to kill or reduce cell
viability or growth in the environment. For example, the
target site is comprised by the second cell and the site is cut
by said Cas nuclease, thereby inactivating or down-regulat-
ing a gene comprising the target site. For example, the gene
is an essential gene or antibiotic resistance gene of the
second cell. In an example, the gene is a virulence gene.

In an example, the environment is a microbiome of a
human, eg, the oral cavity microbiome or gut microbiome or
the bloodstream. In an example, the environment is not an
environment in or on a human. In an example, the environ-
ment is not an environment in or on a non-human animal. In
an embodiment, the environment is an air environment. In
an embodiment, the environment is an agricultural environ-
ment. In an embodiment, the environment is an oil or
petroleum recovery environment, eg, an oil or petroleum
field or well. In an example, the environment is an environ-
ment in or on a foodstuff or beverage for human or non-
human animal consumption.

In an example, the vector, system, vector, array, crRNA,
gRNA, method or any use herein is for use in an industry or
the environment is an industrial environment, wherein the
industry is an industry of a field selected from the group
consisting of the medical and healthcare; pharmaceutical;
human food; animal food; plant fertilizers; beverage; dairy;
meat processing; agriculture; livestock farming; poultry
farming; fish and shellfish farming; veterinary; oil; gas;
petrochemical; water treatment; sewage treatment; packag-
ing; electronics and computer; personal healthcare and toi-
letries; cosmetics; dental; non-medical dental; ophthalmic;
non-medical ophthalmic; mineral mining and processing;
metals mining and processing; quarrying; aviation; automo-
tive; rail; shipping; space; environmental; soil treatment;
pulp and paper; clothing manufacture; dyes; printing; adhe-
sives; air treatment; solvents; biodefence; vitamin supple-
ments; cold storage; fibre retting and production; biotech-
nology; chemical; industrial cleaning products; domestic
cleaning products; soaps and detergents; consumer products;
forestry; fishing; leisure; recycling; plastics; hide, leather
and suede; waste management; funeral and undertaking;
fuel; building; energy; steel; and tobacco industry fields.

25. The vector of any preceding embodiment in combi-
nation with a nucleic acid (eg, a DNA) for incorporation at
the modified target site.

In an example, the modification is cutting of the target site
and the nucleic acid (eg DNA) is incorporated by homolo-
gous recombination in the host cell. This is useful for

effecting precise targeted modification of the host cell
genome using the vector of the invention.

26. The vector of embodiment 25, wherein the nucleic
acid for incorporation is or comprises a regulatory element
or exon sequence, eg a human sequence.

27. The vector of any preceding embodiment in combi-
nation with a transposase for mobilisation of the MGE.

28. The vector or any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is
operable in the first host cell; optionally wherein the toxin-
antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin gene that is not
operable or has reduced operation in cells other than the first
cell.

29. The vector or any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is
operable in the second host cell; optionally wherein the
toxin-antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin gene that is
not operable or has reduced operation in cells other than the
second cell.

30. The vector or any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is
operable in the first and second host cells; optionally
wherein the toxin-antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin
gene that is not operable or has reduced operation in cells
other than the first and second cells. The use of a toxin-
antitoxin module is useful to confer selective advantages and
thus MGE retention and spread. For example, the module is
a Type I module, eg, a Hok-Sok module. For example, the
module is a Type II module, eg, a HiCa-HicB module. For
example, the module is a tad-ata-type toxin-antitoxin mod-
ule. For example, the module is a plasmid addiction module.
In an example, the first and/or second cell is a Bacteroides
cell and the module is a module of a Bacteroides species, eg,
the Txe/YoeB family addiction module (see, eg, www.uni-
prot.org/uniprot/FOR9D1); RelE/StbE family addiction
module (see, eg, www.uniprot.org/uniprot/FOR9AO); HigA
family addiction module (see, eg, www.uniprot.org/uniprot/
D7J8V2 or www.uniprot.org/uniprot/D2ESD0); RelE/StbE
family addiction module (see, eg, www.uniprot.org/uniprot/
FOR5F4). Use of a toxin-antitoxin in the vector or MGE can
be useful to allow for destruction of a vector-bearing cell
other than a cell that is desired (eg, the first and second
and/or third bacterial cell). In this example, the MGE or
vector comprises a toxin gene of a bacterial toxin-antitoxin
module and a cognate anti-toxin gene, wherein the expres-
sion of the toxin and anti-toxin genes are separately regu-
lated, eg, from different promoters. For example, the toxin
gene can comprise a promoter that is constitutively active in
the first, second (and third) cells so that the toxin is always
produced. The anti-toxin gene can comprise a promoter that
is inducible by one or more factors (eg, a protein expressed)
in the first and/or second cells, but not in non-target cells of
different strain or species. As is known, the anti-toxin is
inherently less stable than the toxin in a bacterial toxin/anti-
toxin system, and thus transfer of the vector or MGE to a cell
that is not a target cell (eg, not the first and/or second cell)
will lead to toxin expression in the absence of anti-toxin
expression or lower anti-toxin activity, thus leading to cell
death of the non-target cell. This, therefore creates a selec-
tion pressure for the target cells (first, second and third cells)
to take up and retain the vector of the invention so that it can
have the desired CRISPR array activity therein and also be
propagated across target cells in a population (such as the
gut microbiota). This also limits the spread of the vector or
MGE to non-target cells so that the effect of the array is
controlled in the population—in this respect there will be a
pressure for non-target cells not to take up the vector and if
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they do, the recipient cells will not survive in the population,
thereby limiting replication of non-target cells with the
MGE and array.

31. The vector of any preceding embodiment wherein the
first and second cells are of the same phylum (eg, both
bacterial cells) and the vector is replicable or operable (d) in
the first cell and/or second cell but not in another cell of the
same phylum; (e) in the first cell and/or second cell but not
in another cell of the same order; (f) in the first cell and/or
second cell but not in another cell of the same class; (g) in
the first cell and/or second cell but not in another cell of the
same order; (h) in the first cell and/or second cell but not in
another cell of the same family; (i) in the first cell and/or
second cell but not in another cell of the same genus; j) in
the first cell and/or second cell but not in another cell of the
same species; (k) in the first cell and/or second cell but not
in another cell of the same strain.

This affords selectivity of the vector of the invention (eg,
for selective killing of the second host cell type in a mixed
bacterial population) in a microbiome. This can be achieved,
for example, by engineering the MGE or array (eg, the
promoter thereof) so that it requires expression of a particu-
lar protein for replication or operation (eg, expression to
produce crRNA). For example, the promoter can be selected
from a promoter that operates in the first and/or second cell
but not in other cells, or wherein the MGE is engineered so
that one or more of the replication initiation sites thereof are
dependent upon a protein or other factor produced in the first
and/or second cell but in not other cells.

32. First and second copies of the vector of any preceding
embodiment in a mixed population of cells, wherein the first
vector is comprised by the first cell, the second vector is
comprised by the second cell, the cells are cells of different
species (eg, different bacterial species) and the one or both
of the vector MGEs is capable of transferring to a third cell
(eg, a bacterial cell), wherein the third cell species is the
same as the species of the first or second cell or is a species
that is different from the first and second cell species. This
is useful, since the first cell can act as a carrier (eg, when it
is non-pathogenic it can be adminstered to a human or
animal so that it populates the human or animal, such as a
microbiome thereof). By horizontal transfer, the carrier can
transfer and propagate CRISPR arrays of the invention to
third cells (directly or via second cells, the latter acting as a
reservoir for arrays). The arrays can then mediate Cas
modification (eg, cutting) of the target sequence in the third
cells, eg, to inactivate or down-regulate an essential or
antibiotic resistance gene of the third cells.

Generally herein, when the target sequence is comprised
by an antibiotic resistance gene of a cell, the vector, engi-
neered sequence or array of the invention can be adminis-
tered to a human or animal together with (simultaneously or
sequentially) the antibiotic. This is useful to kill or reduce
proliferation of cells comprising the target sequence. In this
respect, the vector, engineered sequence or array is com-
prised by a composition comprising an antibiotic, wherein
the target sequence is a sequence of a gene encoding for
resistance to said antibiotic.

Optionally, the mixed population comprises the third cell.
In an example, there is a provided a plurality of the first

cells, each comprising a vector of the invention. In an
example, there is a provided a plurality of the second cells,
each comprising a vector of the invention. In an example,
there is a provided a plurality of the first cells in combination
with a plurality of the second cells, each cell comprising a
vector of the invention. In an example, there is a provided a
plurality of the first cells in combination with a plurality of

the second cells and a plurality of the third cells, cells of at
least 2 (or all of) said pluralities comprising a vector of the
invention.

33. The vectors of embodiment 32, wherein the vector or
MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is operable in
the first, second and third host cells; optionally wherein the
toxin-antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin gene that is
not operable or has reduced (ie, lesser) operation in cells
other than the first, second and third cells.

34. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
MGE is a conjugative transposon, oriT is functional in the
first and second host cells, the MGE comprises first and
second terminal repeat sequences and the CRISPR array
between the repeat sequences, and wherein the first and
second cells are bacterial cells, the second cell being of a
human microbiota cell species (eg, a pathogenic species),
wherein the target site is comprised by the second cell but
not the first cell, and wherein said modifying inactivates or
down-regulates a gene or regulatory sequence comprising
said target in the second cell.

Usefully, the first cells can thereby act as carriers and
reservoirs for the arrays of the invention, which can be
transferred by horizontal transfer of the MGEs.

In an example, the MGE is a conjugative Bacteroidetes
transposon, oriT is a Bacteroidetes oriT functional in the first
and second host cells, the MGE comprises first and second
terminal repeat sequences and the CRISPR array between
the repeat sequences, and wherein the first and second cells
are bacterial cells, the first cell being a Bacteroidetes cell and
the second cell being a Firmicutes cell (eg, Clostridium or
Staphylococcus cell), wherein the target site is comprised by
the second cell but not the first cell, and wherein said
modifying inactivates or down-regulates a gene or regula-
tory sequence comprising said target in the second cell.

35. The vector of embodiment 34 when comprised by the
first or second cell.

36. The vector of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
first and second cells are comprised by a mixed bacterial cell
population, eg, a population of cells of human or non-human
animal (eg, dog, cat or horse) gut, vaginal, armpit or oral
microbiota species. As explained above, the population is
useful for administration to a human or animal to populate
a microbiome thereof.

37. An ex vivo composition comprising a plurality of cells
as defined in embodiment 22, wherein each cell comprises
a vector according to any one of embodiments 1 to 36.
Alternatively, the composition is in vivo, eg, in a non-human
animal.

38. A beverage or foodstuff for human or non-human
animal consumption comprising a vector of any one of
embodiments 1 to 36 or the composition of embodiment 37.
The beverage can be, for example, a probiotic drink, eg, for
consumption daily, once every two days or weekly by a
human or animal, eg, to treat or prevent obesity or a GI
condition in the human or animal.

39. A composition comprising a plurality of Bacteroides
cells, wherein each cell comprises a vector according to any
one of embodiments 1 to 36.

Usefully, the cells can act as carriers and a reservoir of
arrays of the invention, for administration to a microbiome
(eg, gut microbiome) of a human or animal, eg, to treat or
prevent obesity or a GI condition in the human or animal,

40. A mixed population of bacterial cells comprising a
sub-population of first cells and a sub-population of second
cells, wherein the first cells comprise vectors according to
any one of embodiments 1 to 36, wherein the vectors are
capable of horizontal transfer between the first and second
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cell sub-populations. Such a population is useful as it can be
adminstered (eg, intranasally) to a human or animal so that
the bacteria populate one or more microbiomes (eg, gut
microbiome) of the human or animal. The first (and option-
ally also the second) cells can act as carriers of the CRISPR
arrays of the invention, especially when those cells are
non-pathogenic to the human or animal (eg, non-pathogenic
in the gut microbiome). The microbiome can be any other
micribiome or microbiota population disclosed herein.

41. The population of embodiment 40, wherein one or
both of the first and second bacterial species is capable of
populating the gut microbiota of a human or non-human
animal, and optionally the first bacteria are commensal or
symbiotic with humans or animals. Usefully, the first bac-
teria can be safely administered to the human or animal and
can act as a carrier of the arrays of the invention for transfer
thereafter to other cells of the microbiota.

42. The population of embodiment 40, wherein the mixed
population is harboured by a beverage or water (eg, a
waterway or drinking water for human consumption) or soil.
Provision of the population in water or soil is useful for
treating such in the environment or (for water) in heating,
cooling or industrial systems, or in drinking water storage
containers.

In an example of any embodiment, the second cell is a
cholera cell comprising the target sequence, wherein when
the target sequence is modified the cell is killed or cell
proliferation is reduced. In an example, the second cell is
comprised by water for human consumption (eg, such water
before or after processing for human consumption). In an
example, the vector is comprised by a pharmaceutical com-
position for administration to a human to treat or prevent
cholera in the human.

43. A composition comprising a plurality of vectors
according to any one of embodiments 1 to 36 in vitro. For
example, the composition is mixed with a multi-species
bacterial population in an industrial apparatus or container
(eg, for food, consumer goods, cosmetics, personal health-
care product, petroleum or oil production).

44. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage or popu-
lation of any preceding embodiment for administration to a
human or non-human animal for therapeutically or prophy-
lactically populating and rebalancing a microbiome thereof
or for cosmetically changing the human or animal (eg, for
cosmetic weight-loss).

45. A method of modifying a target nucleotide sequence
in a host cell, the method comprising
(1) combining the host cell with a carrier cell,
(a) wherein the carrier cell comprises a CRISPR nucleic acid
vector comprising a CRISPR array for modifying the target,
(b) wherein the CRISPR array comprises one or more
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in the host cell;
(c) wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to the target
sequence to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence; and
(2) culturing the cells together, wherein the vector is trans-
ferred from the carrier cell to the host cell, whereby the
crRNA hybridises to the target sequence to guide Cas in the
host cell and the target is modified.

In an example, the method is carried out ex vivo. In an
example, the method is a cosmetic method and is not a
therapeutic or prophylactic medical method.

46. The method of embodiment 45, wherein the vector is
according to any one of embodiments 1 to 36.

47. The method of embodiment 45 or 46, wherein the host
cell is a cell of a human or non-human animal microbiome

bacterial species, optionally wherein the host cell is a cell of
a pathogenic bacterial species. In an example, any microbi-
ome herein is selected from a gut, vaginal, armpit, scalp,
skin or oral microbiome.

48. The method of any one of embodiments 45 to 47,
wherein the carrier cell is of a species that is a commensal
or symbiotic human or non-human animal microbiome
bacterial species. In an example, the carrier cell is non-
pathogenic to humans, eg, when administered intranasally,
topically or orally.

In any configuration, concept, aspect, embodiment or
example etc herein the vector, composition, array or popu-
lation of the invention is administered intranasally, topically
or orally to a human or non-human animal, or is for such
administration. The skilled person aiming to treat a micro-
biome of the human or animal will be able to determine the
best route of administration, depending upon the microbi-
ome of interest. For example, when the microbiome is a gut
microbiome, administration can be intranasally or orally.
When the microbiome is a scalp or armpit microbiome,
administration can be topically. When the microbiome is in
the mouth or throat, the administration can be orally.

49. The method of any one of embodiments 45 to 48,
wherein the host cell is of a gut microbiome bacterial species
of a human or non-human animal.

50. A method of altering the relative ratio of sub-popu-
lations of first and second bacteria host cell species in a
mixed population of bacteria comprising said sub-popula-
tions, the method comprising
A: providing said first bacterial host cells;
B: providing the second bacterial host cells, wherein the
second cells are cells of a different species or strain to the
first cells;
C: introducing engineered CRISPR arrays into the first
bacterial host cells, wherein each CRISPR array comprises
one or more sequences for expression of a crRNA and a
promoter for transcription of the sequence(s) in a said
second host cell, wherein the crRNA is capable of hybri-
dising to a target sequence comprised by said second cell to
guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell to modify the
target sequence;
D: combining the first and second bacterial cells together to
produce a mixed bacterial population; and
E: allowing bacterial growth in the mixed population such
that horizontal transfer of CRISPR arrays from first bacterial
cells to second bacterial cells occurs, wherein target
sequences in second cells are Cas modified, whereby the
relative ratios of said first and second bacteria is altered.

51. The method of embodiment 50, wherein each CRISPR
array is according to any one of embodiments 1 to 26.

52. The method of embodiment 50 or 51, further com-
prising obtaining a first sample of the mixed population of
step E and optionally comparing the proportion of second
cells in the first sample to the proportion of second cells in
a second sample of cells, wherein the second sample is a
sample of a mixed population of bacterial cells used to
provide the second cells in step B and the comparison shows
that the proportion of second cells has increased or
decreased after step E.

53. The method of embodiment 52, wherein the second
sample is a sample of a human or animal microbiome (eg,
gut, vaginal, scalp, armpit, skin or oral cavity cells).

54. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 53,
wherein a sample of a human or animal microbiome (eg, gut,
vaginal, scalp, armpit, skin or oral cavity cells) is used to
provide the second cells of step B.
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55. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 54,
wherein a recombinant, cultured population of the first cells
is used for step A.

56. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 55,
wherein plasmid, ICE or transposon horizontal transfer is
used in step E, wherein each plasmid, ICE or transposon
comprises a said CRISPR array.

57. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 56 for
therapeutically or prophylactically rebalancing the micro-
biota of a human or non-human animal, eg, for treating or
preventing obesity, diabetes IBD, a GI tract condition or an
oral cavity condition. The diabetes can be Type I or II. In an
example, the prophylaxis is medical. In an example, the
prophylaxis herein is non-medical, eg, cosmetic or for
hygiene purposes. For example, the microbiota is an armpit
microbiota and the method is for preventing or reducing
body odour of a human. For example, in this case the method
down-regulates growth or viability of host bacterial cells
that mediate the generation and/or persistence of human
body odour.

58. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 57,
comprising providing third bacterial host cells of a species
or strain that is different to the carrier and host cells, wherein
the third cells are comprised by the mixed population in step
E or combined with said population after step E, wherein
horizontal transfer of CRISPR arrays to third host cells
occurs.

59. The method of embodiment 58, wherein the third cells
do not comprise a said target sequence.

In this way, the third cells can act as carriers of the arrays
and are capable of horizontally transferring arrays to host
cells comprising the target sequence.

60. The method of embodiment 58, wherein the third cells
do comprise a target sequence for Cas modification.

61. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 60,
wherein the carrier (and optionally also the third) cells are of
a species recited in embodiment 21, eg, Bacteroidetes cells.

62. The method of any one of embodiments 50 to 60,
wherein the host cells are of a species recited in embodiment
19 or Firmicutes cells.

63. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment wherein each
vector is or is comprised by a plasmid, phage (eg, a
packaged phage) or phagemid.

64. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
modifying is (i) cutting of the target sequence, (ii) down-
regulating transcription of a gene comprising the target
sequence, (iii) up-regulating transcription of a gene com-
prising the target sequence, or (iv) adding, deleting or
substituting a nucleic acid sequence at the target.

65. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein
each target sequence is a sequence comprised by a regula-
tory element or gene of the host cell, wherein the gene is an
essential gene, a CRISPR gene or an antibiotic resistance
gene, optionally wherein the regulatory element is an ele-
ment of such a gene. In an alternative, the gene is a virulence
gene.

66. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein
each target sequence is a sequence comprised by a phage
genome, wherein the phage is comprised by the host cell. In
an example, the target sequence is comprised by a phage
gene required for host cell infectivity, the phage lysogenic or
lytic cycle, or phage viability, eg, an essential gene or coat
protein gene.

In an example, the Bacteroidetes phage is a Bacteroides
phage selected from a crAssphage, a GB-124 phage, a
GA-17 phage, a HB-13 phage, a H16-10 phage, a B40-8
phage and B fragalis phage ATCC51477-B1. This is useful,
for example, for providing a survival advantage to Bacte-
roidetes in the gut microbiome of a human or animal. In this
way, the ratio of Bacteroidetes to Firmicutes can be altered
to increase the proportion of the former versus the latter (eg,
for treating or preventing obesity). In an example, the target
sequence is comprised by a BACON (Bacteroidetes-associ-
ated carbohydrate-binding) domain-encoding sequence (eg,
wherein the host is a Bacteroides host) or an endolysin-
encoding sequence.

67. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein
each CRISPR array comprises a sequence R1-S1-R1' for
expression and production of the respective crRNA in the
host cell,
(i) wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and
(ii) S1 is a first CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of
a nucleotide sequence that is 95% or more identical to said
target sequence.

68. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 67, wherein R1 and R1' are
at least 95% identical respectively to the first and second
repeat sequences of a CRISPR array of the second host cell
species.

69. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 67 or 68, wherein R1 and
R1' are functional with a CRISPR/Cas system of said host
cell for modification of the target sequence.

70. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
or each array is in combination with one or more Cas
nuclease(s) that function with the respective crRNA in a host
cell to modify the target sequence. The target sequence
comprises a protospacer sequence immediately adjacent to a
Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM).

71. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
or each array is in combination with nucleic acid
sequence(s) encoding one or more Cas nuclease(s) that
function with the respective crRNA in a host cell to modify
the target sequence.

72. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any one of embodiments 67 to 71,
wherein R1 and R1' are functional with a Type II Cas9
nuclease (eg, a S pyogenes or S aureus Cas9) to modify the
target in a said host cell, optionally wherein the vector,
composition, foodstuff, beverage, population or method is
further according to embodiment 70 or 71 wherein the Cas
is said Cas9.

73. An ex-vivo mixed population of bacteria obtainable
by the method of any one of embodiments 50 to 72.

74. A composition for administration to a human or
non-human animal for therapeutic, prophylactic, cosmetic,
human or non-human animal body mass reduction (eg,
cosmetic reduction) or nutritional use, the composition
comprising the mixed population of embodiment 73.

75. A foodstuff or beverage for human or non-human
animal consumption comprising the mixed population of
embodiment 73 or the composition of embodiment 74.

76. The foodstuff or beverage of embodiment 75, which
is a nutritional supplement or a probiotic beverage or
foodstuff.
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77. An antibiotic composition for treating or preventing a
bacterial infection in a human or non-human animal or in
drinking water or in soil, wherein the composition comprises
a vector of any one of embodiments 1 to 36 and 63 to 72.

78. A probiotic composition for increasing the proportion
of gut Bacteroidetes (eg, to treat or prevent obesity, diabetes
or a GI inflammatory condition) in a human or non-human
animal, wherein the composition comprises a vector of any
one of embodiments 1 to 36 and 63 to 72.

79. The composition of embodiment 74, 77 or 78 for
increasing the relative proportions of gut Bacteroides to
Firmicutes in a human or animal, eg for treating or prevent-
ing obesity, diabetes or a GI condition.

80. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
vector does not comprise a Cas nuclease-encoding sequence
operable with the array. This is useful to save space in the
vector (eg, to allow for inclusion of larger arrays or more
arrays for host cell targeting—this is useful to target multiple
genome locations to reduce likelihood of evolution of resis-
tance to the arrays of the invention).

81. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
MGE does not comprise a Cas nuclease-encoding sequence
operable with the array. This is useful to save space in the
MGE (eg, to allow for inclusion of larger arrays or more
arrays for host cell targeting—this is useful to target multiple
genome locations to reduce likelihood of evolution of resis-
tance to the arrays of the invention). For example, it is
possible to avoid including the large sequence encoding
Cas9 endonuclease.

82. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 80 or 81, wherein the array
is operable with a Cas endonuclease found in cells of the
same species or strain as the first and/or second cell. In an
example, the array is operable with a Cas endonuclease
found in cells of the same species or strain as a host cell or
third cell. This is useful to save space in the vector or MGE
(eg, to allow for inclusion of larger arrays or more arrays for
host cell targeting—this is useful to target multiple genome
locations to reduce likelihood of evolution of resistance to
the arrays of the invention).

83. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage or popu-
lation of any preceding embodiment, wherein the first and
second cells are bacterial cells of different species, wherein
the second cell is of a human microbiota species and the first
cell is of a species that is non-pathogenic in said human
microbiota, wherein the target sequence is not comprised by
the genome of the first cell, the MGE comprising an oriT that
is operable in the first and second cells, wherein the MGE is
capable of horizontal transfer from the first cell to the second
cell.

In an alternative, there is provided:—
The method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the

carrier and host cells are bacterial cells of different species,
wherein the host cell is of a human microbiota species and
the carrier cell is of a species that is non-pathogenic in said
human microbiota, wherein the target sequence is not com-
prised by the genome of the carrier cell, the MGE compris-
ing an oriT that is operable in the carrier and host cells,
wherein the MGE is capable of horizontal transfer from the
carrier cell to the host cell.

84. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of claim 83, wherein the vector is com-
prised by a bacteriophage, the bacteriophage being capable
of infecting the first cell (carrier) to introduce the MGE into
the first (carrier) cell.

85. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 83 or 84, wherein the target
sequence is comprised by the genome of the second (host)
cell (eg comprised by an essential or antibiotic resistance
gene of the genome).

86. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 85, wherein the second
(host) cell species is pathogenic in said human microbiota,
wherein the target sequence is modified by cutting of the
target sequence or down-regulating a gene comprising said
target sequence. In an example, the second (host) cell is a
cell according to any one of features (i) to (xiv) of embodi-
ment 19. In an example the second (host) cell is a Firmicutes
cell, eg, wherein the vector is for treating or preventing
obesity in a human.

87. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 83, 84 or 85, wherein the
second (host) cell species is non-pathogenic in said human
microbiota.

88. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any one of embodiment 83 to 87,
wherein the second (host) cell is a Bacteroidetes or Pre-
votella cell; optionally wherein the MGE is capable of
horizontal transfer from the second (host) cell species to
Firmicutes species of said human microbiota. The latter is
useful, for example, for treating or preventing obesity in a
human when the target sequence is comprised by the Fir-
micutes, but not the first (carrier) or second (host) cell.

89. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any one of embodiment 83 to 88,
wherein the MGE is capable of horizontal transfer from the
second (host) cell species to a third bacterial cell species of
said human microbiota, wherein the third cell species is
pathogenic in said human microbiota and comprises said
target sequence. In an example, the first (carrier) and second
(host) cells do not comprise the target sequence.

90. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of embodiment 89, wherein the third cell is
a cell according to any one of features (i) to (xiv) of claim
19.

91. The vector, composition, foodstuff, beverage, popu-
lation or method of any preceding embodiment, wherein the
MGE is devoid of a sequence encoding a Cas endonuclease
that is operable with repeat sequences of the array, and
wherein the vector comprises such a sequence (eg, encoding
a Cas9) outside the MGE.

Any of the general features also may apply to the present
configuration. Any of the features of any other configuration,
aspect, paragraph, example, embodiment or concept herein
also may be combined with the present configurations
employing MGEs.

Thus, the invention provides the following features, num-
bered as paragraphs; these paragraphs apply to any of the
aspects as recited, or to any of embodiments 1 to 91, or to
any other configuration herein:—

1. A vector of any one of aspects 44 to 50, wherein the
target sequence is a nucleotide sequence of a host CRISPR/
Cas system, whereby the crRNA guides Cas to the target to
modify the host CRISPR/Cas system in the host cell.

2. The vector of paragraph 1, wherein the host CRISPR/
Cas system is a Type I, II or III system and the target
sequence is a nucleotide sequence conserved in said Type of
system in at least one, two or three additional host strains or
species, wherein said additional strains or species are dif-
ferent from said host.
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3. The vector of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
target sequence is identical to a Streptococcus species (eg, S
thermophilus or S pyogenes) CRISPR/Cas system sequence.

4. The vector of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
target sequence of the host CRISPR/Cas system comprises

i. a CRISPR array leader or leader promoter sequence
contiguous with the 5'-most nucleotide of the first repeat
(and optionally comprising said 5'-most nucleotide of the
repeat, eg, comprising the first 3 nucleotides at the 5' end of
the first repeat.);

ii. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) nucleotides contiguous nucleotides immediately 5'
of the first repeat;

iii. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) contiguous nucleotides of the 5'-most nucleotides
of the first repeat; or

iv. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) contiguous nucleotides immediately 3' of the first
spacer repeat (and optionally wherein the sequence com-
prises the 3'-most nucleotide of the first spacer, eg, com-
prising the last 3 nucleotides at the 3' end of the first repeat).

5. The vector of paragraph 1, 2 or 3, wherein the array is
comprised by a nucleic acid vector (eg, a virus, virion,
phage, phagemid or prophage) and

i. the crRNA comprises or consists of the structure
R—S—R, wherein R=a CRISPR repeat and S=a CRISPR
spacer, wherein S comprises, (in 5' to 3' direction) V-HR or
HR—V or, wherein V=a sequence identical to a DNA
sequence of the vector and HR=a DNA sequence of a repeat
of a CRISPR array of said host cell CRISPR array;

ii. wherein the sequence of HR is immediately contiguous
with the sequence of V in the host CRISPR array; and

iii. wherein the crRNA is capable of hybridising to a
spacer of the host CRISPR array to guide Cas to the host
target for modification of the host CRISPR array in the cell.

For example, V is a sequence of a phage vector coat
protein-encoding sequence. In this respect Heler et al found
in a study of bacterial resistance that three CRISPR-inde-
pendent, bacteriophage-resistant mutants displayed a
marked defect in phage adsorption (about 50%), indicating
that most likely they carry envelope resistance mutations.

6. The vector of paragraph 5, wherein the first crRNA
does not or does not substantially hybridise to the nucleic
acid present in the vector. For example, the first crRNA does
not hybridise to V in the vector or hybridises less strongly
than it hybridises to the spacer of the host array. Hybridi-
sation testing is routine for the skilled person. For example,
it can be determined in vitro by isolating or synthesizing the
vector DNA and incubating it with the crRNA. Standard
techniques, eg, using PCR can be used to detect whether or
not hybridisation has occurred (eg, tested under pH and
temperature conditions that would be found in host cell).

7. The vector of paragraph 5 or 6, wherein V=one or up
to 40 (eg, up to 15) contiguous nucleotides of vector DNA.
The seed sequence immediately 5' of the PAM in the
protospacer found in a target sequence is important for
crRNA pairing and functioning of the CRISPR/Cas system
to cut. This seed sequence includes around 15 or 12 con-
tiguous nucleotides immediately 5' of the PAM.

8. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect or
paragraph, wherein the array is comprised by a vector and
comprises (in 5' to 3' direction) a first repeat sequence, a first
spacer sequence and a second repeat sequence, wherein the
spacer sequence comprises a sequence that is capable of
hybridising (eg, is identical to or has greater than 90%
identity) to the target sequence in the host cell, the array
further comprising a promoter for transcription of the

repeats and spacer in the host cell, and optionally the vector
comprises a Cas nuclease-encoding sequence and/or a
tracrRNA-encoding sequence for encoding a functional Cas
and/or tracrRNA sequence in the host cell, wherein the
tracrRNA sequence comprises a sequence that is comple-
mentary to the first or second repeat.

9. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect or
paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is comprised by a
vector and comprises (in 5' to 3' direction) a first repeat
sequence, a first spacer sequence and a second repeat
sequence, wherein the spacer sequence comprises a
sequence that is capable of hybridising (eg, is identical to or
has greater than 90% identity) to the target sequence in the
host cell, the array further comprising a promoter for tran-
scription of the repeats and spacer in the host cell, and
wherein the vector does not comprise a Cas nuclease-
encoding sequence and/or a tracrRNA-encoding sequence
for encoding a tracrRNA sequence in the host cell wherein
the tracrRNA sequence comprises a sequence that is comple-
mentary to the first or second repeat, wherein the HM-
CRISPR array is functional in the host cell to guide Cas (eg,
endogenous host Cas nuclease) to the host target site,
optionally using a host tracrRNA.

10. The method, array or vector of paragraph 8 or 9,
wherein the repeats are identical to repeats in a host array,
wherein the CRISPR array of the invention does not com-
prise a PAM recognised by a Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease, eg,
Cas9) of a host CRISPR/Cas system. The ability to omit Cas
sequences frees up space in the array of the invention.

An “essential gene” is a gene in the host whose presence
or expression is required for host cell growth or for promot-
ing or sustaining cell viability. A resistance gene is a gene in
the host whose presence or expression is required for
providing complete or partial resistance to an anti-host drug,
eg, an antibiotic, eg, a beta-lactam antibiotic. A virulence
gene is a gene in the host whose presence or expression is
required for infectivity of an organism that the host cell is
capable of infecting, eg, wherein the host is a pathogen (eg,
of a plant, animal, human, livestock, companion pet, plant,
bird, fish or insect).

11. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect
or paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is in combination
with a non-host cell Cas (eg, a Type I system Cas wherein
the host system is a Type II or III; a Type II system Cas
wherein the host system is a Type I or III; or a Type III
system Cas wherein the host system is a Type I or II),
optionally wherein the host cell does not comprise or
express a Cas of a Type that is the same as the Type of the
non-host Cas. This is useful since the CRISPR array does not
target a sequence in itself (such as in the vector) or a
vector-encoded Cas in the host.

12. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect
or paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is in combination
with a tracrRNA sequence or a sequence encoding a
tracrRNA sequence (eg, on same nucleic acid as the array),
optionally wherein the tracrRNA sequence and HM-crRNA
are comprised by a single guide RNA (gRNA)).

13. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect
or paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is in combination
with a Cas or a sequence encoding a Cas, optionally wherein
the array is integrated in a host cell genome and the Cas is
endogenous to the host cell or encoded by an exogenous
sequence. In an example, the Cas-encoding sequence is an
exogenous sequence that has been introduced into the host,
eg, from a plasmid or virus, such as a phage.

14. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect
or paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is comprised by a
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nucleotide sequence of a plasmid, virus, virion, phage,
phagemid or prophage. The phagemid is a packaged phage.
The prophage is a phage integrated into the host chromo-
some or episomal in the cell.

15. The method, array or vector of any preceding aspect
or paragraph, wherein the CRISPR array is integrated in a
host cell genome, eg, in a chromosome or episomal nucleic
acid.

In one example the array is in combination with a dead
Cas (eg, dCas9) conjugated to a transcription or translation
activator that acts on the target sequence or a gene com-
prising the target sequence. This is useful, for example, for
switching on gene expression in the host cell (eg, of a
desired gene, eg, an exogenous gene sequence that has
previously been engineered into the host cell, eg, to encode
an antibiotic where the host is a microbe, or to encode a
desired exogenous protein for production in host culture, eg,
for food, drink, medicine or any other application of the
invention as disclosed herein).

16. A virus (eg, a virion, phage, phagemid or prophage)
comprising a CRISPR array of any preceding aspect or
paragraph, eg, for infecting a cell, eg, a microbe or for use
in medicine or dentistry.

17. A population of virions according to paragraph 16, a
first and a second virion thereof comprising different array
leaders or promoters and/or for targeting different target
sequences in the host cell or in different host strains.

18. A collection of CRISPR arrays, each array being
according to any preceding aspect or paragraph, wherein a
first array comprises a first promoter for crRNA transcrip-
tion; a second array comprises a second promoter for crRNA
transcription that is different from the first promoter; and
wherein each promoter is identical to a host promoter or is
a homologue thereof; optionally wherein the first or both
promoters is identical to a host Cas (eg, Cas1, 2, 9 or Csn2)
promoter or a host CRISPR array promoter. For example,
the first promoter is an endogenous Cas nuclease promoter
or endogenous Cas1 or Cas2 promoter; or the promoter of an
endogenous gene that is highly or constitutively expressed
or is an essential, virulence or resistance gene of the host
cell. By using endogenous promoters, there will be pressure
during evolution of the host to preserve the host promoters,
and thus this decreases the likelihood of the host CRISPR/
Cas defence system targeting one or more promoters of the
arrays.

19. A collection of CRISPR arrays of the invention,
wherein a first array comprises one or more spacers (eg, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or more spacers); and
the second array comprises more than one spacer (eg, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or more spacers), wherein
said spacers of the second array are identical to the one or
more spacers of the first array. This is useful for evading host
resistance by homologous recombination of HM-array spac-
ers, as proving many of such spacers in the HM-array (or
furthermore distributing the spacers across a plurality of
arrays) increases the chances that some HM-array spacers
will remain in the host cell even if the host cell does delete
some of the spacers. The defence against deletion is also
enhanced by using different repeats flanking identical copies
of the spacers in different arrays. Thus the invention pro-
vides the following:—

20. The collection of paragraph 18 or 19, wherein spacers
(or said spacers) of the first array are flanked by first repeats
that are identical; spacers (or said spacers) of the second
array are flanked by second repeats that are identical; and
wherein the first repeats are different from the second
repeats.

21. The collection of paragraph 20, wherein the first
repeats are identical to repeats in a host cell CRISPR/Cas
system.

22. The collection of paragraph 20, wherein the first
repeats are different from repeats in a host CRISPR/Cas
system.

23. The collection of any one of paragraphs 18 to 22,
wherein the first and second arrays are contained in the same
host cell or in the same vector (eg, plasmid, virus, virion,
phage, phagemid or prophage).

24. The collection of any one of paragraphs 18 to 22,
wherein the first array is contained in a first vector and the
second array is contained in a second vector which does not
contain the first array (eg, wherein the vectors are plasmids
or virions (eg, of the same virus type) or packaged phage
(eg, of the same phage type).

In an embodiment, the vectors used in the method of the
invention are vectors comprised by an array of any one of
paragraphs 18 to 24.

25. A host cell comprising an array, virus, virion, phage,
phagemid, prophage, population or collection according to
any preceding paragraph.

Any of the general features (see below) also may apply to
the present configuration.

An example of the invention provides the following for
reducing the risk of host adaptation and resistance to the
array:—

The CRISPR array or vector of the invention for modi-
fying a target nucleotide sequence of a host cell,

a. wherein the host cell comprises a first endogenous
promoter (first host promoter) for transcription of the target
sequence;

b. wherein the CRISPR array comprises a sequence
encoding a crRNA and a first promoter for transcription of
the crRNA, the crRNA being optionally comprised by a
single guide RNA (gRNA) and capable of hybridising to the
host target sequence to guide Cas to the target in the host cell
to modify the target sequence;

c. wherein the sequence of the first promoter is the
sequence of a second endogenous host promoter that is
different to the sequence of the first host promoter.

In an example, a promoter is used for each vector (eg,
phage) CRISPR unit that is a promoter of an essential gene
in the host—that way the host will express the crRNA well
(and constitutively if the promoter is from a host gene that
must always or often be switched on). The host will not
easily adapt away from that promoter so will not easily gain
resistance. Optionally it is possible to use different essential
promoters for different vector CRISPR units to decrease the
chance of host adaptation (resistance). One can use the
promoter of the virulence or essential or resistance gene
being targeted in the host by the array (or a different array).
To gain resistance to the phage the host would need to
mutate the endogenous gene promoter and the gene targeting
site (which may, for example, be in an coding sequence that
is essential for cell growth, viability or anti-host drug (eg,
antibiotic) resistance) and thus risk inactivating the gene that
way too.

The provision as per the invention of multiple copies of
nucleic acid sequences encoding crRNAs, wherein the cop-
ies comprise the same spacer sequence for targeting a host
cell sequence as per the invention is advantageous for
reducing the chances of host removal (eg, by host cell
homologous recombination) of useful targeting spacers from
the vector. Multiple targeting spacers can be provided flex-
ibly, on the same or multiple HM-arrays of the invention to
provide alternative ways of evading resistance.
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Thus, the invention provides the following concepts:—
1. A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system (eg, Type

I, II or III) for modifying a target nucleotide sequence of a
host cell, the system comprising components according to (i)
to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease (eg, a Cas9);
(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array (eg,
an array as described above) comprising a spacer sequence
(HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-
crRNA comprising a sequence that is capable of hybridising
to a host target sequence to guide Cas to the target in the host
cell to modify the target sequence;
(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence for
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
(iv) wherein said components of the system comprises two,
three or more of copies (eg, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50 or more); of nucleic acid sequences encoding crR-
NAs, wherein the copies comprise the same spacer sequence
for targeting a host cell sequence (eg, a host virulence,
resistance or essential gene sequence or a sequence of a host
CRISPR/Cas system component that mediates vector adap-
tation).

For example, the system comprises 4 or more; or 5 or
more; of said copies of nucleic acid sequences encoding
crRNAs comprising the same spacer. This is advantageous
to increase the expression of desired cRNAs in the host.
Additionally, this provides greater chance of avoiding host
resistance as more than one sequence will need to be
targeted (especially if there are may copies such as 5, 10, 15,
20, 30, 40, 50 or 100 or more). Distribution of the copies
over different arrays, eg, the vector comprises these spaced
on the same DNA strand, is useful to reduce the chances of
recombination between spacers or between flanking repeats
which could then lead to excision of the desired cRNA-
encoding sequences. The chances of the host excising all
copies is reduced by providing copies distributed across
many vector arrays, it is also reduced by including many
copies of the desired spacers (eg, many copies in a first
vector array and many copies in a second vector array—it is
possible to include at least 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 or more such
arrays, each comprising 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 or 100 or more copies of the desired spacer).

2. The system of concept 1, wherein said components of
the system comprises 4, 5, 10, 15 or 20 more of said copies
of nucleic acid sequences encoding crRNAs comprising the
same spacer.

3. The system of concept 1 or 2, wherein the copies are
split between two or more nucleic acid vector CRISPR
arrays.

4. The system of concept 3, wherein the system comprises
first and second HM-arrays, wherein first and second vector
CRISPR arrays are contained in the same host cell or in the
same vector (eg, a plasmid, virus, virion, phage, phagemid
or prophage).

5. The system of concept 3 or 4, wherein the first array is
contained in a first vector and the second array is contained
in a second vector which does not contain the first array (eg,
wherein the vectors are plasmids or virions (eg, of the same
virus type) or phagemids (eg, of the same phage type).

6. The system of any preceding concept, wherein the
repeats are identical to repeats in a host CRISPR array.

7. The system of any one of concepts 1 to 5, wherein the
repeats are not identical to repeats in a host CRISPR array.

8. A host cell comprising a system, vector, virus, virion,
phage, phagemid or prophage according to any preceding
concept.

9. An antimicrobial composition (eg, an antibiotic, eg, a
medicine, disinfectant or mouthwash), comprising a system,
vector, virus, virion, phage, phagemid or prophage accord-
ing to any one of concepts 1 to 8.

Any of the general features (see below) also may apply to
the present concepts.
Split Crispr/Cas9 System

This configuration is advantageous to free up space in
target vectors, for example viruses or phage that have
restricted capacity for carrying exogenous sequence. By
freeing up space, one is able to include more targeting
spacers or arrays, which is useful for evading host resis-
tance. It is advantageous, for example to harness the endog-
enous Cas endonuclease rather than encode it in the vector—
especially for bulky Cas sequences such as sp or saCas9.
Additionally, there is not chance of inferior compatibility as
may be seen with some exogenous Cas from non-host
sources. The ability to reduce virus, eg, phage genome size,
may also be beneficial for promoting host cell uptake
(infection and/or maintenance of the virus in host cells). In
some examples, an advantage is that invasion of the host by
the vector (eg, phage) may upregulate host CRISPR/Cas
activity, including increased expression of host Cas nucle-
ases—in an attempt of the host to combat invading nucleic
acid. This, however, is also useful to provide endogenous
Cas for use with the arrays, vectors, systems and other
aspects of this configuration invention when these comprise
one or more repeats that are recognised by the host Cas. In
the case where the invention involves one or more spacers
targeting a host CRISPR array (as per also the first configu-
ration of the invention), this then promotes inactivation of
the host CRISPR array itself, akin to a “suicidal” host cell
which then uses its own Cas nuclease to inactivate its own
CRISPR systems.

Thus, the invention provides the following features, num-
bered as examples:—

1. A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas9 system (eg,
Type I, II or III) for modifying a target nucleotide sequence
of a host cell, the system comprising components according
to (i) to (iv):—

(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease (eg, a Cas9);

(ii) an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
(eg, an array of the invention described above) comprising
a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a
HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that is
capable of hybridising to a host target sequence to guide said
Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the target
sequence;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
for expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector that
can transform the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell.

By “split” here it is meant that the vector comprises one
or more (but not all) of the components of the system and the
host cell comprises one or more (but not all) of the compo-
nents, and the vector comprises one or more components
that are not comprised by the host cell. In an embodiment,
the vector and host cell do not share in common any of the
components, eg, the host cell comprises component (i) and
the vector comprises component (ii), and either the vector
comprises component (iii) and/or the host cell comprises
component (iii). When the vector is inside the host cell (eg,
as an integrated or episomal vector, eg, a prophage), it is
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intended that the vector is the nucleic acid that has been
provided by a vector that has transformed the host cell (and
components of the system provided by such nucleic acid are
not in that case be construed as host cell components). This
can readily be determined by sequencing of nucleic acid (eg,
chromosome and episomal nucleic acid) of the transformed
host and comparing this against the sequences from a
non-transformed host of the same type (eg, from the same
host parental colony or clone, eg, when the host is a microbe,
eg, a bacterium or archaeon).

Optionally, the system is a CRISPR/Cas9 system. Option-
ally, the nuclease of (a) is a Type I Cas nuclease. Optionally,
the nuclease of (a) is a Type II Cas nuclease (eg, a Cas9).
Optionally, the nuclease of (a) is a Type III Cas nuclease.

2. The system of example 1, wherein at least one of the
components is endogenous to the host cell.

3. The system of example 1 or 2, wherein component (i)
is endogenous to the host cell.

4. The system of any one of examples 1 to 3, wherein
component (iii) is endogenous to the host cell.

5. A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system (eg, Type
I, II or III) for modifying a target nucleotide sequence of a
host cell, the system comprising components according to
(a) to (e):—

a. at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
nuclease (eg, a Cas9);

b. an engineered host modifying (HM) CRISPR array
comprising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats
encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to a host target
sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the host cell;

c. an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence for
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

d. wherein said components of the system are split
between at least a first and a second nucleic acid vector,
wherein at the first vector comprises component (a) but the
second vector lacks component (a); and

e. wherein the vectors can co-transform simultaneously or
sequentially the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA guides
Cas to the target to modify the target sequence in the host
cell.

The definition of “split” provided above applies mutatis
mutandis to the present example comprising first and second
vectors.

In an embodiment a tracrRNA sequence is not provided
by the vectors, but is a tracrRNA sequence of an endogenous
host cell CRISPR/Cas system, wherein the tracrRNA is
capable of hybridising with the HM-crRNA in the cell for
subsequent processing into mature crRNA for guiding Cas to
the target in the host cell.

6. The system of example 5, wherein the first vector
comprises component (a) and the second vector comprises
components (b) and (c).

7. The system of example 5 or 6, wherein the first and/or
second vector each comprises one, two, three or more
further engineered HM-CRISPR-arrays.

8. The system of any one of examples 5 to 7, wherein one
of the first and second vectors is a phagemid and the other
vector is a helper phage.

9. The system of any preceding example (eg, example 3
or 6), wherein the crRNA sequence and tracrRNA sequence
are comprised by a single guide RNA (gRNA), eg provided
by the vector.

10. The system of any preceding example, wherein each
vector has a restricted capacity for insertion of exogenous
nucleic acid.

11. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
vector or vectors are viruses (eg, virions, packaged phage,
phagemid or prophage).

12. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
host cell comprises a deoxyribonucleic acid strand with a
free end (HM-DNA) encoding a HM-sequence of interest
and/or wherein the system comprises a sequence encoding
the HM-DNA (eg, integrated in the vector or in the host cell
genome or an episome thereof), wherein the HM-DNA
comprises a sequence or sequences that are homologous
respectively to a sequence or sequences in or flanking the
target sequence.

The strand comprises a free end, ie, an end not integrated
into the host or vector DNA such that the strand has one or
two free ends, ie, the DNA is unbonded to a neighbouring
nucleotide immediately 5' and or 3' respectively.

13. The system of example 12, wherein the target site is
cut in the host cell by Cas (eg, by Cas9 when said Cas
nuclease is a Cas9), and the HM-DNA comprise first and
second sequences that are homologous 5' and 3' respectively
flanking the cut for inserting the HM-DNA into the host
genome (eg, into a chromosomal or episomal site).

14. The system of example 13, wherein the insertion is by
homology directed recombination (HDR).

15. The system of example 13, wherein the insertion is by
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ).

16. The system of any one examples 12 to 15, wherein the
HM-sequence is or encodes a regulatory element (eg, a
promoter, eg, an inducible promoter that replaces an endog-
enous promoter), a transcription inhibiting sequence, a tran-
scription enhancing sequence, a label, or a sequence that
encodes an exogenous protein or domain.

17. The system of any one of examples 12 to 16, wherein
the system comprises first and second HM-DNAs wherein a
sequence of the first HM-DNA is complementary to a
sequence of the second DNA whereby the DNAs are able to
combine in the host cell by homologous recombination to
form a combined HM-DNA for insertion into the host cell
genome (eg, into a chromosomal or episomal site).

18. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
vector or vectors are capable of infecting the host cell to
introduce vector nucleic acid comprising a system compo-
nent into the cell.

19. The system of any preceding example, wherein said
Cas nuclease is a nickase.

20. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
cell is a bacteria or archaea and said Cas nuclease is
provided by an endogenous Type II CRISPR/Cas system of
the bacteria or archaea.

21. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
vector or vectors are inside a said host cell, optionally
integrated into a host DNA.

22. The system of any preceding example, wherein the
vector or vectors lack a Cas nuclease (eg, aCas9)-encoding
sequence.

23. An engineered nucleic acid viral vector (eg, a vector,
virion or packaged phage as described above) for infecting
a microbe host cell comprising an endogenous CRISPR/Cas
system, the vector
(a) comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing a
plurality of different crRNAs for use in a CRISPR/Cas
system according to any preceding example; and
(b) lacking a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas nuclease
(eg, a Cas9), wherein a first of said crRNAs is capable of
hybridising to a first nucleic acid sequence in said host cell;
and a second of said crRNAs is capable of hybridising to a
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second nucleic acid sequence in said host cell, wherein said
second sequence is different from said first sequence; and
(c) the first sequence is comprised by an anti-microbe (eg,
antibiotic) resistance gene (or RNA thereof) and the second
sequence is comprised by an anti-microbe resistance gene
(or RNA thereof); optionally wherein the genes are different;
(d) the first sequence is comprised by an anti-microbe
resistance gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is
comprised by an essential or virulence gene (or RNA
thereof);
(e) the first sequence is comprised by an essential gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof); or
(f) the first sequence is comprised by a virulence gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof).

24. An engineered (directly engineered or isolated from a
vector in a host cell, where that vector was derived from an
engineered vector that transformed the host) nucleic acid
vector for transforming a host cell comprising an endog-
enous CRISPR/Cas system, the vector optionally being a
vector as described above and
(a') comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing a
plurality of different crRNAs for use in a CRISPR/Cas
system according to any preceding example; and
(b') lacking a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas nuclease
(eg, a Cas9), wherein a first of said crRNAs is capable of
hybridising to a first nucleic acid sequence in said host cell;
and a second of said crRNAs is capable of hybridising to a
second nucleic acid sequence in said host cell, wherein said
second sequence is different from said first sequence; and the
first and/or second sequence is a target sequence of the host
CRISPR/Cas system which sequence is or comprises
(c') a repeat DNA or RNA sequence (eg, wherein the repeat
is the 5'-most repeat (the first repeat) in said host CRISPR
array;
(d') a tracrRNA sequence or a tracrRNA-encoding DNA
sequence;
(e') a CRISPR array leader sequence;
(f') a Cas gene promoter (eg, a Cas1, Cas2 or Csn2 pro-
moter);
(g') a CRISPR array leader promoter sequence; or
(h') a Cas-encoding DNA or RNA sequence (eg, wherein the
Cas is Cas9, Cas1, Cas2 or Csn2), eg, wherein a first of said
crRNAs is capable of targeting a host Cas1 gene sequence
(or a sequence of an RNA thereof) and a second of said
crRNAs is capable of targeting a host Cas2 gene sequence
(or a sequence of an RNA thereof).

25. The vector of example 24, wherein the first and/or
second target sequence is or comprises

i. a CRISPR array leader or leader promoter sequence
contiguous with the 5'-most nucleotide of the first repeat
(and optionally comprising said 5'-most nucleotide of the
repeat), eg, comprising the first 3 nucleotides at the 5' end of
the first repeat;

ii. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) contiguous nucleotides immediately 5' of the first
repeat;

iii. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) contiguous nucleotides of the 5'-most nucleotides
of the first repeat; or

iv. a sequence of up to 20 (eg, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30 or 32) contiguous nucleotides immediately 3' of the first
spacer (and optionally wherein the sequence comprises the
3'-most nucleotide of the first spacer), eg, comprising the last
3 nucleotides at the 3' end of the first repeat.

26. The vector of example 24 or 25, wherein the or each
target sequence is comprised by a sequence selected from
the group consisting of SEQ ID NO: 1 to 44, or a comple-
ment thereof.

27. The vector of any one of examples 24 to 26, wherein
the first crRNA comprises or consists of the structure
R—S—R, wherein R=a CRISPR repeat and S=a CRISPR
spacer, wherein S comprises, (in 5' to 3' direction) V-HR or
HR—V or, wherein V=a sequence identical to a DNA
sequence of the vector and HR=a DNA sequence of a repeat
of a CRISPR array of said host cell CRISPR/Cas system,
wherein the first crRNA is capable of hybridising to a spacer
of the host CRISPR array to guide Cas to the target of the
crRNA for modification of the host CRISPR array in the cell.

28. The vector of example 27, wherein the first crRNA
does not substantially hybridise to the nucleic acid present in
the vector, eg, wherein the first crRNA does not hybridise to
V in the vector or hybridises less strongly than it hybridises
to the spacer of the host array. The discussion above on
determining this applies to this example too.

29. The vector of example 27 or 28, wherein V=one or up
to 40 (eg, up to 15) contiguous nucleotides of vector DNA.
For example, V=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 or 40 contiguous nucleotides
of vector DNA.

30. The vector of example 29, wherein
i. the host CRISPR/Cas system is able to recognise a

cognate PAM;
j. wherein the vector DNA comprises such a PAM imme-

diately 3' of a protospacer sequence;
k. wherein V=one or up to 40 (eg, up to 15) nucleotides

of the protospacer; and
l. wherein HR=a sequence identical to a contiguous

sequence of the repeat of the host CRISPR array.
31. The vector of example 30, wherein said contiguous

sequence of the repeat of the host array is a sequence of at
least 50% of a host repeat (eg, including the 5'-most or
3'-most nucleotide of the host repeat).

32. The vector of example 30 or 31, wherein V=from 1 to
40 (eg, up to 15) of the 3'-most protospacer contiguous
nucleotides; and optionally said contiguous sequence of the
repeat includes the 5'-most nucleotide of the host repeat.

33. The vector of example 30 or 31, wherein V=from 1 to
40 (eg, up to 15) of the 5'-most protospacer contiguous
nucleotides; and optionally said contiguous sequence of the
repeat includes the 3'-most nucleotide of the host repeat.

34. The vector of any one of examples 27 to 33, wherein
R=a repeat that is recognised by the host CRISPR/Cas
system. Alternatively, R=a repeat that is not recognised by
the host CRISPR/Cas system. In this case, preferably the
vector comprises a nucleotide sequence of a Cas nuclease
(and optionally a tracrRNA) that is cognate to R, ie, is
capable of functioning with R in the host cell.

35. A vector according to any one of examples 24 to 34,
wherein the first sequence is according to any one of (c') to
(h') and the second sequence is selected from a host essential
gene, virulence gene or resistance gene.

36. An engineered nucleic acid viral vector (eg, a virion
or packaged phage) for use in the system of any one of
examples 1 to 22 for infecting a microbe host cell compris-
ing an endogenous CRISPR/Cas system,

a. the vector comprising a first nucleic acid sequence for
expressing a first crRNA in the host; and

b. wherein the first sequence comprises (in 5' to 3'
direction) R1a-S1-R1b, wherein R1a=a first CRISPR repeat,
wherein R1a is optional; R1b=a second CRISPR repeat and
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S1=a CRISPR spacer complementary to a host sequence (eg,
a host sequence recited in example 23 or 24), wherein R1a
and R1b are recognised by a host Cas nuclease (eg, a Type
II nuclease, eg, a Cas9);

c. wherein the vector lacks (i) a nucleic acid sequence
encoding a Cas nuclease (eg, a Cas9) that recognises the
repeat(s) of (b) and/or (ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding
a tracrRNA sequence that is complementary to a crRNA
sequence encoded by the first sequence.

For example, the vector is a nucleic acid vector comprised
by a phage.

37. The vector of example 36, wherein
d. the vector comprises a second nucleic acid sequence for

expressing second crRNA in the host, wherein the second
crRNA is different from the first crRNA;

e. wherein the second sequence comprises (in 5' to 3'
direction) R2a-S2-R2b, wherein R2a=a first CRISPR repeat,
wherein R2a is optional; R2b=a second CRISPR repeat and
S2=a CRISPR spacer complementary to a host sequence (eg,
a host sequence recited in example 23 or 24), wherein R2a
and R2b are recognised by a host Cas nuclease (eg, a Type
I or II nuclease, eg, a Cas6).

Thus, for example, the first and second nucleic acid
sequences are comprised by the same packaged phagemid,
eg, in the same or different CRISPR arrays.

38. The vector of example 37, wherein the vector lacks
(iii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas (eg, a Cas6) that
recognises the repeat(s) of (e) and/or (iv) a nucleic acid
sequence encoding a tracrRNA sequence that is complemen-
tary to a crRNA sequence encoded by the second sequence.

39. A collection of engineered nucleic acid viral vectors
(eg, vectors, virions or packaged phages as described above)
for use in the system of any one of examples 1 to 22 for
co-infecting a microbe host cell comprising an endogenous
CRISPR/Cas system, the collection comprising a first vector
and a second vector,

f. wherein the first vector is according to example 36;
g. wherein the second vector comprises a second nucleic

acid sequence for expressing second crRNA in the host,
wherein the second crRNA is different from the first crRNA;

h. wherein the second sequence comprises (in 5' to 3'
direction) R2a-S2-R2b, wherein R2a=a first CRISPR repeat,
wherein R2a is optional; R2b=a second CRISPR repeat and
S2=a CRISPR spacer complementary to a host sequence,
wherein R2a and R2b are recognised by a host Cas nuclease
(eg, a Type I or II nuclease, eg, a Cas6).

For example, the first vector is comprised by a first
packaged phagemid and the second vector is comprised by
a second packaged phagemid.

40. The collection of example 39, wherein the second
vector comprises (v) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas
(eg, a Cas9) that recognises the repeat(s) of (b) and/or (vi)
a nucleic acid sequence encoding a tracrRNA sequence that
is complementary to a crRNA sequence encoded by the first
sequence.

For example, in this case the Cas functions are provided
by the endogenous host system. This saves vector space (eg,
for inclusion of more host-targeting HM-array spacers) and
simplifies vector and array construction.

41. The collection of example 39 or 40, wherein the
second vector lacks (vii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding
a Cas (eg, a Cas6) that recognises the repeat(s) of (h) and/or
(viii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a tracrRNA sequence
that is complementary to a crRNA sequence encoded by the
second sequence.

For example, in this case the Cas functions are provided
by the endogenous host system.

42. The collection of example 39, wherein the first and
second vectors each lacks (ix) a nucleic acid sequence
encoding a Cas (eg, a Cas9) that recognises the repeat(s) of
(b) and (x) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas (eg, a
Cas6) that recognises the repeat(s) of (h); optionally wherein
the collection is comprised by a host cell comprising one or
more Cas that recognise the repeat(s) of (b) and (h).

43. The collection of example 42, further comprising a
third vector (eg, a virion or a phage) comprising a nucleic
acid sequence according to (ix) and/or (x).

44. The collection of any one of examples 39 to 43,
wherein each vector is comprised by a respective packaged
virion or phagemid, or a respective virion or phage nucleic
acid.

45. The vector or collection of any one of examples 36 to
44, wherein R1a and R1b comprise the same repeat
sequence.

46. The vector or collection of any one of examples 37 to
45, wherein R2a and R2b comprise the same repeat
sequence.

47. The vector or collection of any one of examples 37 to
46, wherein the repeat(s) of (b) are recognised by a Cas
nuclease that is different from the Cas nuclease that recog-
nises the repeat(s) of (e).

48. The vector or collection of any one of examples 37 to
47, wherein the host comprises CRISPR/Cas systems of
different types (eg, a Type I and a Type II system; a Type I
and a Type III system; a Type II and a Type III system; or
Type I, II and III systems).

49. The vector or collection of any one of examples 36 to
48, wherein the repeat(s) of (b) are recognised by a Type II
Cas nuclease, eg, a Cas9.

50. The vector or collection of any one of examples 37 to
49, wherein the repeat(s) of (e) are recognised by a Type I
or III Cas nuclease, eg, a Cas6.

51. The vector or collection of any one of examples 23 to
50, wherein the vector is a virus, a virion, phage, phagemid
or prophage.

52. The vector or collection of any one of examples 23 to
51 inside a host cell comprising one or more Cas that are
operable with cRNA encoded by the vector(s).

53. The vector or collection of any one of examples 23 to
52 inside a host cell comprising a Cas9.

54. The vector or collection of any one of examples 23 to
53, in combination with a HM-DNA (eg, integrated in the
vector, on a plasmid or in the host cell genome or an episome
thereof), wherein the HM-DNA is as recited in any of
examples 12 to 17.

55. The system, vector or collection of any preceding
example, comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing
a plurality of different crRNAs, wherein said crRNAs are
capable of targeting at least 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 30,
40, 50 or 100 DNA sequences in the host cell.

56. The system, vector or collection of any preceding
example, comprising a first crRNA or a nucleic acid
sequence encoding a first cRNA that is capable of targeting
a DNA sequence of a Cas nuclease (or sequence of an RNA
thereof) which is not said Cas nuclease (eg, Cas9) but which
mediates host vector adaptation; optionally comprising a
second crRNA or a nucleic acid sequence encoding a second
cRNA that is capable of targeting a sequence of a resistance,
virulence or essential host gene (or RNA thereof) in the host.

57. The system, vector or collection of any preceding
example, comprising two, three or more of copies of nucleic
acid sequences encoding crRNAs, wherein the copies com-
prise the same spacer sequence for targeting a host cell
sequence (eg, a virulence, resistance or essential gene
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sequence or a sequence of a host CRISPR/Cas system
component that mediates vector adaptation, but which is not
said Cas nuclease).

58. The system, vector or collection of example 57,
wherein the copies are split between two or more vector
CRISPR arrays.

59. The system, vector or collection of any preceding
example, wherein the vector repeats are identical to repeats
in a or the host CRISPR array (eg, each vector repeat has at
least 95% sequence identity to a host repeat).

60. The system, vector or collection of any one of
examples 1 to 58, wherein the vector repeats are not iden-
tical to repeats in a or the host CRISPR array.

61. The system, vector or collection of any preceding
example, comprising first and second vector CRISPR arrays
which are contained in the same host cell or by the same
vector (eg, plasmid or virus or virion or phage or prophage
or phagemid).

62. The system, vector or collection of example 61,
wherein the first array is contained in a first vector and the
second array is contained in a second vector which does not
contain the first array (eg, wherein the vectors are plasmids
or virions (eg, of the same virus type) or phagemids (eg, of
the same phage type).

63. A host cell comprising a system, vector, collection,
virus, virion, phage, phagemid or prophage according to any
preceding example.

64. An antimicrobial composition (eg, an antibiotic, eg, a
medicine, disinfectant or mouthwash), comprising a system,
vector, virus, virion, phage, phagemid or prophage accord-
ing to any one of examples 1 to 62.
Conditioning Microbes Together

The invention provides for methods of producing
microbes (eg, phage and/or bacterial populations) that
involves conditioning hosts and viruses together to facilitate
co-evolution and thus conditioning of the hosts to the viruses
(eg, phage) and vice versa. Using repressible control of
crRNA expression or activity the invention purposely modu-
lates the co-evolution in a controllable manner where a
desired spacer activity can be toggled on or off to enable
tuning to occur with or without stress imposed by spacer-
guided Cas action in the host, eg, with or without antibiotic
resistance gene targeting. In this way, the bacterial popula-
tions can be tuned for use in situations (eg, dairy or food
production cultures) where phage inactivation of desirable
genes may be encountered; or for use in tuning phage to be
used to kill or modulate bacteria, eg, to knock-down anti-
biotic resistance. This configuration further enables, in one
embodiment, culturing of antibiotic-resistant bacterial host
with virus, eg, phage, harbouring one or more CRISPR
arrays of the invention that target the antibiotic resistance
gene of the host, since the method purposely represses the
antibiotic resistance gene inactivation activity of the array
during culturing with the host. Thus, a resistant bacterial
host population can be used to grow up phage in culture (eg,
in an industrial culture vessel or plant) allowing the phage
and host to co-evolve and mutually tune without the anti-
biotic resistance inactivation effect hampering the growth
and thus culturing ability of the host cells (which would
otherwise minimise phage expansion) and whilst still
enabling all other components of the desired phage to tune
to the cultured host population. Testing of a sample of the
resultant phage population can be carried out, eg, at lab
scale, using an antibiotic resistant host cell population but
with the test phage de-repressed for the array targeting of the
antibiotic resistance gene of the host cells. Naturally-occur-
ring and synthetic repression of gene expression in prokary-

otic cell and phage settings is well known to the skilled
person, eg, tet systems or light-inducible systems.

Thus, the invention provides the following features, num-
bered as paragraphs:—

1. A microbe production method, the method comprising
(a) providing a host cell that comprises a host CRISPR/Cas
system for nucleotide sequence targeting in the host cell;
(b) providing a virus that is capable of infecting the host cell,
wherein
(i) the virus comprises one or more engineered host modi-
fying (HM) CRISPR arrays (eg, an array as described above)
for modifying target nucleotide sequences of the host cell;
(ii) a first said HM-array encodes a first HM-crRNA com-
prising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) that is capable of
hybridising to a first host target sequence to guide Cas to the
target in the host cell to modify the target sequence, option-
ally wherein the modification of the first target sequence
reduces host cell growth or viability; and
(iii) the first HM-array is reversibly repressible for the
transcription of the first HM-crRNA and/or first HM-crRNA
activity is repressible;
(c) infecting the host cell with the virus to introduce the one
or more HM-CRISPR arrays into the cell;
(d) repressing the transcription of the first HM-crRNA
and/or first HM-crRNA activity in the cell;
(e) culturing the infected host cell to produce a population
(PH1) of host cells comprising a population (PV1) of virus;
and
(f) obtaining the virus population PV1 and/or the cultured
host cell population.

In an example, the first HM-crRNA comprises a HM-
spacer that is capable of hybridising to the first host target
sequence to guide Cas to the target in the host cell to modify
the target sequence, wherein the target sequence is a nucleo-
tide sequence of the host CRISPR/Cas system, whereby the
first HM-crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the host
CRISPR/Cas system in the host cell, wherein the modifica-
tion of the target sequence reduces or eliminates functioning
of the host CRISPR/Cas system.

In an alternative, the modification enhances or inhibits
expression of a gene in the host. In an embodiment, the gene
is an essential gene, virulence gene or resistance gene (eg, an
antibiotic resistance gene). In an embodiment, the modifi-
cation enhances the expression of a gene product that is
endogenous or exogenous to the host. In an example, the
host is an engineered host comprising an exogenous nucleo-
tide sequence (eg, for producing a desired protein) and the
modification enhances or inhibits expression of the desired
protein in the host cell. In an example, the desired protein is
an antibiotic and host cell is a microbe, eg, bacterial or
archaeal cell. Thus, the method enables culturing of cultur-
ing of host cells to produce the viral population, wherein the
antibiotic is not expressed which would otherwise hamper
the expansion of the host cell population. Thereafter, one or
more viruses of the isolated virus population can be used in
an antimicrobial composition for reducing host cell growth
or viability, since the first HM-crRNA repression can be
removed after isolation, thereby providing an actively anti-
biotic virus composition. The invention therefore also pro-
vides such a method and such an antibiotic composition
comprising virus that are capable of expressing an antibiotic
in a host cell. Modification to activate the expression can be
effected, for example, by providing a Cas (eg, Cas9) con-
jugated to a transcription activator, wherein the Cas is a
cognate Cas for the first HM-crRNA and the activator
activates the transcription of the desired exogenous or
endogenous gene. Modification to inhibit the expression can
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be effected, for example, by providing a dead Cas (eg,
dCas9), wherein the CAs is a cognate Cas for the first
HM-crRNA and inhibits transcription of the desired exog-
enous or endogenous gene.

Repression of the crRNA transcription or activity can be
partial or complete (ie, no activity or no transcription of the
crRNA from the array in the host). Activity refers to the
ability of the crRNA to hybridise to the cognate host
sequence for guiding of Cas to the first host target site for
modification.

In an example, the virus is not so repressed when intro-
duced into the cell, the method comprising carrying out step
(d) after the virus has infected the cell, eg, by using a
chemical, physical, mechanical, magnetic, light or other
agent to cause repression. In an embodiment, the first
HM-array comprises a repressible promoter (HM-promoter)
for transcription of the first HMcrRNA and the promoter is
repressed (eg, by binding a repressor agent, eg, a chemical
or protein, to the promoter) after the first HM-array is
introduced into the cell.

In another example, the virus is so repressed before step
(c) is carried out, eg, by using a chemical, physical,
mechanical, magnetic, light or other agent to cause repres-
sion. In an embodiment, the first HM-array comprises a
repressible promoter (HM-promoter) for transcription of the
first HMcrRNA and the promoter is repressed (eg, by
binding a repressor agent, eg, a chemical or protein to the
promoter) before the first HM-array is introduced into the
cell, wherein subsequently the repressed first HM-array is
introduced into the cell.

In one embodiment, step (f) comprises isolating PV1. In
an embodiment, the step comprised separating PV1 or a
virus thereof from host cells of PH1.

2. The method of paragraph 1, further comprising de-
repressing the transcription of first HM-crRNA and/or first
HM-crRNA activity in the virus population after step (e) or
(f), and optionally thereafter further culturing the host cells.

3. The method of any preceding paragraph, comprising
A. obtaining a population (PH2) of host cells that are
optionally identical to the host cell of (a), (f) or the further
cultured cells of paragraph 2;
B. infecting the host cells of A with virus from the popula-
tion PV1;
C. repressing the transcription of the first HM-crRNA and/or
first HM-crRNA activity in the cells;
D. culturing the infected host cells to produce a population
(PH3) of host cells comprising a population of virus (PV2);
and
E. obtaining the virus population PV2 (or a virus thereof)
and/or the cultured host cell population.

4. The method of paragraph 3, further comprising de-
repressing the transcription of first HM-crRNA and/or first
HM-crRNA activity in the virus population after step (D) or
(E), and optionally thereafter further culturing the host cells.

5. The method of any preceding paragraph, comprising
testing an isolated sample of the virus population PV1 or
PV2 on a further host cell or population (PH4) of host cells,
optionally wherein the further cell or population PH4 is
identical to the cell of (a), the testing comprising infecting
the further cell or population PH4 with virus of said sample,
waiting a period of time to allow any host cell growth to
occur, and determining if a predetermined activity of the
further cell or population PH4 (eg, cell growth or viability)
has been modified (eg, reduced, such as reduced host cell
growth or viability*) or occurred, wherein virus inside the

cell or cells have de-repressed transcription of first HM-
crRNA and/or first HM-crRNA activity during said period of
time.
* This can be tested using a standard assay for plaque formation when the
virus of the sample are added to the cell or PH4 plated on agar).

6. The method of any preceding paragraph 5, wherein all
of the host cells are microbial cells (eg, bacterial or archaeal
cells) and the modification of the first target sequence
reduces host cell growth or viability, and said determining
determines that antimicrobial activity** has occurred.
**This can be determined using a standard plaque assay.

7. The method of paragraph 5 or 6, wherein the period of
time is at least one, 5, 10, 30, 60 or 120 minutes.

8. The method of any one of paragraphs 5 to 7, wherein
the cell of (a) and optionally PH1, PH2 and/or PH3 cells do
not comprise the first target sequence, wherein the further
cell or population PH4 cells comprise the first target
sequence.

9. The method of any one of paragraphs 1 to 8, wherein
the cell of (a) and optionally PH1, PH2 and/or PH3 cells do
not comprise a gene that confers resistance to a first antibi-
otic, wherein the first target sequence is a target sequence of
such a gene; optionally wherein the further cell or popula-
tion PH4 cells comprise said gene.

10. The method of any one of paragraphs 1 to 7, wherein
the cell of (a) and optionally PH1, PH2 and/or PH3 cells
comprise a gene that confers resistance to a first antibiotic,
wherein the first target sequence is a target sequence of such
a gene.

11. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein all
of the host cells are microbial cells (eg, bacterial or archaeal
cells) and the modification of the first target sequence
reduces host cell growth or viability, or reduces host cell
resistance to an antibiotic.

12. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein all
of the host cells are infectious disease pathogens of humans,
an animal (eg, non-human animal) or a plant.

13. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein all
of the host cells are of the same species, eg, selected from
a species of Escherichia (eg, E coli O157:H7 or O104: H4),
Shigella (eg, dysenteriae), Salmonella (eg, typhi or enterica,
eg, serotype typhimurium, eg, DT 104), Erwinia, Yersinia
(eg, pestis), Bacillus, Vibrio, Legionella (eg, pneumophilia),
Pseudomonas (eg, aeruginosa), Neisseria (eg, gonnorrhoea
or meningitidis), Bordetella (eg, pertussis), Helicobacter
(eg, pylori), Listeria (eg, monocytogenes), Agrobacterium,
Staphylococcus (eg, aureus, eg, MRSA), Streptococcus (eg,
pyogenes or thermophilus), Enterococcus, Clostridium (eg,
dificile or botulinum), Corynebacterium (eg, amycolatum),
Mycobacterium (eg, tuberculosis), Treponema, Borrelia (eg,
burgdorferi), Francisella, Brucella, Campylobacter (eg,
jejuni), Klebsiella (eg, pneumoniae), Frankia, Bartonella,
Rickettsia, Shewanella, Serratia, Enterobacter, Proteus,
Providencia, Brochothrix, Bifidobacterium, Brevibacterium,
Propionibacterium, Lactococcus, Lactobacillus, Pediococ-
cus, Leuconostoc, Vibrio (eg, cholera, eg, 0139, or vulnifi-
cus), Haemophilus (eg, influenzae), Brucella (eg, abortus),
Franciscella, Xanthomonas, Erlichia (eg, chaffeensis),
Chlamydia (eg, pneumoniae), Parachlamydia, Enterococ-
cus (eg, faecalis or faceim, eg, linezolid-resistant), Oeno-
coccus and Acinetobacter (eg, baumannii, eg, multiple drug
resistant).

14. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Staphylococcus aureus cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from methicillin, vancomycin-resistant and teico-
planin.
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15. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Pseudomonas aeuroginosa cells, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from cephalosporins (eg, ceftazidime),
carbapenems (eg, imipenem or meropenem), fluoroquinolo-
nes, aminoglycosides (eg, gentamicin or tobramycin) and
colistin.

16. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Klebsiella (eg, pneumoniae) cells, eg, resistant to car-
bapenem.

17. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Streptoccocus (eg, pneumoniae or pyogenes) cells, eg,
resistant to an antibiotic selected from erythromycin, clin-
damycin, beta-lactam, macrolide, amoxicillin, azithromycin
and penicillin.

18. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Salmonella (eg, serotype Typhi) cells, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from ceftriaxone, azithromycin and cip-
rofloxacin.

19. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Shigella cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
ciprofloxacin and azithromycin.

20. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Mycobacterium tuberculosis cells, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from Resistance to isoniazid (INH),
rifampicin (RMP), fluoroquinolone, amikacin, kanamycin
and capreomycin.

21. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Enterococcus cells, eg, resistant to vancomycin.

22. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Enterobacteriaceae cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from a cephalosporin and carbapenem.

23. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are E. coli cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
trimethoprim, itrofurantoin, cefalexin and amoxicillin.

24. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Clostridium (eg, dificile) cells, eg, resistant to an anti-
biotic selected from fluoroquinolone antibiotic and carbape-
nem.

25. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Neisseria gonnorrhoea cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from cefixime (eg, an oral cephalosporin), ceftri-
axone (an injectable cephalosporin), azithromycin and tet-
racycline.

26. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Acinetobacter baumannii cells, eg, resistant to an anti-
biotic selected from beta-lactam, meropenem and a carbape-
nem.

27. The method of clam 13, wherein all of the host cells
are Campylobacter cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic
selected from ciprofloxacin and azithromycin.

28. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
host cells produce Beta ($3)-lactamase.

29. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
host cells are resistant to an antibiotic recited in any one of
paragraphs 14 to 27.

30. The method of paragraph 29, wherein the first target
sequence is a sequence of a gene encoding a product
conferring host cell resistance to said antibiotic.

31. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
first target sequence is a sequence of an antibiotic resistance
gene (ie, for conferring host cell resistance to an antibiotic
eg, methicillin resistance) and/or one, more or all of the
population PH1, the population PH2, the population PH3
and the population PH4 is resistant to an antibiotic or said
antibiotic (eg, an antibiotic recited in any one of paragraphs
13 to 27).

32. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein
de-repressed virus of the virus population PV1 or PV2 have
antimicrobial activity (eg, antibacterial activity, such as
when the virus are phage); optionally wherein the host cell
or cells comprise the first target sequence as recited in
paragraph 30, wherein modification of the first target pro-
vides said antimicrobial activity.

33. The method of any preceding paragraph when depen-
dent from paragraph 5, wherein the cells of PH4 are resistant
to an antibiotic (eg, an antibiotic recited in any one of
paragraphs 13 to 27) and the cells of (a) and PH2 are not
resistant to said antibiotic. This aids manufacturing of the
virus for drug use, since culturing and expansion can be
performed relatively safety without the risk of having to deal
with antibiotic-resistant host cells (and risk of inadequate
containment of these and escape from drug manufacturing
plant, for example). Nevertheless, testing against PH4 can
be performed in a containment lab or other facility that is set
up for use of antibiotic-resistant host strains. When testing
against PH4, the first HM-crRNA is de-repressed so that
modification of the resistance gene in the host cells is
possible by the HM-array of the invention.

34. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
host CRISPR/Cas system is a Type I, II or III system and the
target sequence is a nucleotide sequence conserved in said
Type of system in at least one, two or three additional host
strains or species of the same genus as the host cell of (a).

35. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
virus is a phage or phagemid.

36. The method of paragraph 35, wherein the virus of (b)
is a Corticoviridae, Cystoviridae, Inoviridae, Leviviridae,
Microviridae, Myoviridae, Podoviridae, Siphoviridae, or
Tectiviridae virus.

37. The method of paragraph 35 or 36, wherein the virus
of (b) is a naturally occurring phage, eg, a phage induced
from a cell that is of the same strain as the cell of (a).

38. The method of paragraph 35, 36 or 37, wherein the
phage of (b) is a mutated phage obtained through selective
pressure using a phage-resistant bacterium.

39. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein in
(b)
(iv) said one or more HM-arrays comprise a HM-array that
encodes a second HM-crRNA comprising a HM-spacer that
is capable of hybridising to a second host target sequence to
guide Cas to the second target in the host cell to modify the
target sequence, wherein the second target sequence is a
nucleotide sequence of the host CRISPR/Cas system,
whereby the second HM-crRNA guides Cas to the second
target to modify the host CRISPR/Cas system in the host
cell, wherein the modification of the second target sequence
reduces or eliminates functioning of the host CRISPR/Cas
system; and
(v) wherein the HM-array of (iv) is active in the cell of (a)
for the transcription of second HM-crRNA capable of hybri-
dising to the second host target sequence.

In an embodiment, the HM-array of (ii) and (iv) are the
same HM-array. In another embodiment, they are different
HM-arrays (eg, arrays of different CRISPR/Cas types, eg,
Type I and II, or Type II and III, or Type I and III, or different
Type II arrays).

40. The method of paragraph 39, wherein the cells of any
one or all of PH1-4 comprise said second target sequence.

41. The method of paragraph 39 or 40, wherein the second
target sequence is identical to a CRISPR/Cas system
sequence of a genus or species of cell as recited in any one
of paragraphs 11 to 24 (eg, S thermophilus or S pyogenes or
S aureus).
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42. The method of any one of paragraphs 39 to 41,
wherein the second target sequence is comprised by a
sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID NO:
1 to 44, or a complement thereof.

43. The method of any one of paragraphs 39 to 42,
wherein the second target sequence comprises
A. a repeat DNA or RNA sequence (eg, wherein the repeat
is the 5'-most repeat (the first repeat) in said host CRISPR
array;
B. a tracrRNA sequence or a tracrRNA-encoding DNA
sequence; a CRISPR array leader sequence;
C. a Cas gene promoter (eg, a Cas1, Cas2 or Csn2 promoter);
D. a CRISPR array leader promoter sequence; or
E. a Cas-encoding DNA or RNA sequence (eg, wherein the
Cas is Cas9, Cas1, Cas2 or Csn2).

44. The method of any one of paragraphs 39 to 43,
wherein the second target sequence comprises
F. a CRISPR array leader or leader promoter sequence
contiguous with the 5'-most nucleotide of the first repeat
(and optionally comprising said 5'-most nucleotide of the
repeat);
G. a sequence of up to 20 contiguous nucleotides immedi-
ately 5' of the first repeat;
H. a sequence of up to 20 contiguous nucleotides of the
5'-most nucleotides of the first repeat; or
I. a sequence of up to 20 contiguous nucleotides immedi-
ately 3' of the first spacer repeat (and optionally wherein the
sequence comprises the 3'-most nucleotide of the first
spacer).

45. The method of any one of paragraphs 39 to 44,
wherein
J. the second HM-crRNA comprises or consists of the
structure R—S—R, wherein R=a CRISPR repeat and S=a
CRISPR spacer, wherein S comprises, (in 5' to 3' direction)
V-HR or HR—V or, wherein V=a sequence at least 95, 96, 97,
98 or 99% identical to a DNA sequence of the virus of (b)
and HR=a DNA sequence of a CRISPR repeat of said host
cell CRISPR/Cas system;
K. wherein the sequence of HR is immediately contiguous
with the sequence of V in the host CRISPR/Cas system; and
L. wherein the second HM-crRNA is capable of hybridising
to a spacer of the host CRISPR/Cas system to guide Cas to
the spacer for modification (eg, cleavage or inactivation) of
the host CRISPR/Cas system in the cell.

46. The method of paragraph 45, wherein V=one or up to
40 (eg, up to 15) contiguous nucleotides of virus DNA.

47. The method of any one of paragraphs 39 to 46,
wherein the second HM-crRNA does not substantially hybri-
dise to nucleic acid of the virus of (b).

48. The method of any one of paragraphs 45 to 47,
wherein
a. the host CRISPR/Cas system is able to recognise a
cognate PAM;
b. wherein the nucleic acid of the virus of (b) comprises such
a PAM immediately 3' of a protospacer sequence;
c. wherein V=one or up to 40 (eg, up to 15) nucleotides of
the protospacer; and
d. wherein HR=a sequence identical to a contiguous
sequence of the repeat of the host CRISPR/Cas system.

49. The method of paragraph 48, wherein said contiguous
sequence of the repeat of the host system is a sequence of at
least 50% of a host repeat (eg, including the 5'-most or
3'-most nucleotide of the host repeat).

50. The method of paragraph 45 or 46, wherein V=from
1 to 40 (eg, up to 15) of the 3'-most protospacer contiguous
nucleotides; and optionally said contiguous sequence of the
repeat includes the 5'-most nucleotide of the host repeat.

51. The method of paragraph 48 or 49, wherein V=from
1 to 40 (eg, up to 15) of the 5'-most protospacer contiguous
nucleotides; and optionally said contiguous sequence of the
repeat includes the 3'-most nucleotide of the host repeat.

52. The method of any one of paragraphs 45 to 51,
wherein R=a repeat that is recognised by the host CRISPR/
Cas system.

53. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
or each HM-CRISPR comprises (in 5' to 3' direction) a first
repeat sequence, a first spacer sequence and a second repeat
sequence, wherein the spacer sequence comprises a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to the respective
target sequence in the host cell, the array further comprising
a promoter for transcription of the repeats and spacer in the
host cell, and optionally the nucleic acid of the virus of (b)
comprises a Cas nuclease-encoding sequence and/or a
tracrRNA-encoding sequence for encoding a functional Cas
and/or tracrRNA sequence in the host cell, wherein the
tracrRNA sequence comprises a sequence that is comple-
mentary to the first or second repeat.

54. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
or each HM-CRISPR array comprises (in 5' to 3' direction)
a first repeat sequence, a first spacer sequence and a second
repeat sequence, wherein the spacer sequence comprises a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to the respective
target sequence in the host cell, the array further comprising
a promoter for transcription of the repeats and spacer in the
host cell, and wherein the vector does not comprise a Cas
nuclease-encoding sequence and/or a tracrRNA-encoding
sequence for encoding a tracrRNA sequence in the host cell
wherein the tracrRNA sequence comprises a sequence that is
complementary to the first or second repeat, wherein the
HM-CRISPR array is functional in the host cell to guide Cas
(eg, endogenous host Cas nuclease) to the respective host
target site, optionally using a host tracrRNA.

55. The method of paragraph 53 or 54, wherein the repeats
are identical to repeats in the host CRISPR/Cas system,
wherein the or each HM-CRISPR array does not comprise a
PAM recognised by a Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease, eg, Cas9) of
the host CRISPR/Cas system.

56. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
or each HM-CRISPR array comprises more than one copy of
a HM-spacer (eg, at least 2, 3 or 4 copies).

57. The method of any preceding paragraph, encoding a
second or third HM-crRNA (further HM-crRNA), wherein
the further HM-crRNA comprises a nucleotide sequence that
is capable of hybridising to a host target sequence to guide
Cas to the target in the host cell; optionally wherein the
target sequence is a nucleotide sequence of an essential,
virulence or resistance gene of the host cell, or of an
essential component of the CRISPR/Cas system of the host
cell.

58. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
or each HM-CRISPR array comprises CRISPR repeat
sequences that are identical to endogenous CRISPR repeat
sequences of the host cell for producing the respective
HM-crRNA in the host cell.

59. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
virus of (b) comprises a nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas
(non-host Cas) that is functional in the host cell of (a) (eg,
wherein the non-host Cas is a Type I system Cas wherein the
host system is a Type II or III; a Type II system Cas wherein
the host system is a Type I or III; or a Type III system Cas
wherein the host system is a Type I or II), optionally wherein
the host cell does not comprise or express a Cas of a Type
that is the same as the Type of the non-host Cas.
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60. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
virus of (b) comprises a nucleotide sequence encoding a
tracrRNA sequence, optionally wherein the tracrRNA
sequence and first HM-crRNA are comprised by a single
guide RNA (gRNA)).

61. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
or each HM-crRNA is comprised by a respective single
guide RNA (gRNA).

62. The method of any preceding paragraph, wherein the
first HM-array is operable to cause Cas cleavage in the first
target sequence, activation of the first target sequence (or
gene comprising the first target sequence), knock-down of
the first target sequence (or gene comprising the first target
sequence) or mutation of the first target sequence.

63. A virus, host cell or virus population obtainable by the
method of any preceding paragraph, optionally wherein the
population is identical to PV1 or PV2 or the virus is
obtainable from such a population.

64. A host cell (eg, bacterial cell) population obtainable by
the method of any preceding paragraph, optionally wherein
the population is identical to PH1, PH2, PH3 or PH4 or a
cultured cell population recited in any preceding paragraph.

65. The host cell population of paragraph 64 wherein the
population does not comprise nucleic acid of a virus of (b),
or does not comprise said first HM-array or said second
HM-array (eg, as determined by PCR).

66. The virus, host cell or population of any one of
paragraphs 63 to 65, for medical or dental or ophthalmic use
(eg, for treating or preventing an infection in an organism or
limiting spread of the infection in an organism.

67. A composition comprising a virus, host cell or popu-
lation according to any one of paragraphs 63 to 66 for food,
beverage, dairy or cosmetic use (eg, use in a cosmetic
product, eg, make-up), or for hygiene use (eg, use in a
hygiene product, eg, soap).

68. Use of a composition a virus, host cell or population
according to any one of paragraphs 63 to 67, in medicine or
for dental therapeutic or prophylactic use.

69. Use of a composition a virus, host cell or population
according to any one of paragraphs 63 to 68, in cosmetic use
(eg, use in a cosmetic product, eg, make-up), or for hygiene
use (eg, use in a hygiene product, eg, a soap).

70. The use, virus, host cell or population of any one of
paragraphs 63 to 69 for modifying a microbial host cell (eg,
for killing or reducing growth of the cell or a culture of
microbe cells).

71. The method, virus or virus population of any one of
paragraphs 1 to 63 and 66 to 70, wherein the virus or virus
in said population express a holin and/or an endolysin for
host cell lysis, optionally wherein the endolysin is a phage
phi11, phage Twort, phage P68, phage phiWMY or phage K
endolysin (eg, MV-L endolysin or P-27/HP endolysin).

72. The method, virus or virus population of any one of
paragraphs 1 to 63 and 66 to 70, wherein the virus or virus
in said population does no express a holin and/or an endo-
lysin for host cell lysis.

73. The method, virus or virus population of any one of
paragraphs 1 to 63 and 66 to 70, wherein the virus (eg, virus
of (b)) or virus in each said population is in combination
with an antimicrobial functional in the host cell of (a), eg,
antibiotic agent, eg, a beta-lactam antibiotic (eg, an antibi-
otic recited in any one of paragraphs 13 to 27).
Control of Corrosion, Biofilms & Biofouling

The invention relates inter alia to methods of controlling
microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) or biofouling

of a substrate or fluid in an industrial or domestic system.
The invention also relates to treated fluids and vectors for
use in the methods.

Corrosion is the result of a series of chemical, physical
and (micro) biological processes leading to the deterioration
of materials such as metal (eg, steel or iron), plastic and
stone. It is a world-wide problem with great societal and
economic consequences. Current corrosion control strate-
gies based on chemically produced products are under
increasing pressure of stringent environmental regulations.
Furthermore, they are rather inefficient and may be ham-
pered by microbial (eg, bacterial) resistance to the agents
used. Therefore, there is an urgent need for environmentally
friendly and sustainable corrosion control strategies. Corro-
sion is influenced by the complex processes of different
microorganisms performing different electrochemical reac-
tions and secreting proteins and metabolites that can have
secondary effects.

The severity of microbial corrosion processes is evident
from the fact that many of the industrially and domestically
used metals and alloys such as stainless steels, nickel and
aluminium-based alloys and materials such as concrete,
asphalt and polymers are readily degraded by microorgan-
isms. Protective coatings, inhibitors, oils and emulsions are
also subject to microbial degradation.

Microbially influenced corrosion (MIC) is a costly prob-
lem that impacts hydrocarbon production and processing
equipment, water distribution systems, ships, railcars, and
other types of metallic and non-metallic industrial and
domestic systems. In particular, MIC is known to cause
considerable damage to hydrocarbon fuel infrastructure
including production, transportation, and storage systems,
oftentimes with catastrophic environmental contamination
results. Around 40% of pipe corrosion in the oil industry is
attributed to microbiological corrosion and leads to huge
financial losses in production, transportation and storage of
oil every year. Pipe biofilms can cause the reduction in fluid
velocity in equipment due to the process of incrustation on
walls. Furthermore, pipe leaks are generated as a result of
the corrosion, with consequent impacts on the environment
and productivity.

MIC takes place in environments such as soil, fresh water
and sea water and is estimated to be responsible for more
than 30 percent of all corrosion damage. MIC occurs due to
the fixation of microbes such as bacteria, release of metabo-
lites and usually formation of biofilms that induce or accel-
erate the corrosion process. Among the groups of bacteria
involved in the corrosion process are included: sulphur- or
sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB), extracellular polymeric
substance-producing bacteria (EPSB), acid-producing bac-
teria (APB), sulphur- or sulphide-oxidising bacteria (SOB);
iron- or manganese-oxidising bacteria (IOB), ammonia pro-
ducing bacteria (AmPB) and acetate producing bacteria
(AcPB). Small subunit ribosomal RNA gene pyrosequenc-
ing surveys indicate that acetic-acid-producing bacteria (Ac-
etobacter spp. and Gluconacetobacter spp.) are prevalent in
environments exposed to fuel-grade ethanol and water.

Microbial growth under environmental conditions influ-
ences electrochemical reactions directly or indirectly.
Microbe-substrate interactions lead to initial adhesion and
biofilm formation. The attachment of microbes such as
bacteria to substrate, release of metabolites and formation of
biofilms influences the electrochemical conditions at sub-
strate surfaces, inducing or accelerating the corrosion pro-
cess, thereby mediating the process of MIC. The formation
of a bacterial biofilm on a metallic substrate comprises the
following stages: I—formation of a film, through the adsorp-
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tion of organic and inorganic molecules on the metal, which
modifies the load distribution on the metallic surface and,
also serves as a nutritional source for the bacteria, facilitat-
ing the adherence of free-floating microorganisms present in
the liquid; II—adhesion and multiplication of aerobic bac-
teria forming microcolonies; III—production of extracellu-
lar polymeric substances (EPS) by some sessile bacteria;
IV—colonisation by aerobic free-floating microbial cells,
that will consume the oxygen by respiration, creating a local
anaerobic environment in the biofilm as required by strict
anaerobic bacteria and; V—increase of biofilm thickness,
which may favour the shedding of the outer layers. The EPS
produced by the bacteria adhered to the biofilm capture
essential ions for their growth; they are used as a means of
attachment and protect bacteria against biocides interfering
with the mechanisms of corrosion by favouring the creation
of differential aeration areas, besides serving as a nutritional
source in case of low nutrient availability. The process of
corrosion by differential aeration occurs due to uneven
distribution of the biofilm on the metal substrate with
aerated regions (surrounding the biofilm) and non-aerated
regions (below the biofilm). The biofilm formation on the
metal surface decreases the oxygen content, reaching levels
of almost total anaerobiosis. Pseudomonas is the main EPS
producer genus.

An example of a MIC biocorrosion process mediated by
corrosive bacteria is as follows: (A) Aerobic corrosive
bacteria from fresh water, sea water, industrial/domestic
systems or storage tanks reach out equipment and pipelines
of industrial or domestic systems, that have a conditioning
film on the surface. (B) EPS-producing bacteria attach to
equipment/pipeline walls and produce EPS, which creates a
favourable environment for adhesion by other microorgan-
isms. (C) Adhesion of other groups of corrosive bacteria to
pipeline walls takes place, which release their metabolites,
developing into a microcolony through cell division, con-
suming oxygen available. Action of iron-oxidising bacteria
results in a large accumulation of ferric precipitation leading
to blockage in the equipment/pipeline; sulphuric acid
released by sulphur-oxidising bacteria promotes the acidi-
fication of the environment. (D) The low oxygen concen-
tration and organic acids released by acid-producing bacteria
favour attachment and development of sulphate-reducing
bacteria producing hydrogen sulphide (H2S), thereby accel-
erating the corrosion process and reducing the local pH. (E)
A corroded equipment/pipeline results, which is partially
blocked by iron precipitates with micro-leaks and containing
a bacterial biofilm. The H2S poses a serious health risk to
personnel operating the system affected. Furthermore, the
production of thick biofilms and sludges lead to biofouling
and hampering of the functioning of the system.

Similarly, bacterial populations may propagate in fluids,
such as water stores or reservoirs (eg, in drinking water or
in water of cooling systems), thereby mediating biofouling
of the fluid. This may also be referred to as souring of the
fluid. An example is waterway or drinking water reservoir
souring.

The invention addresses such problems of MIC and
biofouling by providing the following Aspects 1 et seq:—

1. A method of controlling microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC) or biofouling of a substrate in an industrial
or domestic system, wherein a surface of the substrate is in
contact with a population of first host cells of a first
microbial species that mediates MIC or biofouling of the
substrate, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each

vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein
(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more nucleotide
sequences for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for
transcription of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and
(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease, eg,
a Cas9 or Cpf1) in the host cell to modify the target sequence
(eg, to cut the target sequence); the target sequence being a
gene sequence for mediating host cell viability; and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of MIC or biofouling of said substrate.

In an example, the system comprises equipment (eg, for
use in an industrial process) and the surface is a surface of
said equipment. In an example, each array is an engineered
array, eg, any engineered array disclosed herein. In an
embodiment, the vector is an engineered CRISPR nucleic
acid vector as described herein. In an example, the biofoul-
ing comprises microbial biofilm and/or sludge formation,
proliferation or maintenance. In an example, the first host
cells are sessile. In an example of Aspect 1 or 4 (below),
“controlling” comprises preventing, reducing or eliminating
said MIC or biofouling, or reducing spread of said MIC or
biofouling in the system. Non-limiting examples of how
bacteria mediate MIC or biofouling are described above.
Cell growth or proliferation or maintenance is, for example,
a characteristic of cell viability. Thus, in an example, the
method reduces host cell proliferation and/or maintenance.
In an example, the method kills host cells.

2. The method of Aspect 1, wherein said host cells are
comprised by a microbial biofilm that is in contact with said
substrate.

3. The method of any preceding Aspect, wherein said
surface and host cells are in contact with a fluid, such as an
aqueous liquid (eg, sea water, fresh water, stored water or
potable water).

Fresh water is naturally occurring water on the Earth’s
surface in ice sheets, ice caps, glaciers, icebergs, bogs,
ponds, lakes, rivers and streams, and underground as
groundwater in aquifers and underground streams. Fresh
water is generally characterized by having low concentra-
tions of dissolved salts and other total dissolved solids. The
term specifically excludes sea water and brackish water,
although it does include mineral-rich waters such as chaly-
beate springs. In an example said fresh water is any of these
fresh water types. Potable water is water for human or
animal (eg, livestock) consumption. In an example, the fluid
is selected from industrial cooling water wherein the system
is a cooling system; sewage water wherein the system is a
sewage treatment or storage system; drinking water wherein
the system is a drinking water processing, storage, transpor-
tation or delivery system; paper making water wherein the
system is a paper manufacture or processing system; swim-
ming pool water wherein the system is a swimming pool or
swimming pool water treatment or storage system; fire
extinguisher water wherein the system is a fire extinguishing
system; or industrial process water in any pipe, tank, pit,
pond or channel.

4. A method of controlling microbial biofouling of a fluid
in an industrial or domestic system (eg, for controlling
bacterial souring of a liquid in a reservoir or container),
wherein the fluid comprises a population of first host cells of
a first microbial species that mediates said biofouling, the
method comprising
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(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription
of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
wherein the method comprises allowing expression of said
cRNAs in the presence of Cas in host cells, thereby modi-
fying target sequences in host cells, resulting in reduction of
host cell viability and control of said biofouling.

In an example, the fluid is a liquid. In an example, the
fluid is a gaseous fluid.

Systems: An example system for any Aspect is selected
from the group consisting of a:—Petrochemical recovery,
processing, storage or transportation system; hydrocarbon
recovery, processing, storage or transportation system; crude
oil recovery, processing, storage or transportation system;
natural gas recovery, processing, storage or transportation
system, (eg, an oil well, oil rig, oil drilling equipment, oil
pumping system, oil pipeline, gas rig, gas extraction equip-
ment, gas pumping equipment, gas pipeline, oil tanker, gas
tanker, oil storage equipment or gas storage equipment);
Water processing or storage equipment; water reservoir (eg,
potable water reservoir); Air or water conditioning (eg,
cooling or heating) equipment, eg, a coolant tube, condenser
or heat exchanger; Medical or surgical equipment; Environ-
mental (eg, soil, waterway or air) treatment equipment;
Paper manufacturing or recycling equipment; Power plant,
eg, a thermal or nuclear power plant; Fuel (eg, hydrocarbon
fuel, eg, petroleum, diesel or LPG) storage equipment;
Mining or metallurgical, mineral or fuel recovery system,
eg, a mine or mining equipment; Engineering system; Ship-
ping equipment; Cargo or goods storage equipment (eg, a
freight container); Food or beverage manufacturing, pro-
cessing or packaging equipment; Cleaning equipment (eg,
laundry equipment, eg, a washing machine or dishwasher);
Catering (eg, domestic or commercial catering) equipment;
Farming equipment; Construction (eg, building, utilities
infrastructure or road construction) equipment; Aviation
equipment; Aerospace equipment; Transportation equip-
ment (eg, a motor vehicle (eg, a car, lorry or van); a railcar;
an aircraft (eg, an aeroplane) or a marine or waterway
vehicle (eg, a boat or ship, submarine or hovercraft));
Packaging equipment, eg, consumer goods packaging equip-
ment; or food or beverage packaging equipment; Electronics
(eg, a computer or mobile phone or an electronics compo-
nent thereof); or electronics manufacture or packaging
equipment; Dentistry equipment; Industrial or domestic pip-
ing (eg, a sub-sea pipe) or storage vessel (eg, a water tank
or a fuel tank (eg, gasoline tank, eg, a gasoline tank of a
vehicle)); Underground equipment; Building (eg, a dwelling
or office or commercial premises or factory or power sta-
tion); Roadway; Bridge; Agricultural equipment; Factory
system; Crude oil or natural gas exploration equipment;
Office system; and a Household system.

In an example, the system is used in an industry or
business selected from the group consisting of agriculture,
oil or petroleum industry, food or drink industry, clothing
industry, packaging industry, electronics industry, computer
industry, environmental industry, chemical industry, aero-
space industry, automotive industry, biotechnology industry,

medical industry, healthcare industry, dentistry industry,
energy industry, consumer products industry, pharmaceuti-
cal industry, mining industry, cleaning industry, forestry
industry, fishing industry, leisure industry, recycling indus-
try, cosmetics industry, plastics industry, pulp or paper
industry, textile industry, clothing industry, leather or suede
or animal hide industry, tobacco industry and steel industry.
In an example, the surface or fluid to be treated is a surface
or fluid of equipment used in said selected industry. In an
example, the system is used in the crude oil industry. In an
example, the system is used in the natural gas industry. In an
example, the system is used in the petroleum industry. In an
example, the system is a sea container, platform or rig (eg,
oil or gas platform or rig for use at sea or at sea), ship or boat.
In an embodiment, such a system is anchored at sea; eg,
non-temporarily anchored at sea, eg, has been anchored at
sea for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 or more months (eg, contiguous
months). In an embodiment, such a system is in the waters
of a country or state; eg, non-temporarily at sea in such
waters, eg, has been in waters of said country for 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24 or more months (eg, contiguous months).

In an example, the substrate surface to be treated com-
prises stainless steel, carbon steel, copper, nickel, brass,
aluminium, concrete, a plastic or wood. In an example, the
substrate is a metal weld or join. In an example, the surface
is a metallic (eg, steel or iron) or non-metallic (eg, plastic,
concrete, asphalt, wood, rubber or stone) surface. In an
example, the metal is an alloy (eg, stainless steel, brass or a
nickel-, zinc-, copper-, nickel- or aluminium-alloy). In an
example, the surface is a man-made polymer surface. In an
example, the surface is a substrate coating. In an example,
the substrate is in contact with soil, fresh water or sea water.

In an example, the fluid is potable water; a waterway;
brackish water; or a liquid fuel, eg, gasoline or diesel (eg, for
a car or motorised vehicle), LPG, kerosine, an alcohol (eg,
ethanol, methanol or butanol), liquid hydrogen or liquid
ammonia), in an example, the fuel is stored liquid fuel. In an
example the fluid is an oil or non-aqueous liquid. In an
example, the fluid is a liquid comprised by a waterway or
body of water, eg, sea water, fresh water, potable water, a
river, a stream, a pond, a lake, a reservoir, stored water (eg,
in a water storage tank or cooling equipment), groundwater,
well water, water in a rock formation, soil water or rainwa-
ter. In an example, the liquid is sea water. In an example, the
substrate is in contact with a liquid mentioned in this
paragraph. In an example, the fluid or liquid is selected from
the group consisting of an oil, an aqueous solution, a
hydraulic fracturing fluid, a fuel, carbon dioxide, a natural
gas, an oil/water mixture, a fuel/water mixture, water con-
taining salts, ocean or sea water, brackish water, sources of
fresh water, lakes, rivers, stream, bogs, ponds, marshes,
runoff from the thawing of snow or ice, springs, groundwa-
ter, aquifers, precipitation, any substance that is a liquid at
ambient temperature (eg, at rtp) and is hydrophobic but
soluble in organic solvents, hexanes, benzene, toluene, chlo-
roform, diethyl ether, vegetable oils, petrochemical oils,
crude oil, refined petrochemical products, volatile essential
oils, fossil fuels, gasoline, mixtures of hydrocarbons, jet
fuel, rocket fuel, biofuels. In an example the fluid is an
oil/water mixture.

The terms “microbiologically influenced corrosion” or
“MIC” as used herein, unless otherwise specified, refer to
processes in which any element (substrate) of a system is
structurally compromised due to the action of at least one
member of a microbial population, eg, bacterial or archaeal
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population. The term “biofouling” as used herein, unless
otherwise specified, refers to processes in which microor-
ganisms (such as bacteria and/or archaea) accumulate on a
substrate surface in contact with a fluid (eg, water or an
aqueous liquid, or a hydrocarbon, or a petrochemical). Also
included is the undesirable accumulation and proliferation of
microorganisms (such as bacteria and/or archaea) in a fluid
(eg, water or an aqueous liquid, or a hydrocarbon, or a
petrochemical), ie, “souring” of the fluid. In an example, the
bacteria are comprised by ship or boat ballast water and the
bacteria are environmentally undesirable. The term “sub-
strate” as used herein refers to any type of surface on which
cells can attach and a biofilm can form and grow or on which
biofouling (eg slime or sludge formation) can occur. The
substrate may be an “industrial” substrate such as the surface
of equipment in an petrochemical, fuel, crude oil or gas
piping system, or a “non-industrial” (eg, domestic, eg,
household or office) substrate such as a kitchen counter or a
shower substrate or a garden substrate.

In an alternative of any of the Aspects, instead of a
population of host bacterial cells, the population is a popu-
lation of archaeal cells of a first species.

5. The method of Aspect 4, wherein said fluid is an
aqueous liquid (eg, sea water, fresh water, stored water or
potable water).

6. The method of any one of Aspects 3 to 5, wherein the
method comprises mixing the fluid with the vectors, thereby
contacting the host cells with vectors. For example, the
vectors can be pre-mixed with a liquid (optionally with an
antibiotic or biocide too) and the mixture then added to the
fluid that is in contact with the surface (Aspect 1) or the fluid
of Aspect 4.

7. The method of any one of Aspects 1-6, wherein each
target sequence is a host cell virulence, resistance or essen-
tial gene sequence, eg, an exon or regulatory sequence
thereof. Resistance can be antibiotic resistance. In an
example, the host cells are contacted with said antibiotic and
said vectors to reduce host cell viability.

8. The method of any one of Aspects 1-7, wherein the
modification of target sequences results in host cell killing
and/or a reduction in host cell growth or proliferation.
Proliferation is, for example, cell expansion or cell distri-
bution in contact with the surface.

9. The method of any one of Aspects 1-8, wherein the
vectors comprise identical CRISPR arrays.

10. The method of any one of Aspects 1-9, wherein the
host cells are bacterial or archaeal cells. In an alternative,
instead the first cells are algal cells.

11. The method of any one of Aspects 1-10, wherein the
first host cells are sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) cells (eg,
Desulfovibrio or Desulfotomaculum cells). In an example,
the cells are selected from the group consisting of Desulfo-
tomaculum nigrificans, Desulfacinum infernum, Thermodes-
ulfobacterium mobile, Thermodesulforhabdus norvegicus,
Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Desulfomicrobium apsheronum,
Desulfovibrio gabonensis, Desulfovibrio longus, Desulfovi-
brio vietnamensis, Desulfobacterium cetonicum, Desulpho-
maculum halophilum, Desulfobacter vibrioformis and Des-
ulfotomaculum thermocisternum cells. In an example, the
population comprises a mixture of two or more of these cell
species.

12. The method of Aspect 11, wherein the surface or fluid
is comprised by a crude oil, gas or petrochemicals recovery,
processing, storage or transportation equipment. Crude oil is
one of the most important energetic resources in the world.
It is used as raw material in numerous industries, including
the refinery-petrochemical industry, where crude oil is

refined through various technological processes into con-
sumer products such as gasoline, oils, paraffin oils, lubri-
cants, asphalt, domestic fuel oil, vaseline, and polymers.
Oil-derived products are also commonly used in many other
chemical processes. In an alternative, the fluid is a said
consumer product or the surface is in contact with such a
consumer product.

13. The method of Aspect 11 or 12, wherein the surface
is in contact with sea water, a fracking liquid or liquid in a
well; or wherein the fluid is sea water, a fracking liquid or
liquid in a well.

14. The method of any one of Aspects 1-13, wherein step
(i) of the method comprises providing a population of
microbial cells of a second species (second host cells), the
second cells comprising said vectors, wherein the vectors are
capable of transfer from the second host cells to the first host
cells; and combining the second host cells with the first host
cells, whereby vectors are introduced into the first host cells.
In an example, the second cell(s) are environmentally-,
industrially-, or domestically-acceptable in an environment
(eg, in a water or soil environment) and the first host cell(s)
are not acceptable in the environment.

15. The method of 14, wherein the first host cells are
comprised by a mixture of microbial cells (eg, comprised by
a microbial biofilm) before contact with said vectors,
wherein the mixture comprises cells of said second species.

16. The method of Aspect 14 or 15, wherein said second
species is a species of Bacillus or nitrate-reducing bacteria
or nitrate reducing sulfide oxidizing bacteria (NRB).

17. The method of Aspect 16, wherein the NRB is selected
from the group consisting of Campylobacter sp., Nitrobacter
sp., Nitrosomonas sp., Thiomicrospira sp., Sulfurospirillum
sp., Thauera sp., Paracoccus sp., Pseudomonas sp., Rho-
dobacter sp. and Desulfovibrio sp; or comprises at least 2 of
said species.

18. The method of Aspect 17 wherein NRB is selected
from the group consisting of Nitrobacter vulgaris,
Nitrosomonas europea, Pseudomonas stutzeri, Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa, Paracoccus denitrificans, Sulfurospirillum
deleyianum, and Rhodobacter sphaeroides.

19. The method of any one of Aspects 1-18, wherein the
method comprises contacting the host cells of said first
species with a biocide simultaneously or sequentially with
said vectors. In an example, the vectors and biocide are
provided pre-mixed in a composition that is contacted with
the host cells.

20. The method of Aspect 19, wherein the biocide is
selected from the group consisting of tetrakis hydroxym-
ethyl phosphonium sulfate (THPS), glutaraldehyde, chlorine
monoxide, chlorine dioxide, calcium hypochlorite, potas-
sium hypochlorite, sodium hypochlorite, dibromonitrilopro-
prionamide (DBNPA), methylene bis(thiocyanate) (MBT),
2-(thiocyanomethylthio) benzothiazole (TCMTB), bro-
nopol, 2-bromo-2-nitro-1,3-propanediol (BNPD), tributyl
tetradecyl phosphonium chloride (TTPC), taurinamide and
derivatives thereof, phenols, quaternary ammonium salts,
chlorine-containing agents, quinaldinium salts, lactones,
organic dyes, thiosemicarbazones, quinones, carbamates,
urea, salicylamide, carbanilide, guanide, amidines, imidazo-
lines, acetic acid, benzoic acid, sorbic acid, propionic acid,
boric acid, dehydroacetic acid, sulfurous acid, vanillic acid,
p-hydroxybenzoate esters, isopropanol, propylene glycol,
benzyl alcohol, chlorobutanol, phenylethyl alcohol, formal-
dehyde, iodine and solutions thereof, povidone-iodine, hex-
amethylenetetramine, noxythiolin, 1-(3-chloroallyl)-3,5,7-
triazo-1-azoniaadamantane chloride, taurolidine, taurultam,
N-(5-nitro-2-furfurylidene)-1-amino-hydantoin, 5-nitro-2-
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furaldehyde semicarbazone, 3,4,4'-trichlorocarbanilide, 3,4',
5-tribromosalicylanilide, 3-trifluoromethyl-4,4'-dichloro-
carbanilide, 8-hydroxyquinoline, 1-cyclopropyl-6-fluoro-1,
4-dihydro-4-oxo-7-(1-piperazinyl)-3-quinolinecarboxylic
acid, 1,4-dihydro-1-ethyl-6-fluoro-4-oxo-7-(1-piperazinyl)-
3-quinolinecarboxylic acid, hydrogen peroxide, peracetic
acid, sodium oxychlorosene, parachlorometaxylenol, 2,4,4'-
trichloro-2'-hydroxydiphenol, thymol, chlorhexidine, ben-
zalkonium chloride, cetylpyridinium chloride, silver sulfa-
diazine, silver nitrate, bromine, ozone, isothiazolones,
polyoxyethylene (dimethylimino) ethylene (dimethylimino)
ethylene dichloride, 2-(tert-butylamino)-4-chloro-6-ethyl-
amino-5'-triazine (terbutylazine), and combinations thereof.
In an example the biocide is tetrakis hydroxymethyl phos-
phonium sulfate (THPS). In an example, the biocide is a
quaternary ammonium compound.

21. The method of any one of Aspects 1-20, wherein the
system is used in an industry operation selected from the
group consisting of mining; shipping; crude oil, gas or
petrochemicals recovery or processing; hydraulic fracturing;
air or water heating or cooling; potable water production,
storage or delivery; transportation of hydrocarbons; and
wastewater treatment.

22. The method of Aspect 21, wherein the surface is a
surface of equipment used in said selected industry; or
wherein the fluid is a fluid comprised by equipment used in
said selected industry.

23. The method of any one of Aspects 1-22, wherein the
surface is a surface of kitchen, bathing or gardening equip-
ment; or wherein the fluid is comprised by kitchen, bathing
or gardening equipment. For example, the equipment is used
in a domestic setting.

24. The method of any one of Aspects 1-23 when depen-
dent from Aspect 3, wherein the fluid is a potable liquid
contained in a container (eg, water tank or bottle) and the
surface is a surface of the container in contact with the
liquid.

25. The method of any one of Aspects 1-24, wherein each
vector comprises a mobile genetic element (MGE), wherein
the MGE comprises an origin of transfer (oriT) and a said
CRISPR array; wherein the MGE is capable of transfer
between a host cell of said first species and a further
microbial host cell in said industrial or domestic system. For
example, the further cell(s) are environmentally-, industri-
ally-, or domestically-acceptable in an environment (eg, in a
water or soil environment) and the first host cell(s) are not
acceptable in the environment.

26. The method of Aspect 25, wherein oriT is functional
in the first and further host cells.

27. The method of Aspect 25 or 26, wherein said first and
further host cells are comprised by a biofilm of fluid in
contact with said surface; or wherein said cells are com-
prised by said fluid.

28. The method of Aspect 25, 26 or 27, wherein said
further cell is a cell of a species as recited in any one of
Aspects 16 to 18. In an example, the MGE is capable of
transfer from the further cell to the first host cell and/or vice
versa.

29. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 27, wherein
the further cell is a cell of said first species.

For example, in this embodiment the MGE is capable of
transfer amongst first cells in a population in said system.
When the MGE leaves a copy of itself in the transfer process
to the other cell, this then provides means for propagating
and spreading the MGE and thus CRISPR arrays through
cell populations in the system, thereby spreading the target
sequence modifying effect of the arrays. This can be effec-

tive, for example, to create spread of arrays in a biofilm in
contact with the surface or in the fluid, and is useful as
penetration of biofilms with conventional biocides can be
sub-optimal.

30. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 29, wherein
each MGE is or comprises an integrative and conjugative
element (ICE); or wherein each vector is a phage that is
capable of infecting host cells of said first species and each
MGE is a phage nucleic acid that is capable of said transfer
between the cells.

31. The method of Aspect 30, wherein each ICE is a
transposon, eg, a conjugative transposon.

32. The method of any one of Aspects 1-31, wherein each
vector is a plasmid, optionally comprising an MGE accord-
ing to any one of Aspects 25 to 31.

33. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 32, wherein
the first and/or further cell comprises nucleotide sequences
encoding proteins operable to transfer the MGE to the other
cell, wherein the sequences are not comprised by the MGE.

34. The method of Aspect 33, wherein the sequences are
not comprised by the vector.

35. The method of Aspect 33, wherein the sequences are
comprised by a conjugative transposon of the first cell
and/or further cell.

36. The method of Aspect 35, wherein the transposon is
operable in trans to transfer the MGE between the first and
further cells.

37. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 36, wherein
the oriT of the MGE is the same as an oriT comprised by an
ICE of the first cell and/or further cells, wherein the ICE is
operable in trans to transfer the MGE between the first and
further cells.

38. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 37, wherein
the vector oriT is an oriT of a SRB or NRB transposon.

39. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 38, wherein
each MGE comprises first and second terminal repeat
sequences and a said CRISPR array between the repeat
sequences.

40. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 39, wherein
the MGE leaves behind a CRISPR array copy (1) in the
genome of a first host cell when it has transferred to a said
further host cell; or (2) in a said further host cell when it has
transferred to a first host cell. For example, the copy is
comprised by a transposon or prophage left in the genome of
the cell from which transfer takes place.

41. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 40, wherein
the first and further cells are bacterial cells of different
species (eg, SRB and NRB; or SRB and Bacillus cells
respectively).

42. The method of any one of Aspects 25 to 41 when
dependent from Aspect 30 in combination with a transposase
for mobilisation of the MGE.

43. The method of any one of Aspects 1-42, wherein the
vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is
operable in a host cell of said first species; optionally
wherein the toxin-antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin
gene that is not operable or has reduced operation in cells of
another species. These embodiments are useful to create a
selective pressure that favours retention of the vector/MGE
(and thus CRISPR arrays) in the first host cells comprising
the target sequences.

44. The method of any one of Aspects 1-43, wherein the
vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin module that is
operable in a said second or further cell; optionally wherein
the toxin-antitoxin module comprises an anti-toxin gene that
is not operable or has reduced operation in cells other than
the second or further cell. This is useful to maintain a
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population of CRISPR arrays in the second or further cells
(eg, when such cells are present in a biofilm also comprising
the first cells), but wherein the toxin-antitoxin module
provides additional killing (over and above the action of the
target sequence modification) in first host cells. In an
example, the vector or MGE comprises a toxin-antitoxin
module that is operable in a first host cell and in said second
or further cell.

45. The method of any one of Aspects 43 or 44, wherein
the toxin-antitoxin module is not operable or has reduced
operation in cells other than the first and second or further
cells. Thus, there can be a selective pressure in both the first
and second (or further) cells to maintain the CRISPR arrays.
Usefully, this then provides a reservoir for horizontal trans-
fer of the arrays in MGEs between cells in a mixed popu-
lation (eg, a biofilm contacting the surface or a population
comprised by the fluid).

46. The method of any one of Aspects 25-45 wherein the
first and second cells (or first and further cells) are of the
same phylum (eg, both bacterial cells) and the vector is
replicable or operable (A) in the first cell and/or second (or
further) cell but not in another cell of the same phylum; (B)
in the first cell and/or second (or further) cell but not in
another cell of the same order; (C) in the first cell and/or
second (or further) cell but not in another cell of the same
class; (D) in the first cell and/or second (or further) cell but
not in another cell of the same order; (E) in the first cell
and/or second (or further) cell but not in another cell of the
same family; (F) in the first cell and/or second (or further)
cell but not in another cell of the same genus; or (G) in the
first cell and/or second (or further) cell but not in another cell
of the same species.

47. The method of Aspect 25 or any one of Aspects 26 to
46 when dependent from Aspect 25, wherein each MGE is
a conjugative transposon, oriT is functional in the first and
further (or second) host cells, the MGE comprises first and
second terminal repeat sequences and a said CRISPR array
between the repeat sequences, and wherein the first and
further (or second) cells are bacterial cells, wherein the
target site is comprised by the first cells but not the further
(or second) cells, and wherein said modifying inactivates or
down-regulates a gene or regulatory sequence comprising
said target in the first cells, resulting in reduction of first host
cell viability and control of said MIC or biofouling.

48. The method of any one of Aspects 1-47, wherein each
CRISPR array comprises a sequence R1-S1-R1' for expres-
sion and production of the respective crRNA in a first host
cell,
(i) wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and
(ii) S1 is a first CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of
a nucleotide sequence that is 95% or more identical to a
target sequence of a said first host cell.

49. The method of Aspect 48, wherein R1 and R1' are at
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to the first
and second repeat sequences of a CRISPR array of the first
host cell species. In an embodiment, both R1 and R1' are
present.

50. The method of Aspect 48 or 49, wherein R1 and R1'
are functional with a CRISPR/Cas system of said host cells
of said first species for modification of target sequences.

51. The method of any one of Aspects 48 to 50, wherein
the first host cells are sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) cells
and R1 and R1' are least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical
respectively to a repeat sequence (eg, the first repeat) of a
CRISPR array of the first host cell species.

52. The method of Aspect 51, wherein R1 and R1' are
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to a repeat
sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID
NOs: 50-74, 125-128 and 49. See Table 1. In an embodi-
ment, both R1 and R1' are present.

53. The method of Aspect 51, wherein R1 and R1' are
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to a repeat
sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID
NOs: 51 and 125-126, 54 and 127, 69 and 128. SEQ ID NOs:
51 and 125-126, 54 and 127, 69 and 128 are found in more
than one SRB species. This is particularly useful for target-
ing more than one SRB type with the CRISPR array of the
invention, eg, when the SRB types co-exist in the industrial
or domestic system to be treated, for example co-existing in
a population or biofilm that is in contact with the substrate
or in the fluid to be treated. In an embodiment, both R1 and
R1' are present.

54. The method of any one of Aspects 48 to 53, wherein
the sequences of R1 and R1' are identical.

55. The method of any one of Aspects 1-54, wherein each
array introduced into a first host cell is introduced in
combination with one or more Cas nuclease(s) (eg, a Cas9
and/or Cfp1) that function with the respective crRNA in a
host cell to modify a target sequence thereof.

In an example, Cas herein in any configuration is deac-
tivated for nuclease activity and optionally comprises a
target sequence activator or depressor. A Cas 9 herein is, for
example S pyogenes or S aureus Cas9.

56. The method of any one of Aspects 1-55, wherein each
array introduced into a first host cell is introduced in
combination with nucleic acid sequence(s) encoding one or
more Cas nuclease(s) (eg, a Cas9 and/or Cfp1) that function
with the respective crRNA in a host cell to modify the target
sequence.

57. The method of any one of Aspects 48 to 56, wherein
R1 and R1' are functional with a Type II Cas9 nuclease to
modify a target sequence in a said first host cell, optionally
wherein the method is further according to Aspect 55 or 56
wherein the Cas is said Cas9.

58. The method of any one of Aspects 1-57, wherein all
or some of said vectors or MGEs do not comprise a Cas
nuclease-encoding sequence operable with the respective
array.

59. The method of Aspect 58, wherein each said respec-
tive array is operable with a Cas endonuclease found in cells
of the first species.

60. The method of Aspect 25, or any one of Aspects 26 to
59 when dependent from Aspect 25, wherein each MGE is
devoid of a sequence encoding a Cas endonuclease that is
operable with repeat sequences of the array, and wherein the
respective vector comprises such a sequence (eg, encoding
a Cas9 of Cfp1) outside the MGE.

61. A method of controlling microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC) or biofouling of a substrate comprised by a
crude oil, gas or petrochemicals recovery, processing, stor-
age or transportation equipment (eg, a crude oil tanker, oil
rig or oil drilling equipment), wherein a surface of the
substrate is in contact with a population of first host cells,
wherein the first host cells are sulphur- or sulphate-reducing
bacteria (SRB), extracellular polymeric substance-produc-
ing bacteria (EPSB), acid-producing bacteria (APB), sul-
phur- or sulphide-oxidizing bacteria (SOB), iron-oxidising
bacteria (IOB), manganese-oxidising bacteria (MOB),
ammonia producing bacteria (AmPB) or acetate producing
bacteria (AcPB) of a first species that mediates MIC or
biofouling of the substrate, wherein the surface and cell
population are in contact with a liquid selected from sea
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water, fresh water, a fracking liquid or liquid in a well (eg,
oil or natural gas well), the method comprising
(i) contacting the cell population with vectors by mixing the
liquid with a plurality of vectors that are capable of trans-
forming or transducing first host cells, each vector compris-
ing a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays are introduced
into the host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription
of the sequence(s) in a host cell;

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease, eg,
a Cas9 or Cfp1) in the host cell to modify the target sequence
(eg, to cut the target sequence); the target sequence being a
gene sequence for mediating host cell viability;

(c) wherein each sequence of (a) comprises a sequence
R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the respective
crRNA in a first host cell, wherein R1 is a first CRISPR
repeat, R1' is a second CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is
optional; and S1 is a first CRISPR spacer that comprises or
consists of a nucleotide sequence that is 70, 75, 80, 85, 90
or 95% or more identical to a target sequence of a said first
host cell and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of MIC or biofouling of said substrate. In an embodiment,
both R1 and R1' are present.

62. The method of Aspect 61, wherein the method is
according to Aspect 1 or any preceding Aspect when depen-
dent from Aspect 1.

63. The method of Aspect 61 or 62, wherein each vector
is a phage capable of infecting a first host cell or is a vector
comprising a MGE (eg, a transposon) that comprises a said
CRISPR array, wherein the MGE is capable of transfer into
a first host cell.

64. The method of Aspect 61, 62 or 63, wherein the first
cells are sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) cells, eg, Des-
ulfovibrio or Desulfotomaculum cells.

65. The method of Aspect 64, wherein R1 and R1' are at
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to a repeat
sequence (eg, the first repeat) of a CRISPR array of the first
host cell species and the vector arrays are operable with a
Cas endonuclease found in cells of the first species. In an
example, R1 and R1' are identical sequences.

66. The method of Aspect 65, wherein R1 and R1' are at
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to a repeat
sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID
NOs: 50-74, 125-128 and 49. In an example, R1 and R1' are
identical sequences.

67. The method of Aspect 66, wherein R1 and R1' are at
least 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical respectively to a repeat
sequence selected from the group consisting of SEQ ID
NOs: 51 and 125-126, 54 and 127, 69 and 128. See Table 1.
This is particularly useful for targeting more than one SRB
type with the CRISPR array of the invention, eg, when the
SRB types co-exist in the industrial or domestic system to be
treated, for example co-existing in a population or biofilm
that is in contact with the substrate or in the fluid to be
treated. In an example, R1 and R1' are identical sequences.

68. The method of any one of Aspects 1-67, wherein said
plurality of vectors comprise additional vectors, wherein
each additional vector comprises one or more CRISPR
arrays for targeting additional host cells comprised by said
population, wherein the additional host cell species is dif-
ferent from the first host cell species, wherein in step (i) said
additional cells of the population are contacted with a

plurality of said additional vectors that are capable of
transforming or transducing the additional cells, each vector
comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays are
introduced into the additional host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription
of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a said additional host cell to guide Cas (eg, a
Cas nuclease) in the host cell to modify the target sequence
(eg, to cut the target sequence); the target sequence being a
gene sequence for mediating host cell viability; and step (ii)
comprises allowing expression of said cRNAs in the pres-
ence of Cas in said additional host cells, thereby modifying
target sequences in additional host cells.

69. The method of Aspect 68, wherein the additional host
cells mediate MIC or biofouling of said substrate or fluid,
wherein step (ii) results in reduction of additional host cell
viability and control of MIC or biofouling of said substrate
or fluid.

70. A method of controlling bacterial biofouling in ballast
water of a ship or boat, wherein the water comprises a
population of first host cells of a first microbial species that
mediates said biofouling, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription
of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of said biofouling.

71. The method of Aspect 70, wherein the first host cells
are Vibrio cholerae, E coli or Enterococci sp cells.

72. The method of Aspect 70 or 71, wherein step (i)
comprises mixing the ballast water with the vectors, eg, in
the hull of a ship or boat.

73. The method of any one of Aspects 70 to 72, wherein
the ship or boat is a marine vehicle and the water is sea
water.

74. The method of any one of Aspects 70 to 72, wherein
instead of a ship or boat, the ballast water is comprised by
a container or a drilling platform at sea, eg, an oil platform
or oil rig. In an example, the ship, boat, container, platform
or rig is anchored at sea (ie, not temporarily in its location).

75. A method of discharging ballast water from a ship or
boat, wherein the discharged ballast water comprises water
treated by the method of any one of Aspects 70 to 74.

76. The method of Aspect 75, wherein the water is
discharged into a body of water, eg, a sea, ocean or waterway
(eg, a river, canal, lake or reservoir) or into a container.

77. Ballast sea water comprising CRISPR arrays, wherein
the ballast water is obtained or obtainable by the method of
any one of Aspects 70 to 76.

78. A ship, boat, container or rig comprising the ballast
sea water of Aspect 77.

79. A vector for use in the method of any one of Aspects
61 to 69, wherein the first cells are sulphate reducing
bacteria (SRB) cells, eg, Desulfovibrio or Desulfotomacu-
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lum cells, each vector comprising one or more CRISPR
arrays for targeting the SRB, wherein each array is as
defined in (a)-(c) of Aspect 61.

80. The vector of Aspect 79, wherein R1 and R1' are
according to any one of Aspects 65 to 67.

81. A vector for use in the method of any one of Aspects
70 to 76, wherein the first cells are Cholera (eg, vibrio, eg,
01 or 0139), E coli or Enterococci sp cells, the vector
comprising one or more CRISPR arrays for targeting the
cells, wherein each array is as defined in (a) and (b) of
Aspect 70.

82. The vector of any one of Aspects 79 to 81, wherein the
vector is a bacteriophage capable of infecting a said cell.

83. The vector of any one of Aspects 79 to 81, wherein the
vector is a transposon or MGE capable of transfer into a said
cell.

84. A plurality vectors, wherein each vector is according
to Aspect 82 or 83, optionally in combination with a biocide
or antibiotic that is capable of reducing viability of said
cells.

Bacteria that Mediate MIC or Biofouling: In an example,
the first host cells are selected from the group consisting of
sulphur- or sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB), extracellular
polymeric substance-producing bacteria (EPSB, eg,
Pseudomonas), acid-producing bacteria (APB), sulphur- or
sulphide-oxidising bacteria (SOB); iron- or manganese-
oxidising bacteria (IOB), ammonia producing bacteria
(AmPB) and acetate producing bacteria (AcPB). For
example, the first host cells are AcPB (eg, Acetobacter spp.
and/or Gluconacetobacter spp) and the surface is in contact
with a hydrocarbon fuel (eg, fuel-grade ethanol) and/or
water.

The following are examples of relevant bacteria for the
present invention (in an example, the first host cells are cells
of any of the following species). Acidithiobacillus bacteria
produce sulphuric acid. Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, a
subgenus of Acidithiobacillus bacteria, frequently damages
sewer pipes. Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans directly oxidises
iron to iron oxides and iron hydroxides. Other bacteria
produce various acids, both organic and mineral, or ammo-
nia. In the presence of oxygen, aerobic bacteria like Thio-
bacillus thiooxidans, Thiobacillus thioparus, and Thiobacil-
lus concretivorus, all three widely present in the
environment, are the common corrosion-causing factors
resulting in biogenic sulphide corrosion. Without presence
of oxygen, anaerobic bacteria, especially Desulphovibrio
and Desulphotomaculum, are common. Desulphovibrio sal-
ixigens requires at least 2.5% concentration of sodium
chloride, but D. vulgaris and D. desulphuricans can grow in
both fresh and salt water. D. africanus is another common
corrosion-causing microorganism. The Desulphotomaculum
genus comprises sulphate-reducing spore-forming bacteria.
Desulphotomaculum orientis and nigrificans are involved in
corrosion processes. Sulphate-reducers require a reducing
environment, and an electrode potential of at least -100 mV
is required for them to thrive. However, even a small amount
of produced hydrogen sulphide can achieve this shift, so the
growth, once started, tends to accelerate.

In an Example the first host cells are Serratia marcescens,
Gallionella sp., Pseudomonas sp., Bacillus sp. (eg, B. sub-
tilis, B. cereus, B. pumilus or B. megaterium), Thiobacillus
sp., Sulfolobus sp., Klebsiella oxytoca, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, P. stutzeri, Micrococcus, Enterococcus, Staphy-
lococcus (eg, S. aureus), E. faecalis or M. luteus cells. In an
example, the first host cells comprise a mixture of two or
more of said species. These species have been isolated from
diesel and naphtha-transporting pipelines located in the

northwest and southwest regions in India; the association
with localized corrosion of the pipeline steel in the presence
of these consortia was corroborated. A joint project of
different european aircraft manufacturers confirmed the
involvement of isolates from genera Micrococcus, Entero-
coccus, Staphylococcus and Bacillus in strong corrosion
damage in aluminium alloy, commonly used in aircraft
construction. These bacteria may create a microacidic envi-
ronment (acid producing bacteria), which favours the devel-
opment of other bacteria, or produce EPS, favouring the
formation of biofilm (EPS-producing bacteria). Thus, in an
embodiment of the invention, the surface (eg, steel surface)
of the system to be treated is in contact with diesel or naptha,
or the fluid to be treated is diesel or naptha (and optionally
the first host cells are of one or more species defined in this
paragraph). In an embodiment of the invention, the surface
(eg, aluminium-containing surface, eg, an aircraft surface)
of the system to be treated is in contact with one, two, three
or all genera: Micrococcus, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus
and Bacillus (first host cells). In an example of any embodi-
ment in this paragraph, the surface is a surface of a steel or
aluminium component of the system.

Acid-producing bacteria: Aerobic bacteria are able to
produce short-chain organic acids such as acetic, formic,
lactic, propionic and butyric acids as products of their
metabolism from the fermentative metabolism of organic
materials. They are also initial colonizers due to aerobic
metabolism. These microorganisms are present in a variety
of environments, including gas stands and oils. Organic
acids serve as substrates for the SRB, accelerating the
corrosion process, besides reducing the pH of the surround-
ing medium. Furthermore, the large amount of organic acid
produced acts in metal depolarisation, starting the local
corrosive process.

Sulphur-oxidising bacteria: The sulphur-oxidising bacte-
ria are aerobic and facultative anaerobic microorganisms
which obtain the energy necessary for growth from the
oxidation of inorganic sulphur compounds such as sulphide,
sulphite, thiosulphate and, in some cases the sulphur. Oxi-
dative metabolism results in the production of sulphuric acid
which promotes environment acidification. This group
encompasses many genera, the Acidithiobacillus genus
being the most studied. The group also includes bacterial
species from the genera Sulfolobus, Thiomicrospira, Beg-
giatoa, Acidithiobacillus, and Thiothrix as well as the spe-
cies Thiosphaera pantotropha and Paracoccus denitrificans.
In an example, the first host cells are cells of any one of these
species.

Iron-oxidising bacteria: Iron oxidising bacteria are aero-
bic microorganisms, belonging to a large and diverse group,
that get energy necessary for their metabolism from iron
oxidation. Consequently, there is the formation of iron
hydroxides that generally form insoluble precipitate on
substrate surfaces, promoting regions with different oxygen
levels. They are widely found in water from rivers, lakes and
oil production. They have mostly a locomotor sheath and
their presence can be detected by a large accumulation of
ferric precipitated as corrosion product. This accumulation
or inorganic fouling leads to problems to industrial equip-
ment such as blockages in oil pipelines. Among the most
common are: Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and the genera
Crenothrix, Gallionella, Leptothrix and Spherotillus. In an
example, the first host cells are cells of any one of these
species.

Sulphur- or sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB): The SRB
form a morphological- and phylogenetically heterogenous
group that includes bacteria and restricted anaerobic archae-
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bacteria, although some species have significant tolerance to
oxygen. They are mainly gram-negative bacteria, mesophilic
and some thermophilic generally spore-forming. These
microorganisms are capable of oxidising various organic
compounds of low molecular weight, including mono- or
dicarboxylic aliphatic acids, alcohols, hydrocarbons and
aromatic compounds, using sulphate ions or other sulphur
compounds (thiosulphate, sulphite, etc.) as electron accep-
tors. Acetate, lactate, pyruvate and ethanol are among the
most commonly used substrates by SRB. The stimulation of
SRB growth is due to existing anaerobic conditions in
biofilms explained by the deposition of corrosion products
combined with microorganisms and, during oil recovery,
where there is injection of aqueous media such as sea water,
rich in sulphate. Large amounts of biogenic hydrogen sul-
phide can be produced; most of the H2S formed in pipelines
and other oil, gas or petrochemicals recovery, processing,
storage or transportation equipment originates from the
metabolic activity of SRB. Another economic impact on the
oil industry is the acidification of oil and gas by H2S.

Considering the numerous economic losses related to
metabolic activity of SRB, efforts have been directed to the
use of environmentally-harmful and toxic metabolic inhibi-
tors such as molybdate, nitrate and nitrite, and application of
biocides, which help the control of metabolic activity of
SRB and subsequent inhibition of biogenic H2S production.

Several mechanisms contribute to contain the formation
process of biogenic H2S by using metabolic inhibitors:
I—competition between SRB and heterotrophic bacteria that
are reducers of nitrite or nitrate by ordinary electron donors,
resulting in competitive SRB exclusion; II—increased redox
potential due to the presence of intermediaries of nitrate
reduction (nitrous oxide and nitric oxide), since the biologi-
cal production of H2S occurs only at low redox potential
(below -100 mV); III—Change of energy metabolism of
some SRB, reducing nitrate instead of sulphate; IV—sul-
phide oxidising bacteria and nitrate or nitrite reducing
bacteria that use the nitrate or nitrite to re-oxidise H2S,
resulting in H2S removal; V—inhibition of the dissimilatory
sulphite reductase by nitrite to inhibit the final enzymatic
step via sulphate reduction in SRB.

In certain embodiments of the present invention, the host
cell population in contact with the substrate to be treated or
comprised by the fluid to be treated is also contacted with
one or more nitrate and/or one or more nitrite in the presence
of the vectors of the invention. For example, in step (i)
simultaneously or sequentially with the vectors, the nitrate/
nitrite and vectors are combined with (eg, injected into) oil,
gas, petrochemical, water or other fluid comprised by the
industrial or domestic system. Similarly, additionally or
alternatively, molybdates also may also be used in these
systems as a control mechanism for SRB. Thus, in one
embodiment, the host cell population in contact with the
substrate to be treated or comprised by the fluid to be treated
is also contacted with one or more molybdate in the presence
of the vectors of the invention. For example, in step (i)
simultaneously or sequentially with the vectors, the molyb-
date(s) and vectors are combined with (eg, injected into) oil,
gas, petrochemical or other fluid comprised by the industrial
or domestic system.

In other embodiments, the population is contacted with
nitrate-reducing bacteria and/or nitrate reducing sulphide
oxidising bacteria (NRSOB) (herein collectively, “NRB”) in
the presence of the vectors of the invention. For example,
simultaneously or sequentially with the vectors, the NRB are
combined with (eg, injected into) oil, gas, petrochemical,
water or other fluid comprised by the industrial or domestic

system. In an example, the NRB comprise vectors of the
invention, wherein the vectors are capable of transfer from
the NRB cells to the first host cells (SRB cells); and
following combining the NRB and SRB cells, the vectors are
introduced into the SRB cells. In an example, the SRB cells
are comprised by a mixture of microbial cells (eg, comprised
by a microbial biofilm) before contact with said vectors,
wherein the mixture comprises cells of the NRB species.
Thus, in this case the invention involves contacting the SRB
cells with NRB cells (containing vectors) where the NRB
cell species are already co-existing with the SRB in the
biofilm to be targeted, which thus increases compatibility
and chance of uptake of the vector-containing NRB into the
biofilm cell population. This is useful for increasing the
chances of the vectors being taken into the biofilm, thereby
increasing chances of efficacy to modify SRB cells and
chances of propagation of the CRISPR arrays of the inven-
tion within the biofilm (especially when the arrays are
comprised by mobile genetic elements, such as transposons
or comprised by phage, as herein described).

SRB and NRB typically compete for the same non-
polymer carbon source (such as acetates) present in certain
oilfield and industrial water systems needed for growth of
bacteria. By increasing the growth rate of the NRB in
comparison to the SRB, the NRB may out compete the SRB
in consumption of the available non-polymer carbon source,
depriving the SRB of its ability to grow and create the
undesirable sulphides and reduce corrosion rates. Further, by
inhibiting the growth rate of the SRB, the NRB may
predominate, again out competing the SRB for the available
non-polymer carbon in the system, eg, oilfield or industrial
water system. Thus, contacting the SRB cells in the popu-
lation with NRB can help to reduce SRB cell viability by
increasing the ratio of NRB to SRB in the population.

In an embodiment, the invention comprises contacting the
population comprising the first host cell (eg, SRB) with
organic and/or inorganic nitrates and nitrite. These serve to
stimulate the growth of the NRB present, thus helping the
NRB to outcompete SRB. Organic and inorganic nitrates or
inorganic nitrites may be used injected into the certain
oilfield and industrial water systems. Inorganic nitrates and
inorganic nitrites available for use in the present disclosure
include, for instance, potassium nitrate, potassium nitrite,
sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, ammonium nitrate, and mix-
tures thereof. These organic and inorganic nitrates and
inorganic nitrites are commonly available, but are non-
limiting and any appropriate nitrate or nitrite may be used.

The amount of organic or inorganic nitrate or nitrite used
is dependent upon a number of factors, including the amount
of sulphate and/or organic acids present in the population in
the system, and the expected amount of NRB needed to
counteract the SRB. In certain embodiment, for treating
MIC of a substrate in contact with a liquid, or for treating
biofouling of a liquid according to the invention, the con-
centration of organic or inorganic nitrate or nitrite used is
less than 2000 ppm by weight of the liquid, alternatively 500
to 1600 ppm by weight or alternatively between about 900
and 1100 ppm by weight when applied using a batch
application method. When applied through continuous
operation, the concentration of the organic or inorganic
nitrate or nitrite may be less than 500 ppm by weight,
alternatively between 10 and 500 ppm, or alternatively
between 10 and 100 ppm of the liquid.

In an embodiment, the population is contacted with the
vectors of the invention and simultaneously or sequentially
with NRB (eg, that comprise the vectors) and nitrate and/or
nitrite.
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Suitable NRB include any type of bacteria capable of
performing anaerobic nitrate reduction, such as hetero-
trophic nitrate-reducing bacteria, and nitrate-reducing sul-
phide-oxidising bacteria. In an example, the NRB comprises
one, two, three or more (eg, one or more) NRB selected from
the group consisting of Campylobacter sp. Nitrobacter sp.,
Thiobacillus sp., Nitrosomonas sp., Thiomicrospira sp., Sul-
furospirillum sp., Thauera sp., Paracoccus sp., Pseudomo-
nas sp. and Rhodobacter sp. For example, the NRB is
selected from one or more of Nitrobacter vulgaris,
Nitrosomonas europea, Pseudomonas stutzeri, Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa, Paracoccus denitrificans, Sulfurospirillum
deleyianum, and Rhodobacter sphaeroides.

In certain embodiments, the NRB is a NRB strain that is
found in a crude oil, gas, petrochemical or water recovery,
processing, transportation or storage system (eg, in equip-
ment thereof), or is found in a subterranean formation, such
as a water or oil well. The NRB may be optimized to
metabolize under the system conditions. The NRB are, for
example, selected from a library of NRB strains or may be
cultured from the system to be treated or a similar system.

The amount of NRB contacted with the SRB cells in the
system may depend upon a number of factors including the
amount of SRB expected, as well as any biocide that may be
present. When injected into subterranean formation, the
permeability and porosity of the subterranean formation may
be considered as well. In certain embodiments of the present
disclosure, the amount of NRB injected into the liquid is
between 1 and 108 bacteria count/ml of the liquid, or
alternatively between 10 and 104 bacteria count/ml of the
liquid.

In addition to stimulating the NRB to out compete the
SRB, it may be desirable to introduce additional SRB
inhibitors in certain embodiments of the present disclosure
together with the nitrates. In an example, the SRB are
contacted with one or more SRB inhibitors selected from the
group consisting of 9,10-anthraquinone, molybdates (such
as sodium molybdate and/or lithium molybdate) and mix-
tures thereof. In certain embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, molybdate is added to the liquid in the range of 5 to 100
ppm by weight of liquid.

In an example, vectors of the invention and one or more
biocides (ie, biocides of the first host cells, such as SRB
biocides) are mixed prior to contacting the first cells with the
mixture, eg, by injection of the mixture into liquid that is in
contact with the surface to be treated or injection of the
mixture into the fluid to be treated.

Additionally or alternatively to NRB cells containing
vectors, the invention contemplates use of a species of
Bacillus cells comprising vectors of the invention.

In an embodiment, the vectors are bacteriophage that are
capable of infecting the SRB and the phage are contacted
with the first host cells (eg, SRB), whereby CRISPR arrays
comprised by the phage are introduced into first host cells
for modification thereof according to the invention. In an
embodiment, when the first cells are SRB, the SRB are also
contacted with the phage vectors of the invention and
simultaneously or sequentially with NRB. Instead of, or in
addition to contacting with NRB, the SRB are contacted
with nitrate and/or nitrite.

Example mechanisms involved in MIC are as follows; in
an embodiment, the “controlling” using the method com-
prises reducing a mechanism selected from:

Microbial (eg, bacterial) promotion of bio-mineralisation
due to deposition of iron hydroxides on the metal
surface, modifying the electrochemical processes at the
interface metal/solution, inducing corrosion;

Production of EPS that favours the formation of biofilm;
Microbial (eg, bacterial) promotion of the degradation of

petroleum products due to the release of the enzyme
aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase (AHH) that acts on the
corrosion of metals;

Production of sulphuric acid, which increases the corro-
sion process; and

Oxidation of sulphur.
In an embodiment, the method comprises reducing a

mechanism selected from:
Bacterial promotion of bio-mineralisation due to deposi-

tion of iron hydroxides on the surface, wherein the
surface is a metallic surface;

Production of EPS;
Bacterial promotion of the degradation of petroleum

products in the system due to the release of the enzyme
aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase (AHH), wherein the
surface is a metallic surface;

Production of sulphuric acid; and
Oxidation of sulphur.

Examples Applicable to Mic or Bifouling Control
There are specific example applications envisioned by the

present invention to reduce the corrosion and/or biofouling
associated with bacteria. The applications described below
are not intended to limit the concept of the present invention,
and are merely illustrative of how the invention may be used
to control bacterially induced corrosion or to reduce envi-
ronmental pollution.

Acid Mine Drainage: In acid mine drainage, bacterial
growth can increase acidity in the environment. A reaction
scheme exists for the creation of acid and, therefore, poten-
tial environmental damage. The problem of acid mine drain-
age is recognised throughout the world as a severe environ-
mental problem. The origin of acid mine drainage is the
weathering and oxidation of pyritic and other sulphide
containing minerals. Mine drainage is formed when pyrite,
an iron sulfide, is exposed and reacts with air and water to
form sulphuric acid and dissolved iron. Some or all of this
iron can precipitate to form the red, orange, or yellow
sediments in the bottom of streams containing mine drain-
age. The acid run-off further dissolves heavy metals such as
copper, lead, mercury into ground or surface water. The rate
and degree by which acid-mine drainage proceeds can be
increased by the action of certain bacteria.

In an example, the system is therefore a mine or com-
prised by a mine. The fluid is mine drainage fluid and the
method reduces sulphuric acid caused by mine drainage. In
an example, the surface is in contact with mine drainage
fluid.

In an example, the first host cells are Acidithiobacillus
ferrooxidans, Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, Acidithiobacil-
lus denitrificans, Leptospirillum ferrooxidans or Sulfobacil-
lus thermosulfidooxidans cells or a mixture of two or more
of these.

Hydraulic Fracturing: Hydraulic fracturing is a method to
fracture rock formations to facilitate the extraction of gas
and other hydrocarbons. Essentially, once a gas bearing
formation is identified, wells are bored into the earth in both
vertical and horizontal directions to access the gas. The
wells are then used to fracture the shale using high pressure
water, sand and a plethora of chemicals to maintain the
fractures and fissures from being closed by the intense
pressure of the overburden once the hydrofracturing is
completed. Millions of gallons of water are used to frac a
well. Between 30% and 70% of the frac fluid returns to the
surface as “flowback”. Flowback contains any matter that is
dissolved in the frac water, including salt. What is dissolved
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depends on the location. The flowback is held in plastic lined
pits at the well site until it is trucked and treated prior to
disposal. At some point in time the high flow and relatively
low salinity water converts to a lower flow, but much higher
salinity “produced water” to distinguish it from “flowback”
water.

In either case the problem of microbially induced corro-
sion (MIC) exists. Of particular interest are the SRB. In an
example, therefore, the system is hydraulic fracturing sys-
tem and the fluid is a hydraulic fracturing liquid (eg,
flowback water or produced water) or the surface to be
treated is in contact with such a liquid. The method, for
example, reduces SRB viability (eg, kills SRB and/or
reduces SRB proliferation in the liquid) and the first host
cells are SRB.

For example, the first host cells are Acidithiobacillus
bacteria, Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, Ferrobacillus fer-
rooxidans, Thiobacillus thiooxidans, Thiobacillus thio-
parus, Thiobacillus concretivorus, Desulphovibrio (eg, sal-
ixigens, vulgaris, desulphuricans or africanus) or
Desulphotomaculum (eg, orientis or nigrificans) cells, or a
mixture of two or more of these species.

Cooling Equipment (eg, Cooling Towers): The presence
of bacteria in cooling equipment, such as cooling towers,
can adversely affect the functioning of the cooling in several
ways. For example, SRB support the creation of acid con-
ditions on the walls of cooling towers, heat exchangers, etc.,
which leads to corrosion and potential shutdown of the
cooling system while repairs are made. Additionally, bio-
films on the walls of, for example, the heat exchangers,
reduce the heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchangers,
resulting in decreased operational efficiency of the cooling
system.

Additionally, the corrosion of iron-containing compo-
nents can be especially detrimental. Oxidation of iron to
iron(II) and reduction of sulphate to sulphide ion with
resulting precipitation of iron sulphide and generation of
corrosive hydrogen ions in situ may take place via the SRB.
The corrosion of iron by sulphate reducing bacteria is rapid
and, unlike ordinary rusting, it is not self-limiting. Tubercles
produced by Desulphovibrio consist of an outer shell of red
ferric oxide mixed ‘with black magnetic iron oxide, con-
taining a soft, black center of ferrous sulphide.

In an example, therefore, the system is a cooling system
and the fluid is a fluid (eg, water or an aqueous liquid)
comprised by the system or the surface to be treated is a
surface of cooling equipment in contact with such a fluid. In
an example, the first host cells are SRB (eg, any SRB
disclosed herein). In an example, the surface is an iron-
containing surface.

In an example, the first host cells are Legionella cells.
Such species are detrimental to human health and propa-
gated in water cooling, heating, processing or storage equip-
ment. In an example, therefore, the system is such an
equipment.

Pipeline Corrosion: Hydrocarbon and petrochemical pipe-
lines often include sufficient moisture to permit bacterial
growth, resulting in MIC eg, caused by SRB. The MIC is
often caused by biofilms of aerobic bacteria which protect
SRB which is anaerobic and in direct contact with the
pipeline’s inner surface. This creates acid conditions and
other metal-corroding conditions, which will result in loca-
lised corrosion and eventual failure of the pipe.

In an example, the system comprises an equipment sur-
face (eg, pipeline or drilling equipment) comprising a sur-
face in contact with the first host cells (eg, SRB). For
example, the system is a crude oil, hydrocarbon, petro-

chemical (eg, diesel or petroleum), gas or water recovery,
processing, storage or transportation system. For example,
the pipeline is a petrochemicals pipeline. For example, the
pipeline is comprised by an oil or gas rig. For example, the
pipeline surface is in contact with sea water. For example,
the pipeline surface is in contact with a petrochemical fluid,
crude oil or natural gas.

Wastewater Treatment: Wastewater treatment involves
adding activated sludge downstream of a wastewater treat-
ment plant in order to remove organic pollutants. Thus, after
water is treated in a waste treatment facility, many organic
pollutants are present which can be “digested” by bacteria.
Thus, the activated sludge is added to the treated water in a
tank/container to treat the effluent from the wastewater
treatment facility.

However, sometimes bacteria in the tank/container
(whether originating from the activated sludge, the waste-
water itself, or the surrounding environment), will dominate
and grow very rapidly. Such rapid growth can result in a
filamentous-shaped bacterial growth. Filaments can form up
to 20-30% of the bacterial population in the tank or con-
tainer, and they float. This filamentous growth results in
what is known as bulking sludge. The present invention can
be utilised for bulking sludge control, which is an important
Aspect in wastewater treatment.

Thus, in one example, the system is a water treatment
system and the surface is a surface of a container of the
system, wherein the surface is in contact with water and the
first host cells; or the fluid to be treated comprises said water
and cells. In an example, the method controls bacterial
growth in sludge of a wastewater system.

Shipping & Transportation: Ships and boats can experi-
ence MIC on their outer surfaces (eg, hulls) in contact with
sea water or waterways (eg, rivers, lakes, ponds or fresh
water). Inner hull surfaces can also be subject to MIC since
they are typically in contact with moisture or liquids that can
harbour MIC-mediating microbes such as bacteria, for
example in contact with ballast water. For example, sea
water is often carried in the hulls of ships (such as oil
tankers) to provide stability at sea; such sea water harbours
bacteria that can mediate SRB. Other transportation
vehicles, such as motor-driven vehicles (cars, trucks, vans or
lorries), trains, spacecraft and aircraft can also be suscep-
tible.

Thus, in one example, the system is a transportation
vehicle (eg, for transporting goods and/or people or live-
stock, eg, a cars, truck, van or lorry, train, spacecraft or
aircraft). For example, the vehicle is a ship or boat, eg, an
oil, gas or petrochemicals sea vessel (eg, an oil tanker). In
an example, the surface to be treated is in contact with sea
water. In an example, the surface is an outer surface of a ship
or boat hull. In an example, the surface is an inner surface
of a ship or boat hull.

Bacterial Persistence or Growth (Biofouling) in Ballast
Water: A specific application of the invention is the treat-
ment of marine vehicle (eg, ship or boat) ballast water to
reduce undesirable bacteria, such as Vibrio cholerae, E coli
and/or Enterococci sp.

Shipping moves over 90% of the world’s commodities
and is responsible for the global transfer of approximately
2-3 billion tons of ballast water, which is routinely carried by
ships to maintain their stability. A similar volume of ballast
water may also be transferred domestically within countries
and regions each year (GloBallast Partnerships, www.glob-
allast.imo.org). Ballast water has been recognized as the
main source of invasive marine organisms that threaten
naturally evolved biodiversity, the consequences of which
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are increasingly being realized (Anil et al. 2002). The
unintentional introduction of disease-causing pathogenic
bacteria, which are transported from the place of origin or
formed during transportation, can have direct impact on
society and human health. Ship ballast tanks hold different
nonindigenous vertebrates, invertebrates, plants, micro-
scopic algae, bacteria, etc. (Williams et al. 1988; Carlton and
Geller 1993; Smith et al. 1996; Ruiz et al. 2000; Drake et al.
2002, 2005, 2007; Mimura et al. 2005). Microorganisms,
such as bacteria are introduced into alien environments in
larger numbers than other organism owing to their high
natural abundance, capability to form resting stages, and
capability to withstand a wide range of environmental
conditions. Although all the organisms taken onboard into
ballast tanks may not survive, bacteria and micro-algae are
well capable of surviving prolonged periods of unfavorable
conditions by forming cysts, spores, or other physiological
resting stages (Roszak et al. 1983; Hallegraeff and Bolch
1992; Anil et al. 2002; Carney et al. 2011). Once released
these microorganisms are well suited to be invasive owing
to their small size which facilitates their passive dispersal
and simpler requirements for survival than metazoans (Dem-
ing 1997). The concentration of cells of Vibrio species in
ballast samples examined from ships in Singapore Harbour
were in the range of 1.1-3.9·104 ml-1 (Joachimsthal et al.
2004). The unintentional introduction of disease-causing
pathogenic bacteria can have direct societal impacts, includ-
ing effects on human health. In an earlier study it was found
that most of the pathogens introduced to Chesapeake Bay
originated from bacteria associated with plankton rather than
the water column itself (Ruiz et al. 2000). Thus, ballast water
microorganisms such as bacteria and archaea are of major
concern in ballast water treatment/management programs.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has
developed a convention aimed at preventing these harmful
effects, adopting the International Convention for the Con-
trol and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments
(the Ballast Water Management Convention) in 2004. In the
US, the United States Coast Guard’s Final Rule on Ballast
Water Management entered into force in June 2012, apply-
ing to ballast water discharge in US waters.

Ballast-water exchange at sea is not considered an ideal
method of ballast-water management, and considerable
efforts are being made to develop treatment methods. These
methods must be in accordance with Standard D-2 of the
IMO’s Ballast Water Management Convention. Standard D2
specifies that treated and discharged ballast water must have:

fewer than ten viable organisms greater than or equal to
50 micrometers in minimum dimension per cubic metre

fewer than ten viable organisms less than 50 micrometres
in minimum dimension and greater than or equal to 10
micrometers in minimum dimension per millilitre.

In addition, Standard D2 specifies that the discharge of the
indicator microbes shall not exceed specified concentrations
as follows:

toxicogenic Vibrio cholerae (01 and 0139) with less than
one colony-forming unit (cfu) per 100 millilitres or less
than 1 cfu per 1 gram (wet weight) zooplankton
samples

Escherichia coli less than 250 cfu per 100 millilitres
intestinal Enterococci less than 100 cfu per 100 millilitres.
These are the indicator microbes, as a human health

standard, but they are not limited to these types. Indeed, it
has been suggested that in fact, in some cases the ballast
water treatment used may make things worse. By removing
small organisms that eat bacteria, some treatment systems
have turned ballast tanks into bacteria incubators, so that the

treated discharges consistently contained higher concentra-
tions of bacteria, in some trials, thousands of times higher,
than discharges that were left untreated. The increased
bacteria may include human pathogens.

In an example of the invention (eg, according to Aspect 70
or an Aspect dependent from Aspect 70), therefore, the
system is a ship or boat or marine vehicle (eg, a ship or boat,
eg, an oil tanker in a harbour, dock or at sea). In an example,
the fluid comprising the first host cells is ballast water of
ship or boat a marine vehicle (eg, ship or boat ballast water,
eg, oil tanker ballast water). In an example, the system is a
sea container or a platform or rig (eg, oil or gas rig), eg at
sea. In an example, the fluid is ballast water of such a
container, platform or rig.

In an embodiment, the detrimental bacteria (first host cells
according to the invention, eg, according to Aspect 70 or an
Aspect dependent from Aspect 70) are of a species selected
from the group consisting of Vibrio cholerae; Vibrio
rumoiensis; Vibrio sp.; E coli; Enterococcus sp.; Pseudomo-
nas synxantha; Pseudomonas stutzeri; Vibrio lentus;
Pseudoalteromonas marina Pseudoalteromonas tetraodo-
nis; Pseudoalteromonas sp.; Pseudomonas putida;
Pseudomonas oleovorans; Vibrio splendidus; Vibrio cycli-
trophicus; Enterococcus hirae; Enterococcus faecium Vibrio
rotiferianus; Pseudoalteromonas undina; Serratia plym-
uthica; Pseudomonas fulva; Pseudomonas tolaasii;
Pseudomonas stutzeri; Pseudomonas stutzeri; Vibrio tubi-
ashii; Halomonas venusta; Idiomarina loihiensis; Vibrio
cyclitrophicus; Vibrio tubiashii; Serratia plymuthica;
Pseudoalteromonas sp.; Pseudoalteromonas atlantica;
Pseudomonas synxantha; Pseudomonas stutzeri; Pseudo-
alteromonas carrageenovora; Tenacibaculum sp.; Bacillus
mycoides; Vibrio natriegens; Bacillus baekryungensis;
Enterococcus hirae; Lactobacillus pentosus; Pseudoaltero-
monas carrageenovora; and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

In an example, the first host cells are aerobic heterotrophic
bacteria. In an example, the first host cells are Vibrio
cholerae cells (eg, strain O1 and/or O139). In an example,
the first host cells are E coli cells. In an example, the first
host cells are Enterococcus sp. cells.

“Characterization of Bacteria in Ballast Water Using
MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry”, Kaveh E et al, PLoS
One. 2012; 7(6): e38515; Published online 2012 Jun. 7. doi:
10.1371/journal.pone.0038515 (incorporated herein by ref-
erence) discloses a suitable rapid and cost-effective method
for monitoring bacteria in ballast water.

A specific example of the invention is as follows:—
A method of controlling bacterial biofouling in ballast

water of a ship or boat, wherein the water comprises a
population of first host cells of a first microbial species (such
as Cholera, E coli or Enterococci sp) that mediates said
biofouling, the method comprising
(i) contacting the population with a plurality of vectors that
are capable of transforming or transducing the cells, each
vector comprising a CRISPR array whereby CRISPR arrays
are introduced into the host cells, wherein

(a) each CRISPR array comprises one or more sequences
for expression of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription
of the sequence(s) in a host cell; and

(b) each crRNA is capable of hybridising to a target
sequence of a host cell to guide Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in
the host cell to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the
target sequence); the target sequence being a gene sequence
for mediating host cell viability; and
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(ii) allowing expression of said cRNAs in the presence of
Cas in host cells, thereby modifying target sequences in host
cells, resulting in reduction of host cell viability and control
of said biofouling.

In an example, step (i) comprises mixing the ballast water
with the vectors, eg, in the hull of a ship or boat.

In an example, the ship or boat is a marine vehicle and the
water is sea water. Instead of a ship or boat, in an alternative
the ballast water is comprised by a container or a drilling
platform at sea, eg, an oil platform or oil rig.

The invention also comprises a method of discharging
ballast water from a ship or boat, wherein the discharged
ballast water comprises water treated by the method of the
specific example above. In an example, the water is dis-
charged into a body of water, eg, a sea, ocean or waterway
(eg, a river, canal, lake or reservoir).

The invention also comprises ship or boat ballast water
comprising CRISPR arrays, wherein the ballast water is
obtained or obtainable by the specific example above. The
invention also comprises a sea container ballast water com-
prising CRISPR arrays, wherein the ballast water is obtained
or obtainable by the specific example above. The invention
also comprises ballast water of a platform or rig (eg, oil or
gas rig) at sea, the water comprising CRISPR arrays,
wherein the ballast water is obtained or obtainable by the
specific example above. The arrays are as recited in (a) and
(b) of the specific example.
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The invention also provides vectors and CRISPR arrays

as follows.
85. A vector comprising a CRISPR array for introduction

into a bacterial host cell, wherein the bacterium is capable of
water-borne transmission, wherein
(a) the CRISPR array comprises a sequence for expression
of a crRNA and a promoter for transcription of the sequence
in a said host cell;
(b) the crRNA is capable of hybridising to a host cell target
sequence to guide a Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease) in the host cell
to modify the target sequence (eg, to cut the target
sequence); the target sequence being a nucleotide sequence
(eg, a gene or regulatory sequence) for mediating host cell
viability;
(c) wherein the sequence of (a) comprises a sequence
R1-S1-R1' for expression and production of the crRNA,
wherein R1 is a first CRISPR repeat, R1' is a second
CRISPR repeat, and R1 or R1' is optional; and S1 is a first
CRISPR spacer that comprises or consists of a nucleotide
sequence that is 80% or more identical (eg, 85, 90, 91, 92,
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100% identical) to the host cell
target sequence.

By “water-borne transmission” is meant that cells of said
bacterium are capable of being spread in water or an aqueous
liquid between different organisms, within an organism,
between different environments, or between an organism
and an environment. Examples are Vibro cholera, Entero-
coccus spp and E coli. Vibrio cholerae is a gram negative
comma-shaped bacterium with a polar flagellum. It belongs
to the class of the Gamma Proteobacteria. There are two
major biotypes of V. cholerae, classical and E1 Tor, and
numerous serogroups. V. cholerae is the etiological agent of
cholera, a severe bacterial infection of the small intestine,
and a major cause of death in developing countries. The
pathogenicity genes of V. cholerae are interesting targets to
detect and to study V. cholerae infections. Most of these
genes are located in two pathogenicity islands, named TCP
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(Toxin-Coregulated Pilus) and CTX (Cholera ToXins), orga-
nized as prophages 1,2. TCP contains a cluster of genes
involved in host adhesion via pili, while CTX genes are
involved in the synthesis of the cholera toxin3.

In an embodiment, the vector is an isolated vector (ie, a
vector not in a said host cell). In an example, the vector is
an engineered or synthetic vector (ie, a non-naturally occur-
ring vector).

In an example, the array is an ICP1 array, ie, an array of
an ICP1 V cholerae phage, eg, wherein the phage is
ICP1_2003_A, ICP1_2004_A, ICP1_2005_A,
ICP1_2006_E or ICP1_20011_A. In an example the array is
a CR1 or CR2 ICP1 phage array, eg, an engineered or
non-naturally occurring derivative of such an array.

In an example, the CRISPR array and Cas are type 1-E or
type 1-F, eg, subtype system 17.

In an example, the CRISPR array comprises a plurality of
sequences, each for expression of a respective crRNA and a
associated with a promoter for transcription of the sequence
in a said host cell.

In an example, the vector or each vector comprises a
plurality (eg, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more) of said
CRISPR arrays.

In an example, the vector comprises a nucleotide
sequence encoding said Cas.

In another example, the vector is devoid of such a
sequence. For example, in this case, the array(s) are operable
with one or more Cas produced by the host cell.

86. The vector of Aspect 85, wherein the cell is a Vibrio
cholerae, Enterococcus or E coli cell.

87. The vector of Aspect 85 or 86, wherein the vector is
devoid of a nucleotide sequence that is capable of expressing
said Cas.

In an example, therefore the vector does not encode a Cas
nuclease. In an alternative the vector encodes a said Cas.

88. The vector of Aspect 85, 86 or 87, wherein the target
sequence is a protospacer sequence of 17-45 contiguous
nucleotides, eg, 18, 19, 20 or 21 contiguous nucleotides.
In an example, each spacer (S1) is a nucleotide sequence of
17-45 contiguous nucleotides, eg, 18, 19, 20, 21, 30, 31, 32
or 33 contiguous nucleotides. The protospacer sequence for
V cholerae PLE is, for example, 32 contiguous nucleotides
and a vector targeting this can, for example, have a spacer
sequence of 32 contiguous nucleotides that is 100% or at
least 80, 90 or 95% identical to the 32 nucleotide PLE
sequence. Where the vector comprises a plurality of spacers,
the spacers can be a mixture of different spacers, or can be
identical spacers. For example, the array comprises a plu-
rality of spacers, wherein a sub-set of spacers are identical.
The identical spacers can be homologous to protospacer
sequence of a gene encoding a pathogenicity factor of the
host cell, for example. Using multiple spacers may be
advantageous if the host cuts one or more of the spacers once
the vector is inside the cell—uncut spacers are still able to
form crRNAs and home to target sequences. Using a mixture
of different spacers in the vector or in an array is advanta-
geous to minimise the risk of adaptation of the host to the
invading vector, thereby minimising resistance.
89. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 88, wherein the

target sequence is a virulence, resistance or essential gene
sequence. In an example, the target sequence is a
sequence of a PICI-like element (PLE), eg, a V. cholerae
PLE. Eg, PLEL.

90. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 89, wherein the
target sequence is a pathogenicity island sequence,
optionally wherein the host cell is a Vibrio cholera cell
and the target sequence is a TCP, CTX or VPI sequence.

In an example (eg, wherein the host is Vibrio) pathoge-
nicity island is TCP (Toxin-Coregulated Pilus) or CTX
(Cholera ToXins). The Vibrio pathogenicity island (VPI)
contains genes primarily involved in the production of
toxin coregulated pilus (TCP). It is a large genetic element
(about 40 kb) flanked by two repetitive regions (att-like
sites), resembling a phage genome in structure. The VPI
contains two gene clusters, the TCP cluster, and the ACF
cluster, along with several other genes. The acf cluster is
composed of four genes: acfABCD. The tcp cluster is
composed of 15 genes: tcpABCDEFHIJPQRST and regu-
latory gene toxT.
91. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 90, wherein the

host cell is Vibrio cholera and the target sequence is a CTXf
gene sequence. The genes for cholera toxin are carried by
CTXhi (CTXf), a temperate bacteriophage inserted into the
V. cholerae genome. CTXf can transmit cholera toxin genes
from one V. cholerae strain to another, one form of hori-
zontal gene transfer. The genes for toxin coregulated pilus
are coded by the VPI pathogenicity island (VPI).

92. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 90, wherein the
host cell is Vibrio cholera and the target sequence is a ctxB,
tcpA, ctxA, tcpB, wbet, hlyA, hapR, rstR, mshA or tcpP
sequence.

93. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 92, wherein the
target sequence is 17-45 contiguous nucleotides (eg, 18, 19,
20 or 21 contiguous nucleotides) and at least 80% (eg, 85,
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99 or 100% identical)
identical to a sequence of a phage inducible chromosomal
island (PICI) of a Gram-positive bacterium, eg, a Staphylo-
coccus aureus pathogenicity island (SaPI). Examples of
ICP1 phage (aka ICP1-related phage) spacer sequences are
provided below. These spacer sequences are homologous to
target sequences (protospacer sequences) in V cholera.

94. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 93, wherein the
host cell is Vibrio cholera and the crRNA is capable of
hybridising to a target sequence within 5, 4 or 3 nucleotides
of a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) in a Vibrio cholerae
cell, wherein the PAM is GA.

95. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 94, wherein the
host cell is Vibrio cholera and the cell is an E1 Tor, O1 or
O139 Vibrio cholerae cell. In an example, the V. cholerae is
serotype O1 E1 Tor N16961; E1 Tor biotype18; or E1 Tor
strain MJ-1236. In an example, the host cell is a E. coli
O157:H7 cell.

96. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 95, wherein the
vector is a bacteriophage that is capable of infecting a said
host cell. In an example, the host cell is E coli, and the phage
is a lambda or T4 phage. In an example, the host cell is an
Enterococcus cell and the phage is a Enterococcus phage
IME-EF1, phiEF24C, fEf1 or EFDG1 (see Appl Environ
Microbiol. 2015 April; 81(8):2696-705. doi: 10.1128/
AEM.00096-15. Epub 2015 Feb. 6, “Targeting Enterococ-
cus faecalis biofilms with phage therapy”, Khalifa L et al).

97. The vector of Aspect 96, wherein the host cell is Vibrio
cholera and the vector is a bacteriophage capable of infect-
ing a Vibrio cholerae cell.

98. The vector of Aspect 97, wherein the bacteriophage is
selected from CTXf, an ICPI phage and a myovirus, eg,
wherein the phage is ICP1_2003_A, ICP1_2004_A,
ICP1_2005_A, ICP1_2006_E or ICP1_20011_A, optionally
an engineered and non-naturally occurring phage.

99. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 98, wherein the
vector is or comprises an ICE, eg, a transposon. The ICE can
comprise any of the features of an ICE described herein.
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100. The vector of Aspect 99, wherein the transposon is
a conjugative transposon capable of transfer from a first to
a second said host cell.

101. The vector of Aspect 99 or 100, wherein the trans-
poson leaves a copy of the CRISPR array in the first cell.

102. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 101, wherein
the or each array is comprised by a respective mobile genetic
element (MGE), wherein the MGE comprises an origin of
transfer (oriT) operable in the host cell. The MGE can be
according to any MGE described herein.

103. The vector of any one of Aspects 85 to 102, wherein
the vector is an engineered vector.

104. A water or food treatment composition comprising a
plurality of vectors according to any one of Aspects 85 to
103.

In an example, the water is ballast water, sea water,
brackish water, fresh water, drinking water, waterway water
(eg, estuary water) or industrial water. In an example, the
water is water in human GI tract fluid.

In an example, the host cell is comprised by shellfish, fish,
rice or grains. In an example, the composition is for treating
food and the host cell is a E. coli O157:H7 cell. In an
example, the target sequence is a sequence encoding a Shiga
toxin in an E coli (eg, O157:H7) host cell. In an alternative
to the water-borne species described so far, the host cell is
a Salmonella or Listeria cell.

105. A medicament for treatment or prevention of Vibrio
cholerae infection in a human, the medicament comprising
a plurality of vectors according to any one of Aspects 85 to
103. In an alternative, the invention provides a medicament
for treatment or prevention of E coli infection in a human,
the medicament comprising a plurality of vectors of the
invention. In an alternative, the invention provides a medi-
cament for treatment or prevention of Enterococcus infec-
tion in a human, the medicament comprising a plurality of
vectors of the invention.

106. The composition or medicament of Aspect 104 or
105, further comprising an anti-host cell antibiotic or an
anti-host cell biocide.

Example 5 below is an example relating to cholera.

Any of the general features (see below) also may apply to
the present configuration (sixth configuration). Any configu-
ration below is combinable with the present configuration,
eg, to provide combinations of features for inclusion in one
or more claims herein.

Regulating Cas Activity

These aspects of the invention are useful for regulating
Cas activity, eg, in a cell or in vitro. The invention involves
targeting a Cas-encoding gene to restrict Cas activity, which
is advantageous for temporal regulation of Cas. The inven-
tion may also be useful in settings where increased strin-
gency of Cas activity is desirable, eg, to reduce the chances
for off-target Cas cutting in when modifying the genome of
a cell. Applications are, for example, in modifying human,
animal or plant cells where off-target effects should be
minimised or avoided, eg, for gene therapy or gene targeting
of the cell or a tissue or an organism comprising the cell. For
example, very high stringency is required when using Cas
modification to make desired changes in a human cell (eg,
iPS cell) that is to be administered to a patient for gene
therapy or for treating or preventing a disease or condition
in the human. The disclosure provides these applications as
part of the methods and products of the invention.

The Invention Thus Provides the Following Clauses:—
1. A method of modifying an expressible gene encoding a

first Cas, the method comprising
(a) combining a guide RNA (gRNA1) with the Cas gene

in the presence of first Cas that is expressed from said
gene; and

(b) allowing gRNA1 to hybridise to a sequence of said
Cas gene (eg, a promoter or a first Cas-encoding DNA
sequence thereof) and to guide first Cas to the gene,
whereby the Cas modifies the Cas gene.

In an example, the method is a cell-free method (eg,
recombineering method) in vitro. In another example, the
method is carried out in a cell, eg, wherein the gene is cut
by Cas that it encodes itself (ie, endogenous Cas is used to
cut the gene).
2. The method of clause 1, wherein the Cas is a nuclease and

the Cas gene is cut.
3. The method of clause 1 or 2, wherein the Cas gene is

mutated, down-regulated or inactivated.
4. The method of any one of clauses 1 to 3, wherein the first

Cas is a Cas9.
5. The method of any one of clauses 1 to 4, wherein gRNA1

is a single guide RNA.
6. The method of any one of clauses 1 to 5, wherein the

method is carried out in a host cell.
7. The method of clause 6, wherein the cell is a prokaryotic

cell, eg, a bacterial or archaeal cell (eg, an E coli cell).
8. The method of clause 6, wherein the method is a recom-

bineering method.
9. The method of clause 6, 7 or 8, wherein the cell is of a

human or non-human animal pathogen species or strain
(eg, S aureus).

10. The method of any one of clauses 6 to 9, wherein the cell
is a cell of a human microbiome species, eg, a human gut
microbiome species.

11. The method of any one of clauses 6 to 10, wherein the
Cas gene is comprised by a host CRISPR/Cas system.
Optionally an exogenous first Cas-encoding sequence is

not used in the method, for example when the host cell
comprises a wild-type endogenous Cas nuclease that is
cognate to gRNA1.
12. The method of clause 6, wherein the cell is a eukaryotic

cell (eg, a human, non-human animal, yeast or plant cell).
13. The method of clause 12, wherein the method is carried

out in a non-human embryo; non-human zygote; non-
human germ cell; or a human or animal (eg, wherein the
method is a cosmetic method); optionally wherein the
method is not a method for treatment of the human or
animal body by surgery or therapy or diagnosis.

14. The method of any one of clauses 6 to 3, wherein the Cas
gene is comprised by a nucleic acid that is introduced into
the cell in step (a).

15. The method of any one of clauses 6 to 4 for reducing the
development of host cell resistance to transformation by
a nucleic acid vector or maintenance of a nucleic acid
vector in the host cell.

16. The method any one of clauses 1 to 15, or a nucleic acid
or cell product thereof for human or animal medical
therapy, prophylaxis or diagnosis (eg, for gene therapy of
a human or animal, human or animal cell when the
method is carried out in a human or animal cell; or for
treating or preventing a bacterial infection in a human or
animal when the method is carried out in a bacterial cell).

17. The method any one of clauses 1 to 6, wherein the
method is carried out in vitro.

18. The method any one of clauses 1 to 16, wherein the
method is carried out in vivo, optionally not in a human
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embryo and optionally wherein the method is not a
method for treatment of the human or animal body by
surgery or therapy or diagnosis.

19. The method any one of clauses 1 to 18, wherein gRNA1
is produced by transcription from a first nucleic acid that
is combined with the Cas gene in step (a).

20. The method of clause 19, wherein the method is carried
out in a cell and the first nucleic acid encoding gRNA1 is
introduced into the cell in step (a); or a first nucleic acid
encoding a crRNA is introduced into the cell in step (a)
wherein the crRNA forms gRNA1 with a tracrRNA in the
cell.

21. The method of clause 19 or 20, wherein the Cas gene is
combined with a target nucleic acid comprising a target
site (CS-t) to be modified by first Cas, and wherein
I. the Cas gene comprises a first protospacer (PS1) adja-

cent a PAM (P1) that is cognate to the first Cas, wherein
PS1 is modified (eg, cut) at a first site (CS1) by first
Cas;

II. gRNA1 comprises a sequence that is complementary to
PS1 for guiding first Cas wherein PS1 is modified at
CS1 in step (b);

III. the target nucleic acid comprises a protospacer
sequence (PS-t) adjacent a PAM (P-t), wherein P-t is
cognate to the first Cas;

IV. before or during step (b) the method comprises
combining a guide RNA (gRNA-t) with the target
nucleic acid and first Cas expressed from said gene,
wherein gRNA-t hybridises to PS-t and guides first Cas
to modify CS-t; and

V. the method optionally comprises isolating or sequenc-
ing the modified target nucleic acid.

22. The method of any clause 21, wherein gRNA-t is
produced by transcription from a nucleic acid (eg, said
first nucleic acid) that is combined with the Cas in step IV.

23. The method of clause 22, wherein the method is carried
out in a cell and the nucleic acid encodes a crRNA,
wherein the crRNA forms gRNA-t with a tracrRNA in the
cell.

24. The method of any one of clauses 21 to 23, wherein the
production of gRNA1 is commenced after the production
of gRNA-t, whereby PS-t is modified (eg, cut) in copies
of the target nucleic acid before PS1 is modified (eg, cut)
to down-regulate or inactivate first Cas expression.

25. The method of any one of clauses 1 to 24, further
comprising combining the cut target nucleic acid with a
further nucleic acid, whereby homologous recombination
between the nucleic acids takes place and
(i) a nucleotide sequence of the target nucleic acid is

deleted;
(ii) a nucleotide sequence of the further nucleic acid is

deleted;
(iii) a nucleotide sequence of the target nucleic acid is

inserted into the further nucleic acid; and/or
(iv) a nucleotide sequence of the further nucleic acid is

inserted into the target nucleic acid.
26. The method of clause 25, wherein (i) takes place, thereby

inactivating a nucleotide sequence or regulatory element
of the target nucleic acid.

27. The method of clause 25, wherein (i) takes place, thereby
activating a nucleotide sequence or regulatory element of
the target nucleic acid.

28. The method of clause 25, 26 or 27, wherein (ii) takes
place, thereby inactivating a nucleotide sequence or regu-
latory element of the further nucleic acid.

29. The method of clause 25, 26 or 27, wherein (ii) takes
place, thereby activating a nucleotide sequence or regu-
latory element of the further nucleic acid.

30. The method of any one of clauses 25 to 29, wherein (iii)
takes place, optionally placing the inserted sequence in
functional relationship with a regulatory element of the
further nucleic acid and/or creating a new marker
sequence.

31. The method of any one of clauses 25 to 30, wherein (iv)
takes place, optionally placing the inserted sequence in
functional relationship with a regulatory element of the
target nucleic acid and/or creating a new marker
sequence.

32. The method of clause 30 or 31, further comprising
detecting the new marker sequence or an expression
product thereof to determine that homologous recombi-
nation has taken place.

33. The method of any one of clauses 21 to 32, further
comprising isolating or sequencing the target nucleic acid
product, the further nucleic acid product and/or the first
vector product.

34. The method of any one of clauses 1 to 33, wherein the
first vector is as defined in any one of clauses 35 to 55.

35. A first (eg, isolated) nucleic acid vector or combination
of vectors, eg, for use in the method of clause 1, wherein
(a) the first vector or a vector of said combination com-

prises an expressible nucleotide sequence that encodes
a guide RNA (gRNA1, eg, a single gRNA) that is
complementary to a predetermined protospacer
sequence (PS1) for guiding a first Cas to modify PS1 at
a first site (CS1), wherein PS1 is adjacent a PAM (P1)
that is cognate to the first Cas; or the expressible
sequence encodes a crRNA that forms gRNA1 with a
tracrRNA; and

(b) PS1 and P1 are sequences of an expressible first
Cas-encoding gene and PS1 is capable of being modi-
fied at CS1 by the first Cas.

Each vector herein in any configuration can be a linear or
circular (eg, closed circular, optionally supercoiled) DNA
carrying the specified sequence(s).
36. The vector or combination of clause 35, wherein the first

Cas is a nuclease, wherein CS1 is capable of being cut by
the nuclease.

37. The vector or combination of clause 35 or 36, wherein
the first Cas is a Cas9.

38. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 37,
wherein gRNA1 is a single guide RNA.

39. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 38,
wherein the nucleotide sequence is expressible in a pro-
karyotic cell (eg, a bacterial or archaeal cell) for produc-
ing gRNA1.

40. A recombineering kit comprising the vector or combi-
nation of clause 39 (eg, wherein the cell is a recombi-
neering-permissive E coli cell).

41. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 38,
wherein the nucleotide sequence is expressible in a
eukaryotic cell (eg, a human, animal, plant or yeast cell)
for producing gRNA1.

42. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 41,
wherein the first vector or a vector of said combination
(eg, the second vector) comprises an expressible nucleo-
tide sequence that encodes a guide RNA (gRNA-t, eg, a
single gRNA) that is complementary to a predetermined
protospacer sequence (PS-t) of a target nucleic acid for
guiding first Cas to modify (eg, cut) PS-t; or the express-
ible sequence encodes a crRNA that forms gRNA-t with
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a tracrRNA; the target nucleic acid comprises PS-t adja-
cent a PAM (P-t), wherein P-t is cognate to the first Cas
for modifying PS-t.

43. The vector or combination of clause 42, further in
combination with said target nucleic acid.

44. The vector or combination of clause 43, wherein said
target nucleic acid is a chromosomal or episomal nucleic
acid of a cell.

45. The vector or combination of clause 44, wherein the cell
is the cell is of a human or non-human animal pathogen
species or strain (eg, S aureus).

46. The vector or combination of clause 44 or 45, wherein
the cell is a cell of a human microbiome species, eg, a
human gut microbiome species.

47. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 44 to 46,
wherein PS-t is comprised by an essential gene, virulence
gene or antibiotic resistance gene sequence of the cell (eg,
a prokaryotic cell).

48. The vector or combination of clause 47, wherein the
gene is down-regulated or inactivated when first Cas
modifies (eg, cuts) PS-t.

49. The vector or combination of clause 47, wherein the
gene is up-regulated or activated when first Cas modifies
PS-t.

50. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 49
in combination with said gene encoding the first Cas (eg,
comprised by the first vector).

51. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 50
when inside a cell, wherein the cell comprises a CRISPR/
Cas system comprising said gene encoding the first Cas.

52. The vector or combination of any one of clauses 35 to 51
for treating, preventing or diagnosing a disease or condi-
tion in a human or non-human animal, eg, for gene
therapy of a human or animal, human or animal cell when
the method is carried out in a human or animal cell; or for
treating or preventing a bacterial infection in a human or
animal when the method is carried out in a bacterial cell.

53. A foodstuff, food ingredient or precursor ingredient,
beverage, water (eg, intended for human consumption),
an industrial or environmental substance (eg, oil, petro-
leum product, soil or a waterway or reservoir; or equip-
ment for recovering or processing oil, petroleum product,
soil, water, a foodstuff, foodstuff ingredient or precursor,
or a beverage or beverage ingredient of precursor) com-
prising a first vector or combination according to any one
of clauses 35 to 52.

54. An antibiotic (eg, anti-bacterial or anti-archaeal) com-
position a first vector or combination according to any one
of clauses 35 to 52.

55. A medicament for treating or preventing a disease or
condition (eg, a bacterial infection or obesity) in a human
or animal, the medicament comprising a first vector or
combination according to any one of clauses 35 to 52.
In an example, the vector, combination, medicament or

antibiotic is comprised by a medical device or medical
container (eg, a syringe, inhaler or IV bag).

Any of the general features (see below) also may apply to
the present configuration. Any configuration below is com-
binable with the present configuration, eg, to provide com-
binations of features for inclusion in one or more claims
herein.
Generally Applicable Features

The following features apply to any configuration (eg, in
any of its aspects, embodiments, concepts, paragraphs or
examples) of the invention:—

In an example, the target sequence is a chromosomal
sequence, an endogenous host cell sequence, a wild-type

host cell sequence, a non-viral chromosomal host cell
sequence, not an exogenous sequence and/or a non-phage
sequence (ie, one more or all of these), eg, the sequence is
a wild-type host chromosomal cell sequence such as anti-
biotic resistance gene or essential gene sequence comprised
by a host cell chromosome. In an example, the sequence is
a host cell plasmid sequence, eg, an antibiotic resistance
gene sequence.

In an example, at least two target sequences are modified
by Cas, for example an antibiotic resistance gene and an
essential gene. Multiple targeting in this way may be useful
to reduce evolution of escape mutant host cells.

In an example, the Cas is a wild-type endogenous host cell
Cas nuclease and/or each host cell is a wild-type host cell.
Thus, in an embodiment the invention uses host cells with-
out the need to de-repress endogenous Cas first to provide
relevant Cas activity. In an example, each host cell has
constitutive Cas nuclease activity, eg, constitutive wild-type
Cas nuclease activity. In an example, the host cell is a
bacterial cell; in an other example the host cell is an archael
cell. Use of an endogenous Cas is advantageous as this
enables space to be freed in vectors encoding HM- or
PM-cRNA or gRNA. For example, Type II Cas9 nucleotide
sequence is large and the use of endogenous Cas of the host
cell instead is advantageous in that instance when a Type II
CRISPR/Cas system is used for host cell modification in the
present invention. The most commonly employed Cas9,
measuring in at 4.2 kilobases (kb), comes from S pyogenes.
While it is an efficient nuclease, the molecule’s length
pushes the limit of how much genetic material a vector can
accommodate, creating a barrier to using CRISPR in the
tissues of living animals and other settings described herein
(see F. A. Ran et al., “In vivo genome editing using Staphy-
lococcus aureus Cas9,” Nature, doi:10.1038/nature14299,
2015). Thus, in an embodiment, the vector of the invention
is a AAV vector or has an exogenous DNA insertion capacity
no more than an AAV vector, and the Cas is an endogenous
Cas of the host cell, wherein the cell is a bacterial or archaeal
cell.

S thermophilus Cas9 (UniProtKB—G3ECR1
(CAS9_STRTR)) nucleotide sequence has a size of 1.4 kb.

In an embodiment, therefore, the invention provides
A nucleic acid vector comprising more than 1.4 kb or

more than 4.2 kb of exogenous DNA sequence encoding
components of a CRISPR/Cas system, wherein the sequence
comprises an engineered array or engineered sequence (op-
tionally as described herein) for expressing one or more
HM- or PM-crRNAs or gRNAs in host cells (any cell herein,
eg, human, anial or bacterial or archael host cells), wherein
the array or engineered sequence does not comprise a
nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas nuclease that is cognate
to the cRNA(s) or gRNA(s); optionally wherein at least 2, 3
or 4 cRNAs or gRNAs are encoded by the exogenous DNA.
In an embodiment, the host cell is a bacterial or archael cell
that expresses a Cas nuclease that is cognate to the crRNAs
or gRNAs. In another example, such as for use with human
or animal (eg, rodent, rat or mouse) cells the Cas nuclease
is encoded by a different nucleic acid vector. In an example,
wherein the cell is a human or animal cell, the vector is an
AAV or lentiviral vector. In an example, the invention
comprises a host cell comprising such a vector, wherein the
host cell expresses said Cas. In an example, the host cell is
a human or animal cell ex vivo.

The invention also provides
A nucleic acid vector comprising more than 1.4 kb or

more than 4.2 kb of exogenous DNA sequence, wherein the
exogenous DNA encodes one or more components of a
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CRISPR/Cas system and comprises an engineered array or
sequence (eg, any such one described herein) for expressing
one or more HM-crRNAs or gRNAs in host cells, wherein
the exogenous sequence is devoid of a nucleotide sequence
encoding a Cas nuclease that is cognate to the cRNA(s) or
gRNA(s); optionally wherein at least 2 different cRNAs or
gRNAs are encoded by the exogenous DNA. In an example,
the invention comprises a host cell comprising such a vector,
wherein the host cell expresses said Cas. In an example, the
cRNAs or gRNAs are capable of hybridising in host cells to
respective target protospacer sequences, wherein each pro-
tospacer sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance or
essential host gene. This is exemplified by the worked
examples herein where we show selective host cell growth
inhibition by at least 10-fold in a mixed and non-mixed cell
population. The mixture simulates a combination of species
and strains found in human microbiota.

By “exogenous DNA sequence encoding components of a
CRISPR/Cas system” is meant DNA that is inserted into a
vector backbone, or such DNA in a progeny of a vector into
which said insertion has previously taken place (eg, using
recombinant DNA technology, such as recombineering). In
an example, the exogenous DNA is 95, 90, 80, 85, 70 or 60%
of the insertion capacity of the vector.

In an example, the vector is a viral vector. Viral vectors
have a particularly limited capacity for exogenous DNA
insertion, thus virus packaging capacity needs to be consid-
ered. Room needs to be left for sequences encoding vital
viral functions, such as for expressing coat proteins and
polymerase. In an example, the vector is a phage vector or
an AAV or lentiviral vector. Phage vectors are useful where
the host is a bacterial cell.

The invention provides a combination product kit (eg, for
treating or preventing a disease or condition in a human or
animal subject as described herein), wherein the kit com-
prises an array, vector, system, cell, engineered cRNA or
gRNA-encoding sequence or the cRNA or gRNA, which is
in combination with an antibiotic (first antibiotic), wherein
the cRNA or gRNA is capable of hybridising to a proto-
spacer sequence comprised by a bacterial host cell antibiotic
resistance gene wherein the antibiotic is said first antibiotic.
The antibiotic can be any antibiotic disclosed herein. In an
embodiment, the antibiotic is combined in a formulation
with the array, vector, system, cell, engineered cRNA or
gRNA-encoding sequence or the cRNA or gRNA. In an
example, the kit comprises the antibiotic in a container
separate from a container comprising the array, vector,
system, cell, engineered cRNA or gRNA-encoding sequence
or the cRNA or gRNA.

In an embodiment, unless otherwise specified the or each
cell is a bacterial cell, archaeal cell, algal cell, fungal cell,
protozoan cell, invertebrate cell, vertebrate cell, fish cell,
bird cell, mammal cell, companion animal cell, dog cell, cat
cell, horse cell, mouse cell, rat cell, rabbit cell, eukaryotic
cell, prokaryotic cell, human cell, animal cell, rodent cell,
insect cell or plant cell. Additionally, in this case preferably
the cells are of the same phylum, order, family or genus.

By use of the term “engineered” it will be readily apparent
to the skilled addressee that the array, sequence, vector,
MGE or any other configuration, concept, aspect, embodi-
ment, paragraph or example etc of the invention is non-
naturally occurring. For example, the MGE, vector or array
comprises one or more sequences or components not natu-
rally found together with other sequences or components of
the MGE, vector or array. For example, the array is recom-
binant, artificial, synthetic or exogenous (ie, non-endog-
enous or not wild-type) to the or each host cell.

In an example, the array or vector of the invention is
isolated, for example isolated from a host cell. In an
example, the array or vector is not in combination with a Cas
endonuclease-encoding sequence that is naturally found in a
cell together with repeat sequences of the array.

In an example, the vector, MGE or array is not in
combination with a Cas endonuclease-encoding sequence
when not in a host cell. In an example, the vector or MGE
does not comprise a Cas endonuclease-encoding sequence.

In an example, the target modification or cutting is carried
out by a dsDNA Cas nuclease (eg, a Cas9, eg, a spCas9 or
saCas9), whereby repair of the cut is by non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ). This typically introduces mutation
(indels) at the repair site, which is useful for inactivation of
the target site (eg, phage gene or regulatory element, such as
an essential gene or regulatory element thereof). In another
example, the cutting is carried out by a ssDNA Cas nuclease
(eg, a Cas9 nuclease) that cuts in a single strand (but does
not do double stranded DNA cuts). This is useful for
favouring HDR repair of the cut, which reduces the chances
of indels. This may be useful where the target site (or gene
or regulatory element comprising it) is desired, eg, where a
HM- or PM-DNA is inserted at the target site for desired
modification of the site. For example, in this case the
modified gene produces a fusion protein comprising HM-
DNA-encoded amino acid fused to host DNA-encoded
sequence, or PM-DNA-encoded amino acid sequence fused
to phage DNA-encoded sequence. The invention also pro-
vides a sequence encoding a fusion protein obtained or
obtainable by such a method. In another example, the HM-
or PM-DNA comprises a regulatory element (eg a promoter,
enhancer, repressor or inducible switch for regulating gene
expression), such that the fusion product comprises said
DNA fused to host or phage gene or regulatory element
DNA, thereby producing a fusion gene. The invention also
provides a fusion gene obtained or obtainable by such a
method. In an embodiment, the invention provides a vector
(eg, a virus, virion, phage, phagemid, prophage or plasmid)
comprising such a fusion gene, optionally wherein the
vector is contained in a bacterial cell (eg, a prokaryotic,
eukaryotic, bacterial, archaeal or yeast cell). In an example,
the cell is in vitro.

In an example, the HM- or PM-DNA is vector DNA inside
the cell. For example, the HM- or PM-DNA in the vector can
be flanked by site-specific recombination sites (eg, frt or lox
sites) which are cut by the action of a site-specific recom-
binase which is encoded by either a host cell or vector
sequence. In another example, the vector comprises DNA
that is transcribed into RNA copies of the HM- or PM-DNA
and a reverse transcriptase (eg, encoded by the vector
nucleic acid sequence) for producing HM- or PM-DNA from
the RNA. This is useful for producing many copies of the
desired HM- or PM-DNA to increase the chances of efficient
and effective introduction at one or more of the target sites.
In another embodiment, the HM- or PM-DNA is, or is
encoded by, nucleic acid of a second vector (eg, a second
phage or plasmid) that has transduced or transformed the
host cell. For example, this could be a helper phage (which
may also encode one or more coat proteins required for
packaging of the first page vector). In another example, the
DNA is provided in vector DNA and flanked by arms,
wherein the 5' arm comprises a PAM that is recognised by
a Cas nuclease when the vector is contained in the host cell
and the 3' arm is flanked immediately downstream (3') by
such a PAM, whereby in the host cell Cas cleavage liberates
the HM- or PM-DNA with its flanked arms that can be
designed to be homologous to host sequences flanking the
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cut in the host target sequence, whereby the HM-DNA is
integrated into the host genome, or the PM-DNA is inte-
grated into the phage genome. In one aspect, the invention
provides a nucleic acid comprising such a HM- or PM-DNA
and arms or a vector (eg, a phage or packaged phage)
comprising such a nucleic acid, optionally wherein the
vector is contained by a host cell. Optionally, the HM-DNA
is in combination with a HM-array as herein defined.
Optionally, the PM-DNA is in combination with a PM-array
as herein defined.

A particular application of the invention is the alteration
of the proportion of Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroides) bacteria
in a mixed bacterial population ex- or in vivo. As discussed
above, this may be useful for environmental treatment such
as treatment of waterways or drinking water infected with
undesired Bacteroidetes, or for favouring useful commensal
or symbiotic Bacteroidetes in humans or animals, eg, for
producing bacterial cultures for administration to humans or
animals for such purpose. In an example of the latter, the
invention is useful for increasing the relative ratio of Bacte-
roidetes versus Firmicutes, which has been associated with
lower of body mass and thus finds utility in treating or
preventing obesity for medical or cosmetic purposes.

Studies suggest that Bacteroides have a role in preventing
infection with Clostridium diffıcile. The development of the
immune response that limits entry and proliferation of
potential pathogens is profoundly dependent upon B fragilis.
Also, Paneth cell proteins may produce antibacterial pep-
tides in response to stimulation by B thetaiotomicron, and
these molecules may prevent pathogens from colonizing the
gut. In addition, B thetaiotomicron can induce Paneth cells
to produce a bactericidal lectin, RegIII, which exerts its
antimicrobial effect by binding to the peptidoglycan of
gram-positive organisms. Thus, the use of the invention in
any of its configurations for increasing the proportion of
Bacteroides (eg, thetaiotomicron and/or fragalis) in a mixed
population of gut bacteria is useful for limiting pathogenic
bacterial colonisation of the population or a gut of a human
or non-human animal.

Hooper et al demonstrated that B thetaiotomicron can
modify intestinal fucosylation in a complex interaction
mediated by a fucose repressor gene and a signaling system.
Using transcriptional analysis it was demonstrated that B
thetaiotaomicron can modulate expression of a variety of
host genes, including those involved in nutrient absorption,
mucosal barrier fortification, and production of angiogenic
factors.

In an embodiment, the mixed population consists of the
first and second bacteria (ie, and no further bacterial popu-
lation).

In an example, the or each array is recombinant array in
a vector and/or an isolated array in a vector. In an example,
the array is contained in a host cell (eg, a microbial, bacterial
or archaeal cell). In an example, said Cas is an endogenous
Cas nuclease (eg Cas9) of the host cell. By harnessing the
Cas of the host, this enables efficient use of host-type repeats
in the array and possibility of using endogenous crRNA
too—freeing up capacity which is otherwise limited in
vectors, such as viruses or phage (noting that the Cas gene
sequence such as Type II Cas9 is large).

In an example, the host CRISPR/Cas system is a Type I
system. In an example, the host CRISPR/Cas system is a
Type II system. In an example, the host CRISPR/Cas system
is a Type III system.

The cas guided by the HM-crRNA or gRNA of the
invention is a host endogenous Cas or a vector-encoded Cas
compatible with the PAM in the target sequence.

Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a
gram negative bacterium (eg, a spirilla or vibrio). Option-
ally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a gram
positive bacterium. Optionally, the host (or first and/or
second bacteria) is a mycoplasma, chlamydiae, spirochete or
Mycobacterium. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second
bacteria) is a Streptococcus (eg, pyogenes or thermophilus)
host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is
a Staphylococcus (eg, aureus, eg, MRSA) host. Optionally,
the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is an E. coli (eg,
O157: H7) host, eg, wherein the Cas is encoded by the
vector or an endogenous host Cas nuclease activity is
de-repressed. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second
bacteria) is a Pseudomonas (eg, aeruginosa) host. Option-
ally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a Vibro (eg,
cholerae (eg, O139) or vulnificus) host. Optionally, the host
(or first and/or second bacteria) is a Neisseria (eg, gonor-
rhoeae or meningitidis) host. Optionally, the host (or first
and/or second bacteria) is a Bordetella (eg, pertussis) host.
Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a
Haemophilus (eg, influenzae) host. Optionally, the host (or
first and/or second bacteria) is a Shigella (eg, dysenteriae)
host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is
a Brucella (eg, abortus) host. Optionally, the host (or first
and/or second bacteria) is a Francisella host. Optionally, the
host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a Xanthomonas host.
Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a
Agrobacterium host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or
second bacteria) is a Erwinia host. Optionally, the host (or
first and/or second bacteria) is a Legionella (eg, pneumo-
phila) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second
bacteria) is a Listeria (eg, monocytogenes) host. Optionally,
the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a Campylobacter
(eg, jejuni) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second
bacteria) is a Yersinia (eg, pestis) host. Optionally, the host
(or first and/or second bacteria) is a Borrelia (eg, burgdor-
feri) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bac-
teria) is a Helicobacter (eg, pylori) host. Optionally, the host
(or first and/or second bacteria) is a Clostridium (eg, dificile
or botulinum) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or
second bacteria) is a Erlichia (eg, chaffeensis) host. Option-
ally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a Salmonella
(eg, typhi or enterica, eg, serotype typhimurium, eg, DT 104)
host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is
a Chlamydia (eg, pneumoniae) host. Optionally, the host (or
first and/or second bacteria) is a Parachlamydia host.
Optionally, the host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a
Corynebacterium (eg, amycolatum) host. Optionally, the
host (or first and/or second bacteria) is a Klebsiella (eg,
pneumoniae) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or sec-
ond bacteria) is a Enterococcus (eg, faecalis or faecium, eg,
linezolid-resistant) host. Optionally, the host (or first and/or
second bacteria) is a Acinetobacter (eg, baumannii, eg,
multiple drug resistant) host.

In an example, the cell is a prokaryotic cell. In an
example, the cell is a bacterial cell. In an example, the cell
is a archaeal cell. In an example, the cell is a microbe cell.
In an example, the cell is a protozoan cell. In an example, the
cell is a fish cell. In an example, the cell is a bird cell. In an
example, the cell is a reptilian cell. In an example, the cell
is an arachnid cell. In an example, the cell is a yeast cell (eg,
a Saccharomyces cell). In an example, the host cell is a plant
cell. In an example, the host cell is an animal cell (eg, not
a human cell, eg, not a rodent cell). In an example, the host
cell is a human cell (eg, not a cell in an embryo or in a
human), for example a host cell in vitro. In an example, the
cell is a livestock or companion pet animal cell (eg, a cow,
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pig, goat, sheep, horse, dog, cat or rabbit cell). In an
example, the host cell is an insect cell (an insect at any stage
of its lifecycle, eg, egg, larva or pupa). In an example, the
host cell is a protozoan cell. In an example, the cell is a
cephalopod cell.

Optionally the array, system, engineered nucleotide
sequence or vector nucleic acid further comprises a (eg, one,
tow or more) nuclear localisation signal (NLS), eg, for
targeting to the nucleus when the host cell is a eukaryotic
cell, eg, a plant or animal. In an example, a NLS flanks each
end of a Cas-encoding nucleic acid sequence of the inven-
tion and/or an array of the invention—particularly for use in
targeting in a eukaryotic host cell.

A tracrRNA sequence may be omitted from a array or
vector of the invention, for example for Cas systems of a
Type that does not use tracrRNA.

In an example, the Cas guided to the target is an exonu-
clease. Optionally a nickase as mentioned herein is a double
nickase.

An example of a nickase is a Cas9 nickase, ie, a Cas9 that
has one of the two nuclease domains inactivated—either the
RuvC and/or HNH domain.

Optionally the host system is a Type I system (and
optionally the array, HM-crRNA or gRNA is of a different
CRISPR system, eg, Type II or III). Optionally the array or
engineered sequence is in combination in a virus or plasmid
with a nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas of the same
system as the array, HM-crRNA or gRNA, eg, where the Cas
does not operate or operate efficiently with the host system.
Optionally the host system is a Type II system (and option-
ally the array, HM-crRNA or gRNA is of a different CRISPR
system, eg, Type I or III). Optionally the array or engineered
sequence is in combination in a virus or plasmid with a
nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas of the same system as
the array, HM-crRNA or gRNA, eg, where the Cas does not
operate or operate efficiently with the host system. Option-
ally the host system is a Type III system (and optionally the
array, HM-crRNA or gRNA is of a different CRISPR system,
eg, Type I or II). Optionally the array of engineered
sequence is in combination in a virus or plasmid with a
nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas of the same system as
the array, eg, where the Cas does not operate or operate
efficiently with the host system.

Mention herein of using vector DNA can also in an
alternative embodiment apply mutatis mutandis to vector
RNA where the context allows. For example, where the
vector is an RNA vector. All features of the invention are
therefore in the alternative disclosed and to be read as
“RNA” instead of “DNA” when referring to vector DNA
herein when the context allows. In an example, the or each
vector also encodes a reverse transcriptase.

In an example, the or each array or engineered nucleotide
sequence is provided by a nanoparticle vector or in lipo-
somes.

In an example, the Cas is a Cas nuclease for cutting, dead
Cas (dCas) for interrupting or a dCas conjugated to a
transcription activator for activating the target.

In an example, the host CRISPR/Cas system comprises a
host CRISPR array and a cognate host Cas for nucleotide
sequence targeting in the host. In an example, the host target
sequence comprises at least 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30 or 40
contiguous nucleotides. In an example, the target sequence
is cut by Cas, eg, a Cas9. In an embodiment, the sequence
is not in a spacer.

In an example, the or each array or engineered sequence
comprises an exogenous promoter functional for transcrip-
tion of the crRNA or gRNA in the host.

In an example, the or each array repeats are identical to
repeats in the host array, wherein the CRISPR array does not
comprise a PAM recognised by a Cas (eg, a Cas nuclease,
eg, Cas9) of the host CRISPR/Cas system. This applies
mutatis mutandis to repeat sequence of the HM-crRNA and
gRNA. This embodiment is advantageous since it simply
enables the CRISPR array to use the endogenous host Cas to
target the host target sequence. This then is efficient as the
array is tailored for use by the host machinery, and thus aids
functioning in the host cell. Additionally, or alternatively (eg
where the array is provided in combination with an exog-
enous (non-host endogenous) Cas-encoding sequence) this
embodiment enables the CRISPR array to use the endog-
enously-encoded tracrRNA, since the CRISPR array repeats
will hybridise to the endogenous tracrRNA for the produc-
tion of pre-crRNA and processing into mature crRNA that
hybridises with the host target sequence. The latter complex
can then guide the endogenous Cas nuclease (eg, Cas9) or
guide Cas produced from the sequence comprised by the
CRISPR array. This embodiment therefore provides the
flexibility of simply constructing a vector (eg, packaged
virus or phage) containing the CRISPR array but not com-
prising a tracrRNA- and/or Cas nuclease-encoding
sequence. This is more straightforward for vector construc-
tion and also it frees up valuable space in the vector (eg,
virus or phage) which is useful bearing in mind the capacity
limitation for vectors, particularly viral vectors (eg, phage).
The additional space can be useful, for example, to enable
inclusion of many more spacers in the array, eg, to target the
host genome for modification, such as to inactivate host
genes or bring in desired non-host sequences for expression
in the host. Additionally or alternatively, the space can be
used to include a plurality of CRISPR arrays in the vector.
These could, for example, be an arrangement where a first
array is of a first CRISPR/Cas type (eg, Type II or Type II-A)
and the second array could be of a second type (eg, Type I
or III or Type II-B). Additionally or alternatively, the arrays
could use different Cas nucleases in the host (eg, one array
is operable with the host Cas nuclease and the second array
is operable with an exogenous Cas nuclease (ie, a vector-
encoded nuclease)). These aspects provide machinery for
targeting in the host once the vector has been introduced,
which is beneficial for reducing host resistance to the vector,
as the host would then need to target a greater range of
elements. For example, if the host were able to acquire a new
spacer based on the first CRISPR array sequence, the second
CRISPR array could still function in the host to target a
respective target sequence in the host cell. Thus, this
embodiment is useful to reduce host adaptation to the vector.

Another benefit is that it is possible (for example, with
this arrangement) to include in the CRISPR array (or dis-
tributed over a plurality of such arrays in the vector) multiple
copies of the same spacer (eg, a spacer used to target a target
site in the host cell). This is beneficial since it has been
proposed that adaptation of hosts, such as bacteria and
archaea, may involve loss of spacers from their arrays where
the spacers target beneficial host DNA (PLoS Genet. 2013;
9(9):e1003844. doi: 10.1371/journal.pgen.1003844. Epub
2013 Sep. 26, “Dealing with the evolutionary downside of
CRISPR immunity: bacteria and beneficial plasmids”, Jiang
W et al). It is thought that the removal of spacer-repeat units
occurs through recombination of repeat sequences. Thus,
according to the present aspect of the invention, there is
provided one, two, three, four, five, six or more CRISPR
arrays or engineered sequences of the invention comprising
a plurality (eg, 2, 3, 4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,
55, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 or more) copies of a spacer for
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hybridising to a host target sequence. This reduces the
chances of all of these spacers being lost by recombination
in the host cell. In a further application of this aspect, the
CRISPR arrays comprise a first array comprising one or
more (eg, 2, 3, 4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,
70, 80, 90 or more) of the spacer copies and a second array
comprising one or more (eg, 2, 3, 4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,
40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 80, 90 or more) of the identical spacer
copies, wherein spacer copies in the first array are each
flanked by first repeats and the identical spacer copies in the
second array are each flanked by second repeats, wherein the
first repeats are different from the second repeats. This has
the benefit that at least one of the first and second repeats can
be selected not to be recognised by a host Cas nuclease (or
the same host Cas nuclease), to reduce the chances of host
adaptation involving more than one of the arrays. In an
example, the first array is in combination with a Cas
nuclease sequence that is not encoded by the host cell and
which is a cognate Cas for the first repeats. Optionally, also
the second array is in combination with a Cas nuclease
sequence (eg, the same or different from that for the first
array) that is not encoded by the host cell and which is a
cognate Cas for the second repeats.

An embodiment provides a first array contained in a first
vector and a second array contained in a second vector
which does not contain the first array (eg, wherein the
vectors are plasmids or virions (eg, of the same virus type)
or packaged phage (eg, of the same phage type). This is
useful since the vectors can be simultaneously or sequen-
tially introduced into the same host cell. Thus, when the host
gains resistance to the first array, the second is introduced to
provide a second array with which the resistant host (eg,
bacterium or archaeon) has not previously co-evolved,
thereby providing a second modification (eg, knock-down)
wave against the host cell. This also provides flexibility
since a third such vector, comprising a spacer or array that
is different from the first and second arrays and spacers, can
be introduced into the host cell simultaneously or sequen-
tially with the second vector to provide a further route to
host cell modification that has not previously been present
during evolution of the hosts that are resistant to a spacer in
the first array. Instead of arrays, engineered nucleotide
sequences of the invention can be used.

Thus, in one embodiment, the invention provides a com-
position for modifying a host cell, wherein the composition
provides any array or engineered sequence as described
herein. Thus, in one embodiment, the invention provides a
composition for modifying a host cell, wherein the compo-
sition provides a first array as described herein in a first
vector (eg, virion or packaged phage) and a second first such
array as described herein in a second vector (eg, virion or
packaged phage respectively), wherein the second array
comprises one or more spacers that target one or more host
target sequences and which is/are not comprised by the first
array. Instead of arrays, engineered nucleotide sequences of
the invention can be used.

In an embodiment the array or engineered sequence is
contained in a virophage vector and the host is alternatively
a virus which can infect a cell. For example, the host is a
large virus that may have infected an amoeba cell. For
example, the host is a Sputnik virus, Pithovirus, mimivirus,
mamavirus, Megavirus or Pandoravirus, eg, wherein the
host virus is in water. In an example of this embodiment, the
invention is for water or sewage treatment (eg, purification,
eg, waterway, river, lake, pond or sea treatment).

In an embodiment the or each vector or engineered
sequence is or is comprised by a DNM1 phage, eg, wherein
the host cell(s) is a S. aureus (eg, MRSA) cell.

The general features also provide the following clauses:—
1. An antimicrobial composition (eg, an antibiotic, eg, a

medicine, disinfectant or mouthwash), comprising an array,
engineered sequence, virus, virion, phage, phagemid, pro-
phage, population or collection according to any aspect of
the invention.

2. The composition of clause 1 for medical or dental or
ophthalmic use (eg, for treating or preventing an infection in
an organism or limiting spread of the infection in an organ-
ism.

In an example, the organism is a plant or animal, eg,
vertebrate (eg, any mammal or human disclosed herein) or
crop or food plant.

3. A composition comprising an array, engineered
sequence, system, collection, virus, virion, phage, phag-
emid, prophage, composition, population, collection, use or
method according to the invention for cosmetic use (eg, use
in a cosmetic product, eg, make-up), or for hygiene use (eg,
use in a hygiene product, eg, soap).

4. Use of a composition comprising an array, engineered
sequence, collection, virus, virion, phage, phagemid, pro-
phage, population or collection according to any one of
clauses 1 to 35, in medicine or for dental therapeutic or
prophylactic use.

5. Use of a composition comprising an array, engineered
sequence, collection, system, virus, virion, phage, phag-
emid, prophage, composition, population, collection, use or
method according to the invention, in cosmetic use (eg, use
in a cosmetic product, eg, make-up), or for hygiene use (eg,
use in a hygiene product, eg, a soap).

6. Use of an array, engineered sequence, system, collec-
tion, virus, virion, phage, phagemid, prophage, composition,
population or collection according to the invention in a host
modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas9 system (eg, Type I, II or III)
that is capable of modifying a target nucleotide sequence of
a host cell, wherein the array, engineered sequence, system,
virus, virion, phage, phagemid, prophage, population or
collection is according to the present invention.

7. The use of clause 4, 5 or 6, wherein the array,
engineered sequence, system, collection, virus, virion,
phage, phagemid, prophage, population or collection is not
in a host cell.

8. The use of clause 5 or 6, wherein the array, engineered
sequence, collection, system, virus, virion, phage, phag-
emid, prophage, population or collection is in a host cell (eg,
a microbe, bacterium or archaeon cell).

9. The use of any one of clauses 4 to 6 for modifying a
microbial cell (eg, for killing or reducing growth of the cell
or a culture of microbe cells).

10. A method of modifying a target nucleotide sequence
in a host cell (eg a microbe bacterium or archaeon), the
method comprising transforming the host cell with the array,
engineered sequence, system, collection, virus, virion,
phage, phagemid, population or collection according to the
present invention, whereby the target nucleotide sequence is
Cas modified, wherein the host target sequence is a nucleo-
tide sequence of a host CRISPR/Cas system of the cell.

11. A method of reducing the development of host cell
resistance to transformation by a nucleic acid vector or
maintenance of a nucleic acid vector in the host cell, wherein
the host cell comprises a target nucleotide sequence, the
method comprising transforming the host cell with the array,
engineered sequence, collection, system, virus, virion,
phage, phagemid, population or collection according to the
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invention, whereby the target nucleotide sequence is Cas
modified (eg, cut, mutated or knocked-down).

12. The method of clause 11, wherein the vector is a virus
that is capable of infecting the host cell and the transforming
step comprises infecting the host cell with the vector.

13. The method of clause 11 or 12, wherein the host cell
is a bacterial or archaeal cell and the vector is a phage or
phagemid.

14. The method of any one of clauses 11 to 13, wherein
the host target sequence is essential to host CRISPR/Cas-
mediated acquisition of vector sequence spacers.

15. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, cell,
collection, composition, use or method of any preceding
clause, wherein at least component (ii) is contained in a virus
(eg, a phage) that is capable of expressing an endolysin for
host cell lysis, optionally wherein the endolysin is a phage
phi 11, phage Twort, phage P68, phage phiWMY or phage
K endolysin (eg, MV-L endolysin or P-27/HP endolysin).

16. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, col-
lection, cell, composition, use or method of clause 15 in
combination with an endolysin for host cell lysis, eg, in
combination with MV-L endolysin or P-27/HP endolysin or
a functional homologue thereof.

17. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, col-
lection, cell, composition, use or method of any preceding
clause in combination with an antimicrobial, eg, antibiotic
agent, eg, a beta-lactam antibiotic.

18. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, col-
lection, cell, composition, use or method of any preceding
clause, wherein the host cell is a Staphylococcus, Strepto-
coccus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli, Desulfo-
vibrio or Clostridium host cell.

19. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, col-
lection, cell, composition, use or method of any preceding
clause, wherein the host cell is a Staphylococcus (eg, S
aureus) host cell and at least component (ii) is contained in
a Class I, II or III Staphylococcus phage (eg, a packaged
phage), optionally a Caudovirales or Myoviridae phage.

20. The array, engineered sequence, system, vector, cell,
collection, composition, use or method of any preceding
clause, wherein the host cell is a beta-lactam antibiotic-
resistant Streptococcus aureus, methicillin-resistant Strepto-
coccus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant Streptococ-
cus aureus or teicoplanin-resistant Streptococcus aureus and
optionally the target sequence is a sequence of a host
beta-lactam antibiotic-resistance gene, methicillin-resis-
tance gene, vancomycin-resistance gene or teicoplanin-re-
sistance gene respectively.

Suitable methods for producing and testing phage vectors
of the invention are, for example, general methods disclosed
in WO2014/124226.

Mobile Genetic Elements, Transposons & Carriers (for
any Configuration of the Invention)

Plasmids are very common in Bacteroides species and are
found in 20 to 50% of strains. Many plasmids possess oriT
and a transacting mobilisation gene, which allow them to be
transferred by conjugation. Thus, in an example, the vector
is a plasmid comprising oriT and/or a mobilisation gene, eg,
wherein the first or second bacteria are Bacteroides. In an
example, the engineered sequence is comprised by such a
vector.

In an example, the host cells, or the first or second bacteria
naturally comprise transposons. Transposons, both mobilis-
able and conjugative, do not replicate independently; rather,
they excise from and integrate into chromosomal DNA and
are copied along with the chromosomal DNA. Conjugative
transposons have a mechanism of excision and integration

that resemble some features of both plasmids and bacterio-
phage. Conjugative transposons are practically ubiquitous
among the Bacteroides: over 80% of Bacteroides strains
contain at least one conjugative transposon. The conjugative
transposons of Bacteroides belong to at least two families;
CTnDot is the best described. Often, the name of the strain
in which they are found is added to the designation (e.g.,
CTnDot, found in the DOT strain of B thetaiotaomicron). In
addition to being able to insert into the chromosome, Bacte-
roides conjugative transposons can insert into coresident
plasmids and mobilise them in cis (i.e., they can act on
entities that are physically adjacent) by integrating them-
selves into the plasmid and facilitating transfer of the
plasmid-conjugative transposon hybrid into another cell.
They can also mobilise coresident plasmids “in trans” by
supplying factors needed to facilitate transfer of the plasmid,
while remaining physically separate from the plasmid.

Conjugative transposons do not exclude each other as do
plasmids, so a strain can accumulate more than one conju-
gative transposon. Furthermore, there is some evidence that
the presence of more than one copy of the conjugative
transposon in the strain results in a stimulation of transpo-
sition (transactivation). Theoretically, this suggests that as
more conjugative transposons accumulate in the environ-
ment, the transfer of the transposon genes to other bacteria
will also increase, and there will be a significant upward
spiraling of distribution of the genes. Many of the Bacte-
roides transposons carry the tetQ gene and thus confer
tetracycline resistance. Further, self-transfer and other
activities are significantly stimulated by low levels of tet-
racycline, regulated by the tetQ-rteA-rteB operon. Tetracy-
cline increases transcription of rteA and -B, which code for
the sensor and activator components of a two-component
regulatory system. In turn, RteB activates expression of
rteC, which is necessary for self-transfer.

In an example, the vector (eg, the vector comprising the
engineered sequence) comprises a transposon, wherein the
transposon comprises the engineered sequence, HM- or
PM-array of the invention, wherein the transposon is oper-
able in the host cell(s) or in the first or second bacteria host
cell species. In an embodiment, the transposon is a Bacte-
roides transposon (eg, a CTnDot transposon, eg, a B
thetaiotaomicron or B fragalis CTnDot transposon) and the
host cells, or the first or second bacteria are or comprise
Bacteroides (eg, of the same species as said CTnDot trans-
poson). In an example, the transposon is a conjugative
transposon. In an example, the transposon is a mobilisable
transposon. In an example, the transposon is transferrable
between Bacteroides cells. In an example, the transposon
comprises an introit sequence. In an example, the transposon
comprises an oriT. In an example, the transposon encodes
one or more mating pore proteins for conjugative transfer of
the transposon between host cells.

In an example, the invention provides a transposon that
comprises a Bacteroides tetQ gene. In an example, the
transposon further comprises a Bacteroides tetQ-rteA-rteB
operon. In an example, the first or second bacteria are
Bacteroides. In an example, the transposon is a Bacteroides
CTnDot transposon that encodes one or more mating pore
proteins for conjugative transfer of the transposon between
host cells and comprises one or more arrays or engineered
sequences of the invention, an oriT, an intDOT sequence and
a tetQ-rteA-rteB operon, and is optionally for administration
or is administered to said human or non-human animal as
mentioned herein in combination with tetracycline. Transfer
of most Bacteroides CTns is stimulated by tetracycline. The
transposon is operable with an integrase in a host cell or is
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operable with an exogenous integrase carried on the same or
a different vector to the transposon. In an embodiment, the
vector is a phage (eg, a packaged phage) comprising the
transposon and a nucleotide sequence encoding a cognate
integrase. The phage is capable of infecting a host bacterial
cell for replication and excision of the transposon, eg, for
conjugative transfer to neighbouring host cells in a mixed
bacterial population (eg, a gut microbiota population).

In an embodiment, the transposon is comprised by a
vector that carries one or more gene sequences necessary for
transposon transfer between host cells, wherein said gene
sequences are outside of the transposon on the vector nucleic
acid. For example, the vector is a packaged phage that is
capable of infecting a host cell (eg, a Bacteroides host cell),
wherein the phage nucleic acid comprises a said transposon
comprising a array of the invention and upstream or down-
stream of the transposon one or more genes operable for
conjugative transfer of the transposon (eg, one or more
genes encoding relaxases, coupling proteins and/or mating
bridge proteins for transposon conjugative transfer; and/or
one or both of mob and tra operons), wherein one, more or
all these genes is not comprised by the transposon. In an
example, these genes are genes for excision of the transpo-
son from chromosomal DNA inside a first host cell. Thus,
the transposon is able to mobilise inside that cell and carries
with it genes necessary for the subsequent conjugative
transfer into a second host cell. By providing some of the
transposon genes in this way on the vector outside the
transposon, this frees up room in the transposon for inclu-
sion of engineered sequence or array DNA of the invention
so that this can be accommodated and carried by mobilised
transposons. The invention provides such a vector compris-
ing one or more such transposons for use in the method, use
or system of the invention or generally for introduction into
bacterial cells (in this case instead of targeting a phage
sequence, the array included in the transposon can target a
bacterial target sequence to modify the sequence, eg, cut it
using Cas in a cell harbouring the transposon).

Molecular mechanisms of CTnDot excision and integra-
tion more closely resemble that of bacteriophage rather than
transposition. The CTnDOT integrase and excision proteins
themselves are quite similar to those from bacteriophage.
Thus, in one embodiment the function of one or more
integrase and/or excision proteins of the transposon of the
invention are provided by the phage integrase and/or exci-
sion proteins respectively, and the transposon does not
comprise corresponding gene(s) encoding such integrase or
excision proteins whose functions are provided by phage
proteins.

In an example, the transposon comprises rteC and the
operon xis2c-xis2d-orf3-exc. Optionally, additionally the
vector comprises mob and tra operons outside of the trans-
poson (eg, upstream or downstream of the transposon in the
vector nucleic acid). Thus, this frees up space in the trans-
poson for providing CRISPR array sequence or engineered
sequence of the invention.

Many conjugative transposons are able to mobilise other
elements. For example, many coresident plasmids are mobi-
lized by a conjugative transposon in trans. This occurs when
a plasmid containing an oriT utilizes the CTn-provided
mating pore proteins for transfer to a recipient cell. The
Bacteroides CTns have also been shown to mobilize ele-
ments when in cis, a feature that is not typical for CTns. For
example, if CTnDOT excises from the chromosome and
integrates on a plasmid, it can provide the mating pore, an
oriT, and the mobilization (relaxase/coupling) proteins,
allowing it to transfer the entire plasmid by acting “in cis.”

This ability to use both trans and cis mechanisms of mobi-
lization is unusual and suggests that the Bacteroides CTns
have a greater capacity to mobilize other elements.

In an example, the vector of the invention is a plasmid
comprising one or more engineered sequences or arrays of
the invention and an oriT that is cognate to a host cell species
CTnDot transposon that encodes mating pore proteins,
whereby the plasmid is mobilisable in a host cell comprising
a said CTnDot transposon. Thus, the plasmid is capable of
horizontal transfer between host cells, thereby spreading
arrays of the invention in a population of such host cells (eg,
Bacteroides cells). In an example, the invention provides a
composition comprising a population of carrier bacteria,
wherein the carrier bacteria are compatible with such a
plasmid vector of the invention, whereby the vector is
capable of horizontal transfer to recipient host bacteria cells
(eg, Bacteroides or Firmicutes, eg, Streptococcus cells)
comprising cognate CTnDot transposons when the carrier
and recipient bacteria are mixed. In an example, the carrier
bacteria are comprised by a beverage (eg, probiotic drink,
such as one described herein) or foodstuff for human or
non-human animal consumption, whereby the carrier bac-
teria can mix with recipient bacteria harboured by the human
or animal (eg, in the oral cavity or in the gut). Other
transposons within the CTnDOT-like family include
CTnERL and CTn341, although these elements differ from
CTnDOT, and thus instead of a CTnDot transposon, the
transposon of the general aspect of the invention can be a
CTnERL or CTn341 transposon carrying one or more
desired CRISPR arrays or engineered sequences for target-
ing one or more bacterial or phage nucleotide target sites
when the transposon is comprised by a bacterial or archaeal
host cell.

In order for transfer of the conjugative transposon to
occur, there are three main steps that take place. The first
step is excision from the chromosome to form a covalently
closed circular intermediate. Second, a single-stranded copy
is then transferred through the mating pore to a recipient
cell, after which the copy becomes double stranded. Third,
the intact double-stranded CTn integrates into the chromo-
some of the recipient. Conjugative transposition is replica-
tive, as a copy of the CTn is retained in the donor cell.
Because the element resides within the chromosome, it is
also transferred vertically to progeny cells. This is important
because when desired CRISPR arrays or engineered
sequences (and optionally Cas sequence) are present on
CTns, they are not only transferred readily within the
population, but they are also very stably maintained from
generation to generation. This is as seen, for example, with
retained antibiotic resistance determinants. Further, it is
believed that Bacteroides may serve as a reservoir of anti-
biotic resistance determinants which disseminates these
genes to other organisms outside the Bacteroides genus,
possibly even transferring these elements to organisms that
are transiently passing through the gut. Similarly, a reservoir
of arrays or engineered sequences of the invention can be
created using vectors of the invention that are administered
to a human or non-human animal, eg, for treating or pre-
venting obesity, diabetes or IBD or any other disease or
condition disclosed herein.

In an example, one can exploit the reservoir of desired
CRISPR arrays or engineered sequences by using one or
more arrays or sequences comprised by a transposon (eg, a
CTnDot) that is capable of being harboured by Bacteroides
cells (eg, in the gut or oral cavity of a human or non-human
animal), wherein the array(s)/sequence(s) do not target a
sequence of the host Bacteroides cell, but do target a
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nucleotide sequence comprised by a gut microbiota cell (eg,
bacterial cell) of a different species (eg, a Firmicutes cell or
pathogenic bacterial cell, eg, Streptococcus, C dificile, H
pylori, Salmonella, Listeria, Yersinia, Shigella or Campylo-
bacter cell). Thus, in this way transfer of the arrays or
sequences of the invention to neighbouring recipient patho-
genic or undesired bacteria can take place, and once inside
the recipient cell the array(s) of the invention are operable to
guide Cas to the respective target site in the host cell to
modify (eg, cut) the site. In this case, the array/sequence can
comprise repeat sequences that are found in the recipient cell
of interest so that the array/sequence can operate with an
endogenous CRISPR/Cas system inside the recipient cell.
This avoids the need to include Cas and/or tracrRNA-
encoding sequences in the vector, engineered sequence or
transposon of the invention, thereby freeing up space and
simplifying construction. Increased space is useful for
enabling inclusion of more spacers to target more target sites
in the recipient cell. In an alternative, the transposon array(s)
or sequence(s) comprises a Type II Cas9-encoding sequence
and cognate repeat sequences. For example, the Cas9 (any
Cas9 mentioned herein) is a S pyogenes, S thermophilus or
S aureus Cas9 and may optionally be a nickase or dCas9
(“dead Cas9”). As Bacteroides are obligate anaerobes (or
have a strong preference for anaerobic environments) and
typically are pathogenic outside the gut environment, it may
not be desirable to use Bacteroides cells as carriers for the
vectors or transposons of the invention, eg, when adminis-
tering to the gut or oral cavity of a human or animal. To
address this, the invention provides a carrier population of
bacteria harbouring vectors, engineered sequence(s) or
transposons of the invention, wherein the carrier bacteria are
compatible with such a vector, sequence or transposon,
whereby the vector, sequence or transposon is capable of
horizontal transfer to recipient host bacteria cells (eg, Bacte-
roides) in gut microbiota when the carrier and recipient
bacteria are mixed. In an example, the carrier bacteria are
comprised by a beverage (eg, probiotic drink, such as one
described herein) or foodstuff for human or non-human
animal consumption, whereby the carrier bacteria can mix
with recipient bacteria harboured by the human or animal
(eg, in the oral cavity or in the gut). In an embodiment, the
vectors, sequences or transposons comprise CRISPR arrays
of the invention, wherein the arrays target nucleotide
sequences comprised by the recipient cells to modify the
target sequences, eg, by cutting the sequences to inactivate
genes comprising the target sequences. In an alternative, the
vectors, sequences or transposons are capable of horizontal
transfer (eg, conjugative transposon transfer) to a second
recipient population of bacteria, which are of a different
species to the first recipient bacteria, wherein the nucleotide
sequence target sites are comprised by the second recipient
bacteria but not comprised by the first recipient bacteria,
whereby the target sites are modified by Cas in the second
recipient bacteria (host cells).

In an example, the first recipient bacteria are Bacteroides
bacteria and the second recipient bacteria are Firmicutes or
pathogenic bacteria, eg, gut bacteria. In an example, the
carrier bacteria comprise vectors of the invention (eg, phage
or plasmids) comprising one or more conjugative transpo-
sons (eg, CTnDot transposons) that are capable of being
harboured by the carrier bacteria, first bacteria and second
bacteria, eg, wherein the transposons comprise oriT and the
carrier bacteria, first bacteria and second bacteria are com-
patible with oriT.

In an alternative, the carrier bacteria are capable of
transferring the vector, engineered sequence or transposon

of the invention directly to Firmicutes or pathogenic bacte-
ria, eg, in an animal or non-human animal, eg, in the gut, oral
cavity or systemically (eg, in the blood). In an example, the
pathogenic bacteria are C dificile, H pylori, pathogenic E
coli, Salmonella, Listeria, Yersinia, Shigella, S aureus,
Streptococcus or Campylobacter bacteria.

In an example, the carrier bacteria are bacteria of one or
more species selected from the group consisting of a Lac-
tobacillus species (eg, acidophilus (eg, La-5, La-14 or
NCFM), brevis, bulgaricus, plantarum, rhammosus, fermen-
tum, caucasicus, helveticus, lactis, reuteri or casei eg, casei
Shirota), a Bifidobacterium species (eg, bifidum, breve,
longum or infantis), Streptococcus thermophilus and Entero-
coccus faecium. For example, the bacteria are L acidophilus
bacteria.

Mobilisable transposons, like mobilisable plasmids, can-
not self-transfer but can transfer between cells in the pres-
ence of the TcR helper element. The most commonly dis-
cussed Bacteroides transposons of this class include
Tn4399,Tn4555, and the nonreplicating Bacteroides units.
The mobilisable transposon Tn4555, for example, was first
detected during studies of transmissible cefoxitin resistance
in a clinical isolate of Bacteroides vulgatus. In an embodi-
ment, therefore, the transposon of the invention is a mobil-
isable transposon (eg, a Bacteroides mobilisable transpo-
son), eg, a Tn4399 or Tn4555 comprising one or more arrays
or sequences of the invention. The transposon is in combi-
nation with a TcR helper element.

In an example, the transposon of the invention is Entero-
coccus Tn916 or Gram-positive Tn1546 transposon. A trans-
poson (eg, as a CTnDot, Tn4399 or Tn4555 transposon) can
be characterised for example according to its terminal
repeats and/or transposase- or resolvase-encoding
sequence(s). In an alternative example, the vector or trans-
poson comprises an origin of replication selected from
pMB1, pBR322, ColE1, R6K (in combination with a pir
gene), p15A, pSC101, F1 and pUC. In an example, the
transposon is in combination with a factor (eg, an antibiotic,
eg, tetracycline) that is required for transposon mobilisation
or transfer. In an example, the transposon comprises an
antibiotic resistance gene (eg, tetracycline resistance gene)
and the transposon is in combination with said antibiotic (eg,
administered simultaneously or sequentially to the human
with said antibiotic). In an example, the transposon is a
piggyBac, Mariner or Sleeping Beauty transposon in com-
bination with a cognate transposase. In an example, the
transposon is a Class I transposon. In an example, the
transposon is a Class II transposon. In an example, the
transposon is a Tn family transposon.
Targeting Antibiotic Resistance in Bacterial Hosts

Antibiotic resistance is a worldwide problem. New forms
of antibiotic resistance can cross international boundaries
and spread between continents with ease. Many forms of
resistance spread with remarkable speed. World health lead-
ers have described antibioticresistant microorganisms as
“nightmare bacteria” that “pose a catastrophic threat” to
people in every country in the world. Each year in the United
States, at least 2 million people acquire serious infections
with bacteria that are resistant to one or more of the
antibiotics designed to treat those infections. At least 23,000
people die each year as a direct result of these antibiotic-
resistant infections. Many more die from other conditions
that were complicated by an antibioticresistant infection. In
addition, almost 250,000 people each year require hospital
care for Clostridium diffıcile (C. diffıcile) infections. In most
of these infections, the use of antibiotics was a major
contributing factor leading to the illness. At least 14,000
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people die each year in the United States from C. diffıcile
infections. Many of these infections could have been pre-
vented. Antibiotic-resistant infections add considerable and
avoidable costs to the already overburdened U.S. and other
healthcare systems. In most cases, antibiotic-resistant infec-
tions require prolonged and/or costlier treatments, extend
hospital stays, necessitate additional doctor visits and
healthcare use, and result in greater disability and death
compared with infections that are easily treatable with
antibiotics. The total economic cost of antibiotic resistance
to the U.S. economy has been difficult to calculate. Esti-
mates vary but have ranged as high as $20 billion in excess
direct healthcare costs, with additional costs to society for
lost productivity as high as $35 billion a year (2008 dollars).
The use of antibiotics is the single most important factor
leading to antibiotic resistance around the world. Antibiotics
are among the most commonly prescribed drugs used in
human medicine. However, up to 50% of all the antibiotics
prescribed for people are not needed or are not optimally
effective as prescribed. Antibiotics are also commonly used
in food animals to prevent, control, and treat disease, and to
promote the growth of food-producing animals. The use of
antibiotics for promoting growth is not necessary, and the
practice should be phased out. Recent guidance from the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) describes a
pathway toward this goal. It is difficult to directly compare
the amount of drugs used in food animals with the amount
used in humans, but there is evidence that more antibiotics
are used in food production.

The other major factor in the growth of antibiotic resis-
tance is spread of the resistant strains of bacteria from person
to person, or from the non-human sources in the environ-
ment, including food. There are four core actions that will
help fight these deadly infections: 1. preventing infections
and preventing the spread of resistance; 2. tracking resistant
bacteria; 3. improving the use of today’s antibiotics; and 4.
promoting the development of new antibiotics and devel-
oping new diagnostic tests for resistant bacteria. Bacteria
will inevitably find ways of resisting the antibiotics we
develop, which is why aggressive action is needed now to
keep new resistance from developing and to prevent the
resistance that already exists from spreading.

The invention provides improved means for targeting
antibiotic-resistant hosts and for reducing the likelihood of
hosts developing further resistance to the compositions of
the invention.

Further examples of host cells and targeting of antibiotic
resistance in such cells using the present invention are as
follows:—

1. Optionally the host cell(s) are Staphylococcus aureus
cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from methicillin,
vancomycin, linezolid, daptomycin, quinupristin, dalfopris-
tin and teicoplanin and the host target site (or one or more
of the target sites) is comprised by a gene conferring host
resistance to said antibiotic.

2. Optionally the host cell(s) are Pseudomonas aeurogi-
nosa cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from cepha-
losporins (eg, ceftazidime), carbapenems (eg, imipenem or
meropenem), fluoroquinolones, aminoglycosides (eg, gen-
tamicin or tobramycin) and colistin and the host target site
(or one or more of the target sites) is comprised by a gene
conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

3. Optionally the host cell(s) are Klebsiella (eg, pneumo-
niae) cells, eg, resistant to carbapenem and the host target
site (or one or more of the target sites) is comprised by a
gene conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

4. Optionally the host cell(s) are Streptoccocus (eg, ther-
mophilus, pneumoniae or pyogenes) cells, eg, resistant to an
antibiotic selected from erythromycin, clindamycin, beta-
lactam, macrolide, amoxicillin, azithromycin and penicillin
and the host target site (or one or more of the target sites) is
comprised by a gene conferring host resistance to said
antibiotic.

5. Optionally the host cell(s) are Salmonella (eg, serotype
Typhi) cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
ceftriaxone, azithromycin and ciprofloxacin and the host
target site (or one or more of the target sites) is comprised
by a gene conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

6. Optionally the host cell(s) are Shigella cells, eg, resis-
tant to an antibiotic selected from ciprofloxacin and azithro-
mycin and the host target site (or one or more of the target
sites) is comprised by a gene conferring host resistance to
said antibiotic.

7. Optionally the host cell(s) are Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
Resistance to isoniazid (INH), rifampicin (RMP), fluoroqui-
nolone, amikacin, kanamycin and capreomycin and azithro-
mycin and the host target site (or one or more of the target
sites) is comprised by a gene conferring host resistance to
said antibiotic.

8. Optionally the host cell(s) are Enterococcus cells, eg,
resistant to vancomycin and the host target site (or one or
more of the target sites) is comprised by a gene conferring
host resistance to said antibiotic.

9. Optionally the host cell(s) are Enterobacteriaceae cells,
eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from a cephalosporin
and carbapenem and the host target site (or one or more of
the target sites) is comprised by a gene conferring host
resistance to said antibiotic.

10. Optionally the host cell(s) are E. coli cells, eg,
resistant to an antibiotic selected from trimethoprim, itro-
furantoin, cefalexin and amoxicillin and the host target site
(or one or more of the target sites) is comprised by a gene
conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

11. Optionally the host cell(s) are Clostridium (eg,
dificile) cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from
fluoroquinolone antibiotic and carbapenem and the host
target site (or one or more of the target sites) is comprised
by a gene conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

12. Optionally the host cell(s) are Neisseria gonnorrhoea
cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from cefixime
(eg, an oral cephalosporin), ceftriaxone (an injectable cepha-
losporin), azithromycin and tetracycline and the host target
site (or one or more of the target sites) is comprised by a
gene conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

13. Optionally the host cell(s) are Acinetobacter bauman-
nii cells, eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from beta-
lactam, meropenem and a carbapenem and the host target
site (or one or more of the target sites) is comprised by a
gene conferring host resistance to said antibiotic.

14. Optionally the host cell(s) are Campylobacter cells,
eg, resistant to an antibiotic selected from ciprofloxacin and
azithromycin and the host target site (or one or more of the
target sites) is comprised by a gene conferring host resis-
tance to said antibiotic.

15. Optionally, the host cell(s) produce Beta (b)-lacta-
mase.

16. Optionally, the host cell(s) are bacterial host cells that
are resistant to an antibiotic recited in any one of examples
1 to 14.

In an embodiment, the host cell is a USA300 S aureus
strain cell.
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In an example, the or each host target sequence is com-
prised by a plasmid of the host cell, eg, a S aureus plasmid
(eg, of a USA300 strain), eg, a target comprised by the
pUSA01, pUSA02 or pUSA03 plasmid of a S aureus cell. In
an example, the first and/or second target is comprised by a
host mecA, mecA2 or sek gene sequence (eg, of a S aureus
strain cell). In an example, the first and/or second target is
comprised by a host pathogenicity island nucleotide (eg,
DNA) sequence. In example, a spacer of the invention
comprises or consists of a spacer disclosed in Table 1 on
page 26 of WO2014/124226, which spacer sequences are
incorporated herein by reference. In an example, the engi-
neered sequence, HM-crRNA or gRNA comprises such a
spacer.

The composition, use, method system, vector, collection,
array, engineered sequence, virus, phage, phagemid, pro-
phage or virion of the invention which is effective to reduce
or kill or inhibit growth of an antibiotic-resistant bacterial
host in a mouse skin colonisation assay (eg, as disclosed in
WO2014/124226, Kugelberg E, et al. Establishment of a
superficial skin infection model in mice by using Staphylo-
coccus aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes. Antimicrob
Agents Chemother. 2005; 49:3435-3441 or Pastagia M, et al.
A novel chimeric lysine shows superiority to mupirocin for
skin decolonization of methicillin-resistant and -sensitive
Staphylococcus aureus strains. Antimicrob Agents
Chemother. 2011; 55:738-744) wherein the first and/or sec-
ond target is comprised by a host gene that confers resistance
to said antibiotic, eg, wherein the host is a S aureus (eg,
USA300 strain) host.

Reference S pyogenes sequence is available under Gen-
bank accession number NC_002737. with the cas9 gene at
position 854757-858863. The S pyogenes Cas9 amino acid
sequence is available under number NP_269215. These
sequences are incorporated herein by reference for use in the
present invention. Further sequences as disclosed in
20150079680, whether explicitly or incorporated by refer-
ence therein, are also incorporated herein by reference for
use in the present invention. Reference is also made to the
disclosure of sequences and methods in WO2013/176772,
which is incorporated herein by reference. Example
tracrRNA sequences are those disclosed on page 15 of
WO2014/124226, which are incorporated herein by refer-
ence for use in the present invention.

In an example, the or each repeat comprises or consists of
from 20 to 50 (eg, from 24 to 47, eg, 30, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25
or 24) contiguous nucleotides in length.

In an example, the or each spacer comprises or consists of
from 18 to 50 (eg, from 24 to 47, or 20 to 40, eg, 30, 29, 28,
27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18), eg, 19 or 20
contiguous nucleotides in length.

In an example, the first repeat (most 5 in the HM-array of
the invention) is immediately 5' of a spacer sequence that is
complementary to a sequence comprising the first host
target. This is useful, in view of the observation that newly
acquired spacers (eg of invading phage sequence) are com-
monly incorporated at this position in bacteria, and thus
positioning of the first spacer of the invention in this way is
useful to promote its use.

In an example, the virus (eg, phage) nucleic acid com-
prises an origin of replication (ori) and a packaging site. In
an example, the nucleic acid of the virus also comprises one,
more or all genes encoding essential capsid proteins, eg,
rinA, terS and terL genes. In an example, one, more or all of
these is instead comprised by a companion helper virus (eg,
helper phage) that is for con-infection with the virus of the
invention—this frees up space in the latter for including

more HM-array nucleic acid and/or more Cas-encoding
nucleic acid operable in the host. In an example, the virus
nucleic acid comprises a fragment of a wild-type phage
genome, wherein the fragment consists of consecutive
nucleotides of the genome comprising at least the rinA, terS
and terL genes or equivalent genes encoding phage proteins.

In an example, the host cell is of a strain or species found
in human microbiota.

In an example, the or each target site is comprised by a
gene that mediates host pathogenic adhesion, colonisation,
invasion, immune response inhibition, virulence, essential
protein or function expression or toxin generation. In an
example, the gene is a gene encoding a cytotoxin, alpha-
haemolysin, beta-haemolysin, gamma-haemolysin, leukoci-
din, Panton-Valentine lekocidin (PVL), exotoxin, TSST-1,
enterotoxin, SEA, SEB, SECn, SED, SEE, SEG, SEH, SEI,
exfoliative toxin, ETA or ETB, optionally wherein the host
is S aureus, eg, MRSA.

In an example, the or each CRISPR array is an array
according to any of the configurations, embodiments,
examples, concepts, aspects, paragraphs or clauses disclosed
herein. In an example, the or each engineered nucleotide
sequence is an engineered nucleotide sequence according to
any of the configurations, embodiments, examples, con-
cepts, aspects, paragraphs or clauses disclosed herein.

In an example, the or each vector is a vector according to
any of the configurations, embodiments, examples, con-
cepts, aspects, paragraphs or clauses disclosed herein.

In an example according to any of the configurations,
embodiments, examples, Aspects, paragraphs or clauses
disclosed herein, the vector or MGE is or comprises a
casposon. MGEs are described further below. In an example,
the casposon is a family 1, 2 or 3 casposon. In an example,
an MGE of the invention comprises casposon terminal
inverted repeats and optionally a casposon Cas1-encoding
sequence. In an example, an MGE of the invention is or
comprises a casposon minus Cas1 and operable for mobili-
sation with Cas1 of a host cell. See BMC Biol. 2014 May 19;
12:36. doi: 10.1186/1741-7007-12-36, “Casposons: a new
superfamily of self-synthesizing DNA transposons at the
origin of prokaryotic CRISPR-Cas immunity”, Krupovic M
et al for details of casposons.

FURTHER EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF THE
PRESENT INVENTION

In an example, the composition (eg, HM-composition or
engineered sequence in combination with antibiotic) is as
any of the following: In an example, the composition is a
medical, ophthalmic, dental or pharmaceutical composition
(eg, comprised by a an anti-host vaccine). In an example, the
composition is a an antimicrobial composition, eg, an anti-
biotic or antiviral, eg, a medicine, disinfectant or mouth-
wash. In an example, the composition is a cosmetic com-
position (eg, face or body make-up composition). In an
example, the composition is a herbicide. In an example, the
composition is a pesticide (eg, when the host is a Bacillus
(eg, thuringiensis) host). In an example, the composition is
a beverage (eg, beer, wine or alcoholic beverage) additive.
In an example, the composition is a food additive (eg, where
the host is an E coli, Salmonella, Listeria or Clostridium (eg,
botulinum) host). In an example, the composition is a water
additive. In an example, the composition is a additive for
aquatic animal environments (eg, in a fish tank). In an
example, the composition is an oil or petrochemical industry
composition or comprised in such a composition (eg, when
the host is a sulphate-reducing bacterium, eg, a Desulfovi-
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brio host). In an example, the composition is a oil or
petrochemical additive. In an example, the composition is a
chemical additive. In an example, the composition is a
disinfectant (eg, for sterilizing equipment for human or
animal use, eg, for surgical or medical use, or for baby
feeding). In an example, the composition is a personal
hygiene composition for human or animal use. In an
example, the composition is a composition for environmen-
tal use, eg, for soil treatment or environmental decontami-
nation (eg, from sewage, or from oil, a petrochemical or a
chemical, eg, when the host is a sulphate-reducing bacte-
rium, eg, a Desulfovibrio host). In an example, the compo-
sition is a plant growth stimulator. In an example, the
composition is a composition for use in oil, petrochemical,
metal or mineral extraction. In an example, the composition
is a fabric treatment or additive. In an example, the com-
position is an animal hide, leather or suede treatment or
additive. In an example, the composition is a dye additive.
In an example, the composition is a beverage (eg, beer or
wine) brewing or fermentation additive (eg, when the host is
a Lactobacillus host). In an example, the composition is a
paper additive. In an example, the composition is an ink
additive. In an example, the composition is a glue additive.
In an example, the composition is an anti-human or animal
or plant parasitic composition. In an example, the compo-
sition is an air additive (eg, for air in or produced by air
conditioning equipment, eg, where the host is a Legionella
host). In an example, the composition is an anti-freeze
additive (eg, where the host is a Legionella host). In an
example, the composition is an eyewash or ophthalmic
composition (eg, a contact lens fluid). In an example, the
composition is comprised by a dairy food (eg, the compo-
sition is in or is a milk or milk product; eg, wherein the host
is a Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Lactococcus or Listeria
host). In an example, the composition is or is comprised by
a domestic or industrial cleaning product (eg, where the host
is an E coli, Salmonella, Listeria or Clostridium (eg, botu-
linum) host). In an example, the composition is comprised
by a fuel. In an example, the composition is comprised by a
solvent (eg, other than water). In an example, the compo-
sition is a baking additive (eg, a food baking additive). In an
example, the composition is a laboratory reagent (eg, for use
in biotechnology or recombinant DNA or RNA technology).
In an example, the composition is comprised by a fibre
retting agent. In an example, the composition is for use in a
vitamin synthesis process. In an example, the composition is
an anti-crop or plant spoiling composition (eg, when the host
is a saprotrophic bacterium). In an example, the composition
is an anti-corrosion compound, eg, for preventing or reduc-
ing metal corrosion (eg, when the host is a sulphate-reducing
bacterium, eg, a Desulfovibrio host, eg for use in reducing
or preventing corrosion of oil extraction, treatment or con-
tainment equipment; metal extraction, treatment or contain-
ment equipment; or mineral extraction, treatment or con-
tainment equipment). In an example, the composition is an
agricultural or farming composition or comprised in such a
composition. In an example, the composition is a silage
additive. The invention provides a HM-CRISPR array, HM-
CRISPR/Cas system, HM-crRNA, HM-spacer, HM-DNA,
HM-Cas, HM-composition or gRNAas described herein for
use in any of the compositions described in this paragraph or
for use in any application described in this paragraph, eg,
wherein the host cell is a mircrobial cell or a bacterial or
archaeal cell. The invention provides a method for any
application described in this paragraph, wherein the method
comprises combining a HM-CRISPR array, HM-CRISPR/
Cas system, HM-crRNA, HM-spacer, HM-DNA, HM-Cas,

gRNA or HM-composition of the invention with a host cell
(eg, mircrobial, bacterial or archaeal cell). In an embodi-
ment, the host cell is not present in or on a human (or human
embryo) or animal.

Any aspect of the present invention is for an industrial or
domestic use, or is used in a method for such use. For
example, it is for or used in agriculture, oil or petroleum
industry, food or drink industry, clothing industry, packaging
industry, electronics industry, computer industry, environ-
mental industry, chemical industry, aerospace industry, auto-
motive industry, biotechnology industry, medical industry,
healthcare industry, dentistry industry, energy industry, con-
sumer products industry, pharmaceutical industry, mining
industry, cleaning industry, forestry industry, fishing indus-
try, leisure industry, recycling industry, cosmetics industry,
plastics industry, pulp or paper industry, textile industry,
clothing industry, leather or suede or animal hide industry,
tobacco industry or steel industry.

Herein, where there is mention of a Desulfovibrio host,
the host can be instead a Desulfobulbus, Desulfobacter,
Desulfobacterium, Desulfococcus, Desulfomonile, Des-
ulfonema, Desulfobotulus or Desulfoarculus host or any
other sulphur-reducing bacterium disclosed herein. In an
embodiment for oil, water, sewage or environmental appli-
cation, the host is a Desulfovibrio capillatus host.

Extensive microbiological analysis and 16S rRNA
sequencing have indicated that the genus Desulfovibrio is
but one of about eight different groups of sulfate-reducing
eubacteria that can be isolated from the environment. Seven
of these groups are gram-negative, while one represents the
gram-positive bacteria (Desulfotomaculum). The genus Des-
ulfovibrio has a rather small genome. Initial estimates were
1.7 Mbp and 1.6 Mbp for the genomes of D. vulgaris and D.
gigas (which may be hosts according to the invention),
respectively. This aids identification of desired target
sequences (eg, a sequence in an essential or resistance gene)
for use in the invention. Characterization of an indigenous
plasmid of D. desulfuricans (which may be ahost according
to the invention) G200 has allowed the construction of a
shuttle vector (Wall 1993, which vector may be used as a
vector for the present invention), and the isolation and
characterization of two bacteriophages from D. vulgaris
Hildenborough (which may be ahost according to the inven-
tion) (Seyedirashti, 1992) may provide other ways to effi-
ciently genetically manipulate Desulfovibrio spp. In an
example, the vector is a mu or mu-like bacteriophage.

An example host is Desulfovibrio vulgaris subsp. vulgaris
Postgate and Campbell (ATCC® 29579™) strain designa-
tion: NCIB 8303 [DSM 644, Hildenborough].

Treatment of the bacteria with mitomycin C or UV has
previously been used to induce phage from the bacteria
(Driggers & Schmidt), and this is a suitable method for
obtaining suitable host-matched phage for generating a
vector for use in any example or aspect of the present
invention.

An application of the invention is in the dairy industry
(eg, cheese or butter or milk products manufacture) or
fermenting (eg, wine or vinegar or soy) or beer brewing or
bread making industries. For example, for dairy industry
application, a method of the invention is a method for
producing a dairy food, comprising fermenting a culture of
lactic acid-producing bacteria (eg, Lactobacillus host cells)
for a period of time to produce lactic acid from the culture,
and thereafter inhibiting growth of the bacteria by causing
expression of crRNA from one or more arrays, systems,
vectors, populations or collections of the invention mixed
with the bacteria, whereby lactic acid production by the
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bacteria is reduced or inhibited. This is useful for reducing
food/drink spoiling or undesirable food/drink taste and/or
odour. On an example there is included an inducible HM-
array in the bacteria, wherein the method comprises adding
an inducer agent after the first period.
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Concepts:
Altering the Relative Ratio of Sub-Populations of First and
Second Bacteria in a Mixed Population of Bacteria, Ea, in
Microbiota
1. Use of a host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for

altering the relative ratio of sub-populations of first and
second bacteria in a mixed population of bacteria, the
second bacteria comprising host cells,
for each host cell the system comprising components

according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas

nuclease;
(ii) a host cell target sequence and an engineered host

modifying (HM) CRISPR array comprising a spacer
sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a HM-
crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that
hybridises to the host cell target sequence to guide said
Cas to the target in the host cell to modify the target
sequence;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid
vector that transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-
crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the host
CRISPR/Cas system in the host cell; and

wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas
whereby the host cell is killed or host cell growth is
reduced.

2. A host modifying (HM) CRISPR/Cas system for the use
of concept 1 for modifying a target nucleotide sequence of
a bacterial host cell, the system comprising components
according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas

nuclease;
(ii) a host cell target sequence and an engineered host

modifying (HM) CRISPR array comprising a spacer
sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encoding a HM-
crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that is
capable of hybridising to the host target sequence to
guide said Cas to the target in the host cell to modify
the target sequence;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
for expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid
vector that can transform the host cell, whereby the

HM-crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the host
CRISPR/Cas system in the host cell.

3. The system of concept 2, wherein the vector or vectors
lack a Cas (eg, a Cas9) nuclease-encoding sequence.

4. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein each
host cell is of a strain or species found in human micro-
biota.

5. The use of concept 1 or 4 for (a) the alteration of the
proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bacterial
population; (b) reducing the proportion of a Firmicutes
sub-population (host cells) in a mixed bacterial popula-
tion; (c) reducing the proportion of a first Firmicutes
species (host cells) in a mixed population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a second Firmicutes species
whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA; (d) reducing
the proportion of a first gram positive bacterial species
(host cells) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a second gram positive bac-
terial species whose growth is not inhibited by said
cRNA; (e) reducing the proportion of a bacterial species
(host cells) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a different bacterial species
whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA, wherein the
first species has 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence that is at least 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 90 or 95%
identical to an 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence of the other species; (f) reducing the proportion
of a first bacterial human gut microbiota species (host
cells, eg, a Firmicutes) in a mixed bacterial population,
wherein the mixed population comprises a different bac-
terial species, wherein the different species is a human gut
probiotic species whose growth is not inhibited by said
cRNA; or (g) reducing the proportion of a bacterial
human gut microbiota species ((host cells, eg, a Firmic-
utes) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the mixed
population comprises a different bacterial species,
wherein the different species is a human gut commensal
species whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA.

6. The system of concept 2 or 3 for (a) the alteration of the
proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bacterial
population; (b) reducing the proportion of a Firmicutes
sub-population (host cells) in a mixed bacterial popula-
tion; (c) reducing the proportion of a first Firmicutes
species (host cells) in a mixed population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a second Firmicutes species
whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA; (d) reducing
the proportion of a first gram positive bacterial species
(host cells) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a second gram positive bac-
terial species whose growth is not inhibited by said
cRNA; (e) reducing the proportion of a bacterial species
(host cells) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a different bacterial species
whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA, wherein the
first species has 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence that is at least 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 90 or 95%
identical to an 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence of the other species; (f) reducing the proportion
of a first bacterial human gut microbiota species (host
cells, eg, a Firmicutes) in a mixed bacterial population,
wherein the mixed population comprises a different bac-
terial species, wherein the different species is a human gut
probiotic species whose growth is not inhibited by said
cRNA; or (g) reducing the proportion of a bacterial
human gut microbiota species (host cells, eg, a Firmic-
utes) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the mixed
population comprises a different bacterial species,
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wherein the different species is a human gut commensal
species whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA;
wherein (a) to (g) are for treating or preventing in a human
or animal subject (i) a microbiota infection by said
bacterial species whose proportion is reduced; or (ii) a
disease or condition mediated by said bacterial species
whose proportion is reduced.

7. The use or system of concept 5 or 6 for increasing the
relative ratio of Bacteroidetes versus Firmicutes.

8. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein said
Cas nuclease is provided by an endogenous Type II
CRISPR/Cas system of the cell.

9. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein
component (i) is endogenous to the host cell.

10. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein the
target sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene, virulence gene or essential gene of the host cell.

11. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein the
target sequence is a host chromosomal sequence.

12. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein
alternatively HM-crRNA and tracrRNA are comprised by
a single guide RNA (gRNA), eg provided by the vector.

13. The use or system of any preceding concept, wherein the
host cell comprises a deoxyribonucleic acid strand with a
free end (HM-DNA) encoding a HM-sequence of interest
and/or wherein the system comprises a sequence encoding
the HM-DNA, wherein the HM-DNA comprises a
sequence or sequences that are homologous respectively
to a sequence or sequences in or flanking the target
sequence for inserting the HM-DNA into the host genome
(eg, into a chromosomal or episomal site).

14. An engineered nucleic acid vector for the use of concept
1 for modifying a bacterial host cell comprising an
endogenous CRISPR/Cas system, the vector
(g) comprising nucleic acid sequences for expressing a

plurality of different crRNAs (eg, comprised by
gRNAs) for use in a CRISPR/Cas system or use
according to any preceding concept; and

(h) optionally lacking a nucleic acid sequence encoding a
Cas nuclease, wherein a first of said crRNAs is capable
of hybridising to a first nucleic acid sequence in said
host cell; and a second of said crRNAs is capable of
hybridising to a second nucleic acid sequence in said
host cell, wherein said second sequence is different
from said first sequence; and

(i) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resis-
tance gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence
is comprised by an antibiotic resistance gene (or RNA
thereof); optionally wherein the genes are different;

(j) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resis-
tance gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence
is comprised by an essential or virulence gene (or RNA
thereof);

(k) the first sequence is comprised by an essential gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by
an essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof); or

(l) the first sequence is comprised by a virulence gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by
an essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof).

15. The vector of concept 14 inside a host cell comprising
one or more Cas that are operable with cRNA (eg, single
guide RNA) encoded by the vector.

16. The use, system or vector of any preceding concept,
wherein the HM-CRISPR array comprises multiple cop-
ies of the same spacer.

17. The use, system or vector of any preceding concept,
wherein the vector(s) comprises a plurality of
HM-CRISPR arrays.

18. The use, system or vector of any preceding concept,
wherein each vector is a virus or phage.

19. The use, system or vector of any preceding concept,
wherein the system or vector comprises two, three or
more of copies of nucleic acid sequences encoding crR-
NAs (eg, gRNAs), wherein the copies comprise the same
spacer sequence for targeting a host cell sequence (eg, a
virulence, resistance or essential gene sequence).

20. The use, system or vector of concept 20, wherein the
copies are split between two or more vector CRISPR
arrays.

21. A bacterial host cell comprising a system or vector
recited in any preceding concept.

22. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept,
wherein the array is in combination with an antibiotic
agent; or the use comprising exposing the host cells to a
first antibiotic, wherein the target sequence is comprised
by an antibiotic resistance gene for resistance to said first
antibiotic.

23. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept,
wherein the host cell is a Staphylococcus, Streptococcus,
Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli, Desulfovi-
brio, or Clostridium host cell.

24. The use, system or cell of any one of concepts 1 to 13
or 16 to 23, wherein each vector is according to concept
14 or 15.

25. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept
wherein host cell population growth is reduced by of at
least 5-fold compared to the growth of a population of
said host cells not transformed with said HM-array or a
nucleotide sequence encoding said gRNA.

26. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept
wherein host cell population growth on a surface is
inhibited. In an example, the population is in contact with
a human tissue surface (eg, a gut tissue surface, eg, in vivo
or ex vivo.).

27. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept
wherein the first bacteria are probiotic, commensal or
symbiotic with humans (eg, in the human gut).

28. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept
wherein the first and second bacteria are both Firmicutes
and are bacteria of different species or strains; or wherein
the first bacteria are Enterobacteriaceae and the second
bacteria are Firmicutes.

29. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept
wherein the host cells are archaeal cells instead of bac-
terial cells or each population is an archaeal population
instead of a bacterial population.

30. The use of any one of concepts 1, 4, 5, 7-13, 16-20 and
22-29 for treating an industrial or an ex vivo medical
fluid, surface, apparatus or container; or for treating a
waterway, water, a beverage, a foodstuff or a cosmetic,
wherein the host cell(s) are comprised by or on the fluid,
surface, apparatus, container, waterway, water, beverage,
foodstuff or cosmetic.

31. The use, system, vector or cell of any preceding concept,
wherein the HM-cRNA or gRNA comprises a sequence
that is capable of hybridising to a host cell target proto-
spacer sequence that is a adjacent a NNAGAAW or
NGGNG protospacer adjacent motif (PAM).

32. A nucleic acid vector according to, or for use in, the use,
system or cell of any preceding concept, the vector
comprising more than 1.4 kb of exogenous DNA
sequence, wherein the exogenous DNA encodes one or
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more components of a CRISPR/Cas system and com-
prises an engineered array for expressing HM-crRNAs or
gRNAs in host cells, wherein the exogenous sequence is
devoid of a nucleotide sequence encoding a Cas nuclease
that is cognate to the cRNA(s) or gRNA(s); wherein at
least 2 different cRNAs or gRNAs are encoded by the
exogenous DNA (eg, by at least 2 HM-CRISPR arrays).

33. The vector of concept 32, wherein the vector is a viral
vector capable of transforming host cells.

34. The vector of concept 32 or 33, wherein the cRNAs or
gRNAs are capable of hybridising in host cells to respec-
tive target protospacer sequences, wherein each proto-
spacer sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
or essential host gene.

35. The vector of any one of concepts 34 to 36, wherein the
host cells are cells of a human microbiota species.

EMBODIMENTS

Harnessing Wild-Type Endogenous Cas for Population
Growth Inhibition & Treatment of Bacteria on Surfaces
1. Use of wild-type endogenous Cas nuclease activity of a

bacterial host cell population to inhibit growth of the
population, wherein the population comprises a plurality
of host cells and each host cell has an endogenous
CRISPR/Cas system having wild-type Cas nuclease activ-
ity, the use comprising transforming host cells of the
population, wherein each transformed host cell is trans-
formed with an engineered nucleotide sequence for pro-
viding host modifying (HM) cRNA or guide RNA
(gRNA) in the host cell, the HM-cRNA or gRNA com-
prising a sequence that is capable of hybridising to a host
cell target protospacer sequence for guiding endogenous
Cas to the target, wherein the cRNA or gRNA is cognate
to an endogenous Cas nuclease of the host cell that has
said wild-type nuclease activity and following said trans-
formation of the host cells growth of the population is
inhibited.

The host cells may be of the same species or strain.
2. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the inhibition of host

cell population growth is a reduction in growth of at least
5-fold compared to the growth of a population of said host
cells not transformed with said engineered nucleotide
sequence.

3. The use of embodiment 1, wherein population growth on
a surface is inhibited.

4. The use of embodiment 2, wherein population growth on
a surface is inhibited.

5. The use of embodiment 1, said inhibiting comprising
using a HM-CRISPR/Cas system for killing or reducing
the growth of said host cells, for each host cell the system
comprising components according to (i) to (iv):—

(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding said Cas
nuclease;

(ii) an engineered host modifying HM-CRISPR array com-
prising a spacer sequence (HM-spacer) and repeats encod-
ing said HM-crRNA;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid vector
that transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-crRNA
guides said Cas to the target to modify the target
sequence;

wherein the target sequence is modified in host cells by the
Cas whereby the host cells are killed or host cell growth
is reduced.

6. The use of any preceding embodiment, for altering the
relative ratio of sub-populations of first and second bac-
teria in a mixed population of bacteria, the second bacteria
comprising said host cells.

7. The use of embodiment 6, wherein the host cells are of a
strain or species found in human microbiota.

8. The use of embodiment 6 or 7, wherein the host cells are
mixed with cells of a different strain or species, wherein
the different cells are Enterobacteriaceae or bacteria that
are probiotic, commensal or symbiotic with humans (eg,
in the human gut).

9. The use of any preceding embodiment for the alteration of
the proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bac-
terial population comprising Bacteroidetes bacteria and
other bacteria, optionally for increasing the relative ratio
of Bacteroidetes versus one, more or all Firmicutes spe-
cies (eg, versus Streptococcus) in the population.

10. The use of any preceding embodiment for altering the
relative ratio of first bacteria versus second bacteria in a
mixed population, wherein the first and second bacteria
are both Firmicutes and are bacteria of different species or
strains, the second bacteria comprising host cells. In an
example, the use increases the proportion of first to versus
second bacteria.

11. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the engineered
nucleotide sequence is not in combination with an exog-
enous Cas nuclease-encoding sequence.

12. The use of embodiment 5, wherein the vector or vectors
lack a Cas nuclease-encoding sequence.

13. The use of embodiment 1, wherein each host cell is of
a strain or species found in human microbiota.

14. The use of embodiment 6, wherein each host cell is of
a strain or species found in human microbiota.

15. The use of embodiment 13, wherein each host cell is
mixed with cells of a different strain or species, wherein
the different cells are Enterobacteriaceae or bacteria that
are probiotic, commensal or symbiotic with humans (eg,
in the human gut).

16. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the use alters the
proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bacterial
population comprising Bacteroidetes bacteria and other
bacteria, optionally wherein the use alters the relative
ratio of Bacteroidetes versus one, more or all Firmicutes
(eg, Streptococcus) species in the population.

17. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the first and second
bacteria are both Firmicutes and the use alters the relative
ratio of the first versus the second bacteria in the mixed
population. In an example, the use increases the propor-
tion of first to versus second bacteria.

18. The use of embodiment 1, wherein said Cas nuclease is
provided by a host cell endogenous Type II CRISPR/Cas
system and/or the HM-cRNA or gRNA comprises a
sequence that is capable of hybridising to a host cell target
protospacer sequence that is a adjacent a 5'-NNAGAAW-
3' protospacer adjacent motif (PAM).

19. The use of embodiment 5, wherein said Cas nuclease is
provided by a host cell endogenous Type II CRISPR/Cas
system.

20. The use of embodiment 5, wherein component (iii) is
endogenous to the host cell.

21. The use of embodiment 5, wherein each transformed
host cell comprises an endogenous RNase III that is
operable with component (ii) in the production of said
HM-crRNA in the cell.

22. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the target sequence
is comprised by an antibiotic resistance gene, virulence
gene or essential gene of the host cell.
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23. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the engineered
nucleotide sequence is in combination with an antibiotic
agent.

24. The use of embodiment 5, wherein the HM-crRNA and
tracrRNA are comprised by a single guide RNA (gRNA).

25. The use of embodiment 1, wherein transformed host
cells each comprise a deoxyribonucleic acid strand with a
free end (HM-DNA) encoding a HM-sequence of interest,
wherein the HM-DNA comprises a sequence or sequences
that are homologous respectively to a sequence or
sequences in or flanking the target sequence for inserting
the HM-DNA into the host genome, wherein HM-DNA
sequences are inserted into host cell genomes.

26. The use of embodiment 1, comprising expressing in host
cells a plurality of different crRNAs (or gRNAs) for
hybridising to host cell protospacer target sequences;
wherein a first of said crRNAs (or gRNAs) is capable of
hybridising to a first protospacer nucleic acid sequence;
and a second of said crRNAs (or gRNAs) is capable of
hybridising to a second protospacer nucleic acid
sequence, wherein said second sequence is different from
said first sequence; and

(a) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an antibiotic resistance gene (or RNA thereof);
optionally wherein the genes are different;

(b) the first sequence is comprised by an antibiotic resistance
gene (or RNA thereof) and the second sequence is com-
prised by an essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof);

(c) the first sequence is comprised by an essential gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof); or

(d) the first sequence is comprised by a virulence gene (or
RNA thereof) and the second sequence is comprised by an
essential or virulence gene (or RNA thereof).

27. The use of embodiment 6, wherein the host cells are
comprised by a mixed bacterial population comprised by
a human or animal subject and the use (i) treats in the
subject an infection by said host cells comprised by the
mixed population; (ii) treats or reduces the risk in the
subject of a condition or disease mediated by said host
cells; (iii) reduces body odour of the human that is caused
or mediated by said host cells; or (iv) is a personal
hygiene treatment of the human.

28. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the use treats or
reduces the risk of an infection by said host cells in a
human or animal subject, wherein host cells each com-
prise an antibiotic resistance gene (for resistance to a first
antibiotic) which comprises said target protospacer
sequence, wherein the use comprises administering the
engineered nucleotide sequence and the first antibiotic to
the subject, wherein the infection is reduced or prevented
in the subject.

29. The use of embodiment 1, wherein each engineered
nucleotide sequence further comprises an antibiotic resis-
tance gene, wherein the HM-crRNA or gRNA does not
target the antibiotic resistance gene and the use comprises
exposing the population to said antibiotic and a plurality
of said engineered sequences, thereby promoting mainte-
nance of HM-crRNA or gRNA-encoding sequences in
host cells.

30. The use of embodiment 1, wherein the host cells are
gram positive cells or Streptococcus, Staphylococcus,
Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli, Desulfovi-
brio, V cholerae or Clostridium cells.

31. The use of embodiment 1 for treating an industrial or
medical fluid, surface, apparatus or container; or for

treating a waterway, water, a beverage, a foodstuff or a
cosmetic, wherein the host cells are comprised by or on
the fluid, surface, apparatus, container, waterway, water,
beverage, foodstuff or cosmetic, and wherein growth of
the host cell population is inhibited thereby carrying out
said treatment.
In an alternative, any embodiment is dependent from any

preceding embodiment.
Aspects
Horizontal Transfer Between Carrier & Host Cells in Mixed
Populations
1. A method for producing a mixed bacterial population

comprising carrier bacteria, wherein the population com-
prises first and second sub-populations of first and second
bacteria respectively, wherein the sub-populations are
bacteria of first and second species that are different from
each other and the second bacteria comprise a plurality of
host cells, wherein the carrier bacteria are first bacteria
cells each comprising an engineered nucleotide sequence
for providing host cell modifying (HM) cRNA or guide
RNA (gRNA) in the host cells, the HM-cRNA or gRNA
comprising a sequence that is capable of hybridising to a
host cell target protospacer sequence for guiding a first
Cas nuclease to the target to modify the target, wherein
the carrier bacteria do not comprise the target sequence,
the method comprising
a. Providing a plurality of nucleic acids, each comprising

a said engineered nucleotide sequence;
b. Combining said plurality of nucleic acids with a first

mixed population comprising first and second sub-
populations of the first and second bacterial species
respectively, the second sub-population comprising
host cells;

c. Allowing the nucleic acids to transform cells of said
first sub-population in the presence of the host cells,
thereby producing a second mixed population compris-
ing said carrier cells and said host cells, wherein said
engineered nucleotide sequence comprised by carrier
cells is capable of horizontal transfer to host cells to
transform host cells for production of said HM-cRNA
or gRNA in transformed host cells.

2. The method of aspect 1, further comprising obtaining the
second mixed population.

3. The method of aspect 1, further comprising isolating a
plurality of carrier cells from the second mixed popula-
tion.

4. The method of aspect 1, further comprising producing
said HM-cRNA or gRNA in the transformed host cells,
wherein said HM-crRNA or gRNA sequence hybridises to
target protospacer sequence in said transformed host cells
and guides the first Cas nuclease to the target, thereby
modifying the target with the first Cas nuclease.

5. The method of aspect 4, further comprising obtaining host
cells comprising said target modification (eg, wherein the
host cells are comprised by a mixed population compris-
ing said first bacterial species).

6. The method of aspect 1, wherein the cRNA or gRNA is
cognate to an endogenous Cas nuclease of the host cells,
wherein the nuclease is said first Cas nuclease.

7. The method of aspect 1, wherein the cRNA or gRNA is
cognate to an endogenous Cas nuclease of the carrier
cells, wherein the nuclease is said first Cas nuclease.

8. The method of aspect 7, wherein the nuclease has wild-
type nuclease activity.

9. The method of aspect 1, 6, 7 or 8, wherein the first Cas
nuclease is a Cas9.
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10. The method of aspect 9, wherein the Cas9 is a Strepto-
coccus Cas9.

11. The method of aspect 1, wherein each engineered
nucleotide sequence is comprised by a respective nucleic
acid vector, wherein the vectors are capable of horizontal
transfer between the carrier and host cells.

12. The method of aspect 1 or 11, wherein each engineered
sequence is comprised by a respective mobile genetic
element, eg, a transposon or plasmid.

13. The method of aspect 1, wherein following said trans-
formation of host cells, growth of the host cell sub-
population is inhibited.

14. The method of aspect 13, wherein the inhibition of host
cell population growth is at least 5-fold compared to the
growth of a population of said host cells not transformed
with said engineered nucleotide sequence.

15. The method of aspect 13 or 14, wherein host cell
population growth on a surface is inhibited.
In an alternative, any aspect is dependent from any

preceding aspect.
In an example, the method is a method of treating or

preventing a disease or condition in a human, animal or plant
subject, eg, as described herein, wherein the method effects
said treatment or prevention. The invention provides a
mixed bacterial population obtained or obtainable by the
method for such a method of treating or preventing.

In an example, the method is carried out on a mixed
bacterial population of an environment, equipment, appara-
tus, container, waterway, water, fluid, foodstuff, beverage,
microbiota, microbiome or cosmetic, eg, as described
herein, wherein the method reduces the proportion of host
cells compared to first cells.

In an example, the product of the method is for admin-
istration to the gut of a human or non-human animal for
treating or preventing obesity, diabetes or IBD of the human
or animal.

In an example, the first and second species are species of
human or non-human animal gut commensal or symbiotic
bacteria.

The product of the method is useful as it can be admin-
stered (eg, intranasally) to a human or animal so that the
bacteria populate one or more microbiomes (eg, gut micro-
biome) of the human or animal. The first cells act as carriers,
especially when those cells are non-pathogenic to the human
or animal (eg, non-pathogenic in the gut microbiome). The
microbiome can be any other micribiome or microbiota
population disclosed herein.

In an example, the first second bacterial species is capable
of populating the gut microbiota of a human or non-human
animal, and the first bacteria are commensal or symbiotic
with humans or animals. Usefully, the first bacteria can be
safely administered to the human or animal and can act as a
carrier for transfer of engineered sequences thereafter to host
cells of the microbiota.

In an example, the engineered sequence is comprised by
any array or vector disclosed herein. In an example, the
method uses any CRISPR/Cas system disclosed herein.

In an example the first cell is a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacte-
roidales or Bacteroides) cell; Lactobacillus (eg, acidophilus
(eg, La-5, La-14 or NCFM), brevis, bulgaricus, plantarum,
rhammosus, fermentum, caucasicus, helveticus, lactis, reu-
teri or casei eg, casei Shirota); Bifidobacterium (eg, bifidum,
breve, longum or infantis); Streptococcus thermophiles;
Enterococcus faecium; Alistipes; Alkaliflexus; Parabacte-
roides; Tannerella; E coli; or Xylanibacter cell.

In an example, the host cells are of a human microbiota
species and the carrier cells are cells of a species that is

non-pathogenic in said human microbiota, wherein the tar-
get sequence is not comprised by the genome of the carrier
cells, the engineered sequence being comprised by a MGE
comprising an oriT that is operable in the carrier and host
cells, wherein the MGE is capable of horizontal transfer
from the carrier cell to the host cell. In an example, the
engineered sequence, MGE or vector is comprised by a
bacteriophage, the bacteriophage being capable of infecting
the first cells (carriers) to introduce the MGE into the first
(carrier) cells. Thereafter the MGE is capable of horizontal
transfer to host cells.

In an example, the first cells are Bacteroidetes or Pre-
votella cells; optionally wherein the MGE is capable of
horizontal transfer from the first cell species to Firmicutes
species (host cells) of said human microbiota. The latter is
useful, for example, for treating or preventing obesity in a
human when the target sequence is comprised by the Fir-
micutes, but not the first (carrier) cells.

The following numbered paragraphs describe some of the
aspects of the invention. The invention provides, at least:

1. A method of modifying a mixed population of micro-
biota bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first and
a second bacterial sub-population of a first and a second
microbiota species respectively, wherein the species are
different, the second bacterial sub-population comprising a
host cell population, the method comprising combining the
mixed population of microbiota bacteria with multiple cop-
ies of engineered nucleic acid sequences encoding host
modifying (HM) crRNAs, and expressing HM-crRNAs in
host cells, wherein each engineered nucleic acid sequence is
operable with a Cas nuclease in a respective host cell to form
a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the engineered sequence
comprises spacer and repeat sequences encoding a HM-
crRNA; the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to guide
Cas nuclease to the target sequence in the host cell; and
optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.

2. The method of paragraph 1, comprising using endog-
enous Cas nuclease of host cells for modification of target
nucleotide sequences.

3. The method of paragraphs 1 or 2, comprising reducing
host cell population growth by at least 5-fold compared to
the growth of a control population of host cells that have not
received said Cas modification.

4. The method of paragraphs 1, 2 or 3, comprising
inhibiting host cell population growth on a surface.

5. The method of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, or 4, wherein the first
species has a 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA sequence
that is at least 80% identical to an 16s ribosomal RNA-
encoding DNA sequence of the host cell species, wherein the
growth of the first bacteria in the mixed population is not
inhibited by said HM-system.

6. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-5, wherein the
first species is a human gut commensal species and/or a
human gut probiotic species.

7. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-6, wherein the
first species is a Bacteroidetes (eg, Bacteroides) and option-
ally the host cells are gram positive bacterial cells.

8. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-7, wherein the
host cells are Firmicutes cells.
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9. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-8, wherein the
host cells are Firmicutes cells.

10. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-9, wherein the
host cells are Firmicutes cells.

11. The method of any of the paragraph 1-10, wherein for
each host cell the system comprises components according
to (i) to (iv): (i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding
a Cas nuclease; (ii) an engineered HM-CRISPR array com-
prising a spacer sequence and repeats encoding a HM-
crRNA, the HM-crRNA comprising a sequence that hybri-
dises to a host cell target sequence to guide said Cas to the
target in the host cell to modify the target sequence; (iii) an
optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence expressing
a tracrRNA sequence; (iv) wherein said components of the
system are split between the host cell and at least one nucleic
acid vector that transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-
crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the host target
sequence in the host cell; and wherein the target sequence is
modified by the Cas whereby the host cell is killed or host
cell growth is reduced; the method comprising introducing
the vectors of (iv) into host cells and expressing said
HM-crRNA in the host cells, allowing HM-cRNA to hybri-
dise to host cell target sequences to guide Cas to the targets
in the host cells to modify target sequences, whereby host
cells are killed or host cell growth is reduced, thereby
altering the relative ratio of said sub-populations in the
mixed population of bacteria.

12. The method of paragraph 11, wherein component (i)
is endogenous to each host cell.

13. The method of paragraph 12, wherein each vector is
a virus or phage.

14. The method of paragraph 11, wherein each target
sequence is adjacent a NNAGAAW or NGGNG protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM).

15. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-14, wherein
alternatively HM-crRNA and tracrRNA are comprised by a
single guide RNA (gRNA), the method comprising intro-
ducing said gRNA into host cells or expressing the gRNA in
host cells.

16. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-15 wherein
each of the first and second species is a respective Firmicutes
species and the growth of the first bacteria is not inhibited by
the HM-system.

17. The method of any of the paragraphs 1-16 wherein
each of the first and second species is a respective gram-
positive species and the growth of the first bacteria is not
inhibited by the HM-system.

18. The method of any one of the paragraphs 1-17 for
treating a host cell infection of a human or animal subject,
the method comprising exposing the host cells to a first
antibiotic, wherein target sequences are each comprised by
an antibiotic resistance gene for resistance to said first
antibiotic, wherein the host cell infection is treated in the
subject.

19. The method of any one of the paragraphs 1-18 for
treating or reducing the risk of a disease or condition in a
human or animal subject, wherein the disease or condition is
mediated by said second bacterial species, wherein the first
bacteria are probiotic, commensal or symbiotic with humans
(eg, in human gut) and wherein the first bacteria cells do not
comprise said target sequence, wherein target sequence
modification by said Cas is carried out and growth of the
host cells is inhibited in said subject but growth of first cells
is not inhibited, wherein the disease or condition is treated
or risk of the disease or condition in said subject is reduced.

20. The method of any one of the paragraphs 1-19, for
treating an industrial or medical fluid, surface, apparatus or

container; or for treating a waterway, water, a beverage, a
foodstuff or a cosmetic, wherein said host cells are com-
prised by or on the fluid, surface, apparatus, container,
waterway, water, beverage, foodstuff or cosmetic, wherein
host cells growth is inhibited, thereby carrying out said
treatment.

21. The method of any one of the paragraphs 1-20,
wherein each host cell is a Staphylococcus, Streptococcus,
Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli, Desulfovibrio,
Vibrio or Clostridium cell.

22. The method of any one of the paragraphs 1-21,
wherein each target sequence is comprised by an antibiotic
resistance gene, virulence gene or essential gene of the host
cell.

23. The method of paragraph 7 for increasing the propor-
tion of Bacteroides in the mixed population, wherein said
increase is carried out.

24. The method of paragraph 23, wherein the proportion
of B thetaiotomicron and/or fragalis is increased.

25. The method of paragraph 7, wherein the relative ratio
of Bacteroidetes versus Firmicutes or gram-positive host
cells comprised by the mixed population is increased.

26. The method of paragraph 25, wherein the proportion
of B thetaiotomicron and/or fragalis is increased.

27. The method of any of the paragraph 1-24 for favouring
commensal or symbiotic Bacteroidetes in a human or ani-
mal.

28. The method of paragraph 27 comprising producing a
bacterial culture comprising the product of claim 1, and
administering the culture to a human or animal thereby
favouring commensal or symbiotic Bacteroidetes in said
human or animal.

29. The method of claim 1 for Paneth cell stimulation by
gut Bacteroides (e.g., B thetaiotamicron) in a human or
animal, wherein the mixed population comprises gut bacte-
ria comprising Bacteroides first bacteria and the product of
claim 1 is produced in said human or animal or administered
to the human or animal, whereby Paneth cells are stimulated.

30. The method of claim 1 for developing an immune
response to gut Bacteroides (e.g., B fragalis) in a human or
animal, wherein the mixed population comprises gut bacte-
ria comprising Bacteroides first bacteria and the product of
claim 1 is produced in said human or animal or administered
to the human or animal, whereby said immune response is
developed.

Further Exemplified Clauses of the Invention

The invention also relates to the following Clauses 1
onwards, which are exemplified in worked Examples 6
onwards below, which establish for the first time successful
host cell targeting in a mixed microbial population of
different species and strains using endogenous or exogenous
(vector-encoded Cas):—
1. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding a Cas nuclease and
host modifying (HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing vector-encoded Cas and HM-crRNAs in
host cells,
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wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engineered
nucleic acid sequence and is operable with vector-encoded
Cas in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic acid
sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system and the
engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas nuclease to the target sequence in the host
cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA sequence
or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA sequence;
whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host target
sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are killed or the
host cell population growth is reduced, thereby reducing the
proportion of said host cell population and altering the
relative ratio of said sub-populations of bacteria in the mixed
bacterial population.
2. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota

bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein the method reduces host cell population growth
by at least 5, 10-, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000 or
1000000-fold.

3. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein the method inhibits host cell population growth
on a surface.

4. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein the first species has a 16s ribosomal RNA-
encoding DNA sequence that is at least 80% identical
to an 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA sequence of
the host cell species, wherein the growth of the first
bacteria in the mixed population is not inhibited by said
HM-system.

5. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
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wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein the mixed population of step (a) comprises a third
bacterial species.

6. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein the mixed population of step (a) comprises a
further sub-population of bacterial cells of the same
species as the host cells, wherein the bacterial cells of
said further sub-population do not comprise said target
sequence.

The cells of said further sub-population are not killed in
the presence of said HM-CRISPR/Cas system or the
host cell population growth is reduced in the presence
of said system.

7. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population;

wherein each host cell comprises a plurality of said target
sequences.

8. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein Cas expression is induced in host cells, whereby

said expressed Cas and HM-crRNAs are combined in
the host cells;

wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-
neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;
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whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population.

9. A method of modifying a mixed population of microbiota
bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first bacterial
sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population
wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population of a second microbiota species,
wherein the second species is a different species than the
first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. inducing production of HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein expression of RNA
from the engineered nucleic acid sequence for produc-
tion of HM-cRNA is inducible in the host cell and the
engineered sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas
system, the engineered nucleic acid sequence compris-
ing

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population.

10. A method of modifying a mixed population of micro-
biota bacteria, the mixed population comprising a first
bacterial sub-population and a second bacterial sub-popu-
lation wherein the first sub-population comprises a first
microbiota species and the second sub-population com-
prises a host cell population of a second microbiota
species, wherein the second species is a different species
than the first microbiota species, the method comprising
a. combining the mixed population of microbiota bacteria

with a plurality of vectors encoding host modifying
(HM) crRNAs, and

b. expressing HM-crRNAs in host cells,
wherein each HM-crRNA is encoded by a vector engi-

neered nucleic acid sequence and is operable with a Cas
nuclease in a host cell, wherein the engineered nucleic
acid sequence and Cas form a HM-CRISPR/Cas system
and the engineered nucleic acid sequence comprises

(i) a nucleic acid sequence comprising spacer and repeat
sequences encoding said HM-crRNA;

(ii) a nucleic acid sequence encoding a sequence of said
HM-crRNA, wherein said HM-crRNA sequence is
capable of hybridizing to a host cell target sequence to
guide Cas to the target sequence in the host cell; and

optionally the HM-system comprises a tracrRNA
sequence or a DNA sequence expressing a tracrRNA
sequence;

whereby HM-crRNAs guide Cas modification of host
target sequences in host cells, whereby host cells are
killed or the host cell population growth is reduced,
thereby reducing the proportion of said host cell popu-
lation and altering the relative ratio of said sub-popu-
lations of bacteria in the mixed bacterial population.

11. The method of any one of Clauses 2 to 10, wherein the
Cas is encoded by the vector.

12. The method of any one of Clauses 2 to 10, wherein the
Cas is encoded by the host cell genome.

13. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the
method reduces host cell population growth by at least
5-fold.

14. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the
method inhibits host cell population growth on a surface.

15. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the first
species has a 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence that is at least 80% identical to an 16s ribosomal
RNA-encoding DNA sequence of the host cell species,
wherein the growth of the first bacteria in the mixed
population is not inhibited by said HM-system.

16. The method of Clause 15, wherein the first species is a
gram negative species and optionally the second species
is a gram negative species.

17. The method of any one of Clauses 1 to 15, wherein the
first species is a gram positive species and the second
species is a gram negative species.

18. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the mixed
population of step (a) comprises a third species, wherein
the third species is a gram negative species.

19. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the mixed
population of step (a) comprises a third bacterial species.

20. The method of Clause 19, wherein the third species is a
gram positive species.

21. The method of Clause 20, wherein the first and second
species are gram negative species.

22. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the mixed
population of step (a) comprises a further sub-population
of bacterial cells of the same species as the host cells,
wherein the bacterial cells of said further sub-population
do not comprise said target sequence.

23. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the
vectors express single guide RNAs (HM-gRNAs) com-
prising HM-crRNA sequences.

24. The method of any one of Clauses 1 to 22, wherein the
method comprises using endogenous host cell RNase III
and/or endogenous host cell tracrRNA in the production
of HM-cRNAs in the host cells.

25. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein each host
cell comprises a plurality of said target sequences (eg,
ribosomal RNA-encoding sequences, eg, 16s rRNA-en-
coding sequences).

26. The method of Clause 25, wherein each host cell
comprises at least 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 copies of said target
sequence.

27. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein said target
sequence is conserved in bacteria of said second species.
For example, the target sequence is conserved in a strain

of bacteria of said second species, and optionally is not
conserved in a second strain of bacterial of said second
species.

28. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein said target
sequence is comprised by an essential gene and/or
required for protein expression in host cells.

29. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the hosts
cells are of a first strain of said second species and said
genetic target sequence is present in said strain, but the
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target sequence is absent in bacteria of the second species
which are of a different strain.

30. The method of Clause 29, wherein the mixed population
of step (a) comprises a sub-population of bacteria of said
different strain.

For example, the target sequence is conserved in a strain of
bacteria of said second species, and optionally is not
conserved in a second strain of bacterial of said second
species.

31. The method of Clause 30, wherein the first species is a
gram negative species, and the mixed population of step
(a) comprises a sub-population of bacteria of a third
species, wherein the third species is a gram positive
species.

32. The method of Clause 30, wherein the first species is a
gram positive species, and the mixed population of step
(a) comprises a sub-population of bacteria of a third
species, wherein the third species is a gram negative
species.

33. The method of Clause 30, 31 or 32, wherein the second
species is a gram negative species.

34. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the second
species is an Enterobacteriaceae species.

35. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein the second
species is E coli.

36. The method of any preceding Clause wherein the second
species is a human or animal gut microbiota species.

37. The method of any preceding Clause wherein each
species is an environmental species, or a human or animal
(eg, gut) microbiota species and/or wherein the host cells
are cells of a human microbiota species.

38. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein Cas
expression is inducible in host cells.

39. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein Cas
expression is induced in host cells.

40. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein HM-
cRNA expression is inducible in host cells.

41. The method of any preceding Clause, wherein HM-
crRNA expression is induced in host cells.

42. A vector that is capable of transforming a bacterial host
cell, wherein the vector is capable of accommodating the
insertion of (i) a S pyogenes Cas9 nucleotide sequence
that is expressible in the host cell and (ii) optionally at
least one HM-crRNA-encoding engineered nucleic acid
sequence as defined in any preceding Clause, for use in
the method of any preceding Clause, wherein when the
vector comprises (i) (and optionally (ii)) the vector is
capable of transforming the host cell and expressing a Cas
(and optionally at least one HM-crRNA (eg, a gRNA).

43. The vector of Clause 42, wherein the expressed Cas is a
Cas9.

In an alternative, the expressed Cas is a Cas3, eg, an E coli
Cas3. The expressed Cas is operable with the expressed
HM-crRNA(s) in the host cell to target the Cas to one or
more target sequences in the host cell.
44. The method or vector of any preceding Clause, wherein

said method is for treating or preventing a disease or
condition in a human or animal; or wherein the method
treats or prevents a disease or condition in a human or
animal.

45. A plurality of bacterial host cells, each comprising a
vector of any one of Clauses 42 to 44, wherein vector-
encoded Cas (and optionally said HMcrRNA(s)) is
expressed or expressible in the host cell, wherein the
bacterial cell is comprised by a mixed population of
microbiota bacteria, the mixed population comprising a
first sub-population and a second bacterial sub-population

wherein the first sub-population comprises a first micro-
biota species and the second sub-population comprises a
host cell population (said plurality of bacterial host cells)
of a second microbiota species, wherein the second spe-
cies is a different species than the first microbiota species.

46. The plurality of cells of Clause 45 for treating or
preventing a disease or condition in a human or animal.

47. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein the first microbiota species is a human
gut commensal species and/or a human gut probiotic
species.

48. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein the first microbiota species is a Bacte-
roidetes (eg, Bacteroides) and optionally the host cells are
gram positive bacterial cells.

49. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein the host cell population consists of Fir-
micutes cells.

50. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein for each host cell the system comprises
components according to (i) to (iv):—
(i) at least one nucleic acid sequence encoding a Cas

nuclease;
(ii) an engineered HM-CRISPR array comprising a spacer

sequence and repeats encoding a HM-crRNA, the HM-
crRNA comprising a sequence that hybridises to a host
cell target sequence to guide said Cas to the target in the
host cell to modify the target sequence;

(iii) an optional tracrRNA sequence or a DNA sequence
expressing a tracrRNA sequence;

(iv) wherein said components of the system are split
between the host cell and at least one nucleic acid
vector that transforms the host cell, whereby the HM-
crRNA guides Cas to the target to modify the host
target sequence in the host cell; and

wherein the target sequence is modified by the Cas
whereby the host cell is killed or host cell growth is
reduced;

the method comprising introducing the vectors of (iv) into
host cells and expressing said HM-crRNA in the host
cells, allowing HM-cRNA to hybridise to host cell
target sequences to guide Cas to the targets in the host
cells to modify target sequences, whereby host cells are
killed or host cell growth is reduced, thereby altering
the relative ratio of said sub-populations in the mixed
population of bacteria.

51. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each vector is a virus or phage.

52. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each target sequence is adjacent a NNA-
GAAW or NGGNG protospacer adjacent motif (PAM).

53. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each of the first and second species is a
respective Firmicutes species and the growth of the first
bacteria is not inhibited by the HM-system.

54. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each of the first and second species is a
respective gram-positive species and the growth of the
first bacteria is not inhibited by the HM-system.

55. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for treating a host cell infection of a human or
animal subject, the method comprising exposing the host
cells to a first antibiotic, wherein target sequences are
each comprised by an antibiotic resistance gene for resis-
tance to said first antibiotic, wherein the host cell infection
is treated in the subject.
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56. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for treating or reducing the risk of a disease or
condition in a human or animal subject, wherein the
disease or condition is mediated by said second bacterial
species, wherein the first bacterial species is probiotic,
commensal or symbiotic with humans (eg, in human gut)
and wherein the first bacterial species cells do not com-
prise said target sequence, wherein target sequence modi-
fication by said Cas is carried out and growth of the host
cells is inhibited in said subject but growth of first
bacterial species cells is not inhibited, wherein the disease
or condition is treated or risk of the disease or condition
in said subject is reduced.

57. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for treating an industrial or medical fluid, surface,
apparatus or container; or for treating a waterway, water,
a beverage, a foodstuff or a cosmetic, wherein said host
cells are comprised by or on the fluid, surface, apparatus,
container, waterway, water, beverage, foodstuff or cos-
metic, wherein host cells growth is inhibited, thereby
carrying out said treatment.

58. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each host cell is a Staphylococcus, Strep-
tococcus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, Listeria, E coli,
Desulfovibrio, Vibrio or Clostridium cell.

59. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein each target sequence is comprised by an
antibiotic resistance gene, virulence gene or essential
gene of the host cell.

60. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for increasing the proportion of Bacteroides in the
mixed population, wherein said increase is carried out.

61. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein the proportion of B thetaiotomicron
and/or B. fragilis is increased.

62. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause, wherein the relative ratio of Bacteroidetes versus
Firmicutes or gram-positive host cells comprised by the
mixed population is increased.

63. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for favouring commensal or symbiotic Bacteroi-
detes in a human or animal.

64. The method of any preceding Clause, comprising pro-
ducing a bacterial culture comprising the product of
Clause 1, and administering the culture to a human or
animal thereby favouring commensal or symbiotic Bacte-
roidetes in said human or animal.
For example the method comprises producing a bacterial

culture comprising the product of claim 1, and admin-
istering the culture to a human or animal thereby
favouring commensal or symbiotic Bacteroidetes in
said human or animal.

65. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for Paneth cell stimulation by gut Bacteroides (eg,
B thetaiotamicron) in a human or animal, wherein the first
bacterial species is a Bacteroides species, wherein the
method comprises producing the mixed population com-
prising said altered ratio in said human or animal, and
administering said mixed population comprising said
altered ratio to the human or animal, whereby Paneth cells
are stimulated.

66. The method, vector or plurality of cells of any preceding
Clause for developing an immune response to gut Bacte-
roides (eg, B fragalis) in a human or animal, wherein the
first bacterial species is a Bacteroides species, wherein the
method comprises producing the mixed population com-
prising said altered ratio produced in said human or

animal, and administering said mixed population com-
prising said altered ratio to the human or animal, whereby
said immune response is developed.
In an embodiment, the plurality of vectors comprises

vectors that each comprise an nucleotide sequence encoding
said Cas for expression of Cas in a host cell; and a nucleotide
sequence for expressing one or more crRNAs (eg, comprised
by single guide RNAs) in the cell.

In an embodiment, the vectors encode a plurality of Cas
proteins (eg, a Cas 9 and Cas1 (and/or a Cas2); or Type I
CasA, B, C, D, E and Cas3). In an embodiment, the Cas is
a Cas9, dCas9 or a Cas3 (eg, a Type I Cas3 or E coli Cas3
or Salmonella typhimurium Cas3).

In an embodiment, each vector comprises a Cas nuclease-
encoding nucleotide sequence and an engineered nucleic
acid sequence encoding host modifying (HM) crRNA.

In an embodiment, the vectors comprise low copy number
vectors, eg, plasmids or phagemids. In another embodiment,
the vectors comprise high copy number vectors, eg, plas-
mids or phagemids.

In an embodiment, each HM-crRNA is encoded by a
vector engineered nucleic acid sequence and is operable
with vector-encoded Cas in a respective host cell. Multiple
HM-crRNAs may be operable with vector-encoded Cas in
the same, respective host cell.

In an embodiment, the second species is a gram positive
species. In an embodiment, the second species is a gram
negative species. In an embodiment, the first or third species
is L lactis. In an embodiment, the first or third species is B
subtilis. In an embodiment, the first is L lactis and the third
species is B subtilis. In an embodiment, the first is L lactis
and the third species is B subtilis. In an example, the second
species is E coli. In an example, the third species is capable
of growth in or on a medium containing PEA, eg, TH
medium containing 2.5 g per litre PEA. In an example, the
mixed population comprises a fourth bacterial sub-popula-
tion of a fourth bacterial species that is different from the
first, second and third species.

In an embodiment said vectors are capable of reducing
host cell population growth in vitro by at least 5, 10-, 100,
1000, 10000, 100000 or 1000000-fold in vitro, eg, on a
surface, such as on agar gel. For example, the method
comprises reducing host cell population growth by at least
said fold compared to the growth of a control population of
host cells that have not received said Cas modification. In an
embodiment said vectors are capable of reducing host cell
population growth in vitro by at least 5, 10-, 100, 1000,
10000, 100000 or 1000000-fold in vitro in the presence of
a third (and optionally also a fourth species), wherein the
first, second, third and fourth species are different from each
other.

In an example, the host cell population is on a surface,
whereby host cell population growth is inhibited on said
surface.

In an embodiment, each vector comprises a plurality of
HM-CRISPR arrays. In an embodiment, the system or each
vector comprises two, three or more of copies of nucleic acid
sequences encoding HM-crRNAs (eg, gRNAs), wherein the
copies comprise the same spacer sequence for targeting a
host cell sequence (eg, a virulence, resistance or essential
gene sequence).

In an example, the method is in vitro. In an example, the
method is in vivo (eg, in a human or animal, eg, in a gut
microbiome thereof; or in or on a plant).

In an example, the method is for (a) the alteration of the
proportion of Bacteroidetes bacteria in a mixed bacterial
population; (b) reducing the proportion of a Firmicutes
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sub-population (host cells) in a mixed bacterial population;
(c) reducing the proportion of a first Firmicutes species (host
cells) in a mixed population, wherein the mixed population
comprises a second Firmicutes species whose growth is not
inhibited by said cRNA; (d) reducing the proportion of a first
gram positive bacterial species (host cells) in a mixed
bacterial population, wherein the mixed population com-
prises a second gram positive bacterial species whose
growth is not inhibited by said cRNA; (e) reducing the
proportion of a bacterial species (host cells) in a mixed
bacterial population, wherein the mixed population com-
prises a different bacterial species whose growth is not
inhibited by said cRNA, wherein the first species has 16s
ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA sequence that is at least
80% identical to an 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA
sequence of the other species; (f) reducing the proportion of
a first bacterial human gut microbiota species (host cells, eg,
a Firmicutes) in a mixed bacterial population, wherein the
mixed population comprises a different bacterial species,
wherein the different species is a human gut probiotic
species whose growth is not inhibited by said cRNA; or (g)
reducing the proportion of a bacterial human gut microbiota
species ((host cells, eg, a Firmicutes) in a mixed bacterial
population, wherein the mixed population comprises a dif-
ferent bacterial species, wherein the different species is a
human gut commensal species whose growth is not inhibited
by said cRNA, wherein said alteration or reduction is carried
out (eg, ex vivo, in vivo or in a human or animal microbiota
(eg, a gut microbiota)).

The disease or condition is mediated by, or associated
with, the presence of cells of said second species in the
human or animal (eg, in a microbiota or microbiome, such
as a gut or skin microbiota or microbiome) mentioned
herein). In an example, the second species is pathogenic to
humans or animals (of the same species of said animal that
is the subject of the method), wherein the method treats or
prevents an infection by cells of said second species.

Any aspect, paragraph, embodiment, example, concept or
configuration herein may be combined or applied mutatis
mutandis to any Clause 1 onwards herein. The method,
system, vector(s) or plurality of cells may be used in or for
use in any method or use disclosed herein.

The disclosure of US20160333348 and its continuations
and continuation-in-part applications (except the present
application) is incorporated herein by reference, and any
aspect, paragraph, embodiment, example, concept or con-
figuration therein may be combined or applied mutatis
mutandis to any Clause 1 onwards herein.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Example 1: Environmental Treatment or
Decontamination

Oil, Metal & Mineral Industry
In an embodiment, the host cell is in an a mineral mine or

field; in a metal mine or field; in an oil field or in oil or a
petrochemical (eg, for any of these when the host is an
anaerobic sulphate-reducing bacterium, eg, a Desulfovibrio
bacterium). In an example, this composition comprises an
oxidising agent (eg, sodium hypochlorite), a quaternary
ammonium compound or isothiazolone or is administered
simultaneously or sequentially with sodium hypochlorite, a
quaternary ammonium compound or isothiazolone. An
example of a suitable vector for use in the present invention
for modifying a Desulfovibrio bacterial host is a bacterio-
phage. The references below describe suitable methods for

isolating phage that infect Desulfovibrio. For use as a vector
in the present invention, the bacteriophage described by any
of the references may be used. Alternatively, the vector is
provided by nanoparticles.

Heidelberg et al describe the two copies of the nearly
identical mu-like bacteriophage DVUO189-221, DVU2847-
79, DVU2688-733 and remnants of bacteriophage are pres-
ent in the genome of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough.
Such a phage can be a basis on which to design a phage
vector for use in the present invention.

REFERENCES

Seyedirashti S et al, J Gen Microbiol. 1991 July; 137(7):
1545-9, “Induction and partial purification of bacterio-
phages from Desulfovibrio vulgaris (Hildenborough) and
Desulfovibrio desulfuricans ATCC 13541;

Seyedirashti S et al, J Gen Microbiol. 1992 July; 138(7):
1393-7, “Molecular characterization of two bacterio-
phages isolated from Desulfovibrio vulgaris NCIMB
8303 (Hildenborough)”;

*Walker C B et al; Environ Microbiol. 2006 November;
8(11):1950-9, “Recovery of temperate Desulfovibrio vul-
garis bacteriophage using a novel host strain”,
*[The sequences described in this article have been deposited in GenBank
under Accession No. DQ826728-DQ826732, incorporated herein by ref-
erence]

Miranda et al, Corrosion Science 48 (2006) 2417-2431,
“Biocorrosion of carbon steel alloys by an hydrogeno-
trophic sulfate-reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio capilla-
tus isolated from a Mexican oil field separator”;

Eydal et al, The ISME Journal (2009) 3, 1139-1147; doi:
10.1038/ismej.2009.66; published online 11 Jun. 2009,
“Bacteriophage lytic to Desulfovibrio aespoeensis iso-
lated from deep groundwater”;

Walker C B et al; Environ Microbiol. 2009 September;
11(9):2244-52. doi: 10.1111/j.1462-2920.2009.01946.x,
“Contribution of mobile genetic elements to Desulfovi-
brio vulgaris genome plasticity”.

Example 2: Water or Sewage Treatment or
Environmental (eg, Soil) Metal Decontamination

An alternative application of the invention provides a
HM-CRISPR array, HM-CRISPR/Cas system, HM-crRNA,
HM-spacer, HM-DNA, HM-Cas or HM-composition as
described herein for water or sewage treatment, eg wherein
the host is a sulphate-reducing bacterium, eg, a Desulfovi-
brio bacterium.

In an example, the target nucleotide sequence in the host
is a sequence of a heavy metal resistance gene. Optionally
also the host is a Desulfovibrio bacterium, eg, D vulgaris.

Example 3: Medical Use

An alternative application of the invention provides a
HM-CRISPR array, HM-CRISPR/Cas system, HM-crRNA,
HM-spacer, HM-DNA, HM-Cas or HM-composition as
described herein for treating, preventing or reducing (eg,
reducing spread of or expansion of) a bacterial infection in
a human or animal.

In a first example, the infection is caused by MRSA host
cells in a human. The host cell is a Staphylococcus aureus
host cell and a HM-array of the invention is contained in a
population of Class I, II or III Staphylococcus packaged
phage (Caudovirales or Myoviridae phage). The phage
population is administered to a MRSA-infected patient with
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or without methicillin or vancomycin. In one trial, the phage
HM-arrays target (i) the region of 20 nucleotides at the 3' of
the leader promoter of endogenous S aureus CRISPR arrays
and (ii) the methicillin resistance genes in the host cells.
When vancomycin is administered, a lower dose than usual
is administered to the patient. It is expected that host cell
infection will be knocked-down and resistance to the phage
medicine will not be established or established at a lower
rate or severity than usual. In other trials, the design is
identical except that the phage in those trials also target the
essential S aureus gene ftsZ (Liang et al, Int J Infect Dis.
2015 January; 30:1-6. doi: 10.1016/j.ijid.2014.09.015. Epub
2014 Nov. 5, “Inhibiting the growth of methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus in vitro with antisense peptide
nucleic acid conjugates targeting the ftsZ gene”).

A further trial repeated the trials above, but phage K
endolysin was administered in addition or instead of methi-
cillin.

REFERENCES

1. Jiang W et al, Nucleic Acids Res. 2013 November;
41(20):e188. doi: 10.1093/nar/gkt780. Epub 2013 Sep. 2,
“Demonstration of CRISPR/Cas9/sgRNA-mediated tar-
geted gene modification in Arabidopsis, tobacco, Sor-
ghum and rice”;

2. Seed K D et al, Nature. 2013 Feb. 28; 494(7438):489-91.
doi: 10.1038/nature11927, “A bacteriophage encodes its
own CRISPR/Cas adaptive response to evade host innate
immunity”;

3. Semenova E et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2011 Jun. 21;
108(25):10098-103. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1104144108.
Epub 2011 Jun. 6, “Interference by clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) RNA is
governed by a seed sequence”;

4. Heler R et al, Mol Microbiol. 2014 July; 93(1):1-9. doi:
10.1111/mmi.12640. Epub 2014 Jun. 4, “Adapting to new
threats: the generation of memory by CRISPR-Cas
immune systems”;

5. Gomaa A et al, MBio. 2014 Jan. 28; 5(1):e00928-13. doi:
10.1128/mBio.00928-13, “Programmable removal of
bacterial strains by use of genome-targeting CRISPR-Cas
systems”;

6. Fineran P C et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2014 Apr. 22;
111(16):E1629-38. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1400071111. Epub
2014 Apr. 7, “Degenerate target sites mediate rapid
primed CRISPR adaptation”;

7. Wiedenheft et al, Nature. 2011 Sep. 21; 477(7365):486-9.
doi: 10.1038/nature10402, “Structures of the RNA-
guided surveillance complex from a bacterial immune
system;

8. Bondy-Denomy et al, Nature 493, 429-432 (17 Jan. 2013)
doi:10.1038/naturel 1723, “Bacteriophage genes that
inactivate the CRISPR/Cas bacterial immune system”;

9. Nunez J K et al, Nature. 2015 Mar. 12; 519(7542):193-8.
doi: 10.1038/nature14237. Epub 2015 Feb. 18, “Inte-
grase-mediated spacer acquisition during CRISPR-Cas
adaptive immunity”.

Example 4: Altering the Ratio of Bacteria in a
Mixed Gut Microbiota Population

Alteration of the ratio of bacteria will be performed
according to the present example, which is described by
reference to knocking-down Clostridium dificile bacteria in
a mixed gut microbiota sample. The sample will contain
Bacteroides and metronidazole (MTZ)-resistant C dificile

strain 630 sub-populations. Ex vivo the mixed population is
combined with a population of carrier bacteria (Lactobacil-
lus acidophilus La-14 and/or La-5) that have been engi-
neered according to the invention to contain CRISPR arrays.

Each CRISPR array is comprised on a plasmid that is
compatible with the carrier bacterium and C dificile cells.
The array is comprised by a Bacteroides thetaiotamicron
CTnDot transposon that also comprises oriT, an intDOT
sequence, a tetQ-rteA-rteB operon, rteC and the operon
xis2c-xis2d-orf3-exc. In one experiment, mob and tra oper-
ons are excluded (instead relying on these supplied by
Bacteroides cells to which the transposons are transferred in
the mixture combined with the carrier bacteria). In another
experiment, the mob and tra operons are included in the
transposons.

Protein translocation across the cytoplasmic membrane is
an essential process in all bacteria. The Sec system, com-
prising at its core an ATPase, SecA, and a membrane
channel, SecYEG, is responsible for the majority of this
protein transport. A second parallel Sec system has been
described in a number of Gram-positive species. This acces-
sory Sec system is characterized by the presence of a second
copy of the energizing ATPase, SecA2; where it has been
studied, SecA2 is responsible for the translocation of a
subset of Sec substrates. In common with many pathogenic
Gram-positive species, Clostridium diffıcile possesses two
copies of SecA. Export of the S-layer proteins (SLPs) and an
additional cell wall protein (CwpV) is dependent on SecA2.
Accumulation of the cytoplasmic precursor of the SLPs
SlpA and other cell wall proteins is observed in cells
expressing dominant-negative secA1 or secA2 alleles, con-
comitant with a decrease in the levels of mature SLPs in the
cell wall. Furthermore, expression of either dominant-nega-
tive allele or antisense RNA knockdown of SecA1 or SecA2
dramatically impairs growth, indicating that both Sec sys-
tems are essential in C. diffıcile.

C. diffıcile Strain 630 (epidemic type X) has a single
circular chromosome with 4,290,252 bp (G+C con-
tent=29.06%) and a circular plasmid with 7,881 bp (G+C
content=27.9%). The whole genome has been sequenced
and found that 11% of the genome consists of mobile genetic
elements such as conjugative transposons. These elements
provide C. diffıcile with the genes responsible for its anti-
microbial resistance, virulence, host interaction and the
production of surface structures. For example, the cdeA gene
of C. diffıcile produces a multidrug efflux pump which was
shown to be homologous to known efflux transporters in the
multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) family.
The protein facilitates energy-dependent and sodium-
coupled efflux of drugs from cells. In addition, the cme gene
in C. diffıcile has been shown to provide multidrug resistance
in other bacteria.

The array comprises a R1-S1-R1' CRISPR unit for tar-
geting a sequence in an essential gene (SecA2) of C dificile
cells. In another experiment, targeting is to the cdeA gene in
the presence of MTZ and optionally one or more other
anti-C dificile antibiotics. Each spacer (S) comprises a
20mer nucleotide sequence of the SecA or cdeA gene,
wherein the sequence comprises a PAM of a C dificile strain
630 CRISPR/Cas system that is cognate to the repeat
sequences. Each repeat is identical to a C dificile strain 630
repeat and has the sequence

(SEQ ID NO: 118)
5'-ATTTACATACCACTTAGTTAATATAAAAC-3'
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In an alternative set of experiments, the following
sequence is used for the repeats:

(SEQ ID NO: 119)
5'-GTTTTATATTAACTAAGTGGTATGTAAAT-3'

The repeats function with Cas that is endogenous to the C
dificile cells in the mixed population. The mixed population
of bacteria is retrieved as an ex vivo sample from a stool
sample of a human patient suffering from C dificile infec-
tion. The mixed population is mixed with the carrier bacteria
in vitro and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade under
anaerobic conditions to simulate gut conditions in the pres-
ence of tetracycline. It is expected that transposons contain-
ing the CRISPR arrays will be transferred to Bacteroides and
C dificile cells in the mixture. Furthermore, it is expected
that the target sites in the latter cells will be cut by Cas
nuclease action, thus reducing the proportion of C dificile in
the mixed population (and increasing the ratio of Bacteroi-
des versus C dificile).

In a follow-on experiment, a drink is produced compris-
ing the carrier bacteria and this is consumed by the human
patient once or twice for several consecutive days. The
patient is also administered with tetracycline during the
treatment period. It is expected that stool analysis will reveal
that the proportion of C dificile in the stool samples will
reduce (and the ratio of Bacteroides versus C dificile will
increase).

Example 5: Cholera Treatment or Prevention

Reference is made to the World Health Organisation
(WHO) Cholera Fact sheet No 107 (Updated July 2015).
Cholera is an acute diarrhoeal infection caused by ingestion
of food or water contaminated with the bacterium Vibrio

cholerae. Researchers have estimated that every year, there
are roughly 1.4 to 4.3 million cases, and 28000 to 142000
deaths per year worldwide due to cholera. The short incu-
bation period of 2 hours to 5 days, is a factor that triggers the
potentially explosive pattern of outbreaks. Cholera is an
extremely virulent disease. It affects both children and adults
and can kill within hours. About 80% of people infected with
V. cholerae do not develop any symptoms, although the
bacteria are present in their faeces for 1-10 days after
infection and are shed back into the environment, potentially
infecting other people. Among people who develop symp-
toms, 80% have mild or moderate symptoms, while around
20% develop acute watery diarrhoea with severe dehydra-
tion. This can lead to death if left untreated.

Two serogroups of V. cholerae—O1 and O139—cause
outbreaks. V. cholerae O1 causes the majority of outbreaks,
while O139—first identified in Bangladesh in 1992—is
confined to South-East Asia. Non-O1 and non-O139 V.
cholerae can cause mild diarrhoea but do not generate
epidemics. Recently, new variant strains have been detected
in several parts of Asia and Africa. Observations suggest that
these strains cause more severe cholera with higher case
fatality rates. The main reservoirs of V. cholerae are people
and water-borne sources such as brackish water and estuar-
ies, often associated with algal blooms.

Reference is made to Nature. 2013 Feb. 28; 494(7438):
489-91. doi: 10.1038/nature11927, “A bacteriophage
encodes its own CRISPR/Cas adaptive response to evade
host innate immunity”, Seed K D et al (incorporated herein
by reference), which describes that Vibrio cholerae sero-
group O1 is the primary causative agent of the severe
diarrhoeal disease cholera, and lytic V. cholerae phages have
been implicated in impacting disease burden particularly in
the endemic region surrounding the Bay of Bengal. The
authors described the isolation of the ICP1 (for the Interna-
tional Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh
cholera phage 1)-related, V. cholerae O1-specific virulent
myoviruses that are omnipresent amongst cholera patient
rice-water stool samples collected from 2001 to 201114 and
in the study described in their publication.

The authors explain that ICP1 CRISPR/Cas system con-
sists of two CRISPR loci (designated CR1 and CR2) and six
cas genes whose organization and protein products are most
homologous to Cas proteins of the type 1-F (Yersinia pestis)
subtype system 17. V. cholerae is divided into two biotypes,
classical and E1 Tor, the former of which is associated with
earlier pandemics and has since been replaced by the E1 Tor
biotype18. The classical strain, V. cholerae 0395, has a
CRISPR/Cas system belonging to the type I-E (Escherichia
coli) subtype17, and to date there has not been any descrip-
tion of E1 Tor strains possessing a CRISPR/Cas system.
Thus, the origin of the CRISPR/Cas system in ICP1 phage
is unknown.

The RNA sequence of the CR1 and CR2 consensus direct
repeat with the partially palindromic sequence forming the
predicted stem in the crRNA underlined is as follows:—

[SEQ ID NO: 75]
GUUAGCAGCCGCAUAGGCUGCUUAAAUA

In an example of the invention, the or each repeat of the
array comprises or consists of a sequence that is at least 80,
90, 95, 96, 97, 98 or 99% identical to SEQ ID NO: 75 (or
is identical to SEQ ID NO: 75).

The majority of spacers in the ICP1 CRISPR show 100%
identity to sequences within an 18 kb island found in a
subset of V. cholerae strains that include the classical strain
0395 isolated in India in 1964, E1 Tor strain MJ-1236
isolated in Bangladesh in 1994, and several E1 Tor strains
collected at the ICDDR,B between 2001-2011. The 18 kb
island resembles the phage inducible chromosomal islands
(PICIs) of Gram-positive bacteria, including the prototype
Staphylococcus aureus pathogenicity islands (SaPIs). SaPIs
are induced to excise, circularize and replicate following
infection by certain phages. They use varied mechanisms to
interfere with the phage reproduction cycle to enable their
own promiscuous spread and this can protect the surround-
ing bacterial population from further phage predation. The
organization of the V. cholerae 18 kb island targeted by the
ICP1 CRISPR/Cas system is similar in length, base com-
position, and organization to that observed in the SaPIs
subset of PICIs, with an integrase homologue at one end and
a GC content lower than that of the host species (37%
compared to 47.5%). The 18 kb element is therefore referred
to as the V. cholerae PICI-like element (PLE).
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V. cholerae PLE (wt) AAT TTA AAT AGG GAA GAT AAG CAA AGG GTT GAC

N L N R E D K Q R V D

[the nucleotide sequence=SEQ ID NO: 76 (The 32 bp
protospacer sequence (SEQ ID NO: 77) is shaded in grey,
the present disclosure includes a sequence that starts at the
first T shaded grey and ends at the last C shaded grey; and
the amino acid sequence=SEQ ID NO: 78]

Seed et al determined that the CR1 and CR2 arrays
operate by recognition of a GA PAM sequence. Seed et al
also found that the majority of spacers in the studied
ICP1-related phage CRISPR arrays showed identity to V.
cholera PLEs. The spacers are shown in the following Table
3; S1 in an array of the invention is, for example, selected
from any one of these sequences. In an embodiment, S1 is
selected from any one of the underlined sequences.

In an example, the array of the invention (or each array)
is an engineered array comprising one, more or all of the
underlined spacer sequences. The array spacers can com-
prise a non-naturally occurring arrangement as follows:—

For example, the array comprises a spacer of type 8a
and/or 9a, and 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 (but not 7) of types 1a-7a.
For example, the array comprises a spacer of type 4b, and 0,
1 or 2, 3 (but not 3 or more) of 1b-3b. For example, the array
comprises a spacer of type 8a and one, more or all of 9a, 4b,
1c, 3d, 1e and 3e. For example, the array comprises a spacer
of type 9a and one, more or all of 8a, 4b, 1c, 3d, 1e and 3e.
For example, the array comprises a spacer of type 4b and
one, more or all of 8a, 9a, 1c, 3d, 1e and 3e. For example,
the array comprises a spacer of type 1c and one, more or all
of 8a, 9a, 4b, 3d, 1e and 3e. For example, the array
comprises a spacer of type 3d and one, more or all of 8a, 9a,
4b, 1c, 1e and 3e. For example, the array comprises a spacer
of type 1e and one, more or all of 8a, 9a, 4b, 1c, 3d and 3e.
For example, the array comprises a spacer of type 3e and
one, more or all of 8a, 9a, 4b, 1c, 3d and 1e.

In another non-naturally occurring arrangement, the vec-
tor comprises first and second arrays of the invention,
wherein the arrays comprise at least two spacers selected
from 1a to 1g (eg, at least two spacers selected from 8a, 9a,
4b, 1c, 3d, 1e and 3e) wherein the spacers are not spacers of
the same ICP1 phage genome, eg, not all spacers of
ICP1_2011_A, or ICP1_2006_E, or ICP1_2005_A or
ICP1_2004_A (by reference to the spacers in the table
above). Thus, in an embodiment:—

The first array comprises an ICP1_2011_A spacer
sequence (eg, 8a and/or 9a), and the second array comprises
a spacer sequence of ICP1_2006_E, ICP1_2005_A or
ICP1_2004_A (eg, one or more spacers selected from 4b, 1c,
3d, 1e and 3e).

In an example, the vector comprises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or all
7 spacer types selected from 8a, 9a, 4b, 1c, 3d, 1e and 3e. In
an example, the vector comprises multiple copies of one or
more of said selected types. In an example, the, some or each
array in the vector comprises a first spacer (nearest the
promoter of the array), wherein the first spacer is selected
from 8a, 9a, 4b, 1c, 3d, 1e and 3e. Positioning in this way
is advantageous as natural arrays use the first spacer most
frequently.

Reference is made to Nucleic Acids Res. 2013 October;
41(19):9033-48. doi: 10.1093/nar/gkt654. Epub 2013 Jul.
30, “High-resolution definition of the Vibrio cholerae essen-
tial gene set with hidden Markov model-based analyses of
transposon-insertion sequencing data”, Chao M C et al
(incorporated by reference), which discloses the coupling of

high-density transposon mutagenesis to high-throughput
DNA sequencing (transposon-insertion sequencing) enables
simultaneous and genome-wide assessment of the contribu-
tions of individual loci to bacterial growth and survival.
HMM results indicate that 128 genes are required for
optimal growth of V. cholerae in LB. The target sequence of
the invention can be a sequence of any one of these genes
(which gene names and sequences are explicitly incorpo-
rated herein by reference for use in providing target
sequences of the vectors of the present invention and for
possible inclusion in the claims herein).

For example, insertion mutants in vc0309 and vc0753,
which had average reads of 5.6 and 4.7, respectively, were
severely attenuated in growth. Likewise, vc0237 and vc1773
mutants were less fit than wild-type cells in an in vitro
competition experiment. The list also includes a number of
antitoxin genes from putative toxin/antitoxin addiction loci,
including vca0360, vca0477, vca0486 and vca0488. Such
genes are presumed to be essential when associated with
active toxins.

The authors found the essential V cholerae genes in Table
4. The authors identified more than 200 intergenic regions
that appear to be essential.

Thus, in an example of the invention when the host cell
is a Vibrio cholerae cell, the target sequence is a vc0631,
vc2024, vc2626, vc2763-vc2767 or vc2768-vc2770
sequence. In an example of the invention when the host cell
is a Vibrio cholerae cell, the target sequence is a vc0309 and
vc0753, vc0237 and vc1773, vca0360, vca0477, vca0486 or
vca0488 sequence.

Reference is made to Infect Immun. 2015 September;
83(9):3381-95. doi: 10.1128/IAI.00411-15. Epub 2015 Jun.
8, “A Genome-Wide Screen Reveals that the Vibrio cholerae
Phosphoenolpyruvate Phosphotransferase System Modu-
lates Virulence Gene Expression”, Wang Q et al (incorpo-
rated by reference). The authors used a transposon insertion
site (TIS) sequencing-based strategy to identify new factors
required for expression of tcpA, which encodes the major
subunit of TCP, the organism’s chief intestinal colonization
factor. Besides identifying most of the genes known to
modulate tcpA expression, the screen yielded ptsI and ptsH,
which encode the enzyme I (EI) and Hpr components of the
V. cholerae phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase sys-
tem (PTS). In addition to reduced expression of TcpA,
strains lacking EI, Hpr, or the associated EIIA(Glc) protein
produced less cholera toxin (CT) and had a diminished
capacity to colonize the infant mouse intestine. The PTS
modulates virulence gene expression by regulating expres-
sion of tcpPH and aphAB, which themselves control expres-
sion of toxT, the central activator of virulence gene expres-
sion.

Thus, in an example of the invention when the host cell
is a Vibrio cholerae cell, the target sequence is a tcpA
sequence or a tcpA modulator sequence (ie, a nucleotide
sequence that modulates tcpA itself or via its expression
product). For example, the sequence is a ptsI or ptsH
sequence. In an example, the target sequence is sequence of
the phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system (PTS),
or a tcpPH, aphAB or toxT sequence. In an example the
target sequence is a gene sequence encoding EIIA(Glc)
protein.
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Suitable target sequences for the present invention are
also as shown in Table 5—sequence of any one of the
following (Pathogenicity genes are underlined).

In an embodiment, the cell is a Vibrio (eg, cholera) cell
and the target sequence is a sequence if any of these genes.

Pathogenicity genes are shown in Table 6.
In an embodiment, the cell is a Vibrio (eg, cholera) cell

and the target sequence is a sequence if any of these genes.
Genes from TCP and CTX Pathogenicity Islands

In an embodiment, the cell is a Vibrio (eg, cholera) cell
and the target sequence is an ace, cep, ctxA, ctxB, orfU, zot,
rstA, rstB, rstR, acfA, acfB, acfC, tagE, aldA, int, tagA,
tagD, tcpA, tcpB, tcpC, tcpD, tcpE, tcpF, tcpH, tcpI, tcpJ,
tcpP, tcpQ, tcpR, tcpS, tcpT or toxT sequence.

Example 6: Specific Microbiota Bacterial
Population Growth Inhibition By Harnessing

Wild-Type Endogenous Cas

1. Material and Methods
1. 1. Strains
The following strains were used in the course of this

Example and Examples 7 and 8: E. coli MG1655, E. coli
TOP10, Streptococcus thermophilus LMD-9 (ATCC BAA-
491, Manassas, Va.), Streptococcus thermophilus DSM
20617(T) (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany), Lactococcus
lactis MG1363 and Streptococcus mutans Clarke 1924 DSM
20523 (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany).

During the course of media selection and testing of the
genetic constructs different Streptococci strains were used.
Streptococcus thermophilus LMD-9 (ATCC BAA-491) and
Escherichia coli TOP10 were considered because of their
compatible growth requirements. All strains were cultivated
in Todd-Hewitt broth (TH) (T1438 Sigma-Aldrich), in aero-
bic conditions and at 37° C., unless elsewhere indicated. The
strains were stored in 25% glycerol at -80° C.

1. 2. Differential Growth Media
All strains were grown on TH media at 37° C. for 20

hours. Selective media for S. thermophilus was TH media
supplemented with 3 g 1-1 of 2-phenylethanol (PEA). PEA
was added to the media and autoclaved at 121° C. for 15
minutes at 15 psi. Agar plates were prepared by adding 1.5%
(wt/vol) agar to the corresponding media. When necessary
for selection or plasmid maintenance 30 µg ml-1 kanamycin
was used for both S. thermophilus strains and E. coli, and
500 µg ml-1 for S. mutans.

In some cases, depending on the strain and plasmid, a
longer incubation, up to 48 hours, may be needed to see
growth on media supplemented with PEA. In order to
control for the viability of the organisms used, a control TH
agar must be done in parallel.

1. 3. Cloning
E. coli (One Shot® ThermoFischer TOP10 Chemically

Competent cells) was used in all subcloning procedures.
PCR was carried out using Phusion polymerase. All PCR
products were purified with Nucleospin Gel and PCR Clean-
up by Macherey-Nagel following the manufacturer’s proto-
col. The purified fragments were digested with restriction
enzyme DpnI in 1· FD buffer with 1 µl enzyme in a total
volume of 34 µl. The digested reaction was again purified
with Nucleospin Gel and PCR Clean-up by Macherey-Nagel
following the manufacturer’s protocol. Gibson assembly
was performed in 10 µl reactions following the manufactur-
er’s protocol (NewEngland Biolab).

Plasmid DNA was prepared using Qiagen kits according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Modifications for Gram-

positive strains included growing bacteria in a medium
supplemented with 0.5% glycine and lysozyme to facilitate
cell lysis.

1. 4. Transformation
1. 4.1 Electro-Competent E. coli Cells and Transforma-

tion
Commercially electrocompetent cells were used for clon-

ing and the experiments (One Shot® ThermoFischer TOP10
Chemically Competent E. coli). Electroporation was done
using standard settings: 1800 V, 25 µF and 200W using an
Electro Cell Manipulator (BTX Harvard Apparatus
ECM630). Following the pulse, 1 ml LB-SOC media was
added and the cells were incubated at 37° C. for 1 hour. The
transformed cells were plated in LB-agar containing 50 µg
ml-1 of kanamycin.

1. 4.2 Preparation of Electro-Competent S. thermophilus
Cells

The electroporation protocol was modified from Somkuti
and Steinberg, 1988. An overnight culture of Streptococcus
thermophilus in TH Broth supplemented with 40 mM DL-
threonine (T8375 Sigma-Aldrich) was diluted 100-fold in 5
ml of the same media and grown to an OD600 between
0.3-0.5 (approximately 2.5 hours after inoculation). The
cells were collected by centrifugation at 10,000·g for 10
min at 4° C. and washed three times with 5 ml of ice cold
wash buffer (0.5 M sucrose+10% glycerol). After the cells
were washed, they were suspended to an OD600 of 15-30 in
electroporation buffer (0.5 M sucrose, 10% glycerol and 1
mM MgCl2). The cells in the electroporation buffer may be
kept at 4° C. until use (within one hour) or aliquot 50 µl in
eppendorf tubes, freezing them in liquid nitrogen and stored
at -80° C. for later use.

1. 4.3 Electroporation S. thermophilus Cells
1 µl of purified plasmid DNA was added to 50 µl of the

cell suspension and electroporation was carried out in 2
mm-gap electroporation cuvettes pre-cooled. The electropo-
ration setting were 2500 V, 25 F and 200W using an Electro
Cell Manipulator (BTX Harvard Apparatus ECM630).
Immediately after the electric pulse, 1 ml of TH broth was
added to the cells and the suspension was kept on ice for 10
minutes, subsequently the cells were incubated for 3 h at 37°
C. After allowing time for expression of the resistance gene
the cells were plated onto TH-agar plates containing 30 g
ml-1 of kanamycin. Depending on the construct, colonies
were visible between 12 and 48 h of incubation at 37° C.

1. 5. Construction of XylS Plasmid
All the plasmids used in this work were based on

pBAV1K-T5, which is a broad-host range expression vector
derived from the a cryptic plasmid pWV01 from Strepto-
coccus cremoris (Bryksin & Matsumura, 2010), the back-
bone was amplified using that contain overhangs for assem-
bly with the other fragments using Gibson’s method.

The xylose inducible system was constructed by cloning
the promoter gyrA in front of the XylR repressor (FIG. 1).
The XylR repressor was amplified from Bacillus Subtilis
strain SCK6 (Zhang et al. 2011) with the a reverse primer
that includes an overhang for Gibson assembly and a for-
ward primer, that is an ultramer used to introduce the gyrA
promoter (Xie et al. 2013) and the corresponding overhang
for assembly into pBAV1KT5 backbone. The resulting frag-
ment was flanked by an mCherry amplified from pCL002
(unpublished work) with an ultramer that include Pldha+
PxylA hybrid promoter (Xie et al. 2013). The three resulting
PCR products were assembled in a Gibson Master Mix®
(NewEngland Biolab) according to manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The product was finally transformed in E. coli TOP10
electrocompetent cells. See FIG. 1.
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1. 6. Design and Construction of CRISPR Array Plasmid
Streptococcus thermophilus has 4 distinct CRISPR sys-

tems (Sapranauskas, et al. 2011), for this work the type II
CRISPR1 (ST1-CRISPR) system was chosen. The design of
the target sequence was based on the available genome
sequence of LMD-9 (GenBank: CP000419.1). The ST1-
CRISPR array was designed to contain only the CRISPR
array repeats and spacers under a xylose inducible promoter
(Xie et al. 2013), followed by the corresponding tracrRNA
under a strong constitutive promoter for Streptococci species
(Sorg et al. 2014) (FIG. 2, SEQ ID Nos:).

The tracrRNA plays a role in the maturation of crRNA and
it is processed by S. thermophilus endogenous RNase III,
forming a complex with crRNA. This complex acts as a
guide for the endonuclease ST1-Cas9 (Horvath & Barran-
gou, 2010). After transcription of the synthetic array from
the xylose inducible promoter, the endogenous Cas9 and
RNAses will process it into a functional gRNA. The gRNA/
Cas9 complex will cause a double stranded break at the
target location.

The design of the array used 2 specific target sequences
high on GC content and a reduced portion of the tracrRNA
(ie, a less than complete tracrRNA sequence), which has
been suggested not to be necessary for proper maturation of
crRNA (Horvath & Barrangou, 2010).

The 2 targets were an essential gene (DNA polymerase III
subunit alpha) and an antibiotic resistance gene (tetA-like
gene) (SEQ ID NOs:).

Primers were used to amplify pBAV1KT5-XylR-PldhA
backbone. The CRISPR array gBlock and the backbone with
overhangs were assembled in a Gibson Master Mix®
according to manufacturer’s instructions (NewEngland Bio-
labs). The product was finally transformed in E. coli TOP10
electrocompetent cells.

1. 7. Characterization of Xylose Inducible System in
Streptoccocus thermophilus LMD-9

Overnight stationary-phase cultures were diluted 1:100
into TH broth with corresponding antibiotic. Mid-log cells
were induced with different concentration of D-(+)-xylose
(0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 1% wt/vol) and the cell cultures
were measured either directly in medium to assess the extent
of autofluorescence of the media, on the cell suspension or
the suspension buffer (PBS buffer). 20 µl samples of the cell
cultures were diluted 1⁄10 on PBS buffer, on 96-well plates
with flat bottoms. Fluorescence of cell suspensions or media
was read on a plate reader. mCherry fluorescence was
measured using an excitation wavelength of 558 nm and
emission at 612 nm. Absorbance of the resuspended cells
was measured at OD 600 nm. A minimum of three inde-
pendent biological replicates was done for each experiment.

1.8. Activation of CRISPR Array in S. thermophilus
S. thermophilus LMD-9 and E. coli TOP10 both with the

plasmid containing the CRISPR array targeting the DNA
polymerase III and tetA of S. thermophilus were grown
overnight in 3 ml cultures supplemented with 30 µg ml-1 of
kanamycin for plasmid maintenance. The next day 96 well
deep well plates were inoculated with 500 µl of 1⁄100 of
overnight culture in fresh TH media, supplemented with 30
g ml-1 kanamycin. Mid-log cell cultures were induced with
1% xylose. The killing effect was tested on S. thermophilus
and E. coli alone. For each strain and condition tested a
negative control was kept without xylose. The cells were
grown till ~OD 0.5 and next 10-fold serially diluted in TH
media and using a 96-well replicator (Mettler Toledo Liq-
uidator™ 96) 5 µL volume drops were spotted on TH agar
and TH agar supplemented with g l-1 PEA plates. The plates

were incubated for 24H at 37° C. and the colony forming
units (CFU) were calculated from triplicate measurements.

2. Results
2.1 Growth Condition and Selective Media
We first set out to establish the bacterial strains and

cultivation protocol that would support growth for all strains
we planned to use for the co-cultivation experiments. We
used S. thermophilus strain LMD-9 which was able to
support a similar growth as E. coli in TH broth at 37° C.
(FIG. 3).

Distinguishing the different bacteria from a mixed culture
is important in order to determine cell number of the
different species. With MacConkey agar is possible to selec-
tively grow E. coli, however there is no specific media for
selective growth of S. thermophilus. PEA agar is a selective
medium that is used for the isolation of gram-positive (S.
thermophilus) from gram-negative (E. coli). Additionally,
we found that different concentrations of PEA partially
inhibit the growth of other gram positives, which allow for
selection between the other gram-positive bacteria used in
this work (FIG. 4). 3 g l-1 of PEA proved to selectively grow
S. thermophilus LMD-9 while limiting growth of E. coli.

2.2 Design and Validation of Inducible System
An induction system for Streptococcus species was pre-

viously developed based on the Bacillus megaterium xylose
operon (FIG. 5) by creating a heterologous xylose induction
cassette (Xyl-S). The xylR and xylA promoters were
replaced with S. mutans’ constitutively expressed gyrA and
ldh promoters respectively. This expression cassette for
Streptococcus species showed differences in sensitivity and
expression levels between different species, however the
system was not tested in S. thermophilus (Xie et al. 2013).
Therefore we first set out to validate the xylose induction
cassette in S. thermophilus.

An alternative version of the induction cassette was
constructed by only replacing the xylR promoter with the S.
mutans’ gyrA promoter but left the endogenous B. megate-
rium xylA promoter intact. During the design of the xylose
inducible system we considered both versions of the induc-
ible promoter, the natural PXylA promoter found in Bacillus
megaterium and a hybrid promoter of the highly conserved
promoter Pldha fused with the repressor binding sites of PXylA

promoter (FIG. 5). Only a few Streptococcus species have
been reported to metabolize xylose, and thus the presence of
a regulatory machinery to recognize the xylA promoter in
the other Streptococcus species is not likely. Therefore we
constructed both xylose induction systems but only tested
the inducibility of mCherry with the Pldha+XylA system.

In order to determine mCherry inducible expression by
xylose, mid-log cultures of cells with the plasmid
(pBAV1KT5-XyR-mCherry-Pldha+XylA) were induced with
different concentrations of xylose. Six hours after the induc-
tion we measured mCherry fluorescence in the cultures,
where we observed substantially higher overall expression
levels in cells carrying the plasmid (FIG. 6). It is worth
noticing that the system showed a substantial level of basal
expression even in the cultures where xylose was not added.
This means that the system is ‘leaky’ and in context of the
kill-array this can lead to cell death even before the system
is induced with xylose. However, in the subsequent course
of this study we used both versions of the plasmid
(pBAV1KT5-XyR-mCherry-Pldha+XylA and pBAV1KT5-
XylR-mCherry-PxylA).

2. 3 Design of CRISPR/CAS9 Array
In order to determine if the genomic targeting spacers in

a CRISPR array can cause death in S. thermophilus LMD-9,
we inserted the CRISPR array we designed into the two
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xylose inducible systems previously constructed
(pBAV1KT5-XyR-mCherry-Pldha+XylA and pBAV1KT5-
XylR-mCherry-PxylA). In these plasmids we replaced
mCherry with the gBlock containing the CRISPR array
(FIG. 7). The variant with the Pldha+XylA promoter was
expected to be stronger and have a higher basal activity than
the PxylA (Xie et al. 2013).

2. 4 Inhibition of Bacterial Population Growth Using
Endogenous Cas9

After we constructed the plasmids in E. coli, we trans-
formed the plasmids into S. thermophilus. This would allow
us to determine if we could cause cell death of a specific
bacterial species. Interestingly, bacterial host population size
(indicated by growing bacteria and counting colony numbers
on agar plates) in S. thermophilus exposed to the plasmid
containing the strong Pldh+XylA hybrid promoter was 10-fold
less when compared to S. thermophilus exposed to the
plasmid containing the weak, normal PxylA promoter (FIG. 8;
52 colonies with the strong array expression versus 556
colonies with weak array expression, 10.7-fold difference),
the 2 strains having been transformed in parallel using the
same batch of electrocompetent S. thermophilus cells. This
suggests to us that the plasmid carrying the CRISPR array
targeting S. thermophilus genes is able to kill the cells using
the endogenous Cas nuclease and RNase III, thereby inhib-
iting population growth by 10-fold.

We expect that weak array expression in host cells trans-
formed by the plasmid comprising the PxylA promoter led to
a degree of cell killing, albeit much less than with the strong
promoter plasmid. We expect that population growth inhi-
bition that is greater than the observed 10-fold inhibition
would be determined if a comparison of the activity of
strong array expression was made with S thermophilus that
is not exposed to any array-encoding plasmid (such as
bacteria directly isolated from gut microbiota). Thus, we
believe that array (or single guide RNA) expression in host
cells for harnessing endogenous Cas nuclease will be useful
for providing effective growth inhibition of target host cells
in environmental, medical and other settings mentioned
herein. Co-administration of antibiotic may also be useful to
enhance the growth inhibition, particularly when one or
more antibiotic resistance genes are targeted.

3. Discussion and Outlook
In this study we set out to design a CRISPR-array to

specifically kill S. thermophilus using the endogenous Cas9
system. In order to gain control over the killing signal we
sought to apply an inducible system that can be applied in S.
thermophilus. The xylose inducible XylR system from B.
megaterium was previously applied in S. mutans (Xie, 2013)
but not in S. thermophilus. In this study we demonstrated the
functionality of the xylR induction system using the
designed XylR-mCherry-Pldha circuit in S. thermophilus.
We found 0.1% wt/vol is sufficient to fully induce the XylR
system in S. thermophilus (FIG. 6).

In order to observe abundance when co-culturing S.
thermophilus and E. coli we established that supplementa-
tion of the culture media with 3 g 1-1 of PEA, allows for the
selective growth of S. thermophilus while limiting the
growth of E. coli (FIG. 4).

A ST1-CRISPR array, targeting the DNA polymerase III
subunit alpha and a tetA like gene in the S. thermophilus
LMD-9 genome, was placed under the xylose inducible
promoter (Xie et al. 2013). Targeting these regions should
lead to a double strand break and thus limit S. thermophilus
viability (FIG. 9). Since the engineered array was designed
to target S. thermophilus genome using the endogenous
CRISPR/Cas machinery to process the encoded CRISPR

array, the array is expected to have no influence on growth
of unrelated strains such as E. coli, even similar targets could
be found on its genome. This was successfully tested in a
mixed bacterial population (simulating aspects of a human
microbiota) as discussed in Example 8.

The demonstration of the invention’s ability to inhibit
host cell growth on a surface is important and desirable in
embodiments where the invention is for treating or prevent-
ing diseases or conditions mediated or caused by microbiota
as disclosed herein in a human or animal subject. Such
microbiota are typically in contact with tissue of the subject
(eg, gut, oral cavity, lung, armpit, ocular, vaginal, anal, ear,
nose or throat tissue) and thus we believe that the demon-
stration of activity to inhibit growth of a microbiota bacterial
species (exemplified by Streptococcus) on a surface supports
this utility.

Example 7: Specific Microbiota Bacterial
Population Growth Inhibition in Different Strains

Example 6 demonstrated specific growth inhibition of
Streptococcus thermophilus LMD-9. Here we demonstrate
growth inhibition can also be obtained in a second strain:
Streptococcus thermophilus DSM 20617. Methods
described in Example 6 were, therefore, applied to the latter
strain (except that selective media for S. thermophilus DSM
20617 was TH media supplemented with 2.5 g l-1 of
2-phenylethanol (PEA)).

Streptococcus thermophilus DSM 20617 transformed
with the CRISPR array plasmids were incubated for recov-
ery in liquid media for a period of 3 hours at 37° C. that
would allow for expression of kanamycin resistance. After a
recovery period, cells were plated in different selection
media in presence of 1% xylose in order to induce cell death,
and without xylose as a control (FIG. 10). It is evident that;
(1) by xylose induction the growth of S. thermophilus can be
inhibited (around 10-fold for the ‘strong’ promoter plasmid
versus control), (2) the ‘strong’ system (pBAV1KT5-XylR-
CRISPR-PldhA) results in more growth reduction than the
‘weak’ system (pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PxylA).

Example 8: Selective Bacterial Population Growth
Inhibition in a Mixed Consortium of Different

Microbiota Species

We next demonstrated selective growth inhibition of a
specific bacterial species in a mixed population of three
species. We selected species found in gut microbiota of
humans and animals (S thermophilus DSM 20617(T), Lac-
tobacillus lactis and E coli). We included two gram-positive
species (the S thermophilus and L lactis) to see if this would
affect the ability for selective killing of the former species;
furthermore to increase difficulty (and to more closely
simulate situations in microbiota) L lactis was chosen as this
is a phylogenetically-related species to S thermophilus (as
indicated by high 16s ribosomal RNA sequence identity
between the two species). The S thermophilus and L lactis
are both Firmicutes. Furthermore, to simulate microbiota, a
human commensal gut species (E coli) was included.

1. Materials & Methods
Methods as set out in Example 6 were used strain (except

that selective media was TH media supplemented with 2.5 g
l-1 of 2-phenylethanol (PEA)).

1.1 Preparation of Electro-Competent L. lactis Cells
Overnight cultures of L. lactis in TH media supplemented

with 0.5 M sucrose and 1% glycine were diluted 100-fold in
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5 ml of the same media and grown at 30° C. to an OD600

between 0.2-0.7 (approximately 2 hours after inoculation).
The cells were collected at 7000· g for 5 min at 4° C. and
washed three times with 5 ml of ice cold wash buffer (0.5 M
sucrose+10% glycerol). After the cells were washed, they
were suspended to an OD600 of 15-30 in electroporation
buffer (0.5 M sucrose, 10% glycerol and 1 mM MgCl2). The
cells in the electroporation buffer were kept at 4° C. until use
(within one hour) or aliquot 50 µl in eppendorf tubes,
freezing them in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80° C. for
later use.

Electroporation conditions for all species were as
described in Example 6.

1.2 Activation of CRISPR Array: Consortium Experi-
ments.

S. thermophilus DSM 20617, L. lactis MG1363 and E.
coli TOP10 were genetically transformed with the plasmid
containing the CRISPR array targeting the DNA polymerase
III and tetA of S. thermophilus. After transformation all cells
were grown alone and in co-culture for 3 hours at 37° C.
allowing for recovery to develop the antibiotic resistance
encoded in the plasmid. We decided to use transformation
efficiency as a read out of CRISPR-encoded growth inhibi-
tion. Therefore, after allowing the cells for recovery the
cultures were plated in TH media, TH supplemented with
PEA and MacConkey agar all supplemented with Kanamy-
cin, and induced by 1% xylose.

2. Results
2.0 Phylogenetic Distance Between L. lactis, E. Coli and

S. thermophilus
The calculated sequence similarity in the 16S rrNA-

encoding DNA sequence of the S. thermophilus and L. lactis
was determined as 83.3%. The following 16S sequences
were used: E. coli: AB030918.1, S. thermophilus:
AY188354.1, L. lactis: AB030918. The sequences were
aligned with needle (www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/
emboss_needle/nucleotide.html) with the following param-
eters: -gapopen 10.0-gapextend 0.5-endopen 10.0-endex-
tend 0.5-aformat3 pair-snucleotide1-snucleotide2. FIG. 11
shows the maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of 16S
sequences from S. thermophilus, L. lactis and E. coli.

2.1 Growth Condition and Selective Media
S. thermophilus and L. lactis are commonly used in

combination in many fermented foods and yoghurt. We
chose these strains since they are commonly known to be gut
microbes that form an intimate association with the host and
previous characterizations of the 16S ribosomal RNA region
of S. thermophilus and L. lactis have shown that these
organisms are phylogenetically closely related (Ludwig et
al., 1995). In parallel we also evaluated the growth of E. coli
for our mixed population co-culture experiments, since this
organism is also commonly found in gut microbe commu-
nities. We first set out to establish the bacterial strains and
cultivation protocol that would support growth for all strains
we planned to use for the co-cultivation experiments. We
found that all strains were able to support growth in TH
broth at 37° C. (FIG. 3).

Distinguishing the different bacteria from a mixed culture
is important in order to determine cell number of the
different species. With MacConkey agar is possible to selec-
tively grow E. coli, however there is no specific media for
selective growth of S. thermophilus. PEA agar is a selective
medium that is used for the isolation of gram-positive (S.
thermophilus) from gram-negative (E. coli). Additionally,
different concentrations of PEA partially inhibit the growth
of the different grams positive species and strains, which
allow for selection between the other gram-positive bacteria

used in this work. Using 2.5 g l-1 of PEA proved to
selectively grow S. thermophilus while limiting growth of L.
lactis and E. coli.

All strains were transformed with a plasmid that used the
vector backbone of pBAV1KT5 that has a kanamycin selec-
tion marker; we found that using media supplemented with
30 ug ml-1 of kanamycin was enough to grow the cells while
keeping the plasmid.

2. 3 Transformation & Selective Growth Inhibition in a
Mixed Population

We transformed S. thermophilus, L. lactis and E. coli with
plasmid containing the CRISPR array and cultured them in
a consortium of all the bacterial species combined in equal
parts, which would allow us to determine if we could cause
cell death specifically in S. thermophilus. We transformed all
the species with either the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PXylA

or pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-Pldha+XylA plasmid.
FIG. 12 shows the selective S thermophilus growth inhi-

bition in a co-culture of E. coli, L. lactis and S. thermophiles
harboring either the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PxylA or the
pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PldhA+XylA plasmid. No growth
difference is observed between E. coli harboring the
pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-PxylA or the pBAV1KT5-XylR-
CRISPR-PldhA+XylA plasmid (middle column). However, S.
thermophiles (selectively grown on TH agar supplemented
with 2.5 gl-1 PEA, last column) shows a decrease in trans-
formation efficiency between the pBAV1KT5-XylR-
CRISPR-PxylA (strong) or the pBAV1KT5-XylR-CRISPR-
PldhA+XylA (weak) plasmid as we expected. We thus
demonstrated a selective growth inhibition of the target S
thermophilus sub-population in the mixed population of
cells.
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Example 9: Vector-Encoded System for Selective
Species & Strain Growth Inhibition in a Mixed

Bacterial Consortium

In Example 8 we surprisingly established the possibility
of harnessing endogenous Cas nuclease activity in host
bacteria for selective population growth inhibition in a
mixed consortium of different species. We next explored the
possibility of instead using vector-encoded Cas activity for
selective population growth inhibition in a mixed consor-
tium of different species. We demonstrated selective growth
inhibition of a specific bacterial species in a mixed popula-
tion of three different species, and further including a strain
alternative to the target bacteria. We could surprisingly show
selective growth inhibition of just the target strain of the
predetermined target species. Furthermore, the alternative
strain was not targeted by the vector-encoded CRISPR/Cas
system, which was desirable for establishing the fine speci-
ficity of such vector-borne systems in a mixed bacterial
consortium that mimicked human or animal gut microbiota
elements.

We selected species found in gut microbiota of humans
and animals (Bacillus subtilis, Lactobacillus lactis and E
coli). We included two strains of the human commensal gut
species, E coli. We thought it of interest to see if we could
distinguish between closely related strains that nevertheless
had sequence differences that we could use to target killing
in one strain, but not the other. This was of interest as some
strains of E coli in microbiota are desirable, whereas others
may be undesirable (eg, pathogenic to humans or animals)
and thus could be targets for Cas modification to knock-
down that strain.

1. Material and Methods
1.1. Plasmids and Strains
See Tables 7 and 8. All strains were cultivated in Todd-

Hewitt broth (TH) (T1438 Sigma-Aldrich), in aerobic con-
ditions and at 37° C., unless elsewhere indicated. The strains
were stored in 25% glycerol at -80° C.

The self-targeting sgRNA-Cas9 complex was tightly
regulated by a theophylline riboswitch and the AraC/PBAD

expression system respectively. Tight regulation of Cas9 is
desired in order to be carried stably in E. coli. The plasmid
contained the exogenous Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes
with a single guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting E. coli’s K-12
strains. Therefore K-12 derived strains TOP10 was suscep-
tible to double strand self-cleavage and consequent death
when the system was activated. E. coli strains like Nissle
don’t have the same target sequence therefore they were

unaffected by the sgRNA-Cas9 activity. See Tables 9-11
below, which show sequences used in Example 9. We chose
a target sequence (ribosomal RNA-encoding sequence) that
is conserved in the target cells and present in multiple copies
(7 copies), which increased the chances of cutting host cell
genomes in multiple places to promote killing using a single
gRNA design.

FIG. 13 shows regulators controlling the expression of
spCas9 and the self-targeting sgRNA targeting the ribosomal
RNA subunit 16s.

1. 2. Differential Growth Media

All strains were grown on TH media at 37° C. for 20
hours. Selective media for B. subtilis was TH media supple-
mented with 2.5 g 1-1 of 2-phenylethanol (PEA). PEA was
added to the media and autoclaved at 121° C. for 15 minutes
at 15 psi. Agar plates were prepared by adding 1.5% (wt/vol)
agar to the corresponding media.

1. 3. Cloning

E. coli (One Shot® ThermoFischer TOP10 Chemically
Competent cells) was used in all subcloning procedures.
PCR was carried out using Phusion™ polymerase. All PCR
products were purified with Nucleospin™ Gel and PCR
Clean-up by Macherey-Nagel™ following the manufactur-
er’s protocol. The purified fragments were digested with
restriction enzyme DpnI in 1· FD buffer with 1 µl enzyme
in a total volume of 34 µl. The digested reaction was again
purified with Nucleospin Gel and PCR Clean-up by Mache-
rey-Nagel following the manufacturer’s protocol. Gibson
assembly was performed in 10 µl reactions following the
manufacturer’s protocol (NewEngland Biolab).

Plasmid DNA was prepared using Qiagen kits according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Modifications for Gram-
positive strains included growing bacteria in a medium
supplemented with 0.5% glycine and lysozyme to facilitate
cell lysis.

1. 4. Transformation

1. 4.1 Electro-Competent E. coli Cells and Transforma-
tion

Commercially electrocompetent cells were used for clon-
ing and the experiments (One Shot® ThermoFischer TOP10
electrompetent E. coli). Electroporation was done using
standard settings: 1800 V, 25 µF and 200W using an Electro
Cell Manipulator (BTX Harvard Apparatus ECM630). Fol-
lowing the pulse, 1 ml LB-SOC media was added and the
cells were incubated at 37° C. for 1 hour. The transformed
cells were plated in LB-agar containing the corresponding
antibiotics.

1.5. Activation of sgRNA-Cas9 in E. coli and Consortium
Experiments.

E. coli TOP10 and Nissle both with the plasmid contain-
ing the sgRNA targeting the ribosomal RNA-encoding
sequence of K-12 derived strains and the other bacteria were
grown overnight in 3 ml of TH broth. The next day the cells
were diluted to ~OD 0.5 and next 10-fold serially diluted in
TH media and using a 96-well replicator (Mettler Toledo
Liquidator™ 96) 4 µL volume drops were spotted on TH
agar, TH agar with inducers (1% arabinose and 2 mM
theophylline), TH agar supplemented with 2.5 g 1-1 PEA
and MacConkey agar supplemented with 1% maltose. The
plates were incubated for 20 h at 37° C. and the colony
forming units (CFU) were calculated from triplicate mea-
surements.
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2. Results
2.1 Specific Targeting of E. coli Strains Using an Exog-

enous CRISPR-Cas9 System
We first tested if the system could differentiate between

two E. coli strains by introducing the killing system in both
E. coli TOP10 and Nissle.

2.1 Targeting of E. coli Using an Exogenous CRISPR-
Cas9 System in a Mixed Culture

Serial dilutions of overnight cultures were done in dupli-
cate for both E. coli strains, B. subtilis, L. lactis, and in
triplicate for the mixed cultures. All strains were grown at
37° C. for 20 hours in selective plates with and without the
inducers. Induction of the system activates the sgRNA-Cas9
targeting K-12 derived strains, while leaving intact the other
bacteria.

Distinguishing the different bacteria from a mixed culture
is important in order to determine cell numbers of the
different species and determine the specific removal of a
species. MacConkey agar selectively grows E. coli, PEA
agar is a selective medium that is used for the isolation of
gram-positive (B. subtilis) from gram-negative (E. coli).
Additionally, we found that different concentrations of PEA
partially inhibit the growth of other gram positives. 2.5 g 1-1
of PEA proved to selectively grow B. subtilis while limiting
growth of E. coli and L. lactis.

FIG. 14 shows specific targeting of E. coli strain by the
inducible, exogenous, vector-borne CRISPR-Cas system.
The sgRNA target the genome of K-12 derived E. coli strain
E. coli TOP10, while the other E. coli strain tested was
unaffected.

FIG. 15 shows spot assay with serial dilutions of indi-
vidual bacterial species used in this study and mixed culture
in TH agar without induction of the CRISPR-Cas9 system.

FIG. 16 shows a spot assay of the dilution 103 on different
selective media. TH with 2.5 g l-1 PEA is a selective media
for B. subtilis alone. MacConkey supplemented with malt-
ose is a selective and differential culture medium for bacteria
designed to selectively isolate Gram-negative and enteric
bacilli and differentiate them based on maltose fermentation.
Therefore TOP10 DmalK mutant makes white colonies on
the plates while Nissle makes pink colonies; A is E coli
DmalK, B is E coli Nissile, C is B subtilis, D is L lactis, E
is mixed culture; the images at MacConkey-/B and E appear
pink; the images at MacConkey+/B and E appear pink. FIG.
17 shows selective growth of the bacteria used in this study
on different media and selective plates. It can be seen that we
clearly, selectively killed the target E coli strain (“E coli” on
x-axis in FIG. 17) in the mixed population, whereas the other
related strain (“E coli-Nissle”) was not similarly killed.
Killing of the target strain in the mixed population was
1000-fold in this experiment.
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Tables

TABLE 1

Repeat Sequences of SRBs For Use in the Invention
Each of R1 and R1' can be selected from these repeat consensus sequences, eg, when
the system is an crude oil, natural gas or water recovery, processing or storage

equipment.

START END NUMBER SEQ
POSI- POSI- OF ID

BACTERIUM CRISPR_ID TION TION SPACERS DR (REPEAT) CONSENSUS NO: NOTES

Desulphovibrio NC_016803_1 2325998 2326074 1 CCTGGCCTGCCCCAAGTGCAAGG 50
desulphuricans
ND132

Desulphovibrio NC_016803_4 3491653 3498191 98 GTCGCCCCCCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAA 51 1
desulphuricans AC
ND132

Desulphovibrio NC_005863_3 175898 177711 28 GTCGCCCCCCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAA 125 1
vulgaris subsp. AC
vulgaris str.
Hildenborough

Desulphobulbus NC_014972_1 1701541 1707620 92 GTCGCCCCCCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAA 126 1
propionicus DSM AC
2032

Desulphovibrio NC_017311_1 170455 172268 28 GTCGCCCCCCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAA 125 1
vulgaris RCH1 AC

Desulphovibrio NC_011883_1 676246 676547 3 TGGAGCGGGAAACGGGATTTGAACCCGC 52
desulphuricans
subsp.
desulphuricans str.
(ATCC 27774)
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TABLE 1-continued

Repeat Sequences of SRBs For Use in the Invention
Each of R1 and R1' can be selected from these repeat consensus sequences, eg, when
the system is an crude oil, natural gas or water recovery, processing or storage

equipment.

START END NUMBER SEQ
POSI- POSI- OF ID

BACTERIUM CRISPR_ID TION TION SPACERS DR (REPEAT) CONSENSUS NO: NOTES

Desulphovibrio NC_011883_2 1083779 1085579 29 GTGTTCCCCACGGGCGTGGGGATGAACCG 53
desulphuricans
subsp.
desulphuricans str.
(ATCC 27774)

Desulphovibrio NC_022444_2 430661 430743 1 AACCTTTCTGCAAAAAGGTTTCCCC 54 2
gigas DSM 1382
(ATCC 19364)

Desulphovibrio NC_022444_3 915564 915638 1 CCGCTGGATCCGGCTGCAGCGCC 55
gigas DSM 1382
(ATCC 19364)

Desulphovibrio NC_022444_4 1994976 1995063 1 GTTCACTGCCGCATAGGCAGCTCAGAAA 56
gigas DSM 1382
(ATCC 19364)

Desulphovibrio NC_022444_5 2555284 2555600 4 CACCCGACTATTGAAGTCGGGCCTCATTGA 57
gigas DSM 1382 AG
(ATCC 19364)

Desulphurispirillum AACCTTTCTGCAAAAAGGTTTCCCC
indicum S5

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_1 10819 11067 3 GTCAAAACCCATACCGATATGGATACCTCT 58
hydrothermalis TTTGAG

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_2 24430 24678 3 GTCAAAACCCATACCGATATGGATACCTCT 59
hydrothermalis TTTGAG

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_3 36027 36275 3 GTCAAAACCCATACCGATATGGATACCTCT 60
hydrothermalis TTTGAG

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_4 118127 118736 8 GTCAAAACCCATACCGATATGGATACCTCT 61
hydrothermalis TTTGAG

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_5 2366564 2366737 2 CTCAAAAGAGGTATCCATATCGGTATGGGT 62
hydrothermalis TTTGAC

Desulphovibrio NC_022579_6 2574826 2575933 18 GTTCACTGCCGGATAGGCAGCTTAGAAA 63
hydrothermalis

Desulphovibrio NC_012796_1 1589785 1591828 30 GTCGCCCCCTGCGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAA 64
magneticus RS-1 AC

Desulphovibrio NC_012796_3 4725356 4726585 20 TTTTCTGAGCTGCCTATGCGGCAGTGAAC 65
magneticus RS-1

Desulphovibrio NC_011769_1 241933 242082 1 CATCGACGACGAACCCGGGCACCGCCTGAT 66
vulgaris str. GGTCCACGCCGTCATG
'Miyazaki F'

Desulphovibrio NC_011769_3 2444693 2448088 51 GTCGCCCCTCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATAGAA 67
vulgaris str. AC
'Miyazaki F'

Desulphovibrio NC_008741_1 29677 32622 44 GTTTCAATCCACGCCCCCGCACGGGGGGCG 68
vulgaris subsp. AC
vulgaris DP4

Desulphurispirillum NC_014836_1 994780 997087 38 TTTCTGAGCTGCCTATGCGGCAGTGAAC 69 3
indicum S5

Desulphurispirillum NC_014836_2 1123444 1127359 54 GACCGAAGACCTGTCGGAAACGACGGGGAT 70
indicum S5 TGAGAC

Desulphovibrio TTTCTGAGCTGCCTATGCGGCAGTGAAC 128 3
gigas DSM 1382
(ATCC 19364)
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TABLE 1-continued

Repeat Sequences of SRBs For Use in the Invention
Each of R1 and R1' can be selected from these repeat consensus sequences, eg, when
the system is an crude oil, natural gas or water recovery, processing or storage

equipment.

START END NUMBER SEQ
POSI- POSI- OF ID

BACTERIUM CRISPR_ID TION TION SPACERS DR (REPEAT) CONSENSUS NO: NOTES

Desulphovibrio NC_022444_4 1994976 1995063 2 GTTCACTGCCGCATAGGCAGCTCAGAAA 49
gigas DSM 1382
(ATCC 19364)

Desulphurivibrio NC_014216_2 1780099 1782570 40 CGGTTCATCCCCGCGAGTGCGGGGAACAT 71
alkaliphilus AHT2

Desulphurivibrio NC_014216_3 1785014 1791956 115 TTTCTGAGCTGCCTGTGCGGCAGTGAAC 72
alkaliphilus AHT2

Desulphurobacterium NC_015185_1 267992 268349 5 GTTTTATCTGAACGTAGTGGGATATAAAG 73
thermolithotrophum
DSM 11699

Desulphovibrio NC_007519_1 885036 886223 19 CGGTTCATCCCCGCGGGTGCGGGGAACAC 74
desulphuricans G20

Information from CRISPRs Database (www.crispr.u-psud.fr)

1 = Repeat sequence (SEQ ID NOS 51 and 125-126) is common across these bacteria;

2 = Repeat sequence (SEQ ID NOS 54 and 127) is common across these bacteria;

3 = Repeat sequence (SEQ ID NOS 69 and 128) is common across these bacteria.

The entries are read as illustrated by the following
example

Desulphovibrio NC_016803_4 3491653 3498191 98 GTCGCCCCCCACGCGGGGGCGTGGATTGAAAC 51 1
desulphuricans
ND132

A CRISPR array is found in Desulphovibrio desulphuri-
cans ND132 starting at position 3491653 and ending at
position 3498191, wherein the array has 98 spacer
sequences, each flanked by repeats, where the repeats each
have the sequence of SEQ ID NOS 51 and 125-126. Such a
repeat is also found in an array of the other bacteria under
note number 1 (last column in the table).

TABLE 2

BACTEROIDES REPEATS

SEQ

ID NO: SPECIES/STRAIN REPEAT SEQUENCE

107 1. Bacteroides fragilis NCTC 9343 GTTGTGATTTGCTTTCAAATTAGTATCTTTGAACCATTGGAAACAGC

2. Bacteroides fragilis 638R

108 3. Bacteroides fragilis NCTC 9343 ATTTCAATTCCATAAGGTACAATTAATAC

4. Bacteroides fragilis YCH46

109 5. Bacteroides helcogenes P 36-108 GTTTCAATCCACACACCCGTATAGGGTGTGAC

110 6. Bacteroides sp. CF50 ACTGTTTCTGATATGTCAAAGATAAAATTTTGAAAGCAAATCACAAC

111 7. Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron GAAAAAATACAGTTTCGCTCTCA

VPI-5482
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TABLE 2-continued

PREVOTELLA REPEATS

SEQ
ID NO: SPECIES/STRAIN REPEAT SEQUENCE

112 8. Prevotella dentalis DSM 3688 GTCGCGTCTCACGTAGGCGCGTGGATTGAAAC

113 9. Prevotella denticola F0289 ATTGTGCTTGCTACTGCAAAGATACACATTTTGAAGCAATTCACA
AC

114 10. Prevotella denticola F0289 CTCAATGAGTATCTTCCATTAAAACAAGGATTAAGAC

115 11. Prevotella intermedia 17 GTTGTTTTTACCTTGCAAACAGCAGGCAGATACAAC

116 12. Prevotella intermedia 17 GTTGTATTTGCCAATGCAAAGATACTAATTTTAAAGCTAATCACA
AC

117 13. Prevotella ruminicola 23 GTTGTATATCATTCCTTTCCTACATCAAACCACAAC

TABLE 3

Underlined = CRISPR spacers that have 100% identity to sequences
within the V. cholerae PLE

PHAGE SEQ
SOURCE ARRAY SPACER SPACER SEQUENCE ID NO:

ICP1_2011_A CR1 1a CATTGCAACTATGCAAAATGATGAAGCTAAAA 79

2a TGTTAGAGTCGGTAGTATCTGGATGATCGATA 80

3a TTATGTATTGACCCCGACACGCCCCCCGACTG 81

4a TTACAGACGACCTAACTCTTCAGTACCATGAT 82

5a TACATAAGCTGCAACACGGTGTTCGTTTAAGT 83

6a AAAATACGCCTTTTTCCCTTCATCGTTTAAAG 84

7a ACCAACAAATCCCATAAACTGATAACCACGTT 85

8a GTCAACCCTTTGCTTATCTTCCCTATTTAAAT 86

9a TGTTAACCACCGCTTGAAATAATCATGATGCA 87

ICP1_2006_E CR1 1b TGTGTCTATACTCAACCAATTTAAGCGCCGCA 88

2b CTACTCTCCCCAATATTAGCCATTCCTAATTC 89

3b GTCACCTTACCGTAAGACAGGCAGTAAAATTA 90

4b AAACTAGTGGACGTAATGCAGTATTCACGGTT 91

CR2 1c ATCCACACTACAAATAGAACACTCAACCGTGA 92

ICP1_2005_A CR1 1d TGTGTCTATACTCAACCAATTTAAGCGCCGCA 93

2d CTACTCTCCCCAATATTAGCCATTCCTAATTC 94

3d AAACTAGTGGACGTAATGCAGTATTCACGGTT 95

4d ATAATCGTTTTGAGTCTCACCAGCTTTTAGGC 96

CR2 1e ATCCACACTACAAATAGAACACTCAACCGTGA 97

2e TATTGATTGGTCTCTAACCTTGGGATGATTAA 98

3e TTCACGGGTAGCAACAGGGTAATAAACCAATA 99

ICP1_2004_A CR1 1f CATTGCAACTATGCAAAATGATGAAGCTAAAA 100

2f TGTTAGAGTCGGTAGTATCTGGATGATCGATA 101

3f TAGAAGAGTAATAGGAGCTACTGCAAACTTGT 102

4f TAACTATGTGTGGTTTATATTTTGTGTGCAAG 103
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TABLE 3-continued

Underlined = CRISPR spacers that have 100% identity to sequences
within the V. cholerae PLE

PHAGE SEQ
SOURCE ARRAY SPACER SPACER SEQUENCE ID NO:

5f TTTTGAAACTATTGACAGAAGGTTGGGAACCT 104

6f TTGAGGTTGAACCTCTTCCGGTTCCTCTTCTG 105

CR2 1g GTGTATTGCTTGCAGTGGGTTACACACAAGAA 106

TABLE 4

Essential Neutral
homolog in homolog in Homolog Essential Annotated
V. cholerae V. cholerae in E. coli In E. coli? function

vc0631 vc0465 tyrS Yes Tyrosyl tRNA
synthetase

vc2024 vc0093 plsB Yes Glycerol 3
phosphate
acyltransferase

vc2626 dam No Adenine
Methyltransferase

vc2763- atpCDGAH No F1 ATP synthase
vc2767 (e, b, g, a, d)

subunits
vc2768- atpFEB No F0 ATP synthase
vc2770 (B, C, A)

subunits

TABLE 5

Gene Feature

dnaE DNA polymerase III holoenzyme alpha subunit
recA recombinase A
ctxB cholera toxin B
mdh malate dehydrogenase
gyrB DNA gyrase subunit B
tcpA toxin co-regulated pilin A
ctxA cholera toxin A subunit
rpoA RNA polymerase alpha subunit
tcpB toxin co-regulated pilus biosynthesis protein B
asd aspartate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase

TABLE 6

Gene Feature

ctxB cholera toxin B
tcpA toxin co-regulated pilin A
ctxA cholera toxin A subunit
tcpB toxin co-regulated pilus biosynthesis protein B
wbet ogawa specific antigen
hlyA hemolysin A
hapR hemagglutinin/protease regulatory protein
rstR cryptic phage ctxphi transcriptional repressor
mshA mannose-sensitive hemagglutinin A
tcpP toxin co-regulated pilus biosynthesis protein P

TABLE 7

Strains used in Example 9

Strains Description Source

E. coli-TOP10 One Shot ® ThermoFischer TOP10 Thermo-

eletrcompetent cells Fischer

E. coli-TOP10 malK mutant for differentiation on This study

DmalK MacConkey agar plates supplemented

with maltose.

E. coli-Nissle Common probiotic also known as Isolated from

Mutaflor ® probiotic

Mutaflor ®.

Bacillus subtilis Supercompetent strain of [1]

SCK6 B. subtilis by overexpression

of Xylose inducible ComK.

Lactococcus lactis L. lactis MG1363 is the [2]

MG1363 international prototype for lactic

acid bacteria genetics

TABLE 8

Plasmid used in Example 9

Plasmid Description Source

pCasens3 Low copy plasmid (~5 copies), This study.
spectinomycin resistance and Cas9
regulated by a translation theophylline
riboswitch.

pDual2 Medium copy number (~10 copies), This study.
chloramphenicol resistance and a sgRNA
targeting E. coli’s genome regulated byt
AraC/PBAD expression system.

See also Tables 9-11 below, which show sequences used
in Example 9.

Sequences:

In an example, one or more spacers of the invention target
a respective sequence in this sequence listing. SEQ ID NOs:
1-44 are Type II CRISPR/Cas system sequences, eg, Strep-
tococcus sequences.

SEQUENCES
SEQ ID NO: (ALL 5' TO 3')

PROMOTER

1 TTGAC

2 TATAAT
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-continued

SEQUENCES
SEQ ID NO: (ALL 5' TO 3')

TRANSCRIBED LEADER SEQ

3 TATGAAAA

4 ATTTGAG

5 ATTTGAGG

6 GAG

7 GAGG

8 TGAG

9 TGAGG

10 TTGAG

11 TGAGG

12 TTTGAG

13 TTTGAGG

14 ATTTGAG

15 AATTTGAG

16 CATTTGAG

17 GATTTGAG

18 TATTTGAG

19 CGATTTGAG

20 ACGATTTGAG

21 TCATTTGAG

22 TTCATTTGAG

23 ATCATTTGAG

24 TTTCATTTGAG

25 AATCATTTGAG

26 AATTCATTTGAG

27 AAATCATTTGAG

28 AAATTCATTTGAG

29 AAAATCATTTGAG

30 AAAATTCATTTGAG

REPEAT

31 GTT

32 GTTT

33 GTTTT

34 GTTTTT

35 GTTTTTG

36 GTTTTTGT

37 GTTTTTGTA

38 GTTTTTGTAC
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-continued

SEQUENCES
SEQ ID NO: (ALL 5' TO 3')

39 GTTTTTGTACT

40 GTTTTTGTACTC

41 GTTTTTGTACTCT

42 GTTTTTGTACTCTC

43 GTTTTTGTACTCTCA

44 GTTTTTGTACTCTCAA

45 CAAGGACAGTTATTGATTTTATAATCACTATGTGGGTATAAAAACGT
The CRISPR leader in CAAAATTTCATTTGA G
the CRISPRI locus of
Streptococcus
thermophilus strain
CNRZI 066

46 AAACAAAGAATTAGCTGATCTTTAATAATAAGGAAATGTTACATTAA
The CRISPR leader in GGTTGGTGGGTTGTTTTTATGGGAAAAAATGCTTTAAGAACAAATGT
the CR1SPR1 locus of ATACTT AGA
E. coli
W3110 CRISPR
system

47 MKRNYILGLDIGITSVGYGIIDYETRDVIDAGVRLFKEANVENNEGRRSK
>tr|J7RUA5|J7RUA5_STAAU RGARRLKRRRRHRIQRVKKLLFDYNLLTDHSELSGINPYEARVKGLSQK
CRISPR- LSEEEFSAALLHLAKRRGVHNVNEVEEDTGNELSTKEQISRNSKALEEK
associated YVAELQLERLKKDGEVRGSINRFKTSDYVKEAKQLLKVQKAYHQLDQS
endonuclease Cas9 FIDTYIDLLETRRTYYEGPGEGSPFGWKDIKEWYEMLMGHCTYFPEELR
OS = Staphylococcus SVKYAYNADLYNALNDLNNLVITRDENEKLEYYEKFQIIENVFKQKKKP
aureus sub sp. aureus TLKQIAKEILVNEEDIKGYRVTSTGKPEFTNLKVYHDIKDITARKEIIENA
GN = cas9 PE = 3 SV = 1 ELLDQIAKILTIYQSSEDIQEELTNLNSELTQEEIEQISNLKGYTGTHNLSL

KAINLILDELWHTNDNQIAIFNRLKLVPKKVDLSQQKEIPTTLVDDFILSP
VVKRSFIQSIKVINAIIKKYGLPNDIIIELAREKNSKDAQKMINEMQKRNR
QTNERIEEIIRTTGKENAKYLIEKIKLHDMQEGKCLYSLEAIPLEDLLNNP
FNYEVDHIIPRSVSFDNSFNNKVLVKQEENSKKGNRTPFQYLSSSDSKIS
YETFKKHILNLAKGKGRISKTKKEYLLEERDINRFSVQKDFINRNLVDTR
YATRGLMNLLRSYFRVNNLDVKVKSINGGFTSFLRRKWKFKKERNKGY
KHHAEDALIIANADFIFKEWKKLDKAKKVMENQMFEEKQAESMPEIET
EQEYKEIFITPHQIKHIKDFKDYKYSHRVDKKPNRELINDTLYSTRKDDK
GNTLIVNNLNGLYDKDNDKLKKLINKSPEKLLMYHHDPQTYQKLKLIM
EQYGDEKNPLYKYYEETGNYLTKYSKKDNGPVIKKIKYYGNKLNAHLD
ITDDYPNSRNKVVKLSLKPYRFDVYLDNGVYKFVTVKNLDVIKKENYY
EVNSKCYEEAKKLKKISNQAEFIASFYNNDLIKINGELYRVIGVNNDLLN
RIEVNMIDITYREYLENMNDKRPPRIIKTIASKTQSIKKYSTDILGNLYEV
KSKKHPQIIKKG

48 MDKKYSIGLDIGTNSVGWAVITDEYKVPSKKFKVLGNTDRHSIKKNLIG
>sp|Q99ZW2|CAS9_STRP1 ALLFDSGETAE
CRISPR- ATRLKRTARRRYTRRKNRICYLQEIFSNEMAKVDDSFFHRLEESFLVEED
associated KKHERHPIFG
endonuclease NIVDEVAYHEKYPTIYHLRKKLVDSTDKADLRLIYLALAHMIKFRGHFLI
Cas9/Csn1 EGDLNPDNSD
OS = Streptococcus VDKLFIQLVQTYNQLFEENPINASGVDAKAILSARLSKSRRLENLIAQLP
pyogenes serotype M1 GEKKNGLFGNLIALSLGLTPNFKSNFDLAEDAKLQLSKDTYDDDLDNLL
GN = cas9 PE = 1 SV = 1 AQIGDQYADLFLAAKNLSDAILLSDILRVNTEITKAPLSASMIKRYDEHH

QDLTLLKALVRQQLPEKYKEIFFDQSKNGYAGYIDGGASQEEFYKFIKPI
LEKMDGTEELLVKLNREDLLRKQRTFDNGSIPHQIHLGELHAILRRQEDF
YPFLKDNREKIEKILTFRIPYYVGPLARGNSRFAWMTRKSEETITPWNFE
EVVDKGASAQSFIERMTNFDKNLPNEKVLPKHSLLYEYFTVYNELTKVK
YVTEGMRKPAFLSGEQKKAIVDLLFKTNRKVTVKQLKEDYFKKIECFDS
VEISGVEDRFNASLGTYHDLLKIIKDKDFLDNEENEDILEDIVLTLTLFED
REMIEERLKTYAHLFDDKVMKQLKRRRYTGWGRLSRKLINGIRDKQSG
KTILDFLKSDGFANRNFMQLIHDDSLTFKEDIQKAQVSGQGDSLHEHIAN
LAGSPAIKKGILQTVKVVDELVKVMGRHKPENIVIEMARENQTTQKGQ
KNSRERMKRIEEGIKELGSQILKEHPVENTQLQNEKLYLYYLQNGRDMY
VDQELDINRLSDYDVDHIVPQSFLKDDSIDNKVLTRSDKNRGKSDNVPS
EEVVKKMKNYWRQLLNAKLITQRKFDNLTKAERGGLSELDKAGFIKRQ
LVETRQITKHVAQILDSRMNTKYDENDKLIREVKVITLKSKLVSDFRKDF
QFYKVREINNYHHAHDAYLNAVVGTALIKKYPKLESEFVYGDYKVYD
VRKMIAKSEQEIGKATAKYFFYSNIMNFFKTEITLANGEIRKRPLIETNGE
TGEIVWDKGRDFATVRKVLSMPQVNIVKKTEVQTGGFSKESILPKRNSD
KLIARKKDWDPKKYGGFDSPTVAYSVLVVAKVEKGKSKKLKSVKELL
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-continued

SEQUENCES
SEQ ID NO: (ALL 5' TO 3')

GITIMERSSFEKNPIDFLEAKGYKEVKKDLIIKLPKYSLFELENGRKRMLA
SAGELQKGNELALPSKYVNFLYLASHYEKLKGSPEDNEQKQLFVEQHK
HYLDEIIEQISEFSKRVILADANLDKVLSAYNKHRDKPIREQAENIIHLFTL
TNLGAPAAFKYFDTTIDRKRYTSTKEVLDATLIHQSITGLYETRIDLSQLG
GD

49 [SEQUENCE IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE FOR USE IN
>ENA|HE980450|HE THE PRESENT INVENTION]
980450.1
Staphylococcus
aureus subsp. aureus
ORFX gene and
pseudo SCCmec-
SCC-SCCCRISPR
element, strain
M06/0171

123 GCGGATAACAATTACTAGAGAAAGAGGAGAAATACTATTCTTCTCCT
pBAV1KTXylR- CTTTAAATAACGAAAACACCCTGCCATAAAATGACAGGGTGTTGATT
short 1 CRISPR array TCGGCATGAAGCCTTATCTTTGTAGCTTCTGCAAGATTTAAGTAACTG

TGTAAGGCGTCCCTTACACTTGCATGTATAGTTATTATACCAGGGGG
ACAGTGCAATGTCAAGAATAAACTGTAGAATGACTAGTGACTTAAAT
CTTGAGAGTACAAAAACCCGTTGGAATCGTGATTAATAGTAACTGTT
GTTGTACAGTTACTTAAATCTTGAGAGTACAAAAACGGCCGAGAAAA
GGAGCTGATTCATAGGACAGTTGTACAGTTACTTAAATCTTGAGAGT
ACAAAAACTCAAACTTGCCCGTAGTTTATCTTATAGCCGTTGTACAG
TTACTTAAATCTTGAGAGTACAAAAACATTTACCTCCTTTGATTTAAG
TGAACAAGTTTATCC

124 TTAAATCTTGAGAGTACAAAAACCCGTTGGAATCGTGATTAATAGTA
Repeat-spacers ACTGTTGTTGTACAGTTACTTAAATCTTGAGAGTACAAAAACGGCCG
sequence AGAAAAGGAGCTGATTCATAGGACAGTTGTACAGTTACTTAAATCTT

GAGAGTACAAAAACTCAAACTTGCCCGTAGTTTATCTTATAGCCGTT
GTACAGTTACTTAAATCTTGAGAGTACAAAAAC

120 TTAAATAACGAAAACACCCTGCCATAAAATGACAGGGTGTTGATTTC
tracrRNA-encoding GGCATGAAGCCTTATCTTTGTAGCTTCTGCAAGATTTAAGTAACTGTG
sequence TAAGGCGTCCCTTACAC

121 TGTCCTATGAATCAGCTCCTTTTCTCGGCC
S1.spacer 1 (DNA
Pol III)
[PAM = AAAGAAA,
in the target is
immediately 3' of the
3' terminal GCC]

122 GGCTATAAGATAAACTACGGGCAAGTTTGA
S2. spacer 2 (tetA)
[PAM = TAAGAAA,
in the target is
immediately 3' of the
3' terminal TGA]

S thermophilus NNAGAAW
Consensus PAM

TABLE 9

Sequence of genetic parts use in pCasens3 (See Example 9)

Part name Type DNA sequence

129 Promoter ttgacggctagctcagtcctaggtacagtgctagctactagag
PJ23100

130 Regulator AAGTCTAGCGAACCGCACTTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTAC
Linker+ CGGTGATACCAGCATCGTCTTGATGCCCTTGGCAGCACCC
Theophylline TGCTAAGGTAACAACAAGATG
riboswitch
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TABLE 9-continued

Sequence of genetic parts use in pCasens3 (See Example 9)

Part name Type DNA sequence

131 RNA guided ATGGATAAGAAATACTCAATAGGCTTAGATATCGGCACAAAT
Cas9 from nuclease AGCGTCGGATGGGCGGTGATCACTGATGAATATAAGGTTCCG
Streptococcus TCTAAAAAGTTCAAGGTTCTGGGAAATACAGACCGCCACAGT
pyogens ATCAAAAAAAATCTTATAGGGGCTCTTTTATTTGACAGTGGAG

AGACAGCGGAAGCGACTCGTCTCAAACGGACAGCTCGTAGAA
GGTATACACGTCGGAAGAATCGTATTTGTTATCTACAGGAGAT
TTTTTCAAATGAGATGGCGAAAGTAGATGATAGTTTCTTTCAT
CGACTTGAAGAGTCTTTTTTGGTGGAAGAAGACAAGAAGCAT
GAACGTCATCCTATTTTTGGAAATATAGTAGATGAAGTTGCTT
ATCATGAGAAATATCCAACTATCTATCATCTGCGAAAAAAATT
GGTAGATTCTACTGATAAAGCGGATTTGCGCTTAATCTATTTG
GCCTTAGCGCATATGATTAAGTTTCGTGGTCATTTTTTGATTGA
GGGAGATTTAAATCCTGATAATAGTGATGTGGACAAACTATTT
ATCCAGTTGGTACAAACCTACAATCAATTATTTGAAGAAAACC
CTATTAACGCAAGTGGAGTAGATGCTAAAGCGATTCTTTCTGC
ACGATTGAGTAAATCAAGACGATTAGAAAATCTCATTGCTCA
GCTCCCCGGTGAGAAGAAAAATGGCTTATTTGGGAATCTCATT
GCTTTGTCATTGGGTTTGACCCCTAATTTTAAATCAAATTTTGA
TTTGGCAGAAGATGCTAAATTACAGCTTTCAAAAGATACTTAC
GATGATGATTTAGATAATTTATTGGCGCAAATTGGAGATCAAT
ATGCTGATTTGTTTTTGGCAGCTAAGAATTTATCAGATGCTAT
TTTACTTTCAGATATCCTAAGAGTAAATACTGAAATAACTAAG
GCTCCCCTATCAGCTTCAATGATTAAACGCTACGATGAACATC
ATCAAGACTTGACTCTTTTAAAAGCTTTAGTTCGACAACAACT
TCCAGAAAAGTATAAAGAAATCTTTTTTGATCAATCAAAAAA
CGGATATGCAGGTTATATTGATGGGGGAGCTAGCCAAGAAGA
ATTTTATAAATTTATCAAACCAATTTTAGAAAAAATGGATGGT
ACTGAGGAATTATTGGTGAAACTAAATCGTGAAGATTTGCTGC
GCAAGCAACGGACCTTTGACAACGGCTCTATTCCCCATCAAAT
TCACTTGGGTGAGCTGCATGCTATTTTGAGAAGACAAGAAGA
CTTTTATCCATTTTTAAAAGACAATCGTGAGAAGATTGAAAAA
ATCTTGACTTTTCGAATTCCTTATTATGTTGGTCCATTGGCGCG
TGGCAATAGTCGTTTTGCATGGATGACTCGGAAGTCTGAAGA
AACAATTACCCCATGGAATTTTGAAGAAGTTGTCGATAAAGG
TGCTTCAGCTCAATCATTTATTGAACGCATGACAAACTTTGAT
AAAAATCTTCCAAATGAAAAAGTACTACCAAAACATAGTTTG
CTTTATGAGTATTTTACGGTTTATAACGAATTGACAAAGGTCA
AATATGTTACTGAAGGAATGCGAAAACCAGCATTTCTTTCAGG
TGAACAGAAGAAAGCCATTGTTGATTTACTCTTCAAAACAAAT
CGAAAAGTAACCGTTAAGCAATTAAAAGAAGATTATTTCAAA
AAAATAGAATGTTTTGATAGTGTTGAAATTTCAGGAGTTGAAG
ATAGATTTAATGCTTCATTAGGTACCTACCATGATTTGCTAAA
AATTATTAAAGATAAAGATTTTTTGGATAATGAAGAAAATGA
AGATATCTTAGAGGATATTGTTTTAACATTGACCTTATTTGAA
GATAGGGAGATGATTGAGGAAAGACTTAAAACATATGCTCAC
CTCTTTGATGATAAGGTGATGAAACAGCTTAAACGTCGCCGTT
ATACTGGTTGGGGACGTTTGTCTCGAAAATTGATTAATGGTAT
TAGGGATAAGCAATCTGGCAAAACAATATTAGATTTTTTGAA
ATCAGATGGTTTTGCCAATCGCAATTTTATGCAGCTGATCCAT
GATGATAGTTTGACATTTAAAGAAGACATTCAAAAAGCACAA
GTGTCTGGACAAGGCGATAGTTTACATGAACATATTGCAAATT
TAGCTGGTAGCCCTGCTATTAAAAAAGGTATTTTACAGACTGT
AAAAGTTGTTGATGAATTGGTCAAAGTAATGGGGCGGCATAA
GCCAGAAAATATCGTTATTGAAATGGCACGTGAAAATCAGAC
AACTCAAAAGGGCCAGAAAAATTCGCGAGAGCGTATGAAACG
AATCGAAGAAGGTATCAAAGAATTAGGAAGTCAGATTCTTAA
AGAGCATCCTGTTGAAAATACTCAATTGCAAAATGAAAAGCT
CTATCTCTATTATCTCCAAAATGGAAGAGACATGTATGTGGAC
CAAGAATTAGATATTAATCGTTTAAGTGATTATGATGTCGATC
ACATTGTTCCACAAAGTTTCCTTAAAGACGATTCAATAGACAA
TAAGGTCTTAACGCGTTCTGATAAAAATCGTGGTAAATCGGAT
AACGTTCCAAGTGAAGAAGTAGTCAAAAAGATGAAAAACTAT
TGGAGACAACTTCTAAACGCCAAGTTAATCACTCAACGTAAG
TTTGATAATTTAACGAAAGCTGAACGTGGAGGTTTGAGTGAA
CTTGATAAAGCTGGTTTTATCAAACGCCAATTGGTTGAAACTC
GCCAAATCACTAAGCATGTGGCACAAATTTTGGATAGTCGCAT
GAATACTAAATACGATGAAAATGATAAACTTATTCGAGAGGT
TAAAGTGATTACCTTAAAATCTAAATTAGTTTCTGACTTCCGA
AAAGATTTCCAATTCTATAAAGTACGTGAGATTAACAATTACC
ATCATGCCCATGATGCGTATCTAAATGCCGTCGTTGGAACTGC
TTTGATTAAGAAATATCCAAAACTTGAATCGGAGTTTGTCTAT
GGTGATTATAAAGTTTATGATGTTCGTAAAATGATTGCTAAGT
CTGAGCAAGAAATAGGCAAAGCAACCGCAAAATATTTCTTTT
ACTCTAATATCATGAACTTCTTCAAAACAGAAATTACACTTGC
AAATGGAGAGATTCGCAAACGCCCTCTAATCGAAACTAATGG
GGAAACTGGAGAAATTGTCTGGGATAAAGGGCGAGATTTTGC
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TABLE 9-continued

Sequence of genetic parts use in pCasens3 (See Example 9)

Part name Type DNA sequence

CACAGTGCGCAAAGTATTGTCCATGCCCCAAGTCAATATTGTC
AAGAAAACAGAAGTACAGACAGGCGGATTCTCCAAGGAGTCA
ATTTTACCAAAAAGAAATTCGGACAAGCTTATTGCTCGTAAAA
AAGACTGGGATCCAAAAAAATATGGTGGTTTTGATAGTCCAA
CGGTAGCTTATTCAGTCCTAGTGGTTGCTAAGGTGGAAAAAG
GGAAATCGAAGAAGTTAAAATCCGTTAAAGAGTTACTAGGGA
TCACAATTATGGAAAGAAGTTCCTTTGAAAAAAATCCGATTG
ACTTTTTAGAAGCTAAAGGATATAAGGAAGTTAAAAAAGACT
TAATCATTAAACTACCTAAATATAGTCTTTTTGAGTTAGAAAA
CGGTCGTAAACGGATGCTGGCTAGTGCCGGAGAATTACAAAA
AGGAAATGAGCTGGCTCTGCCAAGCAAATATGTGAATTTTTTA
TATTTAGCTAGTCATTATGAAAAGTTGAAGGGTAGTCCAGAA
GATAACGAACAAAAACAATTGTTTGTGGAGCAGCATAAGCAT
TATTTAGATGAGATTATTGAGCAAATCAGTGAATTTTCTAAGC
GTGTTATTTTAGCAGATGCCAATTTAGATAAAGTTCTTAGTGC
ATATAACAAACATAGAGACAAACCAATACGTGAACAAGCAGA
AAATATTATTCATTTATTTACGTTGACGAATCTTGGAGCTCCC
GCTGCTTTTAAATATTTTGATACAACAATTGATCGTAAACGAT
ATACGTCTACAAAAGAAGTTTTAGATGCCACTCTTATCCATCA
ATCCATCACTGGTCTTTATGAAACACGCATTGATTTGAGTCAG
CTAGGAGGTGACTGA

132 Origin of GAGTTATACACAGGGCTGGGATCTATTCTTTTTATCTTTTTTTA
pSC101 replication TTCTTTCTTTATTCTATAAATTATAACCACTTGAATATAAACAA

and AAAAAACACACAAAGGTCTAGCGGAATTTACAGAGGGTCTAG
replicon CAGAATTTACAAGTTTTCCAGCAAAGGTCTAGCAGAATTTACA

GATACCCACAACTCAAAGGAAAAGGACATGTAATTATCATTG
ACTAGCCCATCTCAATTGGTATAGTGATTAAAATCACCTAGAC
CAATTGAGATGTATGTCTGAATTAGTTGTTTTCAAAGCAAATG
AACTAGCGATTAGTCGCTATGACTTAACGGAGCATGAAACCA
AGCTAATTTTATGCTGTGTGGCACTACTCAACCCCACGATTGA
AAACCCTACAAGGAAAGAACGGACGGTATCGTTCACTTATAA
CCAATACGCTCAGATGATGAACATCAGTAGGGAAAATGCTTA
TGGTGTATTAGCTAAAGCAACCAGAGAGCTGATGACGAGAAC
TGTGGAAATCAGGAATCCTTTGGTTAAAGGCTTTGAGATTTTC
CAGTGGACAAACTATGCCAAGTTCTCAAGCGAAAAATTAGAA
TTAGTTTTTAGTGAAGAGATATTGCCTTATCTTTTCCAGTTAAA
AAAATTCATAAAATATAATCTGGAACATGTTAAGTCTTTTGAA
AACAAATACTCTATGAGGATTTATGAGTGGTTATTAAAAGAA
CTAACACAAAAGAAAACTCACAAGGCAAATATAGAGATTAGC
CTTGATGAATTTAAGTTCATGTTAATGCTTGAAAATAACTACC
ATGAGTTTAAAAGGCTTAACCAATGGGTTTTGAAACCAATAA
GTAAAGATTTAAACACTTACAGCAATATGAAATTGGTGGTTG
ATAAGCGAGGCCGCCCGACTGATACGTTGATTTTCCAAGTTGA
ACTAGATAGACAAATGGATCTCGTAACCGAACTTGAGAACAA
CCAGATAAAAATGAATGGTGACAAAATACCAACAACCATTAC
ATCAGATTCCTACCTACATAACGGACTAAGAAAAACACTACA
CGATGCTTTAACTGCAAAAATTCAGCTCACCAGTTTTGAGGCA
AAATTTTTGAGTGACATGCAAAGTAAGTATGATCTCAATGGTT
CGTTCTCATGGCTCACGCAAAAACAACGAACCACACTAGAGA
ACATACTGGCTAAATACGGAAGGATCTGA

133 Spectinomycin ATGAGGGAAGCGGTGATCGCCGAAGTATCGACTCAACTATCA
aadA resistance GAGGTAGTTGGCGTCATCGAGCGCCATCTCGAACCGACGTTG

gene CTGGCCGTACATTTGTACGGCTCCGCAGTGGATGGCGGCCTGA
AGCCACACAGTGATATTGATTTGCTGGTTACGGTGACCGTAAG
GCTTGATGAAACAACGCGGCGAGCTTTGATCAACGACCTTTTG
GAAACTTCGGCTTCCCCTGGAGAGAGCGAGATTCTCCGCGCTG
TAGAAGTCACCATTGTTGTGCACGACGACATCATTCCGTGGCG
TTATCCAGCTAAGCGCGAACTGCAATTTGGAGAATGGCAGCG
CAATGACATTCTTGCAGGTATCTTCGAGCCAGCCACGATCGAC
ATTGATCTGGCTATCTTGCTGACAAAAGCAAGAGAACATAGC
GTTGCCTTGGTAGGTCCAGCGGCGGAGGAACTCTTTGATCCGG
TTCCTGAACAGGATCTATTTGAGGCGCTAAATGAAACCTTAAC
GCTATGGAACTCGCCGCCCGACTGGGCTGGCGATGAGCGAAA
TGTAGTGCTTACGTTGTCCCGCATTTGGTACAGCGCAGTAACC
GGCAAAATCGCGCCGAAGGATGTCGCTGCCGACTGGGCAATG
GAGCGCCTGCCGGCCCAGTATCAGCCCGTCATACTTGAAGCTA
GACAGGCTTATCTTGGACAAGAAGAAGATCGCTTGGCCTCGC
GCGCAGATCAGTTGGAAGAATTTGTCCACTACGTGAAAGGCG
AGATCACCAAGGTAGTCGGCAAA
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TABLE 10

Sequence of genetic parts use in pDual2 (See Example 9)

Part name Type DNA sequence

134 Arabinose TTATGACAACTTGACGGCTACATCATTCACTTTTTCTTCACAACC

AraC/PBAD expression GGCACGGAACTCGCTCGGGCTGGCCCCGGTGCATTTTTTAAATA

system CCCGCGAGAAATAGAGTTGATCGTCAAAACCAACATTGCGACC

GACGGTGGCGATAGGCATCCGGGTGGTGCTCAAAAGCAGCTTC

GCCTGGCTGATACGTTGGTCCTCGCGCCAGCTTAAGACGCTAAT

CCCTAACTGCTGGCGGAAAAGATGTGACAGACGCGACGGCGAC

AAGCAAACATGCTGTGCGACGCTGGCGATATCAAAATTGCTGT

CTGCCAGGTGATCGCTGATGTACTGACAAGCCTCGCGTACCCGA

TTATCCATCGGTGGATGGAGCGACTCGTTAATCGCTTCCATGCG

CCGCAGTAACAATTGCTCAAGCAGATTTATCGCCAGCAGCTCCG

AATAGCGCCCTTCCCCTTGCCCGGCGTTAATGATTTGCCCAAAC

AGGTCGCTGAAATGCGGCTGGTGCGCTTCATCCGGGCGAAAGA

ACCCCGTATTGGCAAATATTGACGGCCAGTTAAGCCATTCATGC

CAGTAGGCGCGCGGACGAAAGTAAACCCACTGGTGATACCATT

CGCGAGCCTCCGGATGACGACCGTAGTGATGAATCTCTCCTGGC

GGGAACAGCAAAATATCACCCGGTCGGCAAACAAATTCTCGTC

CCTGATTTTTCACCACCCCCTGACCGCGAATGGTGAGATTGAGA

ATATAACCTTTCATTCCCAGCGGTCGGTCGATAAAAAAATCGAG

ATAACCGTTGGCCTCAATCGGCGTTAAACCCGCCACCAGATGG

GCATTAAACGAGTATCCCGGCAGCAGGGGATCATTTTGCGCTTC

AGCCATACTTTTCATACTCCCGCCATTCAGAGAAGAAACCAATT

GTCCATATTGCATCAGACATTGCCGTCACTGCGTCTTTTACTGG

CTCTTCTCGCTAACCAAACCGGTAACCCCGCTTATTAAAAGCAT

TCTGTAACAAAGCGGGACCAAAGCCATGACAAAAACGCGTAAC

AAAAGTGTCTATAATCACGGCAGAAAAGTCCACATTGATTATTT

GCACGGCGTCACACTTTGCTATGCCATAGCATTTTTATCCATAA

GATTAGCGGATCCTACCTGACGCTTTTTATCGCAACTCTCTACT

GTTTCTCCATA

135 Chloroamphen ATGGAGAAAAAAATCACTGGATATACCACCGTTGATATATCCC

cat icol resistance AATGGCATCGTAAAGAACATTTTGAGGCATTTCAGTCAGTTGCT

gene CAATGTACCTATAACCAGACCGTTCAGCTGGATATTACGGCCTT

TTTAAAGACCGTAAAGAAAAATAAGCACAAGTTTTATCCGGCC

TTTATTCACATTCTTGCCCGCCTGATGAATGCTCATCCGGAATTT

CGTATGGCAATGAAAGACGGTGAGCTGGTGATATGGGATAGTG

TTCACCCTTGTTACACCGTTTTCCATGAGCAAACTGAAACGTTT

TCATCGCTCTGGAGTGAATACCACGACGATTTCCGGCAGTTTCT

ACACATATATTCGCAAGATGTGGCGTGTTACGGTGAAAACCTG

GCCTATTTCCCTAAAGGGTTTATTGAGAATATGTTTTTCGTCTCA

GCCAATCCCTGGGTGAGTTTCACCAGTTTTGATTTAAACGTGGC

CAATATGGACAACTTCTTCGCCCCCGTTTTCACCATGGGCAAAT

ATTATACGCAAGGCGACAAGGTGCTGATGCCGCTGGCGATTCA

GGTTCATCATGCCGTTTGTGATGGCTTCCATGTCGGCAGAATGC

TTAATGAATTACAACAGTACTGCGATGAGTGGCAGGGCGGGGC

G

136 Origin of TTAATAAGATGATCTTCTTGAGATCGTTTTGGTCTGCGCGTAAT

p15A replication CTCTTGCTCTGAAAACGAAAAAACCGCCTTGCAGGGCGGTTTTT

CGAAGGTTCTCTGAGCTACCAACTCTTTGAACCGAGGTAACTGG

CTTGGAGGAGCGCAGTCACCAAAACTTGTCCTTTCAGTTTAGCC

TTAACCGGCGCATGACTTCAAGACTAACTCCTCTAAATCAATTA

CCAGTGGCTGCTGCCAGTGGTGCTTTTGCATGTCTTTCCGGGTT

GGACTCAAGACGATAGTTACCGGATAAGGCGCAGCGGTCGGAC

TGAACGGGGGGTTCGTGCATACAGTCCAGCTTGGAGCGAACTG

CCTACCCGGAACTGAGTGTCAGGCGTGGAATGAGACAAACGCG

GCCATAACAGCGGAATGACACCGGTAAACCGAAAGGCAGGAA

CAGGAGAGCGCACGAGGGAGCCGCCAGGGGGAAACGCCTGGT

ATCTTTATAGTCCTGTCGGGTTTCGCCACCACTGATTTGAGCGT

CAGATTTCGTGATGCTTGTCAGGGGGGCGGAGCCTATGGAAAA

ACGGCTTTGCCGCGGCCCTCTCACTTCCCTGTTAAGTATCTTCCT
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TABLE 10-continued

Sequence of genetic parts use in pDual2 (See Example 9)

Part name Type DNA sequence

GGCATCTTCCAGGAAATCTCCGCCCCGTTCGTAAGCCATTTCCG
CTCGCCGCAGTCGAACGACCGAGCGTAGCGAGTCAGTGAGCGA
GGAAGCGGAATATATCCCTAGG

TABLE 11

Target sequence (See Example 9)

Name Target sequence and PAM (NGG)

137 TAGGTGAAGTCCCTCGCGGATGG
rrnA, rrnB, rrnC,
rrnD, rrnE, rrnG
and rrnH

SEQUENCE LISTING

<160> NUMBER OF SEQ ID NOS: 137

<210> SEQ ID NO 1
<211> LENGTH: 5
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 1

ttgac 5

<210> SEQ ID NO 2
<211> LENGTH: 6
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 2

tataat 6

<210> SEQ ID NO 3
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 3

tatgaaaa 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 4
<211> LENGTH: 7
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 4

atttgag 7

<210> SEQ ID NO 5
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 5

atttgagg 8
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-continued

<210> SEQ ID NO 6
<211> LENGTH: 3
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 6

gag 3

<210> SEQ ID NO 7
<211> LENGTH: 4
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 7

gagg 4

<210> SEQ ID NO 8
<211> LENGTH: 4
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 8

tgag 4

<210> SEQ ID NO 9
<211> LENGTH: 5
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 9

tgagg 5

<210> SEQ ID NO 10
<211> LENGTH: 5
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 10

ttgag 5

<210> SEQ ID NO 11
<211> LENGTH: 5
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 11

tgagg 5

<210> SEQ ID NO 12
<211> LENGTH: 6
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 12

tttgag 6

<210> SEQ ID NO 13
<211> LENGTH: 7
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 13

tttgagg 7
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-continued

<210> SEQ ID NO 14
<211> LENGTH: 7
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 14

atttgag 7

<210> SEQ ID NO 15
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 15

aatttgag 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 16
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 16

catttgag 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 17
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 17

gatttgag 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 18
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 18

tatttgag 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 19
<211> LENGTH: 9
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 19

cgatttgag 9

<210> SEQ ID NO 20
<211> LENGTH: 10
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 20

acgatttgag 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 21
<211> LENGTH: 9
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 21

tcatttgag 9
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-continued

<210> SEQ ID NO 22
<211> LENGTH: 10
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 22

ttcatttgag 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 23
<211> LENGTH: 10
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 23

atcatttgag 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 24
<211> LENGTH: 11
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 24

tttcatttga g 11

<210> SEQ ID NO 25
<211> LENGTH: 11
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 25

aatcatttga g 11

<210> SEQ ID NO 26
<211> LENGTH: 12
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 26

aattcatttg ag 12

<210> SEQ ID NO 27
<211> LENGTH: 12
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 27

aaatcatttg ag 12

<210> SEQ ID NO 28
<211> LENGTH: 13
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 28

aaattcattt gag 13

<210> SEQ ID NO 29
<211> LENGTH: 13
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 29
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aaaatcattt gag 13

<210> SEQ ID NO 30
<211> LENGTH: 14
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 30

aaaattcatt tgag 14

<210> SEQ ID NO 31
<211> LENGTH: 3
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 31

gtt 3

<210> SEQ ID NO 32
<211> LENGTH: 4
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 32

gttt 4

<210> SEQ ID NO 33
<211> LENGTH: 5
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 33

gtttt 5

<210> SEQ ID NO 34
<211> LENGTH: 6
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 34

gttttt 6

<210> SEQ ID NO 35
<211> LENGTH: 7
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 35

gtttttg 7

<210> SEQ ID NO 36
<211> LENGTH: 8
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 36

gtttttgt 8

<210> SEQ ID NO 37
<211> LENGTH: 9
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 37
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gtttttgta 9

<210> SEQ ID NO 38
<211> LENGTH: 10
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 38

gtttttgtac 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 39
<211> LENGTH: 11
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 39

gtttttgtac t 11

<210> SEQ ID NO 40
<211> LENGTH: 12
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 40

gtttttgtac tc 12

<210> SEQ ID NO 41
<211> LENGTH: 13
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 41

gtttttgtac tct 13

<210> SEQ ID NO 42
<211> LENGTH: 14
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 42

gtttttgtac tctc 14

<210> SEQ ID NO 43
<211> LENGTH: 15
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 43

gtttttgtac tctca 15

<210> SEQ ID NO 44
<211> LENGTH: 16
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 44

gtttttgtac tctcaa 16

<210> SEQ ID NO 45
<211> LENGTH: 63
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus thermophilus
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<400> SEQUENCE: 45

caaggacagt tattgatttt ataatcacta tgtgggtata aaaacgtcaa aatttcattt 60

gag 63

<210> SEQ ID NO 46
<211> LENGTH: 103
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Escherichia coli

<400> SEQUENCE: 46

aaacaaagaa ttagctgatc tttaataata aggaaatgtt acattaaggt tggtgggttg 60

tttttatggg aaaaaatgct ttaagaacaa atgtatactt aga 103

<210> SEQ ID NO 47
<211> LENGTH: 1053
<212> TYPE: PRT
<213> ORGANISM: Staphylococcus aureus

<400> SEQUENCE: 47

Met Lys Arg Asn Tyr Ile Leu Gly Leu Asp Ile Gly Ile Thr Ser Val
1 5 10 15

Gly Tyr Gly Ile Ile Asp Tyr Glu Thr Arg Asp Val Ile Asp Ala Gly
20 25 30

Val Arg Leu Phe Lys Glu Ala Asn Val Glu Asn Asn Glu Gly Arg Arg
35 40 45

Ser Lys Arg Gly Ala Arg Arg Leu Lys Arg Arg Arg Arg His Arg Ile
50 55 60

Gln Arg Val Lys Lys Leu Leu Phe Asp Tyr Asn Leu Leu Thr Asp His
65 70 75 80

Ser Glu Leu Ser Gly Ile Asn Pro Tyr Glu Ala Arg Val Lys Gly Leu
85 90 95

Ser Gln Lys Leu Ser Glu Glu Glu Phe Ser Ala Ala Leu Leu His Leu
100 105 110

Ala Lys Arg Arg Gly Val His Asn Val Asn Glu Val Glu Glu Asp Thr
115 120 125

Gly Asn Glu Leu Ser Thr Lys Glu Gln Ile Ser Arg Asn Ser Lys Ala
130 135 140

Leu Glu Glu Lys Tyr Val Ala Glu Leu Gln Leu Glu Arg Leu Lys Lys
145 150 155 160

Asp Gly Glu Val Arg Gly Ser Ile Asn Arg Phe Lys Thr Ser Asp Tyr
165 170 175

Val Lys Glu Ala Lys Gln Leu Leu Lys Val Gln Lys Ala Tyr His Gln
180 185 190

Leu Asp Gln Ser Phe Ile Asp Thr Tyr Ile Asp Leu Leu Glu Thr Arg
195 200 205

Arg Thr Tyr Tyr Glu Gly Pro Gly Glu Gly Ser Pro Phe Gly Trp Lys
210 215 220

Asp Ile Lys Glu Trp Tyr Glu Met Leu Met Gly His Cys Thr Tyr Phe
225 230 235 240

Pro Glu Glu Leu Arg Ser Val Lys Tyr Ala Tyr Asn Ala Asp Leu Tyr
245 250 255

Asn Ala Leu Asn Asp Leu Asn Asn Leu Val Ile Thr Arg Asp Glu Asn
260 265 270

Glu Lys Leu Glu Tyr Tyr Glu Lys Phe Gln Ile Ile Glu Asn Val Phe
275 280 285
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Lys Gln Lys Lys Lys Pro Thr Leu Lys Gln Ile Ala Lys Glu Ile Leu
290 295 300

Val Asn Glu Glu Asp Ile Lys Gly Tyr Arg Val Thr Ser Thr Gly Lys
305 310 315 320

Pro Glu Phe Thr Asn Leu Lys Val Tyr His Asp Ile Lys Asp Ile Thr
325 330 335

Ala Arg Lys Glu Ile Ile Glu Asn Ala Glu Leu Leu Asp Gln Ile Ala
340 345 350

Lys Ile Leu Thr Ile Tyr Gln Ser Ser Glu Asp Ile Gln Glu Glu Leu
355 360 365

Thr Asn Leu Asn Ser Glu Leu Thr Gln Glu Glu Ile Glu Gln Ile Ser
370 375 380

Asn Leu Lys Gly Tyr Thr Gly Thr His Asn Leu Ser Leu Lys Ala Ile
385 390 395 400

Asn Leu Ile Leu Asp Glu Leu Trp His Thr Asn Asp Asn Gln Ile Ala
405 410 415

Ile Phe Asn Arg Leu Lys Leu Val Pro Lys Lys Val Asp Leu Ser Gln
420 425 430

Gln Lys Glu Ile Pro Thr Thr Leu Val Asp Asp Phe Ile Leu Ser Pro
435 440 445

Val Val Lys Arg Ser Phe Ile Gln Ser Ile Lys Val Ile Asn Ala Ile
450 455 460

Ile Lys Lys Tyr Gly Leu Pro Asn Asp Ile Ile Ile Glu Leu Ala Arg
465 470 475 480

Glu Lys Asn Ser Lys Asp Ala Gln Lys Met Ile Asn Glu Met Gln Lys
485 490 495

Arg Asn Arg Gln Thr Asn Glu Arg Ile Glu Glu Ile Ile Arg Thr Thr
500 505 510

Gly Lys Glu Asn Ala Lys Tyr Leu Ile Glu Lys Ile Lys Leu His Asp
515 520 525

Met Gln Glu Gly Lys Cys Leu Tyr Ser Leu Glu Ala Ile Pro Leu Glu
530 535 540

Asp Leu Leu Asn Asn Pro Phe Asn Tyr Glu Val Asp His Ile Ile Pro
545 550 555 560

Arg Ser Val Ser Phe Asp Asn Ser Phe Asn Asn Lys Val Leu Val Lys
565 570 575

Gln Glu Glu Asn Ser Lys Lys Gly Asn Arg Thr Pro Phe Gln Tyr Leu
580 585 590

Ser Ser Ser Asp Ser Lys Ile Ser Tyr Glu Thr Phe Lys Lys His Ile
595 600 605

Leu Asn Leu Ala Lys Gly Lys Gly Arg Ile Ser Lys Thr Lys Lys Glu
610 615 620

Tyr Leu Leu Glu Glu Arg Asp Ile Asn Arg Phe Ser Val Gln Lys Asp
625 630 635 640

Phe Ile Asn Arg Asn Leu Val Asp Thr Arg Tyr Ala Thr Arg Gly Leu
645 650 655

Met Asn Leu Leu Arg Ser Tyr Phe Arg Val Asn Asn Leu Asp Val Lys
660 665 670

Val Lys Ser Ile Asn Gly Gly Phe Thr Ser Phe Leu Arg Arg Lys Trp
675 680 685

Lys Phe Lys Lys Glu Arg Asn Lys Gly Tyr Lys His His Ala Glu Asp
690 695 700
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Ala Leu Ile Ile Ala Asn Ala Asp Phe Ile Phe Lys Glu Trp Lys Lys
705 710 715 720

Leu Asp Lys Ala Lys Lys Val Met Glu Asn Gln Met Phe Glu Glu Lys
725 730 735

Gln Ala Glu Ser Met Pro Glu Ile Glu Thr Glu Gln Glu Tyr Lys Glu
740 745 750

Ile Phe Ile Thr Pro His Gln Ile Lys His Ile Lys Asp Phe Lys Asp
755 760 765

Tyr Lys Tyr Ser His Arg Val Asp Lys Lys Pro Asn Arg Glu Leu Ile
770 775 780

Asn Asp Thr Leu Tyr Ser Thr Arg Lys Asp Asp Lys Gly Asn Thr Leu
785 790 795 800

Ile Val Asn Asn Leu Asn Gly Leu Tyr Asp Lys Asp Asn Asp Lys Leu
805 810 815

Lys Lys Leu Ile Asn Lys Ser Pro Glu Lys Leu Leu Met Tyr His His
820 825 830

Asp Pro Gln Thr Tyr Gln Lys Leu Lys Leu Ile Met Glu Gln Tyr Gly
835 840 845

Asp Glu Lys Asn Pro Leu Tyr Lys Tyr Tyr Glu Glu Thr Gly Asn Tyr
850 855 860

Leu Thr Lys Tyr Ser Lys Lys Asp Asn Gly Pro Val Ile Lys Lys Ile
865 870 875 880

Lys Tyr Tyr Gly Asn Lys Leu Asn Ala His Leu Asp Ile Thr Asp Asp
885 890 895

Tyr Pro Asn Ser Arg Asn Lys Val Val Lys Leu Ser Leu Lys Pro Tyr
900 905 910

Arg Phe Asp Val Tyr Leu Asp Asn Gly Val Tyr Lys Phe Val Thr Val
915 920 925

Lys Asn Leu Asp Val Ile Lys Lys Glu Asn Tyr Tyr Glu Val Asn Ser
930 935 940

Lys Cys Tyr Glu Glu Ala Lys Lys Leu Lys Lys Ile Ser Asn Gln Ala
945 950 955 960

Glu Phe Ile Ala Ser Phe Tyr Asn Asn Asp Leu Ile Lys Ile Asn Gly
965 970 975

Glu Leu Tyr Arg Val Ile Gly Val Asn Asn Asp Leu Leu Asn Arg Ile
980 985 990

Glu Val Asn Met Ile Asp Ile Thr Tyr Arg Glu Tyr Leu Glu Asn Met
995 1000 1005

Asn Asp Lys Arg Pro Pro Arg Ile Ile Lys Thr Ile Ala Ser Lys
1010 1015 1020

Thr Gln Ser Ile Lys Lys Tyr Ser Thr Asp Ile Leu Gly Asn Leu
1025 1030 1035

Tyr Glu Val Lys Ser Lys Lys His Pro Gln Ile Ile Lys Lys Gly
1040 1045 1050

<210> SEQ ID NO 48
<211> LENGTH: 1368
<212> TYPE: PRT
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus pyogenes

<400> SEQUENCE: 48

Met Asp Lys Lys Tyr Ser Ile Gly Leu Asp Ile Gly Thr Asn Ser Val
1 5 10 15

Gly Trp Ala Val Ile Thr Asp Glu Tyr Lys Val Pro Ser Lys Lys Phe
20 25 30
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Lys Val Leu Gly Asn Thr Asp Arg His Ser Ile Lys Lys Asn Leu Ile
35 40 45

Gly Ala Leu Leu Phe Asp Ser Gly Glu Thr Ala Glu Ala Thr Arg Leu
50 55 60

Lys Arg Thr Ala Arg Arg Arg Tyr Thr Arg Arg Lys Asn Arg Ile Cys
65 70 75 80

Tyr Leu Gln Glu Ile Phe Ser Asn Glu Met Ala Lys Val Asp Asp Ser
85 90 95

Phe Phe His Arg Leu Glu Glu Ser Phe Leu Val Glu Glu Asp Lys Lys
100 105 110

His Glu Arg His Pro Ile Phe Gly Asn Ile Val Asp Glu Val Ala Tyr
115 120 125

His Glu Lys Tyr Pro Thr Ile Tyr His Leu Arg Lys Lys Leu Val Asp
130 135 140

Ser Thr Asp Lys Ala Asp Leu Arg Leu Ile Tyr Leu Ala Leu Ala His
145 150 155 160

Met Ile Lys Phe Arg Gly His Phe Leu Ile Glu Gly Asp Leu Asn Pro
165 170 175

Asp Asn Ser Asp Val Asp Lys Leu Phe Ile Gln Leu Val Gln Thr Tyr
180 185 190

Asn Gln Leu Phe Glu Glu Asn Pro Ile Asn Ala Ser Gly Val Asp Ala
195 200 205

Lys Ala Ile Leu Ser Ala Arg Leu Ser Lys Ser Arg Arg Leu Glu Asn
210 215 220

Leu Ile Ala Gln Leu Pro Gly Glu Lys Lys Asn Gly Leu Phe Gly Asn
225 230 235 240

Leu Ile Ala Leu Ser Leu Gly Leu Thr Pro Asn Phe Lys Ser Asn Phe
245 250 255

Asp Leu Ala Glu Asp Ala Lys Leu Gln Leu Ser Lys Asp Thr Tyr Asp
260 265 270

Asp Asp Leu Asp Asn Leu Leu Ala Gln Ile Gly Asp Gln Tyr Ala Asp
275 280 285

Leu Phe Leu Ala Ala Lys Asn Leu Ser Asp Ala Ile Leu Leu Ser Asp
290 295 300

Ile Leu Arg Val Asn Thr Glu Ile Thr Lys Ala Pro Leu Ser Ala Ser
305 310 315 320

Met Ile Lys Arg Tyr Asp Glu His His Gln Asp Leu Thr Leu Leu Lys
325 330 335

Ala Leu Val Arg Gln Gln Leu Pro Glu Lys Tyr Lys Glu Ile Phe Phe
340 345 350

Asp Gln Ser Lys Asn Gly Tyr Ala Gly Tyr Ile Asp Gly Gly Ala Ser
355 360 365

Gln Glu Glu Phe Tyr Lys Phe Ile Lys Pro Ile Leu Glu Lys Met Asp
370 375 380

Gly Thr Glu Glu Leu Leu Val Lys Leu Asn Arg Glu Asp Leu Leu Arg
385 390 395 400

Lys Gln Arg Thr Phe Asp Asn Gly Ser Ile Pro His Gln Ile His Leu
405 410 415

Gly Glu Leu His Ala Ile Leu Arg Arg Gln Glu Asp Phe Tyr Pro Phe
420 425 430

Leu Lys Asp Asn Arg Glu Lys Ile Glu Lys Ile Leu Thr Phe Arg Ile
435 440 445
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Pro Tyr Tyr Val Gly Pro Leu Ala Arg Gly Asn Ser Arg Phe Ala Trp
450 455 460

Met Thr Arg Lys Ser Glu Glu Thr Ile Thr Pro Trp Asn Phe Glu Glu
465 470 475 480

Val Val Asp Lys Gly Ala Ser Ala Gln Ser Phe Ile Glu Arg Met Thr
485 490 495

Asn Phe Asp Lys Asn Leu Pro Asn Glu Lys Val Leu Pro Lys His Ser
500 505 510

Leu Leu Tyr Glu Tyr Phe Thr Val Tyr Asn Glu Leu Thr Lys Val Lys
515 520 525

Tyr Val Thr Glu Gly Met Arg Lys Pro Ala Phe Leu Ser Gly Glu Gln
530 535 540

Lys Lys Ala Ile Val Asp Leu Leu Phe Lys Thr Asn Arg Lys Val Thr
545 550 555 560

Val Lys Gln Leu Lys Glu Asp Tyr Phe Lys Lys Ile Glu Cys Phe Asp
565 570 575

Ser Val Glu Ile Ser Gly Val Glu Asp Arg Phe Asn Ala Ser Leu Gly
580 585 590

Thr Tyr His Asp Leu Leu Lys Ile Ile Lys Asp Lys Asp Phe Leu Asp
595 600 605

Asn Glu Glu Asn Glu Asp Ile Leu Glu Asp Ile Val Leu Thr Leu Thr
610 615 620

Leu Phe Glu Asp Arg Glu Met Ile Glu Glu Arg Leu Lys Thr Tyr Ala
625 630 635 640

His Leu Phe Asp Asp Lys Val Met Lys Gln Leu Lys Arg Arg Arg Tyr
645 650 655

Thr Gly Trp Gly Arg Leu Ser Arg Lys Leu Ile Asn Gly Ile Arg Asp
660 665 670

Lys Gln Ser Gly Lys Thr Ile Leu Asp Phe Leu Lys Ser Asp Gly Phe
675 680 685

Ala Asn Arg Asn Phe Met Gln Leu Ile His Asp Asp Ser Leu Thr Phe
690 695 700

Lys Glu Asp Ile Gln Lys Ala Gln Val Ser Gly Gln Gly Asp Ser Leu
705 710 715 720

His Glu His Ile Ala Asn Leu Ala Gly Ser Pro Ala Ile Lys Lys Gly
725 730 735

Ile Leu Gln Thr Val Lys Val Val Asp Glu Leu Val Lys Val Met Gly
740 745 750

Arg His Lys Pro Glu Asn Ile Val Ile Glu Met Ala Arg Glu Asn Gln
755 760 765

Thr Thr Gln Lys Gly Gln Lys Asn Ser Arg Glu Arg Met Lys Arg Ile
770 775 780

Glu Glu Gly Ile Lys Glu Leu Gly Ser Gln Ile Leu Lys Glu His Pro
785 790 795 800

Val Glu Asn Thr Gln Leu Gln Asn Glu Lys Leu Tyr Leu Tyr Tyr Leu
805 810 815

Gln Asn Gly Arg Asp Met Tyr Val Asp Gln Glu Leu Asp Ile Asn Arg
820 825 830

Leu Ser Asp Tyr Asp Val Asp His Ile Val Pro Gln Ser Phe Leu Lys
835 840 845

Asp Asp Ser Ile Asp Asn Lys Val Leu Thr Arg Ser Asp Lys Asn Arg
850 855 860

Gly Lys Ser Asp Asn Val Pro Ser Glu Glu Val Val Lys Lys Met Lys
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865 870 875 880

Asn Tyr Trp Arg Gln Leu Leu Asn Ala Lys Leu Ile Thr Gln Arg Lys
885 890 895

Phe Asp Asn Leu Thr Lys Ala Glu Arg Gly Gly Leu Ser Glu Leu Asp
900 905 910

Lys Ala Gly Phe Ile Lys Arg Gln Leu Val Glu Thr Arg Gln Ile Thr
915 920 925

Lys His Val Ala Gln Ile Leu Asp Ser Arg Met Asn Thr Lys Tyr Asp
930 935 940

Glu Asn Asp Lys Leu Ile Arg Glu Val Lys Val Ile Thr Leu Lys Ser
945 950 955 960

Lys Leu Val Ser Asp Phe Arg Lys Asp Phe Gln Phe Tyr Lys Val Arg
965 970 975

Glu Ile Asn Asn Tyr His His Ala His Asp Ala Tyr Leu Asn Ala Val
980 985 990

Val Gly Thr Ala Leu Ile Lys Lys Tyr Pro Lys Leu Glu Ser Glu Phe
995 1000 1005

Val Tyr Gly Asp Tyr Lys Val Tyr Asp Val Arg Lys Met Ile Ala
1010 1015 1020

Lys Ser Glu Gln Glu Ile Gly Lys Ala Thr Ala Lys Tyr Phe Phe
1025 1030 1035

Tyr Ser Asn Ile Met Asn Phe Phe Lys Thr Glu Ile Thr Leu Ala
1040 1045 1050

Asn Gly Glu Ile Arg Lys Arg Pro Leu Ile Glu Thr Asn Gly Glu
1055 1060 1065

Thr Gly Glu Ile Val Trp Asp Lys Gly Arg Asp Phe Ala Thr Val
1070 1075 1080

Arg Lys Val Leu Ser Met Pro Gln Val Asn Ile Val Lys Lys Thr
1085 1090 1095

Glu Val Gln Thr Gly Gly Phe Ser Lys Glu Ser Ile Leu Pro Lys
1100 1105 1110

Arg Asn Ser Asp Lys Leu Ile Ala Arg Lys Lys Asp Trp Asp Pro
1115 1120 1125

Lys Lys Tyr Gly Gly Phe Asp Ser Pro Thr Val Ala Tyr Ser Val
1130 1135 1140

Leu Val Val Ala Lys Val Glu Lys Gly Lys Ser Lys Lys Leu Lys
1145 1150 1155

Ser Val Lys Glu Leu Leu Gly Ile Thr Ile Met Glu Arg Ser Ser
1160 1165 1170

Phe Glu Lys Asn Pro Ile Asp Phe Leu Glu Ala Lys Gly Tyr Lys
1175 1180 1185

Glu Val Lys Lys Asp Leu Ile Ile Lys Leu Pro Lys Tyr Ser Leu
1190 1195 1200

Phe Glu Leu Glu Asn Gly Arg Lys Arg Met Leu Ala Ser Ala Gly
1205 1210 1215

Glu Leu Gln Lys Gly Asn Glu Leu Ala Leu Pro Ser Lys Tyr Val
1220 1225 1230

Asn Phe Leu Tyr Leu Ala Ser His Tyr Glu Lys Leu Lys Gly Ser
1235 1240 1245

Pro Glu Asp Asn Glu Gln Lys Gln Leu Phe Val Glu Gln His Lys
1250 1255 1260

His Tyr Leu Asp Glu Ile Ile Glu Gln Ile Ser Glu Phe Ser Lys
1265 1270 1275
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Arg Val Ile Leu Ala Asp Ala Asn Leu Asp Lys Val Leu Ser Ala
1280 1285 1290

Tyr Asn Lys His Arg Asp Lys Pro Ile Arg Glu Gln Ala Glu Asn
1295 1300 1305

Ile Ile His Leu Phe Thr Leu Thr Asn Leu Gly Ala Pro Ala Ala
1310 1315 1320

Phe Lys Tyr Phe Asp Thr Thr Ile Asp Arg Lys Arg Tyr Thr Ser
1325 1330 1335

Thr Lys Glu Val Leu Asp Ala Thr Leu Ile His Gln Ser Ile Thr
1340 1345 1350

Gly Leu Tyr Glu Thr Arg Ile Asp Leu Ser Gln Leu Gly Gly Asp
1355 1360 1365

<210> SEQ ID NO 49
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 49

gttcactgcc gcataggcag ctcagaaa 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 50
<211> LENGTH: 23
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

<400> SEQUENCE: 50

cctggcctgc cccaagtgca agg 23

<210> SEQ ID NO 51
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

<400> SEQUENCE: 51

gtcgcccccc acgcgggggc gtggattgaa ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 52
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

<400> SEQUENCE: 52

tggagcggga aacgggattt gaacccgc 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 53
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

<400> SEQUENCE: 53

gtgttcccca cgggcgtggg gatgaaccg 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 54
<211> LENGTH: 25
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 54

aacctttctg caaaaaggtt tcccc 25
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<210> SEQ ID NO 55
<211> LENGTH: 23
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 55

ccgctggatc cggctgcagc gcc 23

<210> SEQ ID NO 56
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 56

gttcactgcc gcataggcag ctcagaaa 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 57
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 57

cacccgacta ttgaagtcgg gcctcattga ag 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 58
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 58

gtcaaaaccc ataccgatat ggatacctct tttgag 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 59
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 59

gtcaaaaccc ataccgatat ggatacctct tttgag 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 60
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 60

gtcaaaaccc ataccgatat ggatacctct tttgag 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 61
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 61

gtcaaaaccc ataccgatat ggatacctct tttgag 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 62
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 62

ctcaaaagag gtatccatat cggtatgggt tttgac 36
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<210> SEQ ID NO 63
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio hydrothermalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 63

gttcactgcc ggataggcag cttagaaa 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 64
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio magneticus

<400> SEQUENCE: 64

gtcgccccct gcgcgggggc gtggattgaa ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 65
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio magneticus

<400> SEQUENCE: 65

ttttctgagc tgcctatgcg gcagtgaac 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 66
<211> LENGTH: 46
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio vulgaris

<400> SEQUENCE: 66

catcgacgac gaacccgggc accgcctgat ggtccacgcc gtcatg 46

<210> SEQ ID NO 67
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio vulgaris

<400> SEQUENCE: 67

gtcgcccctc acgcgggggc gtggatagaa ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 68
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio vulgaris

<400> SEQUENCE: 68

gtttcaatcc acgcccccgc acggggggcg ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 69
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurispirillum indicum

<400> SEQUENCE: 69

tttctgagct gcctatgcgg cagtgaac 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 70
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurispirillum indicum

<400> SEQUENCE: 70
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gaccgaagac ctgtcggaaa cgacggggat tgagac 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 71
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurivibrio alkaliphilus

<400> SEQUENCE: 71

cggttcatcc ccgcgagtgc ggggaacat 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 72
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurivibrio alkaliphilus

<400> SEQUENCE: 72

tttctgagct gcctgtgcgg cagtgaac 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 73
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurobacterium thermolithotrophum

<400> SEQUENCE: 73

gttttatctg aacgtagtgg gatataaag 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 74
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio desulfuricans

<400> SEQUENCE: 74

cggttcatcc ccgcgggtgc ggggaacac 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 75
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: RNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 75

guuagcagcc gcauaggcug cuuaaaua 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 76
<211> LENGTH: 33
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Vibrio cholerae
<220> FEATURE:
<221> NAME/KEY: CDS
<222> LOCATION: (1)..(33)

<400> SEQUENCE: 76

aat tta aat agg gaa gat aag caa agg gtt gac 33
Asn Leu Asn Arg Glu Asp Lys Gln Arg Val Asp
1 5 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 77
<211> LENGTH: 31
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Vibrio cholerae

<400> SEQUENCE: 77

tttaaatagg gaagataagc aaagggttga c 31
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<210> SEQ ID NO 78
<211> LENGTH: 11
<212> TYPE: PRT
<213> ORGANISM: Vibrio cholerae

<400> SEQUENCE: 78

Asn Leu Asn Arg Glu Asp Lys Gln Arg Val Asp
1 5 10

<210> SEQ ID NO 79
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 79

cattgcaact atgcaaaatg atgaagctaa aa 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 80
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 80

tgttagagtc ggtagtatct ggatgatcga ta 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 81
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 81

ttatgtattg accccgacac gccccccgac tg 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 82
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 82

ttacagacga cctaactctt cagtaccatg at 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 83
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 83

tacataagct gcaacacggt gttcgtttaa gt 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 84
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<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 84

aaaatacgcc tttttccctt catcgtttaa ag 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 85
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 85

accaacaaat cccataaact gataaccacg tt 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 86
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 86

gtcaaccctt tgcttatctt ccctatttaa at 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 87
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 87

tgttaaccac cgcttgaaat aatcatgatg ca 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 88
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 88

tgtgtctata ctcaaccaat ttaagcgccg ca 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 89
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 89

ctactctccc caatattagc cattcctaat tc 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 90
<211> LENGTH: 32
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<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 90

gtcaccttac cgtaagacag gcagtaaaat ta 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 91
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 91

aaactagtgg acgtaatgca gtattcacgg tt 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 92
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 92

atccacacta caaatagaac actcaaccgt ga 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 93
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 93

tgtgtctata ctcaaccaat ttaagcgccg ca 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 94
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 94

ctactctccc caatattagc cattcctaat tc 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 95
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 95

aaactagtgg acgtaatgca gtattcacgg tt 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 96
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
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<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 96

ataatcgttt tgagtctcac cagcttttag gc 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 97
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 97

atccacacta caaatagaac actcaaccgt ga 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 98
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 98

tattgattgg tctctaacct tgggatgatt aa 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 99
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 99

ttcacgggta gcaacagggt aataaaccaa ta 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 100
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 100

cattgcaact atgcaaaatg atgaagctaa aa 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 101
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 101

tgttagagtc ggtagtatct ggatgatcga ta 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 102
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
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<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 102

tagaagagta ataggagcta ctgcaaactt gt 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 103
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 103

taactatgtg tggtttatat tttgtgtgca ag 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 104
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 104

ttttgaaact attgacagaa ggttgggaac ct 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 105
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 105

ttgaggttga acctcttccg gttcctcttc tg 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 106
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 106

gtgtattgct tgcagtgggt tacacacaag aa 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 107
<211> LENGTH: 47
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Bacteroides fragilis

<400> SEQUENCE: 107

gttgtgattt gctttcaaat tagtatcttt gaaccattgg aaacagc 47

<210> SEQ ID NO 108
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Bacteroides fragilis

<400> SEQUENCE: 108

atttcaattc cataaggtac aattaatac 29
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<210> SEQ ID NO 109
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Bacteroides helcogenes

<400> SEQUENCE: 109

gtttcaatcc acacacccgt atagggtgtg ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 110
<211> LENGTH: 47
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Bacteroides sp.

<400> SEQUENCE: 110

actgtttctg atatgtcaaa gataaaattt tgaaagcaaa tcacaac 47

<210> SEQ ID NO 111
<211> LENGTH: 23
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron

<400> SEQUENCE: 111

gaaaaaatac agtttcgctc tca 23

<210> SEQ ID NO 112
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella dentalis

<400> SEQUENCE: 112

gtcgcgtctc acgtaggcgc gtggattgaa ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 113
<211> LENGTH: 47
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella denticola

<400> SEQUENCE: 113

attgtgcttg ctactgcaaa gatacacatt ttgaagcaat tcacaac 47

<210> SEQ ID NO 114
<211> LENGTH: 37
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella denticola

<400> SEQUENCE: 114

ctcaatgagt atcttccatt aaaacaagga ttaagac 37

<210> SEQ ID NO 115
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella intermedia

<400> SEQUENCE: 115

gttgttttta ccttgcaaac agcaggcaga tacaac 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 116
<211> LENGTH: 47
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella intermedia

<400> SEQUENCE: 116
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gttgtatttg ccaatgcaaa gatactaatt ttaaagctaa tcacaac 47

<210> SEQ ID NO 117
<211> LENGTH: 36
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Prevotella ruminicola

<400> SEQUENCE: 117

gttgtatatc attcctttcc tacatcaaac cacaac 36

<210> SEQ ID NO 118
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Clostridium difficile

<400> SEQUENCE: 118

atttacatac cacttagtta atataaaac 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 119
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Clostridium difficile

<400> SEQUENCE: 119

gttttatatt aactaagtgg tatgtaaat 29

<210> SEQ ID NO 120
<211> LENGTH: 112
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 120

ttaaataacg aaaacaccct gccataaaat gacagggtgt tgatttcggc atgaagcctt 60

atctttgtag cttctgcaag atttaagtaa ctgtgtaagg cgtcccttac ac 112

<210> SEQ ID NO 121
<211> LENGTH: 30
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 121

tgtcctatga atcagctcct tttctcggcc 30

<210> SEQ ID NO 122
<211> LENGTH: 30
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 122

ggctataaga taaactacgg gcaagtttga 30

<210> SEQ ID NO 123
<211> LENGTH: 974
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
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<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic
polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 123

gcggataaca attactagag aaagaggaga aatactattc ttctcctctt taaataacga 60

aaacaccctg ccataaaatg acagggtgtt gatttcggca tgaagcctta tctttgtagc 120

ttctgcaaga tttaagtaac tgtgtaaggc gtcccttaca cttgcatgta gcggataaca 180

attactagag aaagaggaga aatactattc ttctcctctt taaataacga aaacaccctg 240

ccataaaatg acagggtgtt gatttcggca tgaagcctta tctttgtagc ttctgcaaga 300

tttaagtaac tgtgtaaggc gtcccttaca cttgcatgta tagttattat accaggggga 360

cagtgcaatg tcaagaataa actgtagaat gactagtgac ttaaatcttg agagtacaaa 420

aacccgttgg aatcgtgatt aatagtaact gttgttgtac agttacttaa atcttgagag 480

tacaaaaacg gccgagaaaa ggagctgatt cataggacag ttgtacagtt acttaaatct 540

tgagagtaca aaaactcaaa cttgcccgta gtttatctta tagccgttgt acagttactt 600

aaatcttgag agtacaaaaa catttacctc ctttgattta agtgaacaag tttatcctag 660

ttattatacc agggggacag tgcaatgtca agaataaact gtagaatgac tagtgactta 720

aatcttgaga gtacaaaaac ccgttggaat cgtgattaat agtaactgtt gttgtacagt 780

tacttaaatc ttgagagtac aaaaacggcc gagaaaagga gctgattcat aggacagttg 840

tacagttact taaatcttga gagtacaaaa actcaaactt gcccgtagtt tatcttatag 900

ccgttgtaca gttacttaaa tcttgagagt acaaaaacat ttacctcctt tgatttaagt 960

gaacaagttt atcc 974

<210> SEQ ID NO 124
<211> LENGTH: 221
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 124

ttaaatcttg agagtacaaa aacccgttgg aatcgtgatt aatagtaact gttgttgtac 60

agttacttaa atcttgagag tacaaaaacg gccgagaaaa ggagctgatt cataggacag 120

ttgtacagtt acttaaatct tgagagtaca aaaactcaaa cttgcccgta gtttatctta 180

tagccgttgt acagttactt aaatcttgag agtacaaaaa c 221

<210> SEQ ID NO 125
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio vulgaris

<400> SEQUENCE: 125

gtcgcccccc acgcgggggc gtggattgaa ac 32

<210> SEQ ID NO 126
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfobulbus propionicus

<400> SEQUENCE: 126

gtcgcccccc acgcgggggc gtggattgaa ac 32
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<210> SEQ ID NO 127
<211> LENGTH: 25
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfurispirillum indicum

<400> SEQUENCE: 127

aacctttctg caaaaaggtt tcccc 25

<210> SEQ ID NO 128
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Desulfovibrio gigas

<400> SEQUENCE: 128

tttctgagct gcctatgcgg cagtgaac 28

<210> SEQ ID NO 129
<211> LENGTH: 43
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

oligonucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 129

ttgacggcta gctcagtcct aggtacagtg ctagctacta gag 43

<210> SEQ ID NO 130
<211> LENGTH: 102
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 130

aagtctagcg aaccgcactt aatacgactc actataggta ccggtgatac cagcatcgtc 60

ttgatgccct tggcagcacc ctgctaaggt aacaacaaga tg 102

<210> SEQ ID NO 131
<211> LENGTH: 4107
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Streptococcus pyogenes

<400> SEQUENCE: 131

atggataaga aatactcaat aggcttagat atcggcacaa atagcgtcgg atgggcggtg 60

atcactgatg aatataaggt tccgtctaaa aagttcaagg ttctgggaaa tacagaccgc 120

cacagtatca aaaaaaatct tataggggct cttttatttg acagtggaga gacagcggaa 180

gcgactcgtc tcaaacggac agctcgtaga aggtatacac gtcggaagaa tcgtatttgt 240

tatctacagg agattttttc aaatgagatg gcgaaagtag atgatagttt ctttcatcga 300

cttgaagagt cttttttggt ggaagaagac aagaagcatg aacgtcatcc tatttttgga 360

aatatagtag atgaagttgc ttatcatgag aaatatccaa ctatctatca tctgcgaaaa 420

aaattggtag attctactga taaagcggat ttgcgcttaa tctatttggc cttagcgcat 480

atgattaagt ttcgtggtca ttttttgatt gagggagatt taaatcctga taatagtgat 540

gtggacaaac tatttatcca gttggtacaa acctacaatc aattatttga agaaaaccct 600

attaacgcaa gtggagtaga tgctaaagcg attctttctg cacgattgag taaatcaaga 660

cgattagaaa atctcattgc tcagctcccc ggtgagaaga aaaatggctt atttgggaat 720
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ctcattgctt tgtcattggg tttgacccct aattttaaat caaattttga tttggcagaa 780

gatgctaaat tacagctttc aaaagatact tacgatgatg atttagataa tttattggcg 840

caaattggag atcaatatgc tgatttgttt ttggcagcta agaatttatc agatgctatt 900

ttactttcag atatcctaag agtaaatact gaaataacta aggctcccct atcagcttca 960

atgattaaac gctacgatga acatcatcaa gacttgactc ttttaaaagc tttagttcga 1020

caacaacttc cagaaaagta taaagaaatc ttttttgatc aatcaaaaaa cggatatgca 1080

ggttatattg atgggggagc tagccaagaa gaattttata aatttatcaa accaatttta 1140

gaaaaaatgg atggtactga ggaattattg gtgaaactaa atcgtgaaga tttgctgcgc 1200

aagcaacgga cctttgacaa cggctctatt ccccatcaaa ttcacttggg tgagctgcat 1260

gctattttga gaagacaaga agacttttat ccatttttaa aagacaatcg tgagaagatt 1320

gaaaaaatct tgacttttcg aattccttat tatgttggtc cattggcgcg tggcaatagt 1380

cgttttgcat ggatgactcg gaagtctgaa gaaacaatta ccccatggaa ttttgaagaa 1440

gttgtcgata aaggtgcttc agctcaatca tttattgaac gcatgacaaa ctttgataaa 1500

aatcttccaa atgaaaaagt actaccaaaa catagtttgc tttatgagta ttttacggtt 1560

tataacgaat tgacaaaggt caaatatgtt actgaaggaa tgcgaaaacc agcatttctt 1620

tcaggtgaac agaagaaagc cattgttgat ttactcttca aaacaaatcg aaaagtaacc 1680

gttaagcaat taaaagaaga ttatttcaaa aaaatagaat gttttgatag tgttgaaatt 1740

tcaggagttg aagatagatt taatgcttca ttaggtacct accatgattt gctaaaaatt 1800

attaaagata aagatttttt ggataatgaa gaaaatgaag atatcttaga ggatattgtt 1860

ttaacattga ccttatttga agatagggag atgattgagg aaagacttaa aacatatgct 1920

cacctctttg atgataaggt gatgaaacag cttaaacgtc gccgttatac tggttgggga 1980

cgtttgtctc gaaaattgat taatggtatt agggataagc aatctggcaa aacaatatta 2040

gattttttga aatcagatgg ttttgccaat cgcaatttta tgcagctgat ccatgatgat 2100

agtttgacat ttaaagaaga cattcaaaaa gcacaagtgt ctggacaagg cgatagttta 2160

catgaacata ttgcaaattt agctggtagc cctgctatta aaaaaggtat tttacagact 2220

gtaaaagttg ttgatgaatt ggtcaaagta atggggcggc ataagccaga aaatatcgtt 2280

attgaaatgg cacgtgaaaa tcagacaact caaaagggcc agaaaaattc gcgagagcgt 2340

atgaaacgaa tcgaagaagg tatcaaagaa ttaggaagtc agattcttaa agagcatcct 2400

gttgaaaata ctcaattgca aaatgaaaag ctctatctct attatctcca aaatggaaga 2460

gacatgtatg tggaccaaga attagatatt aatcgtttaa gtgattatga tgtcgatcac 2520

attgttccac aaagtttcct taaagacgat tcaatagaca ataaggtctt aacgcgttct 2580

gataaaaatc gtggtaaatc ggataacgtt ccaagtgaag aagtagtcaa aaagatgaaa 2640

aactattgga gacaacttct aaacgccaag ttaatcactc aacgtaagtt tgataattta 2700

acgaaagctg aacgtggagg tttgagtgaa cttgataaag ctggttttat caaacgccaa 2760

ttggttgaaa ctcgccaaat cactaagcat gtggcacaaa ttttggatag tcgcatgaat 2820

actaaatacg atgaaaatga taaacttatt cgagaggtta aagtgattac cttaaaatct 2880

aaattagttt ctgacttccg aaaagatttc caattctata aagtacgtga gattaacaat 2940

taccatcatg cccatgatgc gtatctaaat gccgtcgttg gaactgcttt gattaagaaa 3000

tatccaaaac ttgaatcgga gtttgtctat ggtgattata aagtttatga tgttcgtaaa 3060

atgattgcta agtctgagca agaaataggc aaagcaaccg caaaatattt cttttactct 3120
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aatatcatga acttcttcaa aacagaaatt acacttgcaa atggagagat tcgcaaacgc 3180

cctctaatcg aaactaatgg ggaaactgga gaaattgtct gggataaagg gcgagatttt 3240

gccacagtgc gcaaagtatt gtccatgccc caagtcaata ttgtcaagaa aacagaagta 3300

cagacaggcg gattctccaa ggagtcaatt ttaccaaaaa gaaattcgga caagcttatt 3360

gctcgtaaaa aagactggga tccaaaaaaa tatggtggtt ttgatagtcc aacggtagct 3420

tattcagtcc tagtggttgc taaggtggaa aaagggaaat cgaagaagtt aaaatccgtt 3480

aaagagttac tagggatcac aattatggaa agaagttcct ttgaaaaaaa tccgattgac 3540

tttttagaag ctaaaggata taaggaagtt aaaaaagact taatcattaa actacctaaa 3600

tatagtcttt ttgagttaga aaacggtcgt aaacggatgc tggctagtgc cggagaatta 3660

caaaaaggaa atgagctggc tctgccaagc aaatatgtga attttttata tttagctagt 3720

cattatgaaa agttgaaggg tagtccagaa gataacgaac aaaaacaatt gtttgtggag 3780

cagcataagc attatttaga tgagattatt gagcaaatca gtgaattttc taagcgtgtt 3840

attttagcag atgccaattt agataaagtt cttagtgcat ataacaaaca tagagacaaa 3900

ccaatacgtg aacaagcaga aaatattatt catttattta cgttgacgaa tcttggagct 3960

cccgctgctt ttaaatattt tgatacaaca attgatcgta aacgatatac gtctacaaaa 4020

gaagttttag atgccactct tatccatcaa tccatcactg gtctttatga aacacgcatt 4080

gatttgagtc agctaggagg tgactga 4107

<210> SEQ ID NO 132
<211> LENGTH: 1221
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 132

gagttataca cagggctggg atctattctt tttatctttt tttattcttt ctttattcta 60

taaattataa ccacttgaat ataaacaaaa aaaacacaca aaggtctagc ggaatttaca 120

gagggtctag cagaatttac aagttttcca gcaaaggtct agcagaattt acagataccc 180

acaactcaaa ggaaaaggac atgtaattat cattgactag cccatctcaa ttggtatagt 240

gattaaaatc acctagacca attgagatgt atgtctgaat tagttgtttt caaagcaaat 300

gaactagcga ttagtcgcta tgacttaacg gagcatgaaa ccaagctaat tttatgctgt 360

gtggcactac tcaaccccac gattgaaaac cctacaagga aagaacggac ggtatcgttc 420

acttataacc aatacgctca gatgatgaac atcagtaggg aaaatgctta tggtgtatta 480

gctaaagcaa ccagagagct gatgacgaga actgtggaaa tcaggaatcc tttggttaaa 540

ggctttgaga ttttccagtg gacaaactat gccaagttct caagcgaaaa attagaatta 600

gtttttagtg aagagatatt gccttatctt ttccagttaa aaaaattcat aaaatataat 660

ctggaacatg ttaagtcttt tgaaaacaaa tactctatga ggatttatga gtggttatta 720

aaagaactaa cacaaaagaa aactcacaag gcaaatatag agattagcct tgatgaattt 780

aagttcatgt taatgcttga aaataactac catgagttta aaaggcttaa ccaatgggtt 840

ttgaaaccaa taagtaaaga tttaaacact tacagcaata tgaaattggt ggttgataag 900

cgaggccgcc cgactgatac gttgattttc caagttgaac tagatagaca aatggatctc 960

gtaaccgaac ttgagaacaa ccagataaaa atgaatggtg acaaaatacc aacaaccatt 1020
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-continued

acatcagatt cctacctaca taacggacta agaaaaacac tacacgatgc tttaactgca 1080

aaaattcagc tcaccagttt tgaggcaaaa tttttgagtg acatgcaaag taagtatgat 1140

ctcaatggtt cgttctcatg gctcacgcaa aaacaacgaa ccacactaga gaacatactg 1200

gctaaatacg gaaggatctg a 1221

<210> SEQ ID NO 133
<211> LENGTH: 789
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Escherichia coli

<400> SEQUENCE: 133

atgagggaag cggtgatcgc cgaagtatcg actcaactat cagaggtagt tggcgtcatc 60

gagcgccatc tcgaaccgac gttgctggcc gtacatttgt acggctccgc agtggatggc 120

ggcctgaagc cacacagtga tattgatttg ctggttacgg tgaccgtaag gcttgatgaa 180

acaacgcggc gagctttgat caacgacctt ttggaaactt cggcttcccc tggagagagc 240

gagattctcc gcgctgtaga agtcaccatt gttgtgcacg acgacatcat tccgtggcgt 300

tatccagcta agcgcgaact gcaatttgga gaatggcagc gcaatgacat tcttgcaggt 360

atcttcgagc cagccacgat cgacattgat ctggctatct tgctgacaaa agcaagagaa 420

catagcgttg ccttggtagg tccagcggcg gaggaactct ttgatccggt tcctgaacag 480

gatctatttg aggcgctaaa tgaaacctta acgctatgga actcgccgcc cgactgggct 540

ggcgatgagc gaaatgtagt gcttacgttg tcccgcattt ggtacagcgc agtaaccggc 600

aaaatcgcgc cgaaggatgt cgctgccgac tgggcaatgg agcgcctgcc ggcccagtat 660

cagcccgtca tacttgaagc tagacaggct tatcttggac aagaagaaga tcgcttggcc 720

tcgcgcgcag atcagttgga agaatttgtc cactacgtga aaggcgagat caccaaggta 780

gtcggcaaa 789

<210> SEQ ID NO 134
<211> LENGTH: 1191
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Escherichia coli

<400> SEQUENCE: 134

ttatgacaac ttgacggcta catcattcac tttttcttca caaccggcac ggaactcgct 60

cgggctggcc ccggtgcatt ttttaaatac ccgcgagaaa tagagttgat cgtcaaaacc 120

aacattgcga ccgacggtgg cgataggcat ccgggtggtg ctcaaaagca gcttcgcctg 180

gctgatacgt tggtcctcgc gccagcttaa gacgctaatc cctaactgct ggcggaaaag 240

atgtgacaga cgcgacggcg acaagcaaac atgctgtgcg acgctggcga tatcaaaatt 300

gctgtctgcc aggtgatcgc tgatgtactg acaagcctcg cgtacccgat tatccatcgg 360

tggatggagc gactcgttaa tcgcttccat gcgccgcagt aacaattgct caagcagatt 420

tatcgccagc agctccgaat agcgcccttc cccttgcccg gcgttaatga tttgcccaaa 480

caggtcgctg aaatgcggct ggtgcgcttc atccgggcga aagaaccccg tattggcaaa 540

tattgacggc cagttaagcc attcatgcca gtaggcgcgc ggacgaaagt aaacccactg 600

gtgataccat tcgcgagcct ccggatgacg accgtagtga tgaatctctc ctggcgggaa 660

cagcaaaata tcacccggtc ggcaaacaaa ttctcgtccc tgatttttca ccaccccctg 720

accgcgaatg gtgagattga gaatataacc tttcattccc agcggtcggt cgataaaaaa 780
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-continued

atcgagataa ccgttggcct caatcggcgt taaacccgcc accagatggg cattaaacga 840

gtatcccggc agcaggggat cattttgcgc ttcagccata cttttcatac tcccgccatt 900

cagagaagaa accaattgtc catattgcat cagacattgc cgtcactgcg tcttttactg 960

gctcttctcg ctaaccaaac cggtaacccc gcttattaaa agcattctgt aacaaagcgg 1020

gaccaaagcc atgacaaaaa cgcgtaacaa aagtgtctat aatcacggca gaaaagtcca 1080

cattgattat ttgcacggcg tcacactttg ctatgccata gcatttttat ccataagatt 1140

agcggatcct acctgacgct ttttatcgca actctctact gtttctccat a 1191

<210> SEQ ID NO 135
<211> LENGTH: 657
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 135

atggagaaaa aaatcactgg atataccacc gttgatatat cccaatggca tcgtaaagaa 60

cattttgagg catttcagtc agttgctcaa tgtacctata accagaccgt tcagctggat 120

attacggcct ttttaaagac cgtaaagaaa aataagcaca agttttatcc ggcctttatt 180

cacattcttg cccgcctgat gaatgctcat ccggaatttc gtatggcaat gaaagacggt 240

gagctggtga tatgggatag tgttcaccct tgttacaccg ttttccatga gcaaactgaa 300

acgttttcat cgctctggag tgaataccac gacgatttcc ggcagtttct acacatatat 360

tcgcaagatg tggcgtgtta cggtgaaaac ctggcctatt tccctaaagg gtttattgag 420

aatatgtttt tcgtctcagc caatccctgg gtgagtttca ccagttttga tttaaacgtg 480

gccaatatgg acaacttctt cgcccccgtt ttcaccatgg gcaaatatta tacgcaaggc 540

gacaaggtgc tgatgccgct ggcgattcag gttcatcatg ccgtttgtga tggcttccat 600

gtcggcagaa tgcttaatga attacaacag tactgcgatg agtggcaggg cggggcg 657

<210> SEQ ID NO 136
<211> LENGTH: 718
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Description of Artificial Sequence: Synthetic

polynucleotide

<400> SEQUENCE: 136

ttaataagat gatcttcttg agatcgtttt ggtctgcgcg taatctcttg ctctgaaaac 60

gaaaaaaccg ccttgcaggg cggtttttcg aaggttctct gagctaccaa ctctttgaac 120

cgaggtaact ggcttggagg agcgcagtca ccaaaacttg tcctttcagt ttagccttaa 180

ccggcgcatg acttcaagac taactcctct aaatcaatta ccagtggctg ctgccagtgg 240

tgcttttgca tgtctttccg ggttggactc aagacgatag ttaccggata aggcgcagcg 300

gtcggactga acggggggtt cgtgcataca gtccagcttg gagcgaactg cctacccgga 360

actgagtgtc aggcgtggaa tgagacaaac gcggccataa cagcggaatg acaccggtaa 420

accgaaaggc aggaacagga gagcgcacga gggagccgcc agggggaaac gcctggtatc 480

tttatagtcc tgtcgggttt cgccaccact gatttgagcg tcagatttcg tgatgcttgt 540

caggggggcg gagcctatgg aaaaacggct ttgccgcggc cctctcactt ccctgttaag 600

tatcttcctg gcatcttcca ggaaatctcc gccccgttcg taagccattt ccgctcgccg 660
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-continued

cagtcgaacg accgagcgta gcgagtcagt gagcgaggaa gcggaatata tccctagg 718

<210> SEQ ID NO 137
<211> LENGTH: 23
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Escherichia coli

<400> SEQUENCE: 137

taggtgaagt ccctcgcgga tgg 23

The invention claimed is:
1. A method of modifying a mixed population of bacteria,

wherein the mixed population of bacteria comprises cells of
a first bacterial species and host cells of a second bacterial
species, and

wherein the second bacterial species is a different species
than the first bacterial species, the method comprising:

(a). contacting the mixed population of bacteria with a
plurality of vectors comprising a first nucleic acid
sequence encoding a Cas nuclease and a second nucleic
acid sequence for producing a host modifying crRNA
(HM-crRNA), and

(b). expressing the Cas nuclease and the HM-crRNA in
the host cells,

wherein the HM-crRNA is operable with the Cas nuclease
in the host cells, wherein the second nucleic acid
sequence and the Cas nuclease are comprised by a
HM-CRISPR/Cas system and
wherein
the HM-crRNA comprises a nucleic acid sequence that

is capable of hybridizing to a target sequence in the
host cells to guide the Cas nuclease to modify the
target sequence in the host cells of the second
bacterial species;

whereby the host cells of the second bacterial species are
killed or growth of the host cells is reduced, thereby
reducing the proportion of the host cells of the second
bacterial species and altering the relative ratio of the
first and second bacterial species in the mixed popula-
tion of bacteria; and

wherein the host cells of the second bacterial species are
killed by at least 1000-fold or growth of the host cells
of the second bacterial species is reduced by at least
1000-fold, and wherein the first bacterial species is not
killed or growth of first bacterial species is not reduced.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the method inhibits
growth of the host cells on a surface.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species has a 16s ribosomal RNA-encoding DNA sequence
that is at least about 80% identical to an 16s ribosomal
RNA-encoding DNA sequence of the second bacterial spe-
cies.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the mixed population
of bacteria comprises a third bacterial species.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein expression of the Cas
nuclease is induced in the host cells, whereby the Cas
nuclease and the HM-crRNA are combined in the host cells.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein step (b) comprises
inducing production of the HM-crRNA in the host cells.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is a gram negative species and the second bacterial
species is a gram negative species.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is a gram positive species and the second bacterial
species is a gram negative species.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the target sequence is
comprised by an essential gene, an antibiotic resistance
gene, or a virulence gene of the host cells.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the second bacterial
species is an Enterobacteriaceae species.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the second bacterial
species is E. coli.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the mixed population
is in a human gut microbiota.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein Cas expression is
inducible in the host cells.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the second nucleic
acid sequence for producing the HM-crRNA is operably
linked to an inducible promoter.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is a Bacteroidetes.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the host cells are
Firmicutes cells.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein each vector is a virus,
a phage, a phagemid, or a plasmid.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species and the second bacterial species are Firmicutes
species and the growth of the first bacterial species is not
inhibited by the HM-CRISPR/Cas system.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species and the second bacterial species are gram-positive
species and the growth of the first bacterial species is not
inhibited by the HM-CRISPR/Cas system.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the host cells are
Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella,
Listeria, E coli, Desulfovibrio, Vibrio or Clostridium cells.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is a Bacteroidetes species and the second bacterial
species is a Firmicutes or gram-positive species, and
wherein the relative ratio of the Bacteroidetes species versus
the Firmicutes or gram-positive species is increased.

22. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is B. thetaiotamicron.

23. The method of claim 1, wherein the first bacterial
species is B. fragilis.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein the mixed population
comprises E. coli and Lactobacillus bacteria.

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the mixed population
comprises E. coli and B. subtilis.

26. The method of claim 1, wherein the HM-CRISPR
system comprises a tracrRNA, and wherein the tracrRNA is
encoded by an engineered nucleic acid sequence.

27. The method of claim 1, wherein the target sequence is
comprised by an essential gene that is required for protein
production.
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28. The method of claim 1, wherein the Cas nuclease is a
Cas nuclease of Type I or Type II CRISPR system.

29. The method of claim 1, wherein the HM-CRISPR/Cas
system comprises an endogenous tracrRNA of the host cells.

* * * * *
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